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Course
Description

This course introduces students to the evolving role of managerial accounting in
modern business environments. The course highlights the informational need of
managers in planning, controlling and decision making, and shows how to take
advantage of accounting information in various management settings. The course
will enable students to express real world business problems in a systematic way
and solve them by applying managerial accounting concepts and techniques.
Topics include cost estimation, cost analysis, activity based costing, cost-volumeprofits analysis, budgets and standards, responsibility accounting and transfer
pricing, and decision-making in various business situations.
As the 4th industrial revolution is undergoing, business environments are changing
rapidly. The existing business model has been replaced with new network models,
and management tools are finding a way to adapt themselves to recent digital
trends. Knowledge of technological trends and industry analysis is ever more
critical. This course aims to cover management accounting in an integrated way
combining knowledge from various disciplines and making students better prepared
for the post-digital business world.
As the environments surrounding business have evolved over time, standard
management tools and techniques often couldn’t keep up with the trend. Many
management consulting firms have competed to provide wide range of tools and fill
the gap between management tools and reality. This course also exposes students to
various management consulting practices. As a potential consumer or a provider of
a consulting product, students will be able to get indispensable knowledge and
realistic perspective on the fast-paced world of management consulting.

Learning
Objectives &
Goals

This course is not intended to train students as a professional accountant or help
them to pass a professional examination. Instead, the focus is on the business
analysis. The course tries to lay a foundation for being a leader as a corporate
executive, an entrepreneur, and a public officer.
Many of our students have the experience of taking at least one equivalent course
before joining the IUJ. If a student has no background in accounting or business
experience, it might take considerably more time for him/her to take this course.
Given the quantity of core content and the fast speed of the course delivery, the
burden of taking this course can be fairly high.
Please try to focus on understanding the underlying implication of accounting rules
and practice. Memorizing formulae and details might improve test scores but that
won’t help students to go to a higher level of learning.
This course contributes to the achievement of learning goal 5-5 for 2 year MBA
students. Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
(1) demonstrate understanding of accounting knowledge (LG5-5)
(2) discuss managerial issues competently and present their viewpoints in a group
meeting and classes.

Contribution to

This courses fulfills the following MEXT learning objectives:

the Diploma
Policy (knowledge,
skills and attitude
which can be
acquired through
this course for
obtaining the degree
concerned)

MP1 (MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues
MP2 (MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute
MP3 (MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data
MP4 (MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among
alternatives
MF5 (MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Accounting Knowledge
MD1 (MBA): Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal
and external strategic contexts.
MD2 (MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data
MD3 (MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under pressure.
MU1 (MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese industries, society, and
business environments.
MU2 (MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese employment practice
MI4 (ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business knowledge
for providing solutions to social issues sustainably

Delivery Methods

The course will use lectures, problem solving and case discussion in workshop style
as a main pedagogical method. It relies heavily on students’ pre-study of teaching
materials. Students are expected to perform all reading assignments and exercises
prior to attending a class.
In each class, a short lecture, student presentations and discussion, and problem
solving activities will follow. For certain topics, students will be asked to self-study
them by watch lecture videos and reviewing course material. Also quizzes will be
given to motivate students’ preparation.

Assessment

Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

(1)

(2)

overall

Class Participation

25%

4%

Group Presentation

75%

12%

Quizzes

14.3%

12%

Final Exam

47.6%

40%

Case and assignment Report

38.1%

32%

Weight on Final Grade

Prerequisites
Method of
Feedback for
Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)

84%

16%

100%

ACT1010
The instructor will return graded papers or allow students to inspect their paper.
The course will generally follow the following textbook. It is essential to read
assigned portions to keep up with the course lectures and cases.
Hilton, R. and Platt, D. [2020]: Managerial Accounting: Creating Value in a
Global Business Environment, 12th ed., McGraw-Hill (International edition
ISBN: 978-1-260-56639-0)

Reference Books

Some of course materials are taken from other sources. Interested students can refer
to the following books and deepen their understanding.
Kaplan, R. and Cooper, R. [1997]: Cost & Effect, Harvard Business School
Press.
Datar, S., Foster, G, Rajan, M, Ittner, C and Horngren, T [2013]: Cost
Accounting: A Managerial Emphasis, 14ed. Prentice-Hall

Other Materials

There will be additional articles related to each topic. These will be stored in the
course folder. I am often asked where to find more specific applications of a certain
tool. These references are a good starting point to find a clue. That is also a good
way to prepare for a case question in the final examination.

Group
Assignments

There will be a series of required group works. Students are asked to work together
to carry out group assignments. Group work is getting more important as a real
workspace simulation. The goal is to create an environment where group members
are encouraged to interact and support each other. That is not necessarily easy for
the first-year students. But that will become a hallmark of the MBA experience. The
details of group formation, assignments, and assessment plan will be announced
later.

Tutorial

There will be a weekly tutorial class. This arrangement is mainly for students
without accounting background. Attendance is optional. Further information on
schedule and format will be announced later.

Fairness and
Integrity

Fairness and integrity of the class should be maintained. It is our responsibility to
facilitate these principles. Please don’t do anything unfair to other students or ask
the instructor to make exceptions that are not fair to other students.
Quizzes and examinations will be done individually. Copying another student’s
paper or giving/receiving verbal assistance to/from another student during an exam
is considered cheating. Students who are found cheating on an exam will receive a
score of zero. In addition, the student will be referred to the applicable authorities
for further disciplinary action.
All assignments are group-based. Members of the same group are encouraged to
cooperate. But copying another group’s work or plagiarizing other illegitimate
sources is considered cheating. All guilty parties will receive a zero for that
assignment. In addition, the students will be referred to the applicable authorities for
further disciplinary action.
All assignments should be handed in by the scheduled deadlines. Failure to turn in
by the deadline will result in a penalty.
Please do not leave any material related to the group assignments on the net. Let’s
avoid violating copyright and hurting others' learning incentive.
No cap.
1. Neither audit nor withdrawal is allowed.

Course Cap
Others

2. An in-person class is preferred. But if some students can’t enter Japan by the
beginning of the semester, there is a chance that the course is offered online.
Accounting, Cost, Control, Budget, Performance evaluation, Case

Keyword

Class
Outline

Class

Contents
Topic

1

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

2

3

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required

Chapter 1. Role of Managerial Accounting
Appendix III section 2 (pp805-807)**
Read the textbook in advance.

1h

1-1, 6, 12, 13, 24

1h

Chapter 2. Basic Cost Management Concepts
Chapter 6. Cost Behavior (read pp234-244)
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

2-1, 2, 6, 7, 18, 19, 26, 28, 31, 42, 50, 6-4

2h

Chapter 3. Product Costing in a Batch Production
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

3-2, 5, 6, 10, 16, 19,

2h

post-study

4

5

6

Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

7

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

8

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

9

10

11

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

12

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

13

Required
preparation
Required
post-study

Chapter 3. (Continued), Cost Drivers, Cost Allocation
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

3-30, 32, 44, 50

2h

Chapter 3. (Continued), Departmental Allocation
Read the textbook in advance.
Review of sample problem set
3-53 (1-3), 58

2h
3h

Chapter 5. Activity Based Costing (ABC)
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

5-6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 26, 27

3h

Chapter 5. (Continued)
Assignment I Due
Read the textbook in advance.
Complete the assignment
5-46, 50
Chapter 5. Activity Based Management (from p187)
Chapter 15. Target Costing (pp681-686)
Read the textbook in advance.
Review of sample problem set
5-35, 63, 65
Chapter 7. Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis
(Appendix included)
Read the textbook in advance.
Review of sample problem set
7-2, 5, 6, 9, 13, 16, 18, 25, 28, 35, 45
Case: TBA
Read and analyze the case in advance.
Review of sample problem set
6-46, 55, 69
7-4, 13, 15, 34, 37
Chapter 9. Profit Planning (Budgeting)

2h+2h
2h

2h
2h

2h+4h
2h

2h+4h
2h

Read the textbook in advance.

2h

9-1, 14, 16, 21, 24, 29, 34

2h

Chapter 12. Responsibility Accounting (skip 534-548)
Chapter 10. Standard Costing (skip Appendix)
Read the textbook in advance.
2h
Review of sample problem set
12-1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 14, 27, 30, 32
2h
10-2, 6, 9, 15, 21, 22, 30, 35, 40
Chapter 10. Standard Costing (Continued)
Chapter 12. Balanced Scorecard (self-study, read pp534-548)
Chapter 11. Flexible Budgeting and Overhead (will cover Overhead
briefly, skip Appendix)
Read the textbook in advance.
2h
Review of sample problem set
12-19, 24
3h
11-2, 3, 7, 9, 11, 12, 16

Topic
14

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

15

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

16

Required
preparation
Required
post-study

Chapter 11. Flexible Budgeting and Overhead (Continued)
Case: TBA
Assignment II Due.
Read the textbook in advance.
Complete the assignment.
Read and analyze the case.
11-26, 28, 38

2h+6h
4h

Chapter 13. Investment Center (skip 583-587)
Chapter 13. Transfer Pricing (self-study)
Read the textbook in advance.
Review of sample problem set
13-5, 7, 8, 14, 19, 29
13-20, 34, 49
Case: TBA
Chapter 14. Decision Making (skip Appendix, self-study)
Read the textbook in advance.
Read and analyze the case.
Review of sample problem set
14-7, 8, 10, 14, 31, 33, 36, 41, 49, 52
Total

2h
3h

2h+4h
3h
88h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Spring Term
Course

Schedule code
FIN1010

Name of Instructor

Prof. Hongwei Chuang

Instructor's contact

Office#

Office Hours

information

IRI 307

By appointment

Class Schedule Day /
Period

[Face-to-face session] Monday (4th 14:40-16:10) + (5th 16:20-17:50)
[Online session] Tuesday (4th 14:40-16:10) + (5th 16:20-17:50)

Course Description

This course provides all students with the foundation of finance within the context
of general management that covers some major topics including (i) discounted
cash flow model, (ii) the impact of the firm’s investment decision on firm value,
(iii) the impact of a financing choice on the value of a firm and the risk and value
of equity holders, (iv) the factors determining firm’s capital structure, and (v) the
introduction of corporate governance.
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
(1) Demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data (L4-3)
(2) Demonstrate understanding of financial knowledge (L5-2)
(3) Demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data (L6-2)
[MBA]+[DXP]
MF2: Able to demonstrate understanding of Finance Knowledge
[MBA]
MD2: Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data

Learning Objectives
& Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired
through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)
Delivery Methods

Course title
Corporate Finance
Credits
2
E-mail

This course consists of lectures, homework exercises, quizzes, and group/open
discussion. During lectures, participants are welcome to express their opinions
actively and justify their ideas. Additional materials will be distributed during
the lectures. There will be teaching assistants in charge of solving exercises and
answer a student’s question.
The grading policy is:

Assessment

Assessment methods

(1)

Class Participation

(2)

(3)

30%

20%

Group Presentation
Quiz 1

40%

Quiz 2

60%

Final Report
Weight on Final
Grade
Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)

60%

35%

70%

20%

30%

35%

The instructor will provide exercises to illustrate how to apply the concepts learned
during the lectures.

Reference Books
Other Materials
Class
Outlines

Class

Contents
Topic

1

Required preparation /homework

What is corporate finance?
Accounting
Financial statement: Balance sheet (B/S)

1.5h

Required post-study
Topic
2

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study
Topic

3

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study
Topic

4

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study
Topic

5

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study
Topic

6

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study
Topic

7

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study
Topic

8

Glossary of key financial accounting terms
Financial planning and analysis

0.5h

Cost management analysis
Variable cost and fixed cost

1h

Financial statement: Income statement
The percent-of-sales method

1h

EXCEL calculation

1h

Exercise 1
Cost-Volume-Profit (CVP) analysis

1h

Contribution margin method
Break-even analysis

1h

Exercise 2
Short-term financial decision making

1h

Relevant cost
Contribution margin

1h

Present value
NPV

1h

EXCEL calculation

2h

Exercise 3
Other criteria and sensitivity analysis

1h

EXCEL calculation

1h

Exercise 4
Practical issues of long-term financial decisions

1h

Required preparation /homework

2h

Required post-study
Topic
9

Required preparation /homework

1h
Quiz 1
Review Class 1-8

3h

Required post-study

10

Risk and return

Required preparation /homework

Introduction of financial assets
Portfolio theory

Required post-study
Topic
11

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study
Topic

12

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study
Topic

13

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study
Topic

14

0h

Topic

Required preparation /homework
Required post-study

3h

Exercise 5
Capital asset pricing model
Risk premium
Risk factors
Regression analysis
WACC
Cost of capital
Optimal capital structure

0h

3h
1h

2h

Weighted average
Corporate governance

1h

Principle-agency problem

2h

Case discussion
Case study

1h

2h
3h

Topic
15

Quiz 2

Required preparation /homework

3h

Required post-study
Topic
16

0h
Quiz 2

Required preparation /homework

3h

Required post-study

0h
Total

Others
Keyword

44h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
FIN3040101
Chuang, Hongwei

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
IRI 307
Thu.2〜3
F2F

Course Description

Most micro/macro models start from a framework of certainty and add an error
term, a risk term to represent uncertainty. When describing predicted actions that

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Course title
Derivatives and Risk Management
Credits
2
Office Hours
by appointment

E-mail

arise from these models, the error or uncertainty term disappears because the
modelers assume that it’s best to take expectations as their best guess as to future
outcomes. People, therefore, misunderstand that risk management should be an
independent activity of the firm, different from generating revenue. Risk
management should be a part of an optimization program, the tradeoffs between risk
and return. The boards of banks or corporations are responsible for understanding
and challenging the optimization problem where there are always tradeoffs between
risk and return. This course aims at understanding such an optimization problem
which involves deciding on the level of capital employed not only for working capital,
or physical investment capital, or human capital but also the amount of risk capital in
deciding on the profitability of various business lines and how they coordinate with
each other.

This course provides fundamental knowledge for the certificate of Financial Risk
Manager (FRM) including risk measurement and quantitative tools which are critical
aids for supporting risk management. However, quantitative tools alone are no
substitute for judgment, wisdom, and knowledge. Managers within a financial
organization must be, before anything else, risk managers in the true sense of
managing the risks that the firm faces. All risk management systems require a careful
combination of academic modeling and research with practical applications. While
academic research has made a major contribution to risk management techniques,
the practice must be aware of the underlying assumptions of these models and in
what situations they apply or don’t apply and adjust them accordingly. Practical
applications include understanding data issues in providing inputs to these risk
models and in calibrating them consistent with underlying economics.
[For MBA]
MF2: Able to demonstrate understanding of Finance Knowledge.
MD1: Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts.
MD2: Able to demonstrate the ability to gather and interpret data.

Slides and course materials will be distributed via IUJ Google Classroom. The
understanding level of students will be upon their own participation/discussion,

Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

homework, and case study presentation.
Grades are based on total points earned on:
I Attendance individual 16%
II Homeworks individual 2*26%=52%
III Case study/Presentation group 32%
Corporate Finance (FIN 1010)

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Enterprise Risk Management, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: James Lam,
d)Publisher: Wiley, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 978-1118413616
a)Title: Implementing Enterprise Risk Management, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: James
Lam, d)Publisher: Wiley, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 978-0471745198
a)Title: Risk Management and Financial Institutions, b)Edition: 4, c)Author: Hull, J.
C., d)Publisher: Wiley, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 978-1118955949

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

I. Risk
Management in
Context
Ch1.
Introduction
Ch2. Lessons
Learned
I. Risk

2

3

4

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study

ERM CH1-4

1.5h

1h

ERM CH1-4

1.5h

1h

1.5h

1h

1.5h

1h

Management in
Context
Ch3. Concepts
and Processes
Ch4. What is
ERM?
II. The Enterprise ERM CH5-11
Risk
Management
Framework
Ch5. Corporate
Governance
Ch6. Line
Management
Ch7. Portfolio
Management
II. The Enterprise ERM CH5-11

Risk
Management
Framework
Ch8. Risk

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Transfer
Ch9. Risk
Analytics
Ch10. Data and
Technology
Ch11.
Stakeholder
Management
III. Risk
ERM CH12
Management
Applications
Ch12. Credit Risk
Management
III. Risk
ERM CH12
Management
Applications
Ch12. Credit Risk
Management
III. Risk
ERM CH13
Management
Applications
Ch13. Market
Risk
Management
III. Risk
Management
Applications
Ch13. Market
Risk
Management
III. Risk
Management
Applications
Ch14.
Operational Risk
Management
III. Risk
Management
Applications
Ch14.
Operational Risk
Management
III. Risk
Management
Applications

1.5h

1h

1.5h

1h

1.5h

1h

ERM CH13

1.5h

1h

ERM CH14

1.5h

1h

ERM CH14

1.5h

1h

ERM CH15

1.5h

1h

12

13
14
15
16

Others

Ch15. Business
Applications
III. Risk
Management

Applications
Ch16. Financial
Institutions
The future of
ERM
The future of
ERM
Case study &
Presentation
Case study &
Presentation
Total

ERM CH16

1.5h

1h

Assigned reading

1.5h

1h

Assigned reading

1.5h

1h

TBD

1.5h

1h

TBD

1.5h

1h
40h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
ITC2030101
Aung, Zaw Zaw

Course title
AI for Business

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
Ext. 533

Class Schedule Day /

Fri.2〜3

Office Hours
Monday - Friday 13:0015:00

Course Description

Artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly emerging as the most important digital core

Period

Credits
2
E-mail

F2F&Zoom

technology of our time. Recent advances, particularly in machine learning — its
ability to take over various complex human tasks - have led to widespread use of AI
applications in almost all industries. This game changing technology can help
accomplish many business activities with greater accuracy and at a fraction of the
time it would take humans to do the same.

AI offers a way to trace the patterns in data that are undetectable by humans and
helps businesses and the managers to do many tasks in profound ways.
The course provides you an introduction to the key concepts and techniques of
machine learning and AI and how they fit in with your business goals. This course
offers the tools and expertise needed for young managers to optimize their approach
and be fully prepared to enter the field of AI. This course offers a range of methods,
tools and strategies to help people from different educational backgrounds adapt to
the learning process.

This course will give you:
- A contextual understanding of AI, its history, and evolution, helping the MBA
candidates to make relevant predictions for its future trajectory.
- The ability to identify and assess the possibilities for AI in your organization
and build a business case for its implementation.

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the

- A strong conceptual understanding of the technologies behind AI such as machine
learning, deep learning, neural networks, and algorithms.

For MBA Students
Functional Business Knowledge
MBA students from different backgrounds will learn fundamental business
knowledge so as to become a successful business managers.

degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

MF6: Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital Technology
Strategic Decision Making
Our students will assess diverse social and business contexts and make a strategic
decision
MD1: Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts.
MD2: Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data
For DX Students
Technology and Digital Transformation
DXP students will be able to apply the latest technology element to creating a new
business or adding competitive value to an organization through digital
transformation.
MT1: Able to understand the latest technology trend
MT2: Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization
MT3: Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account

Delivery Methods
Assessment

organizational and environmental implications
This course include lectures, case discussions, take home exercises and AI project
experiments.
Class Participation: 40%
Individual Essay: 30%
AI Project (Group Report): 30%

(Class participation includes - case assignment reading, discussion, take home
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

exercise, lab sessions and attendance)
No

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Prediction machines : the simple economics of artificial intelligence,
b)Edition: , c)Author: Ajay Agrawal, Joshua Gans, and Avi Goldfarb,Agrawal,
Ajay,Gans,, d)Publisher: Harvard Business Review Press, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN:
1633695670
a)Title: Competing in the age of AI : strategy and leadership when algorithms and
networks run the world, b)Edition: , c)Author: Marco Iansiti, Karim R.
Lakhani,Lakhani, Karim R,Iansiti, Marco, d)Publisher: Harvard Business Review
Press, e)Year: 2020, f)ISBN: 1633697622

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Week 1.
Artificial
intelligence

2

ecosystem
Data Analytics vs.
Machine
Learning
The Role of AI
Week 2.
AI and Machine
Learning

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

Understanding
the black box

3

Cases: TBD

Week 3.
Machine
Learning Projects
and Use Cases
Driving AI in the
Business

4

5

6

Cases: TBD
Week 4.
Natural
Language
Processing Dialogflow

Practical Session:
PizzaChatBot
Week 5.
Understanding
Deep Learning
and Neural
Networks
Training Data
and ML Process
Practical Session:
Image
Classification
using Tensorflow
Week 6.

Recommender
Systems

7

Practical Session:
Google
BigQueryML
Week 7.
Building AI

3h

3h

3h

0h

Projects,
Collaboration
with AI specialists
and data scientist
AI Canvas, AI
Transformation
Playbook, AI
Pitfalls

8

Case: TBD
Week 8.
The ethics of
artificial
intelligence
The impact on
society
Bias and
Adversarial attack
Cases: TBD

Others

Total
Last two weeks will have presentation of group project
Class Size Limit: 30

45h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor
Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Course Description

Schedule code
Course title
ITC3010101
Japan's Frontier of Digital Society
Sakurai, Mihoko, Watanabe, Tomoaki, Takagi, Soichiro Credits
1
Office#

Office Hours

E-mail

Intensive
Day 1: 5/30 （Mon） 14:40～16:10&16:20～17:50

Day 2: 6/2 (Thu） 14:40～16:10&16:20～17:50
Day 3: 6/6 （Mon） 14:40～16:10&16:20～17:50
Day 4: 6/9 （Thu） 14:40～16:10&16:20～17:50

This course provides cases and insights from digital frontiers of Japanese society.
Japan faces various social problems such as aging population, natural disasters,
population shrink, and population concentration to Tokyo etc. The national

government has launched the concept of “Society 5.0”, which integrates cyber and
physical aspects of people’s everyday life. It envisions further economic growth, and
expects to create new way of solving social problems. While the social problems are
getting more complex and increasing, Japanese society is in transition towards a
highly digitalized, so-called “Society 5.0”. We will discuss the state of the art of
Japan’s digital society, identify problems we need to deal with, and discuss the way to
tackle social problems through use of information technologies under the concept of
“Society 5.0”. Specifically, we look into topics from government (policy and smart

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

city), industry (blockchain and organizational decentralization), and consumer
(robotics in nursing care) sectors.
To get an overview of Japan’s society and information technologies
To understand Japan’s current social problems and emerging social risks
To understand Japanese IT policy and management
To discuss novel means for approaching various social problems, especially through
use of information technologies
For DXP
MT1:Able to understand the latest technology trend
For MBA
MF6:Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital Technology

The classes include lecture and case discussions.
(1) class contribution up to 80%.
This course has 8 sessions. Each session shall hold 10% split of the class
participation. Students are expected to actively engage the class activities. Your
attendance, attentiveness, sharing relevant info, knowledge and experience,

constructive questions, comments and discussion will earn better scores. For each
class day, class instructor will evaluate your participation independently and their
score will be proportionally weighted on your final score and grade.
(2) final presentation (either individual or groups) up to 20%.
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

N/A
Feedback to the final presentation will be given in the last session.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Class Outline

There are no required textbooks.
Reference papers:
Chapter 2 Science, Technology, and Innovation Policy for the Realization of Society
5.0,pp.15-51
Government of Japan (2021) The 6th Science, Technology, and Innovation Basic
Plan. https://www8.cao.go.jp/cstp/english/index.html
Class Topic
Required preparation
/homework
1
Day 1 / Session 1 Readings:
1h
(Dr. Sakurai)
Introduction
- Introduction of
Japanese IT

WHITE PAPER
2021 - Information
and
Communications

new technologies
and business
opportunities in
Japan

https://www.soum
u.go.jp/main_sosik
i/joho_tsusin/eng/
whitepaper/2021/i
ndex.html
-Chapter
3“Toward
Realizing Digital
Transformation
that “Leaves No
One Behind””
-Chapter 4 “Basic
Data on the ICT
Field”
Readings:
Smart Cities:
Digital solutions

policy –history
and the state of
the art
- Discuss coming

2

Day 1 / Session 2
(Dr. Sakurai)
Smart City

Required post-study
Reflection of

1.5h

Reflection of class
discussion and
essential concepts

1.5h

Japanese
government's ICT
policy orientation

in Japan, Ministry
of Internal Affairs
and
Communications,

1.5h

- Discuss city
development
cases using digital
technologies
- Discuss what
technologies are
behind to create a
business
ecosystem

for a more livable
future
(https://www.mck
insey.com/~/medi

a/McKinsey/Indus
tries/Capital%20P
rojects%20and%2
0Infrastructure/O
ur%20Insights/S
mart%20cities%2
0Digital%20soluti
ons%20for%20a%
20more%20livable
%20future/MGISmart-CitiesExecutivesummary.ashx),
McKinsey Global
Institute, June
2018
(recommended
readings):
- Sakurai, M., and
Kokuryo, J.

(2018). Fujisawa
Sustainable Smart
Town: Panasonic's
Challenge in
Building a
Sustainable
Society. CAIS, 42,
19.
- Sakurai, M., and
Sæbø, Ø. “Online
Activities to
Mobilize Smart
Cities,” in
Proceedings of
51th Hawaii
International

3

Day 2 / Session 3
(Dr. Watanabe)
Elderly care by
AI-powered
robots
- Explore the

Conference on
System Sciences,
January 2018
Readings
(tentative):
Category A (pick
one): Ethical
dimension
-Sharkey, N. and

2h

Reflection of class
discussion and
essential concepts

1.5h

values of human
touch and
attention
- Explore the

elderly care issues
in Japan’s aging
society

Sharkey, A.
(2012). "The
eldercare factory"
Gerontology,
58(3) 282-288.
-Sharkey, A. and
Sharkey, N.
(2012). "Granny

and the robots:
Ethical issues in
robot care for the
elderly" Ethics and

Information
Technology, 14(1)
27-40.
-Sharkey, A.
(2014). "Robots
and human
dignity: A
consideration of

the effects of robot
care on the dignity
of older people"
Ethics and

Information
Technology 16(1)
63-75.
-Sparrow, R., &
Sparrow, L.
(2006). In the
hands of
machines? The
future of aged care.
Mind and
Machine, 16,
pp.141–161.
-Sparrow, R.
(2015). "Robots in
aged care: a
dystopian future?"
AI& Society.
31(4), pp.445–
454.
Category B (pick
one): Empirical
research so far
-Mordoch,
E.,Osterreicher,
A., Guse, L.,Roger,

K., and
Thompson, G.
(2013). "Use of
social commitment
robots in the care
of elderly people
with dementia: A
literature review"

Maturitas, 74(1)
14-20.
-Metzler, T.A.,
Lewis, L. M., and
Pope, L. C.
(2015). "Could
robots become
authentic

companions in
nursing care?"
Nursing
Philosophy, 17 36–
48.
-Burton, A.
(2013). "Dolphins,
dogs, and robot
seals for the
treatment of
neurological
disease." The

Lancet Neurology,
12(9) 851–852.
Cateogry C (pick
one): Elderly care
in the aging
Japanese society
-Ogawa, N., &
Retherford, R.

(1997). Shifting
Costs of Caring for
the Elderly Back to
Families in Japan:
Will It Work?
Population and
Development
Review, 23(1), 5994.
doi:10.2307/2137
461
-Tanaka, K.,
Iwasawa, M.

(2010). “Aging in
rural Japanlimitations in the
current social care
policy” Journal of
Aging and Social
Policy 22(4) 394406

https://europepm
c.org/articles/PM
C2951623
-Asai, M. O., &

4

Day 2 / Session 4
(Dr. Watanabe)
Robotic
revolution and
receptiveness of

Japanese markets
- Exploring
human
inclinations for
human and nonhuman
companions
- Exploring
Japanese cultural
receptiveness to
robots& AI’s

Kameoka, V. A.
(2005). The
influence of
Sekentei on family
caregiving and
underutilization of
social services
among Japanese
caregivers. Social
Work, 50(2), 111118.
Readings
(tentative):
Cateogry A
(required): policy
environment

-The
Headquarters for
Japan’s Economic
Revitalization
(2015). New
Robot Strategy:
Japan’s Robot
Strategy: Vision,
Strategy, Action
Plan. October 2,
2015.
https://www.meti.
go.jp/english/pres
s/2015/pdf/0123_
01b.pdf Part I
Ch.1 General
Statement and
Part II Ch.2. Sec.3
Nursing and
medical fields
Category B

2h

Reflection of class

discussion and
essential concepts

1.5h

(required): nonhuman
companionship
-Turkle, S. (2011).

Alone Together:
Why we expect
more from
technology and
less from each
other. New York:
Basic Books. Ch.3.
True Companions
Category C (pick
one): place of nonhumans in Japan
-Richardson, K.
(2016).
Technological
animism: The
uncanny
personhood of
humanoid
machines. Social
Analysis, 60(1),
110-128.
-Occhi, D. J.
(2012). Wobbly
aesthetics,

performance, and
message:
Comparing
Japanese Kyara
with their
anthropomorphic
forebears. Asian
Ethnology, 71(1),
109-132.
https://asianethno
logy.org/download
s/ae/pdf/a1741.pd
f
-Nozawa, S.
(2013).
Characterization.
Semiotic Review,
(3).
https://semioticre
view.com/ojs/inde
x.php/sr/article/vi

ew/16
-Jensen, C. B., &
Blok, A. (2013).
Techno-animism
in Japan: Shinto
cosmograms,
actor-network
theory, and the

enabling powers of
non-human
agencies. Theory,
Culture & Society,
30(2), 84-115.
http://bruunjense
n.net/wpcontent/uploads/2
013/03/TheoryCulture-Society2013-Jensen-84115-copy.pdf
-Šabanović, S.
(2014). Inventing
Japan’s ‘robotics
culture’: The

repeated assembly
of science,
technology, and
culture in social

5

Day 3 / Session 5
(Dr. Takagi)
Blockchain
Technology and
its Use for Social
Challenges
- Discuss the
essential impact
of blockchain

robotics. Social
Studies of Science,
44(3), 342-367.
Readings: (Not

mandatory)
-Soichiro Takagi
(2017) Blockchain
Economics.
Shoeisha. (in
Japanese).
-Takagi, Soichiro.
2019. “Does
technology on the Blockchain
“Decentralize”
society
- Explore the use- Everything?” in
cases and discuss ed. Melanie Swan,
Jason Potts,
the future
Soichiro Takagi,
challenges
Frank Witte, Paolo
Tasca, Blockchain
Economics:

1.5h

Reflection of class

discussion and
essential concepts

1.5h

Implications of
Distributed
Ledgers. World
Scientific.
-Soichiro Takagi,
Hideyuki Tanaka,
Makoto Takemiya,
Yasushi Fujii

(2017)
“Blockchain-Based
Digital Currencies
for Community
Building”,
GLOCOM
Discussion Paper
Series No.6 (17-

004).
http://www.gloco
m.ac.jp/wpcontent/uploads/2

6

7

8

Day 3 / Session 6
(Dr. Takagi)
Digital
Transformation
and the Concept
of “Deframing“
- Discuss the
impact of digital
technology such
as platforms on
economic
systems
- Explore the
strategy for
companies and
individuals in the
digital-intensive
economy
Day 4 / Session 7
(Dr. Sakurai)
Guest lecture
- Invite a guest
lecture from
industry
Day 4 / Session 8

017/06/GLOCO
MDISCUSSIONP
APER_No6_2017
No.4.pdf.
Reading: (Not
mandatory)
-Soichiro Takagi
(2019) Deframing

1.5h

Reflection of class
discussion and
essential concepts

1.5h

N/A

0h

Reflection of class
discussion and
essential concepts

1h

Preparation for

5h

Polishing the

1h

Strategy: How
Digital
Technologies are
Transforming
Business and
Organizations, and
How We Can
Cope with
It. .Shoeisha. (in
Japanese).

(Dr. Sakurai)
Student
presentations +
Wrap up

individual or group
presentation

presentation (if
necessary)

- Student will
answer to the
following
question.

1) Business
opportunities:
Where did you

see the most
notable business
opportunity in
relation to the

topics covered in
this course?
2) Social
conditions:

Others

How do you
compare
Japanese market/
social conditions
to another one(s)
that you know
closely, such as
your home
country?
3) Research
questions:
What would be
one research
question to
pursue if you
were to study
further to explore
the business
opportunities,
and why?
Total

25.5h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
JDP2010101
Funabashi, Gaku

Course title
Development of Japanese Industries
Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#

Office Hours

E-mail

Course Description

The purpose of this course is two-fold. One is to give the students a broad
understanding on how Japanese industries developed. Another is for the students to

Mon.2〜3
F2F&Zoom

learn logical frameworks to understand those Japanese development and try to apply
theoretical essence of Japanese development to their own countries.
We focus on six industries, video tape recorder, automobile, semiconductor,
chemical, steel and banking, to learn why of their development. We will also discuss

on what the student can learn from the Japanese experiences for their home
country’s industrial development.
The last two sessions will be devoted to group presentations and discussions on what
you can learn and perhaps should not learn from the Japanese experiences, then

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

conclude the course with the discussion on contribution of the Japanese corporate
system to industry development.
This course contributes to the achievement of 4 objectives of 2 learning goals
mentioned below. For the purpose of accomplishment of these objectives, this course
covers issues related to industrial development in Japan from the view of
characteristics of technologies of different industries, how they matched or not
matched with the management of Japanese enterprises.
MF1 (for 2-year MBA, JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Management
Knowledge
MJ1 (for JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese industries, society,
and business environments.
MJ3 (for JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate
governance and management philosophy
MJ4 (for JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese society and
business environments
Classroom and online lectures and discussions (hybrid class)
Final grades will be based on weekly memos, group work presentation, term paper
and class participation (details of assignments, group presentation and final report
will be informed at a class)
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods MF1 MJ1 MJ3 MJ4
Weekly Assignment 40% 40% 40% 40%
Group Presentation 15% 15% 15% 15%
Term Paper
40% 40% 40% 40%
Class Participation 5% 5% 5% 5%
Weight on Final Grade 10% 50% 30% 10%

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Notes: The last row lists the weights of each learning objective on the final grade.
None
Feedback will be sent to students individually by mail.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Reading materials for each week will be shared at Google Classroom.
Class

Topic

1

Orientation and
Introductory
lecture
Framework to
understand
development of

industries
Development of
Japanese VTR
Industry
(Why could only
Japan produce
home VTR in the
1960’s and 70’s?

Required preparation
/homework
Please read article 3h
of the week and

Required post-study

Same as above
Please read article
of the week and
prepare Questions
and Interesting
points for the
discussion.

Same as above
h
Please consider the 1h
economic
conditions of own
country and the
possible area that
your government
and industry can
apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.

prepare Questions
and Interesting
points for the
discussion.

Please consider the 1h
economic
conditions of own
country and the
possible area that
your government
and industry can
apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.

From imitation to
innovation and
technology
accumulation

2
3

from precedent
industries)
Same as above
Development of
Japanese
Automobile
Industry
(How could
Japan become
world leader in
automobile?
Productivity
improvement,
learning by doing,
Industrial
infrastructure and
industrial policy

h
3h

supporting
automobile
growth)
Discussion based

4
5

6
7

on students’
memo
Same as above
Development of
Japanese
Semiconductor
industry
(Why could three
take-overs
happen? Internal
demand for
products and
internal supply of
human talents,
importance of
capital
investment, rise
of Asian
competitors)
Discussion based
on students’
memo
Same as above
Development of

Japanese
Chemical
industry
(Why were they
so late in their
development
internationally?
Comparison with
ship building
industry,
European
superiority in
chemical
industry,
difference from
automobile, VTR
and
semiconductor
industries?)
Discussion based
on students’

Same as above
Please read article
of the week and
prepare Questions
and Interesting
points for the

h
3h

discussion.

Same as above
h
Please consider the 3h
economic
conditions of own
country and the
possible area that
your government
and industry can
apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.
Preparation for
Group
Presentation

Same as above
Please read article

of the week and
prepare Questions
and Interesting
points for the
discussion.

h
3h

Same as above
h
Please consider the 3h
economic
conditions of own
country and the
possible area that

your government
and industry can
apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.
Preparation for
Group
Presentation

8
9

memo
Same as above
Development of
Japanese Steel
industry
(What made
Japanese Steel
industry to be
looked as
declined
industry?
Differences in

Same as above
Please read article
of the week and

h
3h

Same as above
Please read article
of the week and
prepare Questions

h
3h

Same as above
Preparation for the
Group
presentation

h
5h

prepare Questions
and Interesting
points for the
discussion.

Same as above
h
Please consider the 3h
economic
conditions of own
country and the
possible area that
your government
and industry can
apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.
Preparation for
Group
Presentation

industrial
structure from
chemical
industries, lessons
from US,
catching up by
Korea for
technological

10
11

innovation)
Discussion based
on students’
memo

Same as above
Development of
Japanese Banking
industry
(Did it really
develop?
Dilemmas of
development for

and Interesting
points for the
discussion.

country and the
possible area that
your government
and industry can
apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.

banking industry,
technology in
banking, the
bubble economy

12
13

in Japan and too
large bank loans,
international
money flow and
domestic bank
loans)
Discussion based
on students’
memo
Same as above
Group
presentations Lessons for a

Same as above
h
Please consider the 1h
economic
conditions of own

Same as above
h
Please consider the 1h
economic
conditions of own

specific country
What can be
learned from the
Japanese

14
15

experiences for
the development
of industries in
students’
countries?
Same as above
Summary
discussion on the
application of
Japanese logic to
develop
industries in
students’
countries
Class discussion
based on group

16
Others

presentations in
the previous week
Contribution of
Japanese
corporate system
to the
development of
industries
(Peoplistic
capitalism for
technology
accumulation)
Same as above
Total

country and the
possible area that
your government
and industry can

apply lessons from
other countries.

Same as above
Preparation of
Term paper

h
3h

Same as above
Preparation of
Term paper

h
7h

Same as above

h

Same as above

h
46h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Spring Term
Course

Schedule code

Name of Instructor

FUJIMOTO, Takahiro

JDP2030

Course title

Monozukuri (Manufacturing) Management in Japan
Credits
２

HELLER, Daniel
FUKUZAWA, Mitsuhiro
HIGASHI, Hidetada
YASUMOTO, Masanori
Instructor's contact
information

YOKOZAWA, Kodo
Office#

Office Hours

E-mail

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Saturday

Course

Japanese manufacturing has become synonymous with high quality, low cost,

Description

and timely delivery. In this course, we will examine how and why Japanese firms

3rd period and 4th period (13:00-14:30, 14:40-16:10)

are able to achieve the right mix of QCD, while also pursuing the flexibility and
continuous improvement needed to be competitive over the long term. We will

introduce the Japanese word, monozukuri (which covers product development,

manufacturing, and sales), to provide a unifying view of customer-centric

management that extends beyond a narrow understanding of “making things”
into service management and innovation. The course will be taught through
lectures and class discussion.
Learning
Objectives &
Goals

(1) Be able to describe what sets leading Japanese companies apart from their
competitors
(2) Be able to explain the essential elements of monozukuri and its historical
roots in manufacturing industries
(3) Be able to grasp the challenges facing Japanese companies today and
tomorrow, as well as be able to describe possible routes forward
(4) Be able to apply lessons from monozukuri to non-Japanese companies and
contexts

Contribution to

Through this class students will engage in discussion about the strengths of

the Diploma

Japanese companies that have helped Japan achieve and maintain its place as a

Policy (knowledge,

leading economic powerhouse in the world. Students will integrate the

skills and attitude

perspectives from six faculty members covering different ndustries to write a

which can be

term paper expressing what they and an organization from their home country

acquired through

can learn from monozukuri.

this course for
obtaining the
degree concerned)
Delivery Methods

Lecture and in-class discussion. We expect all students to engage actively the

readings and lecture material during class. Each week, the course will be assessed
by active participation in class (50% of grade). A term paper, which will cover
the content of the whole course, will be due on the day of the last class (50% of
grade).
Assessment

Learning Objectives
Assessment
methods

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Class Participation

50

50

100

25

50

50

50%

10%

(5)

Group
Presentation
Midterm Exam
Final Exam
Peer Review
Final Report

75

Any other methods
Weight on Final
Grade

10%

30%

Prerequisites
Method of

Feedback given by email to those students who request it in their paper, by

Feedback for

indicating it and writing their email address in the paper.

Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)

Required Textbook:


Industrial Competitiveness and Design Evolution, (b) 1st edition, (c)

Fujimoto, T. and Ikuine, F., eds., (d) Tokyo: Springer, (e) 2018, (f) ISBN:
9784431551447, (g) N/A

Required Books/Chapters & Journal Articles:
• Fujimoto, T. (2001) The Japanese automobile parts supplier system: the
triplet of effective inter-firm routines. International Journal of

Automotive Technology and Management, 1(1): 1-34.
•

Fujimoto, T. and Heller, D. A., eds. (2018) Industries and Disasters:

Building Robust and Competitive Supply Chains, NY: Nova Science
(ISBN: 1536129069)
o

CH4: Supplied in class

o

CH8: http://merc.e.utokyo.ac.jp/mmrc/dp/pdf/MMRC513_2019.pdf

o

CH9: http://merc.e.utokyo.ac.jp/mmrc/dp/pdf/MMRC514_2019.pdf

•

Heller, D. A. and Fujimoto, T. (2018) "Monozukuri Management:
Driver of Sustained Competitiveness in the Japanese Auto Industry". In
Nakano, T., ed., Japanese Management in Evolution: New Directions,

Breaks, and Emerging Practices, NY: Routledge. (ISBN: 1138673366)
•

Imai, M. (1986). “Preface: The Kaizen Challenge” & “Chapter 1: Kaizen,

the Concept.” In Imai, M., Kaizen: The Key to Japan’s Competitive

Success. NY: Random House, pp. xxix-xxxiii & pp. 1-41. (ISBN:
007554332X)
•

Liker, J. K. and Ross, K (2016) The Toyota Way to Service Excellence:
Lean Transformation in Service Organizations, NY: McGraw-Hill, cover
page & pp. vii-viii (Table of Contents) & pp. 1-28,85-184 (Chapters
1,4,5) (ISBN: 9781259641107)

•

Morgan, J. M. and Liker, J. K. (2018) Designing the Future: How Ford,

Toyota, and other World-Class Organizations Use Lean Product

Development to Drive Innovation and Transform Their Business, NY:
McGraw-Hill, cover page & pp. vii-viii (Table of Contents) & pp. 39-136
(Chapters 1-3) (ISBN: 9781260128789)
Reference Books

•

Parker, G.G., Van Alstyne, M.W., and Choudary, S.P. (2016) Platform

Revolution, NY: Norton. (ISBN: 0393249131)
•

Shapiro, C. and Varian, H. (1998) Information Rules, Boston: Harvard

Business School Press. (ISBN: 9780875848631)
Other Materials
Class
Outlines

Class

Contents
Topic

The

Basics

of

Manufacturing-Monozukuri

Management

(FUJIMOTO, Takahiro)
Required
1

preparation Read assigned text and come to class prepared to discuss it
/homework

[READINGS: Fujimoto and Ikuine (2018)]

Required

Review class content and consider how it may be

post-study

incorporated into your final report.

Topic

(continuation of 1)

1.5h
0.5h

Required
2

preparation
/homework

(continuation of 1)

1.5h

post-study

(continuation of 1)

0.5h

Topic

Japanese Monozukuri Management Overseas -- Anxiety that drives

Required

kaizen: When does anxiety hamper (YOKOZAWA, Kodo)
Required
3

preparation Read assigned text and come to class prepared to discuss it
/homework

[READINGS: Imai (1986)]

Required

Review class content and consider how it may be

post-study

incorporated into your final report.

Topic

(continuation of 3)

1.5h
0.5h

Required
4

preparation
/homework

(continuation of 3)

1.5h

Required

(continuation of 3)

0.5h

post-study

5

Topic

Supply Chain Disruption and Recovery at Toyota (HELLER, Daniel)

Required

Read assigned text and come to class prepared to discuss it

preparation [READINGS: Fujimoto and Heller (2018), Ch.4 required,
/homework

Ch.8&9 Supplemental]
[SUPPLEMENTARY READING: Fujimoto (2001)]

Required

Review class content and consider how it may be

post-study

incorporated into your final report.

Topic

(continuation of 5)

1.5h
0.5h

Required
6

preparation
/homework

(continuation of 5)

1.5h

post-study

(continuation of 5)

0.5h

Topic

Monozukuri and the Japanese Auto Industry (HELLER, Daniel)

Required

Required
7

preparation Read assigned text and come to class prepared to discuss it
/homework

[READINGS: Heller and Fujimoto (2018)]

1.5h

Required

Review class content and consider how it may be

post-study

incorporated into your final report.

Topic

(continuation of 7)

0.5h

Required
8

preparation
/homework

(continuation of 7)

1.5h

post-study

(continuation of 7)

0.5h

Topic

Competitiveness

Required
and

Capabilities

of

Japanese

Factories

(FUKUZAWA, Mitsuhiro)
Required
9

Read assigned text and come to class prepared to discuss it

preparation [READINGS: Fukuzawa, et al. (2018), pp.223-247, in
/homework

Fujimoto and Ikuine (2018), Ch. 7]

Required

Review class content and consider how it may be

post-study

incorporated into your final report.

Topic

(continuation of 9)

1.5h
0.5h

Required
10

preparation
/homework

(continuation of 9)

1.5h

post-study

(continuation of 9)

0.5h

Topic

Product Development of Japanese Manufacturing Firms: Products

Required

11

and Services (HIGASHI, Hidetada)
Required

Read assigned text and come to class prepared to discuss it

preparation [READINGS: Liker and Ross (2016) and Morgan and

1.5h

/homework

Liker (2018)]

Required

Review class content and consider how it may be

post-study

incorporated into your final report.

Topic

(continuation of 11)

0.5h

Required
12

preparation
/homework

(continuation of 11)

1.5h

post-study

(continuation of 11)

0.5h

Topic

Understanding the relevance of technology platforms to firms'

Required

knowledge: The challenge and issues facing Japanese firms in the
digital age (YASUMOTO, Masanori)
Required
13

Read assigned text and come to class prepared to discuss it

preparation [SUPPLEMENTARY READINGS: Fujimoto and Ikuine
/homework

(2018) whole book, Parker et al. (2016), Shapiro and
Varian (1998)]

1.5h

Required

Review class content and consider how it may be

post-study

incorporated into your final report.

Topic

(continuation of 13)

0.5h

Required
14

preparation
/homework

(continuation of 13)

1.5h

post-study

(continuation of 13)

0.5h

Topic

Japanese Manufacturing in the Era of Digitization: The Capability-

Required

Architecture-Performance Approach (FUJIMOTO, Takahiro)
Required
15

Read assigned text and come to class prepared to discuss it

preparation [SUPPLEMENTARY READING: Fujimoto and Ikuine
/homework

(2018)]

Required

Review class content and consider how it may be

post-study

incorporated into your final report.

Topic

(continuation of 15)

1.5h
0.5h

Required
16

preparation
/homework

(continuation of 15)

1.5h

(continuation of 15)

0.5h

Required
post-study

Total
Others
Keyword

32h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course

Schedule code
JDP3020101

Name of Instructor

Yokose, Tsutomu

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
#315

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Tue.2〜3
F2F

Course Description

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Through the rapid change of the business environment triggered by the areas of
technology, demographics, society and economy, every industry in the world wide
must have the grand design to survive the hardship by using human capital
capability. Japan industry had survived its tough stages after World War 2 and
experienced several recessions, but by using its fundamental advantage in human
capital power, they have recovered as one of key player in word business. Japan
industry has the special paradigm in some of its fundamental assumptions and
approaches for the human capital, especially in the people management practices.
Those were settled by the accumulated knowledge and experience from Meiji era
and there are many effective lessons and learns toward next decades.
In this course, by focusing on the several practices and cases in Japan, students will
learn the industry knowledge in human capital areas which enhanced Japan
development stage, especially in order to apply the practices to the developing
regions and revitalizing countries.
Knowledge and experience accumulated by the numerous changes in industry
should be the clues to generate industry-wide and country-wide policies, in addition
to the corporate strategies.
From that aspect, in this course, by exploring the past practices and current trend of
new provision, the characteristic and the advantages of Japan industrial practice in
human capital areas will be identified.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Upon completion of this course, student should be able to:
1. Understand the objectives and advantages of Japan Human Capital practices
2. Diagnose the business environment and apply the best human capital practices to
pursuit business goals
3. Apply Japan Human Capital practices to the development stages of the industry
and economics.
Following Learning Objectives are defined for the completion of degree

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and

<MBA>

Course title
Japanese Employment Practices and Human Capital
Accumulation
Credits
Office Hours
Tuesday, 9:00-18:00
Wednesday, 9:00-18:00
Other date: By
appointment

2
E-mail

attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

MF1 Able to demonstrate understanding of Management Knowledge
MD1 Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal
and external strategic contexts.
MD2 Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data

MJ2 Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese employment practice
MJ3 Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate governance and
management philosophy
MJ4 Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese society and business
environments

<ISEP>
MI4 Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business knowledge for
providing solutions to social issues sustainably

Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Teaching Methodology : Interactive lecture, case study , field study and discussion
Overall grading assessment
• 20% Contribution to the discussion points
• 30% Case memo (individual) (April 12, 26, May 17)
 Apr. 12 - Human Resources Practices and the Labor Market in Japan
 Apr. 26- Human Resources Management System Reforms at Matsushita
 May 17- Yamato Transport: Part time Employment of Housewives
• 25% Field trip report (individual) (submit by June 6)
• 25% Final report (individual)

None
Case memos: during the class, instructor show the points for the analysis and good
examples
Upon request, instructor will provide individual feedback
Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Human Resource Development in Twentieth-Century Japan, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: Takenori Inoki, d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 978-4916055781

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Case Materials:
 Human Resources Practices and the Labor Market in Japan
IVEY 9B13C023
 Japan: Employing the Unemployed
IBSCDC 204-097-1
 Human Resources Management System Reforms at Matsushita
ICMR 403-010-1
 People Management FIASCO in HONDA Motorcycles and Scooters in India
LTD
Asian Research Center 407—65-8

 Yamato Transport: Part-time Employment of Housewives
NUS -W13706
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Japan industry
development
process

2

3

4

5

6

Overview of
Japan
employment
System:
Topic: Lifetime
employment:
- pros and cons

- how that was
institutionalized
in Japan Industry
Human Capital
practices from
Meiji era
Case: Human

Resources
Practices and the
Labor Market in
Japan

HR policies and
practices in Japan
industry
Case: Japan:
Employing the
Unemployed

Required preparation
/homework
Read course
1h
materials

Required post-study
Review the lecture
and learning
points

1h

Prepare own view
for the discussion
points

1h

Debrief the class
discussion

1h

Read course
materials

1h

1h

Read the case and

3h

Review the lecture
and learning
points
Review the group

Review the lecture
and learning
points
Review the group
and class
discussion and
build own view for
the learning topics

1h

prepare the
following items
<Case Questions>
1) What is the
most significant
characteristic of
Japan Labor
market
2) Whether Japan
Human Capital
system has
advantage or not
to survive the
upcoming changes
in industries
Read course
materials

Read the case and
prepare the
following items
<Case Questions>
1) What is full
employment level?
Do you think it is

1h

3h

and class
discussion and
build own view for
the learning topics

１h

１h

practically possible
to achieve full
employment?
2) What are the
different types of
unemployment?
What are the
factors that cause
un employment in
Japan? Please
explain.
3) Explain briefly

7

Adaptation of
Japan system to
changes in
business
environment

8

Case: Human
Resources
Management

System Reforms
at Matsushita

various measures
that the Japanese
government had
adopted to create
new jobs.
Read course
１h
materials and think
about the
following item
How Japan
employment
practices has been
changed
Read the case and
prepare the
following items
<Case Questions>
1) What kind of
circumstances
forced Matsushita

3h

Review the lecture
and learning
points

1h

Review the group
and class
discussion and

１h

Review the lecture
and learning

1h

build own view for
the learning topics

to change the
employment
policies?
2) What is the

9

Japanese
Company –

important features
and benefit of the
new personal
management
system?
3) Analyze
whether the new
policy would
achieve its
objectives in the
long run
Read course
materials

1h

challenges in
Global Operation
- Localization vs
Globalization in

10

Japanese
practices
Case: People
Management

Fiasco in
HONDA
motorcycles and
Scooters INDIA
ltd

points

Read the case and
prepare the

3h

Review the group
and class

1h

2h

Review the group
and class
discussion and
build own view for
the learning topics

1h

1h

Review the lecture
and learning
points
Generate reports

1h

1h

Review the lecture
and learning
points

1h

following items
<Case Questions>
1) What is the
failure on the part

discussion and
build own view for
the learning topics

of the Japanese
and Indian
managers that
contributed to the

situation?
2) Why this failure
was happened
even though

11

12

13

The role of
company
philosophy,
mission and value
for attracting
human capital
Actual case :
Honda
Philosophy
Guest Speaker:
Ex Honda
Manager
Human Capital
style: daily people
management
Field Study
Yamato
Transport:
Muikamachi
DEPO

Honda has own
management
philosophy?
3) How policy
should be changed
in HMSI?
Prepare the
following items:

Group discussion
and presentation :
The analysis of
Honda Philosophy
by group
Read course
material

Prepare the
following items
BY analyzing the
human capital
characteristic in
Japan industry,
how daily people
management
should be.

14

Case :
YAMATO
Transport PartTime
employment of
house-wives

Prepare the
following items:
<Case questions>
1) What was

3h

Review the group
and class
discussion and
build own view for

1h

1h

Review the group
and class
discussion and
build own view for
the learning topics

1h

Review the group
and class
discussion and
build own view for
the learning topics
Generate Field
Trip report

1h

Yamato’s
philosophy and
how did Yamato
operationalize this

the learning topics

philosophy in its
business?
2) Should Yamato
make the filed case

15

Wrap up
- Japan
employment
practices : pros

model a
permanent feature
of its business?
Review the course
materials

and cons
- How it should
be changed?
- How it can be

16

17

applied to each
countries/regions
?
- What is the best
way to operate
companies with
high motivated
people?
Wrap up
- Group
discussion and
presentation

Prepare own
opinion for each
learning points

1h

Field Trip

Read the field trip
guide
to understand the
objectives:

2h

Honda Saitama
factory
Yachiyo Industry
- Kashiwabara
factory

Field study
<mandatory>

Application of
Review of Factory Company
visit : How Japan Philosophy
industry develop

3h

human capital
capability –
Yachyo Industry
Kashiwabara
factory visit

18

Others

Final Report

Total
Up tp 30 students

How apply their
philosophy into
the actual

production line.
The areas kept, the
areas changed
from their origin
Generate Final
Report for the
learning points

4h

Review the report
depending upon
course learning.

1h

49h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
JDP3040101
Kikkawa, Takeo

Course title
Business Leaders in Japan

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
Main 211
Fri.2〜3
Zoom

Office Hours
Fri 12:00-13:00

Course Description

Course context is as follows.
The beginning two sessions focus on historical overview of the Japanese business

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback

Credits
2
E-mail

leaders from the Meiji Restoration of 1868 to the present time. The next twelve
sessions discuss on representative leaders, Shibusawa Eiichi, Kobayashi Ichizo,
Toyoda Kiichiro, Nishiyama Yataro, Idemitsu Sazo, Matsushita Konosuke, Ibuka
Masaru, Morita Akio, Honda Soichiro, Fujisawa Takeo, Doko Toshio, Inamori
Kazuo, Suzuki Toshifumi, Yanai Tadashi, and Son Masayoshi. The last two sessions
summarize the whole contents of the course and have a general discussion on
entrepreneurship.
The first thirty minutes of Session 3 to 14 are spent by instructor’s lecture based on
documents distributed beforehand, and the rest time is devoted to open discussion
based on Student’s memo. Students are asked to submit discussion memo (one
page) for several sessions to be used in the class except the first day of the course.
The deadline for e-mail submission to the instructor is the midnight on Monday
before the designated Thursday class.
The learning objectives of this course are two-fold. One is to give the students a
broad understanding on how Japanese business leaders acted in the process of the
industrialization and economic growth. Another is for the students to learn logical
frameworks on entrepreneurship in general.
[For MBA]
ML1: Able to demonstrate understanding of leadership concepts and practices
ML2: Able to listen well and have empathy with other people
MF1: Able to demonstrate understanding of management knowledge
MD3: Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under pressure
MJ2: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese employment practice
MJ3: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate governance and
management philosophy
MJ4: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese society and business
environments
[For ISEP]
ML1: Able to demonstrate ubderstanding of leadership concepts and practices
Google Classroom
Class participation and discussion: 40%
Memo submission: 30%
Term paper: 30%
None
Face-to-face discussion in the class on the weekly memos and the term paper

from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Documents made by instructor
Class

Topic

1

Orientation

2

Overview

3

Shibusawa (1)

4

Shibusawa (2)

5

Kobayashi

6

Toyoda

7

Nishiyama &
Idemitsu

8

Matsushita

Required preparation
/homework
----/what and how 0.5h
to learn in this
course
Document on the
1h
overview of the

Required post-study
Review of
discussions in the
classroom
Review of
discussions in the

0.5h

Document on the
Japanese
industrialization/
What are the
conditions?
Document on
Shibusawa
Eiichi/how to

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

Japanese business
leaders/ What is
the historical
context?

contribute to the
industrialization
Document on
Kobayashi
Ichizo/how to lead
urbanization
Document on
Toyoda
Kiichiro/how to
establish the
automobile
industry
Document on
Nishiyama Yataro
& Idemitsu
Sazo/how to lead
the “Japanese
Miracle”
Document on
Matsushita
Konosuke/how to

1h

classroom

Others

9

Ibuka & Morita

10

Honda &
Fujisawa

11

Doko

12

Inamori

13

Suzuki

14

Yanai & Son

15

Summary

16

General
discussion
Total

lead
“Consumption
Revolution”
Document on
Ibuka Masaru &
Morita Akio/how
to found SONY
Document on
Honda Soichiro &
Fujisawa
Takeo/how to
found HONDA
Document on
Doko Toshio/how
to rebuild
companies and the
country
Document on
Inamori
Kazuo/how to
make a new entry
Document on
Suzuki
Toshifumi/haw to
make an
innovative
“Convenience
Store System”

Document on
Yanai Tadashi &
Son
Masayoshi/how to
take risks for
innovations
----/What is the
common logic of
the Japanese
business leaders?
----/What is
learned in the
course?

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

45h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor
Instructor's contact
information

Schedule code
Course title
JDP3060101
Agriculture Business and Policy in Japan
Yokose, Tsutomu, Yamaguchi, Noboru
Credits
1
Office#
#315

Office Hours
Tuesday, 9:00-18:00
Wednesday, 9:00-18:00
Other date: By

E-mail

appointment

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Fri.4〜5
F2F

Course Description

In every country around the world, Agriculture and Food Industry is the fundamental
and important industry which enhance the stability in country economy and the
regional asset for the future growth. Also, due to the rapid change within today’s
global business environment, in the areas of Agriculture and Food also, a leader must
have the future scope of the industry by applying the technology movement,
environmental concerns, social responsibility, national security, politics and other
human rights issues.
As an orthodox concept until 20th Centuries, Agriculture and Food industry was
recognized as a regulated and protected industry. On the other hand, in the new
movement after 20th Centuries, Agriculture and Food industry was just applying
new concept and technology, without identifying and applying the essential elements
of the industry which are inherited from the past as the wealth of Agriculture and
Food. It must be important for us to see how we should identify the core
competencies of Agriculture and Food Industry and how we should apply 21st
Century new technology to the industry by installing the hereditary technology,
concept, experience, accumulated knowledge and traditional way of the business.
By examining of the development stage of Agriculture and Food Industry in Japan,
students will understand the veritable elements of the industry and how the Japan’s
accumulated knowledge and experience in Agriculture and Food Industry should be
applied to their home countries/regions for the future opportunities in the industry.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

In this course, students will gain the following learning objectives
 Understand the essential elements of the success in Agriculture and Food
industry
 Learn the accumulated knowledge, experience and history of Japan Practice of
Agriculture and Food Industry
 Comprehend the connection between Agriculture &Food Industry and Local
society for the development of the business
 Outline the strategy and implementation plan in the commercialization of
Agriculture products through field studies and trips in Minami Uonuma area
 Embody the knowledge and concept of the application in new digital Technology
for the future development in Agriculture and Food industry.
 Analyze the competitive advantages in Agriculture Business through new
technology and regional branding concept and design the application of those

advantages into own countries/regions
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

This course is elective course among JGDP and will contribute to the following
Learning Goal/Learning Objectives
For MBA
MF-1: Able to demonstrate understanding of Management Knowledge
MU-1: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese industries, society, and

business environments.
MU-3: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate governance and
management philosophy
MU-4: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese society and business
environments

For ISEP
MS-1: Able to clearly identify the central problem/issue to demonstrate

understanding of socially responsible leadership concepts and practices
MI-1: Able to demonstrate ability to identify social issues
MI-2: Able to demonstrate ability to analyze fundamental factors of social issues
Delivery Methods
Assessment

Lecture, interactive discussion, field trips and studies, gust speech in real practices
Overall grading assessment
• 20% Contribution to the class discussion
• 20% Group presentation
• 20% Case memo (2 times)
• 40% An individual final report

Prerequisites

None

Textbook(s)

Required:

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers

For case memo, some examples of the case memos are shown during the class for
their review.
Upon request, instructors will provide feedback about each individual case memos
and final report.

Reference Books / Journal Articles:
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

IUJ Original Cases (will be distributed)
 “ORASHO” – new wave of Agriculture Food and Commercialization
 “Japan Agriculture Cooperatives”

Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Prof. Yamaguchi
Course
Introduction
Lecture
- Agriculture
History of Edo

Required preparation
/homework
Read course
1h
materials and
understand the
objectives of the
course
Review Japan

Required post-study
Review the lecture
materials and
understand the
learning points
from Japan history
in agriculture after

1h

Era in Japan
- How Japan
developed their
Agriculture

2

3

technology in the
early stage
Prof. Yamaguchi
Example of

Japanese past
practices in
farming
Case Video
viewing and
discussion
- “BAKOU” –
cultivating
farmland by
horses, by Japan
classic style
- Traditional
agricultural
technology and
its advantage
Prof. Yokose

Commercializatio
n of Agriculture
products and
linkage between
Agriculture and
Food
Case Method:

CASE: (IUJ
Original)
“ORASHO” –
new wave of
Agriculture Food
and
Commercializatio
n
- New Type
approach to the
market in
Agriculture
business,
focusing on local
branding and
direct contact to
the consumers

history after Edo
Era for better
understanding of
the lecture

Edo Era

Read course
materials and

1h

Read the case and

3h

understand the
objectives of the
course

prepare, submit
the case memos
Case question:
1. What are the

key success factors
of ORASHO?
2. How you would
like to use
ORASHO
business model for
your own
country/region’s
agriculture
business?

Review the lecture
materials, video

1h

Review the lecture

1h

contents for the
application of
those practices
into own
country/region.

materials and case
explanation

- How agriculture
business should
be re-organized
for the future
opportunities
- How
entrepreneurship
in agriculture
business should
be enhanced
- How Local
community

4

5

6

should live
together under
the past history,
regulation and
new technology
Prof. Yokose
Group
Discussion
- How
commercializatio
n of Agriculture
industry should

be in your
country/region
Prof. Yamaguchi
Development of
new agricultural
breed, products,
regulation and
local government
policies
- The story of
“KOSHIHIKARI
” : most famous
and hi-end rice
breed
- Connection
with Local
community
- Newly designed
logistics for new
products
Prof. Yamaguchi
Group
Presentation
TOPICs
- Why

Prepare own
opinion for the
case questions

1h

Debrief the group
discussion for the
summary of the

1h

Read course
materials and
understand the
learning points of
the class

1h

Review the lecture
topics and
application to own
country/region
situation

1h

Read the course
materials and
summarize own
opinion

1h

Debrief the group
discussion and
learning points for
the future
agriculture plan in

1h

case learning
points.

KOSHIHIKARI
was so successful
– depending
upon your own

own
country/region

experience of
tasting
KOSHIHIKARI,
learning from

Minami Uonuma
experience and
Minami Uonuma
branding
- How local
community
works for the new
launch of

7

8

agriculture
products?
Prof. Yokose
Land Reform
after WW2 in
Japan
- How Japan
changed
government
policy in
Agriculture and
Food
- Pros and Cons
of the
“equalization” in
agriculture
business
- Inherited
systems and
structure in
Agriculture
business and how
those will be
changed
- Traditional
Agriculture
Business model
and new wage in
20th Century by
IT: Direct contact
to consumer
market
Prof. Yokose

Read course
materials and
understand the
learning points of
the class

1h

Review the lecture
topics and
application to own
country/region
situation

1h

Read the case and

3h

Debrief the group

1h

Case Method:
CASE (IUJ
Original)
“Japan

prepare, submit
the case memos
Case question:
1. What are the

re-organized after
WW2 and
influenced
government

development
processes?
2. If you were the
planner of your

Agriculture
Cooperatives”
- How Japan
Agriculture was

policies
- How
Agriculture
Business Model

has been changed
by changes in the
technology and
demographics
- How those
advantages can
be applied to your
countries/regions

9

10

for the growth in
agriculture
business
Prof. Yamaguchi,

Prof. Yokose
Guest Speaker
- Minami
Uonuma City,
Mayor Hayashi
- TOPIC: Local
Government
policies
Field Trip
Objective:
Understanding
the new wave in
Agriculture
business in
Minami Uonuma
area
(temporary
destination)
1. Uonuma no
SATO
2. Sweet

discussion for the
summary of the
case learning
points.

pros and cons of
JA’s role in Japan
agriculture
industry in its

country/region’s
representative of
Agriculture
industry, how you

want to use this
“JA” model for the
industry
development?

Review the course

materials and
prepare the
questions to Mayer

1h

Debrief the speech
contents and
incremental
learning to the
class from this

1h

speech

Review the course
materials and
prepare the
questions to each
field trip sites

1h

Debrief the
learning at each
field trip sites for
the summary of
the classes

1h

Dumpling factory
“SASA
DANGO”
3. Rice planting
and its
maintenance at
rice field near IUJ
4. Vegetable
processing
factory in
Muikamachi
5. Agriculture

11

Food shops
operation
“AGRIPA-KU
YAIRO”
Final Report

Summarize the
learning of the
class and identify
own opinion, the

4h

Review the final
report

1h

way to apply the
knowledge, and
other items which
students learned

Others

Total

Up to 20 students

from this class.
Generate Final
Report

29h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT2010101
Hirose, Shinichi

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
207

Course title
Human Resource and Global Talent Management
Credits
2
Office Hours
By ad-hoc appointment
(flexible).
You can also ask questions

E-mail

etc., during the lunch
break or after the class

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Wed.4〜5
Zoom

Course Description

This course deals with various fundamental human resource management concepts
(HRM) and global talent management (GTM), especially in globally deployed
organizations. It provides a practical understanding of significant issues and
knowledge for typical challenges.
The contents covered under human resource management (HRM) lay the

foundations for people management practices. Likewise, the materials included
under global talent management (GTM) offer the class participants the opportunity
to be exposed to international organizations' most contemporary people
management challenges.
Another focal point of this course is the assessment and development of globally
diversified people. We examine various methods for people evaluation and training.
[CAUTIONARY NOTICES]
** Actual HRM practices are quite different from organization to organization.
** Also, due to the differences of regularity laws among countries, detailed
applicability of specific HRM practices are different from country to country.
** Therefore, this course provides fundamental topics that are highly similar
worldwide. We do not have time to discuss any country or organization-specific
issues outside this course's scope.
** Topics on GTM are primarily applicable worldwide compared with HRM topics.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Under the umbrella concept of human resource management, we learn the following
four topics:
- Job Grading and Compensation Structure
- Succession Planning and Advancement Procedures
- People and Organization Development (OD)
- People Analytics
Under the umbrella concept of global talent management, we learn the following
three topics:

- Global Mobility
- Expatriate Management
- Local Workforce Management
Associated with the assessment and development of people, we consider the
following aspects:
- Assessment Techniques and Procedures
- Ensuring Fairness
[Career Relevance]
This course is suitable for students who seek a more profound understanding of

people and organization management in a global context. In addition, the knowledge
and skills expected to be acquired in this course are highly relevant for those who
plan to pursue general management and human resource careers.
[Course Context and Rationalization]
Global organizations today face competitive challenges regarding speed for their
people deployment worldwide. As a result, organizations can no longer rely on their

headquarters for global mobility management (hub-and-spoke structure). Still, they
need to operate under the concept of a "distributed network" so that any regional
operations can directly access other regions' resources without interacting with their
headquarters.
Another critical issue is assessing and developing a highly diverse group of people.
Any assessment should be perceived to be fair by members of the organization, and it
should provide management with valid and non-biased findings. Similarly, the

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy

(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

people development activities need to be appropriate and adequate to impact diverse
people with customized approaches.
MF1: Able to demonstrate understanding of Management Knowledge

Delivery Methods:
1. Case discussions
1.1. Group discussions in the virtual breakout rooms on Zoom
1.1.1. Each student MUST join the breakout with individual preparation by reading
and analyzing the case material(s)
1.1.2. Group discussions will take place in the breakout rooms with pre-assigned
group members
1.2. Class discussion, where each student is expected to speak up individually
2. Lectures (includes critical concepts of the week, supplementary topics, and the

case wrap up)
3. Guest speaker session (recorded in 2020) on the topic of People Analytics.
4. The latest articles about the impacts of COVID-19 on the HRGTM practices will
be shared weekly as much as possible.
Assessment

Prerequisites

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

- Weekly Case Memos (submit 1 to 3 pages of analysis memo by 14:30 JST, on the
day of each class, WEDNESDAYS), for Weeks 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (five submissions):
20%
- Class Participation (active involvement in discussions, in terms of frequency and
quality): 20%
- Peer Evaluation (discussion group member survey, conducted during the final
class):
20%
- Special Case Memo for the Week of People Analytics class (Week 7, submission
due AFTER the class) 15%
- Final Essay due before Week 8 session:
25%
None
However, the prior taking of the Organizational Behavior course or equivalent is
strongly recommended.
- Pass/Fail for Case Memos
- The criteria doe others are based on the predefined Rubrics, to be available on
Google Classroom before starting the course.

Required:
a)Title: Human resource management: gaining a competitive advantage, b)Edition:
12th, c)Author: Noe, R. A., Hollenbeck, et al. , d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education,
e)Year: 2021, f)ISBN: 978-1260570748
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: International human resource management: policies and practices for
multinational enterprises, b)Edition: 5th, c)Author: Tarique, I., Briscoe, D. R., &
Schuler, R. S., d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 978-1260098559
a)Title: Global talent management, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Scullion, H., &
Collings, D. G., d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 978-0415871716
a)Title: Industrial/organizational psychology : understanding the workplace,
b)Edition: 6th, c)Author: Levy, P. E., d)Publisher: Worth Pub, e)Year: 2020,
f)ISBN: 978-1319324735
a)Title: People Analytics For Dummies, b)Edition: , c)Author: Mike West,
d)Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, e)Year: 2019, f)ISBN: 978-1119434769

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

INTRODUCTI
ON

Required preparation
/homework
- Read Primary
4h
Textbook: Browse
Chapters 1 and 2
for Figures and

Required post-study
h

Tables
- Read and
Analyze Case:
Global Talent

Management at
Novartis [HBS, 17
pages]
* Case Memo
submission is
NOT required for
Week 1, but make
sure that you
prepare for the
class discussion
based on the case
by carefully
reading the
material.
(Week 1 Case
Questions)

1. Is there one
universal way for a
multinational
company to
encourage and
empower its
employees
worldwide to exert
maximum eff ort
and be
accountable for
their results?
Further, isthere
one
comprehensive
way to motivate
scientists,
salespeople, and
other
professionals?
Please develop and
prepare your
reasons for your
answer.
2. Please evaluate
the potential eff
ectiveness (pros
and cons) of
Novartis’s

standardized
system for
performance
measurement

around the world.
Also: 1) Would
you advise
Novartis torequire
the use of a
“normal”/bellshaped grading
distribution

around the world?
2) What would
your strategy be
for managing
those who rank
consistently at the
bottom of
Novartis’sperform

2
3

INTRODUCTI
ON
Job Analysis and
Work Design

ance distribution?
Would you choose
to act like GE and
dismiss them after
a certain probation
period, or
otherwise?
3. Please evaluate
Novartis's strategy
for dealing with
talent
management
challenges in
China. If you were
put in charge of
the China
operation, what
changes would you
make to dealwith
the turnover
problem?
(included above)
- Read Primary
Textbook: Skim
Ch. 4. Skip
columns.
- Read and
Analyze Case: Jack

4h

h

2h

h

Smith (A) (B) (C)
[HBS, 9+3+4
pages]
*Case Memo
submission is
required from this
week. Detailed
submission
method
instructions take
place in Week 1.
** For case

4
5

Job Analysis and
Work Design
Foundations of
Global Talent
Management

questions for
Week 2 and ahead,
please refer to the
"Weekly Case
Questions" to be
uploaded to the
Classroom portal.
(included above)
- Read Secondary
Textbook: “Global
Talent

Management
(Scullion)” Ch.1
and 2; [Subtext
(Briscoe et
al.)***], and Ch. 8
and Ch. 10
(pp.274-286) of
Main Textbook
(optional)
*** The PDF fi le
for the part of the
reading
assignment will be
made available on
the Classroom
portal in advance
in the form of a
protected PDF fi
le.
- Read and
Analyze Case: A.P.
Møller - Maersk
Group: Evaluating
Strategic Talent
Management

2h

h

3h

h

6

7

Foundations of
Global Talent
Management
HR Acquisition
and Preparation

Initiatives [HBS,
20 pages]
*Submit case
memo of the week
on time.
(included above)

- Read Primary
Textbook: Skim
Chapters 5, 6, and
7. Skip Columns.
- Read and
Analyze Case: The
War for
Management

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

4h

h

Talent in China
[HBS/Case
Centre]
- There are SIX (6)
cases that you
need to purchase
for this session.
Please make sure

that you get all of
them. The OAA
will announce the
list of all cases you

8
9

HR Acquisition
and Preparation
Employee
Assessment,
Development,
Retention,
Compensation,
and Incentives

need to purchase
forthis course
before starting the
course.
*Submit case
memo of the week
on time.
(included above)
- Read Primary
Textbook: Skim
Chapters 8, 9, 10,
11, and 12, then
browse Ch. 13.
Focusing on the
Figures and
Diagrams would
be a good strategy
to study
voluminous text
for this week.

- Read and
Analyze Case:
Baker & McKenzie
(A) [HBS, 27

10

11

Employee
Assessment,
Development,
Retention,

Compensation,
and Incentives
Expatriate
Management

pages, 9-408-008]
* Submit the case
memo of the week
on time.
(included above)

- Read Secondary
Textbook: Skim

4h

h

3h

h

3h

h

Ch. 9.***
*** The excerpt
PDF for the book's
assigned part(s)
will be made
available on the
Classroom portal
in the form of a
protected PDF fi
le.
- Read and
Analyze Case:

12
13

Expatriate
Management
People Analytics

Solvay Group:
International
Mobility and
Managing
Expatriates [HBS,
42 pages, 9-409079]
* Submit the case
memo of the week
on time.
(included above)
<Guest Speaker
Session>
(Recorded in
2020)
Speaker:
Ms.Takako
Ogawa, CEO,
Panalyt Japan, Inc.
* The guest

3h

Write up a report
about the lecture

3h

speaker lecture for
the fi rst 90 min.
[PREPARATION
S]
- The pre-reading
assignment from
the book "People
Analytics for
Dummies."
- The required
reading range is:

Ch.17 Ten Myths,
and Ch.18 Pitfalls
(pp.397-422)
- This book is

14

People Analytics

accessible through
the MLIC Library
service (both
printed and eBook.
- The eBook is for
viewing only. No
download or
printout is allowed.
- Read and
Analyze Case:
Solvay Group:
International

3h

h

8h

h

Mobility and
Managing
Expatriates [HBS,
42 pages, 9-409079]
* Submit the case
memo of the week
on time.

15

General Review
and Wrap-up

The latter half of
the remaining 90
minutes will be a
session for the case
discussion.
- Read Primary
Textbook: Skim
Ch. 16.
- Read and
Analyze Case:
CIRQUE DU
SOLEIL'S

HUMAN
RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES

16

Others

[IBS, 16 pages,
407-081-1]
* Submit the Final
Essay on time.
(included above)

General Review
and Wrap-up
Total
- This syllabus is the first tentative version.

3h

h
58h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT2060101
Zhang Zhang, Yingying

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
314

Class Schedule Day /

Thu.2〜3

Course Description

Emerging Markets are the center of interest for doing business internationally. It is

Period

Course title
Competing in Emerging Markets
Credits
2
Office Hours
After class or by
appointment.

E-mail

F2F&Zoom

not only because its huge market potentials, but also the rising power of enterprises
from these markets. The course focuses on the challenges and opportunities
associated with business and management in emerging markets.
By examining the various social economic and institutional factors particular to
emerging markets, the course addresses specific organizational strategies that
organizations and firms need to pursue to overcome these obstacles and exploit
opportunities in emerging markets. The rising power of multinationals from

emerging markets are also discussed in this subject. Among these, the management
philosophy and practices of Chinese management and their leaders will also be
highlighted. The cases used in this course cover different regions around the world
and important industries. The course mainly uses case method for the pedagogy

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

Delivery Methods

purpose, combining lectures, interactive participation, presentation of actual news,
and guest speaker to tie theories to business practices.
This course contributes to the achievement of the following learning objectives of the
four learning goals. For the purpose of accomplishment of these objectives of
multicultural awareness, problem solving, functional business knowledge, and
strategic decision making, this course covers issues needed to be considered in
overall business and management in relation with emerging markets.
MM1 Able to demonstrate the sensitivity to different perspectives and opinions of
those from different international backgrounds.
MM2 Able to identifying and articulating common viewpoints among different and
possibly conflicting opinions of those from different international backgrounds.
MM3 Able to acquire skills to communicate with people from diverse international
backgrounds.
MP1 Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues.
MP2 Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute.
MP3 Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data.
MP4 Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among alternatives.
MF1 Able to demonstrate understanding of Management Knowledge.
MD1 Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts.
MD2 Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data.
The course mainly uses case method for the pedagogy purpose, combining lectures,
interactive participation, presentation of actual news, and guest speaker to tie

Assessment

theories to business practices.
1. Class participation (40%)
2. Case report (30%)
3. Presentation (20%)
4. Quizzes (10%)

Class Participation Grading Criteria:
Each student will be graded in terms of participation in each session.

The grade is 1-4 scale. 4 is excellent, 3 is good, 2 is poor while 1 is very poor.
1: Participation of a student has negatively impacted the class;
A student arrives 15 minutes late to the class without any justified reason;
A student leaves the class before the time without any justified reason.
2: A student is present but hasn't participated;
Participation of a student is insignificant;
A student is second-time justified absent.
3. Participation of a student has positively impacted the class.

4: Participation of a student has significantly and positively impacted the class.
Notes:
- Participation includes (not an exhaustive list) participating in discussions,

asking questions, adding comments, or providing feedback.
- Frequency of participation is not counted in a class with more than 15 students.
- If a student is first-time (per day, not per session) justified absent, the grade
will use the average of her/his overall participation.
- If a student is absent without any justification, the grade will be 0.

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

No specific prerequisite. The basic knowledge on International Management is
preferable but it is not a prerequisite.

Feedback will be communicated by the instructor via digital means when necessary.

Required:
a)Title: Doing Business in Emerging Markets, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: S. Tamer
Cavusgil, Pervez N. Ghauri, and L.A. Liu, d)Publisher: Sage Publications. , e)Year:
2021, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Leadership of Chinese Private Enterprises: Insights and Interviews,
b)Edition: , c)Author: Tsui, A.S., Zhang, Y., & Chen, X. , d)Publisher: Palgrave
MacMillan, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Understanding Multinationals from Emerging Markets, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: Alvaro Cuervo-Cazurra, and Ravi Ramamurti (Eds.), d)Publisher:
Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Emerging Markets Rule: Growth Strategies of the New Global Giants,
b)Edition: , c)Author: Mauro Guillen, and Esteban Garcia Canal, d)Publisher: The
McGraw-Hill Companies, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Winning in emerging markets: a road map for strategy and execution.,
b)Edition: , c)Author: Tarun Khanna, Krishna G. Palepu and Richard J. Bullock,

d)Publisher: Harvard Business Press., e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN:
a)Title: The Competitive Advantage of Emerging market Multinationals.,
b)Edition: , c)Author: Peter J. Williamson, Ravi Ramamurti, Alfonso Fleury and
Maria T, d)Publisher: Cambridge University Press, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN:

a)Title: The Oxford Handbook of Management in Emerging Markets, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: Robert Grosse, Klaus E. Meyer, d)Publisher: Oxford University Press,
e)Year: 2019, f)ISBN: 978019683948
a)Title: Competitiveness in Emerging Markets, b)Edition: , c)Author: Datos

Khajeheian, Mike Friedrichsen, Wilfried Modinger, d)Publisher: Springer, e)Year:
2018, f)ISBN:
a)Title: The Source of Innovation in China: Highly Innovative Systems, Hampshire
(UK): , b)Edition: , c)Author: Zhang, Y. & Zhou, Y., d)Publisher: Palgrave
MacMillan, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN:
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Introduction:
Overview of
Emerging
Markets

2

Introduction:

3

4

5

Overview of
Emerging
Markets
Actual News

(TBA)
Topic: Macro
Environment in
Emerging
Markets
Case: Acer, Inc:
Taiwan’s
Rampaging
Dragon (short)
Topic: Macro
Environment in
Emerging
Markets
Case: Acer, Inc:
Taiwan’s
Rampaging
Dragon (short)
Opportunities
and Trends in
Emerging
Markets

Required preparation
/homework
Readings: Book
1h
Chapter 1

Required post-study
Review class PPT

0.5h

Short news (to be

0.5h

Review class PPT

0.2h

Readings: Book
Chapter 2, 3

1h

Review class PPT

0.5h

Case: Read and
prepare the case
analysis

1h

Review class PPT

0.2h

Readings: Book
Chapter 4

1h

Review class PPT

0.5h

distributed in
Google
Classroom)

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Case: Global
Wine War
Opportunities
and Trends in

Emerging
Markets
Case: Global
Wine War
Companies from
Emerging
Markets
Case: Mahindra
& Mahindra in
South Africa
Companies from
Emerging
Markets
Case: Mahindra
& Mahindra in
South Africa

Analysis of
Selected
Emerging
Markets
Case: Tenmou,
the Angel
Investment
Group in Bahrain

Analysis of
Selected
Emerging
Markets
Case: Tenmou,
the Angel
Investment
Group in Bahrain
Strategies of
Emerging
Markets
Case: Bottled
Water Industry in
Uzbekistan
Strategies of
Emerging
Markets
Case: Bottled
Water Industry in
Uzbekistan
Management

Case: Read and
prepare the case

2h

Review class PPT

0.2h

Readings: Book
Chapter 5

1h

Review class PPT

0.5h

Case: Read and
prepare the case

2h

Review class PPT

0.2h

Readings: Book
Chapter 6

1h

Review class PPT

0.5h

Case: Read and
prepare the case
analysis

2h

Review class PPT

0.2h

Readings: Book
Chapter 7-8

2h

Review class PPT

0.5h

Case: Read and
prepare the case
analysis

2h

Review class PPT

0.5h

Readings: Chinese

3h

Review class PPT

1h

analysis

analysis

14

15

16

Philosophy and
Practices of
Chinese Business
Leaders
Case: Huawei
Management
Philosophy and
Practices of

Chinese Business
Leaders
Case: Huawei
Assessing Risks
and
Opportunities in
Emerging
Markets
Case: Colombia
and the economic
premium of
peace Guest
speaker: TBA
Assessing Risks
and
Opportunities in

business leaders
book

Case: Read and
prepare the case
analysis

2h

Review class PPT

0.5h

Readings: Book
Chapter 9, 10

2h

Review class PPT

1h

Read and prepare
the case analysis

2h

Review Guest
Speaker material

0.5h

Team meetings
and discussion for
case report writing
and presentation

12h

Emerging
Markets
Case: Colombia
and the economic

17

Others

premium of
peace
Guest speaker:
TBA
Others

Total
Working groups will be formed in the first week of the class.

h

45h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT2210101
Wakayama, Toshihiro

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
None

Class Schedule Day /

Thu.4〜5

Course Description

Course Concept

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Learning Objectives
------------------- To understand strategic impacts of new digital technologies (e.g., Blockchain, AI,
collective intelligence).

Period

Course title
Strategies for Digital Disruption
Credits
2
Office Hours
By appointment or at the
end of class.

E-mail

Zoom

---------------The core concept of this course rests on the following dual competitive realities
driven by increasingly pervasive digital infrastructure that underlie today’s economic
and related activities:
 New generations of digital technologies impact the whole value chain of business
activities from branding to marketing to operations to organizational capability
building. These impacts throughout the value chain are collectively enabling a host of
new strategies that are often disruptive to conventional, pre-digital businesses.
 Incumbent businesses, however, are not standing still (e.g., Walmart taking on
Amazon): while leveraging their core strengths, they often embrace their own
digitization initiatives in response to threats posed by born-digital players or
sometimes preemptively to exploit digital opportunities.
The course aims to uncover the forefront of such competitive realities and thereby
better prepare students for their managerial responsibilities.

 To gain insights on how digitally-enabled strategies are often disruptive to
conventional businesses.
 To be able to analyze and assess strategic options available to incumbent
businesses to counter disruptive moves of digitally equipped competitors.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

MP1(MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues.
MP2(MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute.
MP3(MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data.
MP4(MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among
alternatives.
MF1(MBA, JGDP, DXP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Management
Knowledge.
MF6(MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital
Technology.
MD3(IMBA): Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under

Delivery Methods
Assessment
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

pressure.
MT2(DXP): Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization
MT3(DXP): Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account
organizational and environmental implications.
Case-based, supplemented by mini lectures on core concepts such as blockchain.
Final Exam (Case Analysis): 60%
Class Participation: 40%
None.
Comments and further questions in class on the case analysis assignment.
Detailed feedback, written or online session, upon request on the final exam.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: The Blockchain and the New Architecture of Trust, b)Edition: , c)Author: ,
d)Publisher: MIT Press, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Competing in the Age of AI, b)Edition: , c)Author: , d)Publisher: HBR
Press, e)Year: 2020, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Blockchain Science, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: , d)Publisher: Inverted Forest,
e)Year: 2019, f)ISBN:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Readings
------- Blockchain for managers, IESE, 2019, IES745-PDF-ENG [Must be purchased]

 Blockchain is changing how media and entertainment companies compete, MIT
SMR, 2018 [Placed in the course folder “Required Materials”]
Cases[All cases must be purchased]

---- Amazon: Merging Digital and Physical Worlds for Market Growth, Thunderbird,
2020, TB0589-PDF-ENG
 Walmart Inc. Takes on Amazon.com, HBS, 2020, 718481-PDF-ENG
 Maersk: Betting on Blockchain, HBS, 2018, 518089-PDF-ENG
 Tailor Brands: AI-driven branding, HBS, 2018, 519017-PDF-ENG
 Voice War: Hey Google vs. Alexa vs. Siri, HBS, 2020, 718519-PDF-ENG
 AirBnB, Inc., McGraw Hill, 2019, MH0058-PDF-ENG
 AccorHotels’ Digital Transformation: A Strategic Response to Hospitality
Disrupter AirBnB, IMD, 2017, IMD885-PDF-ENG
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Disrupterdisruptee battles
in retail industry I

Required preparation
/homework
Read and analyze
6h
the case "Amazon:
Merging digital
and physical

Required post-study
h

worlds for market
growth".
Read the slide sets
for this week and

2
3

Continuation of
Class 1.
Disrupterdisruptee battles
in retail industry
II

4
5

6
7

8
9

Continuation of
Class 3.
Blockchainenabled
disruption I

Continuation of
Class 5.
Blockchainenabled
disruption II

Continuation of
Class 7.
AI-powered
disruptive
strategies I

try to answer the
questions posted
there.

h

h

6h

h

h

h

6h

h

h

h

Read the case
"Maersk: Betting
on blockchain".
Read the slide sets
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posted
there.

6h

h

h

h

Read the case
"Tailor brands: AIdriven branding".
Read the slide sets

6h

h

Read and analyze
the case "Walmart
Inc. takes on

Amazon.com".
Read the slide sets
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posted
there.

Read "Blockchain
for managers".
Read "Blockchain
is changing how

media and
entertainment
companies
compete.
Read the slide sets
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posted
there.

10
11

Continuation of
Class 9
AI-powered
disruptive
strategies II

12
13

Continuation of
Class 11
Disruptive
impacts of digital
sharing
economies I

14
15

16

Others

Continuation of
Class 13.
Disruptive
impacts of digital
sharing
economies II

Continuation of
Class 15 and
course wrap-up

Total
Class Size Limitation: 25

for this week and
try to answer the
questions posted
there.

h

h

6h

h

h

h

Read the case
"AirBnB, Inc.".
Read the slide sets
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posted
there.

6h

h

h

h

Read the case
"AccorHotels'
digital
transformation: A
strategic response
to hospitality
disrupter AirBnB".
Read the slide sets
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posted
there.

6h

h

Read the case
"Voice war: Hey

Google vs. Alexa
vs. Siri".
Read the slide sets
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posted
there.

h

Review of selected
cases and
submission of a
case analysis
report.

10h

58h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT2310101
Yokose, Tsutomu

Course title
Leadership

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
#315

Office Hours
Tuesday, 9:00-18:00
Wednesday, 9:00-18:00
Other date: By

Credits
1
E-mail

appointment

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Wed.2〜3
F2F&Zoom

Course Description

In every industry and organization, business persons are expected to acquire and
develop a capability to lead their people, teams, and organization. Due to the rapid
change at the age of globalization, business leaders are now facing with the critical

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

and tough situation and they are required to respond to the change by making the
best decision consistent to the vision and mission shared among the organizational
members. Business leaders must understand how their leadership is effectively
functioned in their decision making, especially in the critical situation. Furthermore,
in order to achieve organizational goals, they must understand the difference
between the management systems and their leadership power by empowering their
people and applying organizational resources.
Upon completion of this course, student should be able to:
- understand what leadership is, how to use leadership, and how to develop
leadership capabilities in order to become a competent business leader
- gain the essential leadership concept required to succeed in their future career and
work environment as a business leader.
- become effective business leaders who can implement and lead business goals in
organization environments.
This course provide students opportunities to embody their knowledge, concept,
theories and learning in the other programs as leaders in the dynamic business
environment. At the new start of business career after their graduation, the
discussion and practices in this program will help student to have confidence in the
daily tasks.
Following Learning Objectives are defined for the completion of each degree.

<For MBA>
MM1 Able to demonstrate the sensitivity to different perspectives and opinions of
those from different international backgrounds
MM2 Able to identifying and articulating common viewpoints among different and
possibly conflicting opinions of those from different international backgrounds
ML1 Able to demonstrate understanding of leadership concepts and practices
ML2 Able to listen well and have empathy with other people

MD3 Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under pressure
<For ISEP>

MS3 Able to demonstrate ability to illustrate key reasons why socially responsible
leadership is integrated into mainstream business operations through global value
chain
ML1 Able to demonstrate understanding of leadership concepts and practices
ML2 Able to listen well and have empathy with other people

Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Interactive lecture, case method study and group discussion, group presentation
30% Participation and Contribution to discussion
30% Case Memos (Week 2,3,4)
Week 2: Mount Everest-1996
Week 3: 3M Optical Systems
Week 4: Jan-Phillippe Courtois
40% Final reports
Students should take Organizational Behavior class (GSIM students)
(GSIR students can take this course in 2nd year)
Case memo - instructor provides the analysis points of each case
Upon request, instructor will provide the grade information

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: John P. Kotter on what leaders really do, b)Edition: , c)Author: John P.
Kotter,Kotter, John P.,, d)Publisher: Harvard Business School Press, e)Year: 1999,
f)ISBN: 978-0875848976

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Case Materials:
• Mount Everest – 1996 (HBS 9-303-061)
• 3M Optical Systems (HBS 9-395-017)
• Jane-Philippe Courtois at Microsoft Global Sales, Marketing and Operations:
Empowering digital success (London Business School 619-0036-1)

Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Leadership
Competency
How a leader
should explore
their capability

Required preparation
/homework
Read the course
1h
materials in
advance

Required post-study
Review of
leadership role

1h

Discussion
- Leader’s role
- Leader’s

2

behavior
- Leadership
capability
Case Video : Iron
Ladies Liberia

0h

Review of the
leadership
competency

1h

1h

Review the linkage
between the
leadership and
culture
Review the case
analysis and
explanation

1h

Group and class
discussion items
1) How
effectively
Johnson Sirleaf
showed her

leadership in each
situation?
2) What kind of
leadership

3

4

competencies are
required to solve
tough situation
shown in the
video?
Leadership and
Systems

Read the course
materials in
advance

Case: Mount
Read the case and
Everest – 1996
prepare the
(HBS 9-303-061) assignment
questions , and
1) Why did this
submit case memo
tragedy occur?
What is the root
cause of this
disaster?
2) What is your
evaluation of
Scott Fischer and
Rob Hall as
leaders? Did they
make some poor
decisions? If so,
why?
3) What are the
lessons from this
case for general

4h

1h

5

managers in
business
enterprises?
Empowerment
Leadership
Leadership Style
- Situational

6

Leadership
- Own leadership
style
Case : 3M
Optical Systems
1) As Andy
Wong, how

would you handle
the authorization
for expenditure
(AFE) for the re-

Read the course
materials in
advance

1h

Review the
leadership style
theory

1h

Read the case and
prepare the
assignment
questions , and
submit case memo

4h

Review the case
analysis and
explanation

1h

1h

Review the change
management
concept

1h

launch of the
privacy screen?
2) As Paul
Guehler, would

you approve the
AFF if Wong set
it up to you?
3) How effective

7

had Wong been
as a front-line
manager in 3M
context? How
effective had
Guehler been as a
3M division
president?
4) What is it
about 3M that
makes it perhaps
the most
consistently
entrepreneurial
large company in
the world?
Leadership and
Read the course
Change
materials in
advance
Organization
Transformation

8

Change
Management
Case : JanePhilippe Courtois
at Microsoft
Global Sales,
Marketing and
Operations:
Empowering
digital success

Read the case and
prepare the

4h

Read and prepare
the assigned
questions of the
final report case,
submit final report
of the case

5h

assignment
questions , and
submit case memo

Review the case
analysis and

1h

Review the course
materials and
understand the
course objectives

1h

explanation

1) How did

Courtois assess
the situation on
taking charge of
Microsoft

GSMO?
2) How effective
has he been?
What actions did

he take? What
additional
challenges do you
expect he will
face?
3) How would
you describe
Courtois as a

9

Others

leader?
4) What can you
learn from the
case about
leading change in
your
organization?
Final Report

Total
Max class size: 20

30h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
Course title
MGT2340101
Business Presentation
Ahmed, Mohammed Khurshid

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#

Course Description

Presentation is the killer skill we take into the real world.”--The McKinsey Mind.
"Presentation...[is] a core skill for the twenty-first century."--Chris Anderson, Head

Thu.4〜5
F2F&Zoom

Office Hours
By appointment

Credits
2
E-mail

of TED.

This course could also be seen as a course on “Power Presentation.”
The ability for face-to-face presenting as well as virtual presenting has become a key
to successful professional career in today’s world, particularly careers involving
management and leadership positions.
This course will be offered both Face-to-Face and online via Zoom simultaneously.
Both GSIM and GSIR students can take this course. You can take it directly in the
classroom setting at IUJ, or remotely if you are not on the IUJ campus. It will help
you develop a clear understanding of and skills for both face-to-face presenting as
well as virtual presenting. If you take this course in IUJ’s classroom setting, you will
also learn about virtual presenting. If you take it remotely, you will also learn about
face-to-face presenting.
In this course, you will learn about both content and delivery in presenting. You will
learn about how to create a powerful core message, and how to develop your core
message through clear logical structuring. You will also develop skills for story
telling—a powerful way in presenting. You will learn about how to emotionally
engage your audience and then logically convince them, with the aim to effectively
persuade them to take the action you want them to.
You will also develop understanding of and skills for natural delivery. You will
develop your ability to talk to your audience directly, simply, and confidently. You
will also learn about effectively giving peer feedback on the presentations of your
classmates, as well as, receiving feedback as a presenter yourself from your classmates
and the instructor. Giving and receiving feedback on presentations greatly helps you
develop yourself as an effective presenter.
Fundamentally, this course is designed to increase your understanding and
awareness of the importance of persuasive communication, to learn more about the
concepts and theories associated with it and how to apply them in a simple, practical,
logical, and thoughtful way. Fundamental to this is influence, or how you move
people to your way of thinking with or without formal authority. The success of

anything you set out to achieve in business or profession will depend largely on your
ability to influence others to support, act, fund, buy, vote, or influence yet others.
This is an intensive and fast-paced course. It has highly interactive and enjoyable

classroom dynamics. Students actively participate and make positive contributions to
the class.
The short-term benefit of this course will be your ability to formulate and deliver

effective class presentations during your IUJ study. In the long run, you will develop
communication skills vital for your professional development and advancement.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

This is both a deeply conceptual and a highly practical course. It focuses on
developing “presenter’s mindset,” “psychological presence,” and “audience
empathy,” as well as, practical skills for effective presentations. It builds up your
confidence as a presenter in front of an audience (face-to-face or virtual).
At the conclusion of this course, students will:
○ be able to speak simply, logically and assertively;
○ be more confident, understand nervousness and be able to work to overcome it;
○ be able to structure and deliver a clear, logical, prepared presentation to an
audience, based on value to the audience;
○ understand the concept of messaging, and know how to find, construct and
deliver a strong and sticky message;
○ understand how, and be able, to constructively address emotion in an audience
through verbal and nonverbal communication;
○ be able to deliver naturally in a conversational style;
○ be able to talk to the audience directly in virtual space;
○ be able to give and receive constructive feedback on classmates’ presentations.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

[For MBA/IMBA/JGDP]
MM3: Able to acquire skills to communicate with people from diverse international
backgrounds.
ML2: Able to listen well and have empathy with other people.
[For IDP_ID]
DK5: Be able to articulate and communicate messages to policymakers that are
major influences on the issues concerned.
DS4: Demonstrate capacity to communicate main messages on development
policies and reforms to all stakeholders, including policy makers, academia, and civil
society, in an easy language to facilitate the process of economic reforms
DA1: Enthusiastic and great initiative to think development issues in logical, critical,
and creative ways
[For IDP_Econ]
ES4: With effective communication skills for formulating economic arguments,
providing insight and advice to both government and private sector stakeholders on

economic and public issues
EA1: Enthusiastic and great initiative to think in logical, critical, and creative ways
Delivery Methods

Classes will be offered both Face-to-Face and online via Zoom simultaneously. There
will be sixteen 90-minute sessions. In addition, separate feedback and consultation
sessions will be provided for the team presentations in group meetings. There will be
interactive lectures, group discussions, and presentation activities. Google Classroom
will be used to share course information and materials and participate in any written

class discussions and communications. In addition, FlipGrid
(https://info.flipgrid.com/), a video-based educational communication tool, will be
used for some communication activities.
Since this course is designed to develop both sound conceptual understanding and
practical skills, presentation training occupies 50% of the classroom time. The
training part is highly individualized.

The course consists of lectures, group discussions, interactive exercises, and a series
of individual & team presentations with immediate constructive feedback. In
addition to text materials from various sources, the course will make use of a series of
selected TED-talks for modelling and in-class discussions. Examples of expert
presenters and presentation commentators from YouTube and other video sources
will also be used. Links to expert websites, TED talks, YouTube videos, and some
other online sources will be provided for follow-up self-study and development after
the course.
Each week, the sessions will usually begin with individual presentation activities,
applying the learning and the giving and receiving of feedback. There is as much
practice as possible in speaking in group environment, and receiving helpful
feedback from peers and the instructor. During the follow-up session, there will be
interactive lectures and active discussions, leading to assigned presentation and
discussion activities for the following week.

Assessment

Regular and timely attendance, active class participation, positive contributions to
class dynamics & group work, and persistent individual efforts are crucial parts of the
learning experience in this course.
The final grade will be based on:
o Team presentations (mid-term and final): 50%
o Individual practice presentations: 20%
o Engagement, as demonstrated by consistent and clear presence in the classroom or
the Zoom gallery, preparedness based on assigned readings, active involvement in
and positive contributions to class activities and discussions, giving and receiving
peer feedback comments, and doing positive group work for team presentations:
30%
Absence from or late attendance in classes will be factored in the final assessment, in
a transparent manner.

Prerequisites

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers

Textbook(s)

This course does not require any prior training or experience in oral presentations.
However, students with prior training or experience will also find this course useful
to further develop their conceptual understanding and practical skills.
This course is offered to all the IUJ students. 1st-year MBA, E-biz students, and 2ndyear MBA students from GSIM (including exchange program students) may enroll.
Students from any program in GSIR may also enroll.
Given the focus of this course on oral presentations, peer feedback and instructor's
feedback in real time on individual presentations will be given. Feedback will be
based on clear assessment criteria. Instructor will also provide video feedback. For
the mid-term and the final team presentations, group meetings with the instructor
outside the classroom setting will be held. The instructor will provide feedback based
on clear grading criteria. After the course has ended, the instructor will provide video
feedback on a student's performance in terms of their individual presentation
activities, team presentations, and engagement. Recommendations for future

development of presentation skills will be provided. Opportunities for consultation
with the instructor after the course will be provided.
Required:
a)Title: Powertalk Training Resource Book, b)Edition: , c)Author: Robert Burnside,
d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN:
a)Title: Talk Like TED, b)Edition: , c)Author: Carmine Gallo, d)Publisher: St.
Martin's Press, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Presentation Zen, b)Edition: 2nd , c)Author: Garr Reynolds, d)Publisher:
New Riders, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Presenting to Win, b)Edition: , c)Author: Jerry Weissman, d)Publisher:
Pearson Education, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Presence, b)Edition: , c)Author: Amy Cuddy, d)Publisher: Little, Brown,
and Company, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion, b)Edition: , c)Author: Robert
Cialdini, d)Publisher: Harper Business, e)Year: 2006, f)ISBN:
a)Title: The 7 Triggers to Yes: The New Science Behind Influencing People's
Decisions, b)Edition: , c)Author: Russell Granger, d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill,
e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN:
a)Title: To Sell is Human: The Surprising Truth About Moving Others, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: Daniel Pink, d)Publisher: RiverHead Books, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN:
a)Title: The Story Teller's Secret, b)Edition: , c)Author: Carmine Gallo,
d)Publisher: St. Martin's Press, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Sell with a Story, b)Edition: , c)Author: Paul Smith, d)Publisher:
AMACOM, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Brain Rules, b)Edition: , c)Author: John Medina, d)Publisher: Pear Press,
e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN:
a)Title: TED Talks: The Official TED Guide to Public Speaking, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: Chris Anderson, d)Publisher: Nicholos Brealey Publishing, e)Year: 2016,
f)ISBN:

Note on Textbooks and

Business cases:

Reference Books

1. The Toronto-Dominion Bank: Customer Service Index (A)
2. Disneyland Resort Paris: Mickey Goes to Europe
3. Nora Sakari: A Proposed JV in Malaysia (Revised)
[Note: The mid-term and the final team presentations will be based on these cases.
Detailed guidelines will be given in the class.]

Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Communication,
persuasion,

presentation
(class discussion)
2

3

Audience &
purpose; Core
messaging;
Message map;
Making a pitch
presentation
Pitch
presentation
(individual inclass
presentation)

4

Development of
core message;
giving and
receiving
feedback; elevator
speech

5

Elevator speech
presentation
(individual in-

Required preparation
/homework
No preparation
h
needed for the
opening sessions
on the first day of
classes.

h

Required post-study
h

Follow-up review
of videos shown in
class, based on
review guidelines.

0.5h

Preparing &
practicing for the
first in-class

1h

For in-class
discussions:
Reading
presentation
guidelines and tips
on "elevator
speech," from the
course Handbook;
Reading a text
chapter (Chapter
1, main text);
Watching a TED
Talk (Amy
Cuddy) and
preparing
responses to
assigned
questions.
Preparing &
practicing for the
second in-class

2h

Making an online
self-introduction
presentation on
flipgrid.com
(Share &
Contribute
Assignment)

0.5h

2h

Watching one’s
“elevator speech”
presentation video

1h

presentation
(including
introducing
another presenter)

h

class
presentation)

6

Conversational
tone & style;
dealing with
“stress” in a
presentation

presentation
(including
introducing
another presenter)
For in-class
discussions:
Reading
presentation

3h

and doing selfassessment, based
on review
questions

h

guidelines and tips
on “verbal
language,"
“elevator speech,"
from the course
Handbook;
Watching a TED
Talk (Kelly

McGonigal) and
posting comments
in Google
Classroom, in

7

Elevator speech
presentation
(continued)
(individual inclass
presentation)

8

Group
Presentations on
the contents of
the “case”
allocated by
groups;
Deeper
explorations of
conversational
style in
presentations.

response to
assigned
questions.
Preparing &

practicing for the
second in-class
presentation
(including

introducing
another presenter)
1) Read the
allocated case
individually. (2)
Meet as a group to
share and discus
the contents of the
case (based on
assigned
questions). (3)
Prepare for an inclass group
presentation on
the contents of the
case.
(4) Read the
assigned chapter
(Chapter 3) from
the main text and
post comments in

1h

h

5h

h

Google Classroom,
to be used for inclass discussion.
(5) Watch Steve

9

A “pitch”
presentation by

each group, based
on the
presentation
scenario in the
case allocated to
the group.
10

Leadership

communication;
presenter’s
mindset;
assertiveness and
empathy

11

Mid-term team
presentations,
based on the
cases, as allocated
to the groups

Jobs’ presentation
video and present
comments on
flipgrid (2nd
online
presentation)
Discuss as a group
the presentation
scenario of the
case and prepare
together for a
“pitch”
presentation,
introducing the
core message.
(1) Watch Simon

Senek’s TED Talk
and post a video
response on
flipgrid, based on

3h

h

3h

h

assigned
questions. (2)
Watch Garr
Reynolds’

Presentation Zen
video and prepare
for in-class
discussion and
presentation. (3)
Read selected
pages from the
course Handbook
and come
prepared for inclass discussion.
Prepare as a group
for the team
presentation.
Involves meeting
as groups to
discuss the
presentation
contents,
allocating
responsibilities,

4h

(1) Watch your
“team
presentation”
video and do selfassessment, based
on review
questions. Be
prepared to do a
self-assessment
report at a group

3h

preparing scripts,
practicing and
rehearsing
individually and as

meeting with the
instructor.
(2) Meet with the
instructor as a
group for a 90minute feedback
session on each
member’s

groups.

presentation
performance.
12

Storytelling for
engagement &
influence

Read guidelines
and tips from the
course Handbook
for in-class
discussion.

2h

h

Compile 2-3
examples from life
experiences for
storytelling
purposes.
Watch & review
three story-telling
presentation

13

Individual storytelling
presentations.

14

Storytelling at
deeper levels

15

Individual storytelling
presentations

videos from past
classes.
Prepare an
2h
authentic storytelling
presentation,
following the
guidelines and tips.
Prepare script,
practice, rehearse,
until it looks
perfect!
Read Chapter 2
3h
(main text) and
post comments in
Google Classroom,
based on assigned
questions. Watch
Karen Eber’s TED
Talk and post a
video response on
flipgrid.
(1) Make an
3h
improved storytelling

h

h

h

(continued)

presentation,
incorporating
feedback received
in the class. (2)

Read Chapter 7
(main text) for inclass discussion,
based on assigned

questions. (3)
Make the capstone
online
presentation on
flipgrid, based on
assigned
guidelines
(involving some

16

Others

Final team
presentations

quick online
research).
1) Meet with the
instructor for a
2nd round of
group meetings,
focusing on
consultation and
scripts for the final
team
presentations.
(2) Prepare as a
group for the team
presentation.
Involves meeting
as groups to
discuss the
presentation
contents,
allocating
responsibilities,
preparing scripts,
practicing and
rehearsing
individually and as
groups.

5h

h

Total
44h
A class size of 16 will be maintained for optimal learning and training experiences,
involving individual and team presentations.

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MKG2020101
Akareem, Husain Salilul

Course title
Strategic Brand Management
Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
Main Building 321
Mon.4〜5
F2F&Zoom

Course Description

“Brand” is one of the most valuable intangible assets a company could have. In
mergers or acquisitions, a big price premium is paid for the brand value, often

Office Hours
Wednesday 11:00-13:00

E-mail

multiples of a firmʼs earning.

Why is a “brand” so valuable? Yes, put it simply, it is because consumers trust the
brand and buy their products or services. However, brand building does not happen

over night. It usually takes a significant marketing effort of many years to create that
strong trust. Once a strong brand (trust relationship with customers) has been
established, it cannot be easily replicated by others, giving the company/organization
a great competitive advantage in the market.
So how can we build a strong brand? This course will help you understand brand
management basics and make better decisions on marketing and brand
communication strategies. This class will be delivered mainly through case study

discussions and we will focus on best-in-class branding strategies and practices across
a number of industries. Theories, models, and frameworks useful in developing
effective brand strategies will be introduced. You will also put this knowledge into
practice through team projects and presentation.
This course will augment studentsʼ understanding of other marketing courses from a
practical point of view. It will clearly benefit those working in marketing functions or
marketing-driven organization. Given the central role of a 'brand' to an
organization's success, the course is likely to be beneficial to students in a broader
array of functions, from finance to sales and operations.
Learning Objectives &
Goals

Understand the importance of brand
Understand the elements of brand building
Develop a branding strategy
Measure and interpret brand performances
Learn individual decision making and teamwork for sustainable brand building

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the

MP1 Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues
MP2 Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute
MP3 Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data
MP4 Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among alternatives
MF4 Able to demonstrate understanding of Marketing Knowledge
MD1 Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and

degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

external strategic contexts.
MD2 Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data
MD3 Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under pressure.
Lecture & in-class problem solving
Quiz (individual) 40%
Group Presentation (group) 30%
Report/Assignment (group) 30%

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Marketing Management
Verbal feedback

Required:
a)Title: Strategic brand management : building, measuring, and managing brand
equity, b)Edition: , c)Author: Kevin Lane Keller, Vanitha Swaminathan,Keller, Kevin
Lane,Swami, d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2020, f)ISBN: 1292314966
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Case studies will be delivered in Google Classroom.
Class

Topic

1

Course overview

2
3

4

5

6

7

Brands and brand
management
Brands and brand
management
Customer-based
brand equity and
brand positioning
Choosing a brand
name for group
assignment &
presentation
Choosing brand
elements to build
brand equity
Choosing brand
elements to build
brand equity
Discuss the
assignment
guidelines
Developing a
brand equity

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
0h

2h

0h

2h

h

2h

h

2h

h

2h

h

2h

h

1h

8

measurement
and management
system

h

3h

h

2h

h

2h

h

1h

h

1h

h

2h

h

2h

4h

h

4h

h

Measuring
sources of brand
equity: capturing
customer mindset
9

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

Others

Designing
marketing

programs to build
brand equity
Integrating
marketing
communications
to build brand
equity
Leveraging
secondary brand
associations to
build brand
equity

Leveraging
secondary brand
associations to
build brand
equity
Designing and
implementing
branding
architecture
strategies
Designing and
implementing
branding
architecture
strategies
Presentations &
report submission
Presentations &
report submission
Total

34h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MKG2040101
Akareem, Husain Salilul

Course title
Customer Relationship Management
Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
Main Building 321
Wed.4〜5
F2F&Zoom

Course Description

The strategic management of customer relationships is a critical activity for all
enterprises. The means of effectively managing relationships with customers are

Office Hours
Wednesday 11:00-13:00

E-mail

addressed under the headings of relationship marketing and customer relationship
management (CRM). Over the last two decades, relationship marketing has become
an increasingly important topic. Organizations have learned that building
relationships and sustaining them is usually more important than activities focused
on customer acquisition. This course first examines the key principles of relationship
marketing including: the shift from a functional to a cross-functional orientation; the
emphasis on business processes; the integration of customer service and quality with
marketing; trust, commitment, satisfaction and loyalty as building blocks of
relationships; the drivers and scope of relationships, and a focus on multiple
stakeholders beyond the enterprise-customer relationship. The course then
addresses customer relationship management, which involves an enterprise wide
customer-centric approach to maximizing customer value. It is aimed at creating
long-lasting and profitable relationships with individual customers - in both B2B and
B2C contexts. Developments in technology have allowed organizations to look at
their customers as individuals and to gather, store and analyze customer-based
information. An outcome is an increase in the use of direct marketing techniques
such as those for designing and managing consumer databases and customer service
centers. Topics include CRM strategy development; value creation through CRM;
multichannel integration; information and technology management; and CRM
performance assessment. Participants will be exposed to a range of relationshipbuilding strategies and techniques, as well as software and CRM technologies.
In addition, that the course has the objective to introduce students to some common
data analysis techniques used to understand consumers and identify clusters in CRM
database.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Students will understand the key principles of relationship marketing and how a
Customer Relationship Management program should be formulated and
implemented. The course will emphasize developing the knowledge and skills
needed for strategic customer management. Organizations are now discovering that
the cost of gaining new customers requires a substantial investment. However, not all
customers are profitable ones, and therefore organizations need to assess which ones
are, and discover how to keep them. Consolidation and testing of lessons and
principles learned will be achieved through a major group project on CRM which will
be completed during and after the classroom sessions.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

MF4 Able to demonstrate understanding of Marketing Knowledge
MD1 Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts.
MD2 Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data

The course is based on a practical approach. It uses interactive session supported by
students’ discussions, mini case studies and hand-on data analyses exercises. Most of
the classes are divided into two sessions:
1. Lecturing class in which theory, frameworks, and cases are presented to
acknowledge the student to the subject and content of the unit.
2. Practicing and working with exercises. This session allows students applying

concepts and practicing with data analyses techniques by understanding the several
mechanisms that can be used in CRM. This session involves group work.
Each student is highly encouraged to take an active participation by discussing and
adding his/her own contribution to each class by adding its own international and
personal experience.
Assessment

Quiz exams (40%)

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to

Marketing Management
Feedback is regularly sought from students and continual improvements are made
based on this feedback. At the end of this course, you will be asked to complete a
survey, which provides a key source of student evaluative feedback. Your input into
this quality enhancement process is extremely valuable in assisting us to meet the
needs of our students and provide an effective and enriching learning experience.
The results of all surveys are carefully considered and do lead to action towards
enhancing educational quality.
Required:
a)Title: R for marketing research & analytics, b)Edition: 2nd, c)Author: Chris
Chapman & Elea McDonnell Feit, d)Publisher: Springer, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN:
978-3030143152
a)Title: Strategic Customer Management: Integrating Relationship Marketing and
CRM, b)Edition: , c)Author: - Payne, A. and Frow, P. , d)Publisher: Cambridge
University Press, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN:

students for
exams/papers

Textbook(s)

Group Assignment/Report (30%)
Group Presentation* (30%)
* In group-based presentation, students’ depth of knowledge on the subject matter
and presentation skills will be evaluated and marked individually.

Reference Books / Journal Articles:
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Datasets & analyses codes will be delivered using google classroom.

Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Strategic
Customer
Management
Relationship
Marketing:
Development

2

3

4

5
6

7

8
9

10

11

12

and Key
Concepts
Introduction to
database
management
Database
creation, data
cleaning, factor

analysis, creating
composite
variable
Customer

segmentation
Cluster
analysis_part 1
(hierarchical
clustering)
Cluster
analysis_part 2
(non-hierarchical
clustering)
Digital campaign
plan & evaluation
CRM
Performance
Assessment
(using SEM)
Predicting
customer
behavior &
decision making
(using regression
model)
Predicting
customer
status/response
(using logistic
regression)
Organizing for
CRM
Implementation

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
1h

1h

1h

1h

h

2h

h

2h

1h

1h

h

2h

h

2h

h

2h

h

2h

h

2h

h

2h

h

1h

13

14

15
16

Others

Understanding
customers using
text analyses
Understanding
customers using
text analyses
Group
presentation
Group
presentation
Total

h

2h

h

2h

4h

h

4h

h
35h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MKG3010101
Comai, Alessandro

Course title
Digital Marketing and Customer Journey
Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
205
Fri.4〜5
F2F&Zoom

Course Description

The growth of the new generations, the connectivity between people through mobile
devices and the access to open-source information have changed the way customers

Office Hours
Wen-Fri 10.00-18.00

E-mail

make their purchase. In these conditions, traditional marketing is undergoing a
major digital transformation and it is affected by important changes from consumers
new habits. In order to take advance of these changes, marketers need to understand
not only the new digital tools available in the market (digital marketing) but also how
consumers behave and take decisions (customer journey). This will help marketers
to prepare the best campaign using both online and off-line medium. On top of that,
any activity needs to be organized using a digital marketing plan.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

Delivery Methods

The aim of this course is to provide a fundamental knowledge about how consumers
behave and how digital media can influence the consumer decision making process.
The course provides students with a step-by-step process including campaigns, tools
and techniques, all organized under the digital marketing plan.

1. Able to describe the customer journey and the touchpoints used by the target
segment.
2. Able to understand the contribution of off-line and online-channel and how to use
the different tools.
3. Able to prepare digital marketing campaigns using an omnichannel approach and
integrate them into the digital marketing plan.

MF4 - Able to demonstrate understanding of Marketing Knowledge.
MF6 - Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital Technology.
MD1 - Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts.
MD2 - Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data.
MT1 - Able to understand the latest technology trend.
MT2 - Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization.
MT3 - Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account
organizational and environmental implications.
The course will use interactive session supported by discussions, in class exercises
and presentations. Most of the classes are divided into two sessions:

1. Lecturing: basic concepts, theories and frameworks are presented to introduce and
acknowledge students about the topics.
2. Workshop: students will apply the concepts discussed in the first part using their
own project. This session involves group work.
Group work will be based on the collaborative platform Miro.com
Assessment

Group Project (60% of total grade):
Small groups (between 3 and 5 students) are asked to prepare a digital marketing
plan using the Miro platform. Each group will choose a current company and
understand how this is using digital marketing. Following the digital marketing plan
each group will prepare 3 campaigns (using channels, workflow and CVR among

others). The group project grade is based on: presentation 60% and report 40%.
Student personal grading is based on the group grading influenced by the peer-topeer evaluation. There are 3 peer-to-peer evaluations: midterm, presentation and
final report.

Personal participation (40% of total grade):
Each student is highly encouraged to take an active participation by discussing and
adding his/her own contribution to each class. The personal participation grate is
based on: questions-answers, comments and personal presentations.

Submission dates

Group project topic selection due to week 2
Group project presentation due to week 8.
Final Report by the end of week 10.
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers

Marketing Management
Qualitative Feedback:
During week 4 and week 7 the instructor will meet each group and provide a
personalised review of the project work. The instructor also provides a final review of
the presentation. The feedback will be done on-line using zoom or F2F. However,
the feedback of the presentation (usually a PDF with notes) will be sent by mail.
Instructor provides notes on Miro in an ongoing way.
Quantitative feedback:
For the group work progress (Week 4), group presentation (week 8) and group
report (week10), the instructor will provide the result of peer-evaluations %) and
group work results (0-10 scale). The feedback will be communicated by mail the
week after.

Textbook(s)

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

The instructor provides the following material:
1. Digital Marketing Plan Framework (using MIRO). It represents a step by step
framework that students must follow when applying the concepts discussed in class.

It allows student to prepare digital marketing campaigns, calendar, objectives and
goals as well as measurements (CVR).
2. Digital Marketing Maturity model.
3. Digital Marketing Competence Map.
Note: The above mentioned materials are copyright protected.
Class Outline

Class
1

2

Topic

Required preparation
/homework
Introduction to
Read the material
0.5h
Digital Marketing provider by the
instructor.

Required post-study
Access the MIRO
platform and
review the digital

1h

Workshop:
Review of the

Group meeting:
define the firm or

2h

0h

Digital Marketing
Plan

3

4

5

6

7

8

Segmentation

Workshop on
Segmentation

Customer

Journey and
Touchpoints
Workshop:
assessing the
"Digital
Maturity"

Objectives,
Campaigns and
Workflows
Workshop:
defining
objectives and
campaigns

Read the material
provider by the
instructor.

Read the material
provider by the
instructor.
Read Piaggio
Group Case and
answer the
questions.

Read the material
provider by the
instructor.

0.5h

0h

0.5h

2h

0.5h

0h

marketing plan.

organization to
analyze. Review it
web page, social
media sites and
other online
advertisements.

Group meeting:
Define a segment
that the
organization you
selected in class 2
is likely to target.

0h

3h

0h

Group meeting:
describe the
Customer Journey
based on the
selected segment
(class 4) and
possible
touchpoints

3h

Group meeting:
describe what are
the 3 objectives
you want to

3h

0h

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Others

Tools 1: Owned
and Earned
media
Workshop:
selecting media

Read the material
provider by the
instructor.

Tools 2: Paid
media and
Measurements
Workshop:
selecting media
and the
conversion rates
(CVR)

Read the material
provider by the
instructor.

Budget, Calendar

Read the material

and
Omnichannel
strategy
Workshop:

provider by the
instructor.

0h

0.5h

0h

0.5h

0h

defining budget
and calendar

Group
Presentation:
Digital Marketing
Plan
Same as topic 15

0.5h

Preparation for
Group
Presentation

1h

Preparation for
Group
Presentation

1h

achieve in the 3
campaigns.

Group meeting:
Identify and select
the best owned
and earned media
to be used in the
workflow of each
campaign.

Group meeting:
Identify and select
the best payed
media to be used
in the workflow of
each campaign.
Identify the CVR
in the workflow.

Group meeting:

Review campaigns
and add them into
the calendar and
prepare the digital
marketing plan
presentation

Review
presentation with
feedback provided
by the professor.
Write and prepare
Digital Marketing
Report.

0h

4h

0h

4h

0h

6h

0h

11h

Total
44.5h
Student are required to subscribe (Free) the platform MIRO (www.miro.com).

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
OPR3040101
Li, Wenkai

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
213

Class Schedule Day /

Mon.6〜7

Course Description

This course complements with course OPR3010 (Digital Supply Chain

Period

Course title
Essentials of Supply Chain Management
Credits
2
Office Hours
After class or by
appointment

E-mail

F2F

Management). Students are welcome to take both courses.

Note: Since this course requires in-class beer game which has to be conducted faceto-face, it is better for on-campus students to register.
This course will teach students to master essential techniques that are useful in
making business decisions related to supply chain management. The course will
familiarize students with the fundamental knowledge of supply chain management,
especially strategic aspects of supply chain management.

Supply chain management is one of the contemporary themes and one of the key
issues for managers today. The main purpose of the course is to provide basic

knowledge of business logistics and supply chain management. The function of
supply chain management is to design and manage the processes, assets, and flows of
material and information required to satisfy customers’ demands. Efficient Supply
Chain Management allows companies to develop, implement, and sustain supplier
management and collaborative strategies.
The course aims to provide students with the following knowledge: (i) Acquired
knowledge of supply chain management topics and their successful implementation
in a business setting; (ii) Practical ability to apply supply chain management theory
to actual situations; and (iii) Recognition of the importance of supply chain
management research and modeling for successful business operations.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

This course is helpful for students seeking careers such as consultants, supply chain
managers, operational managers, general managers, financial analysts, and policy
makers in manufacturing and service industries.
This course contributes to the achievement of one course objective. Upon
completion of this course, all students will be able to:

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be

(1)Demonstrate understanding of supply chain management knowledge.
MP1 (for MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues
MP2 (for MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute
MP3 (for MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data
MP4 (for MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among

acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

alternatives
MF3 (for DXP): Able to demonstrate understanding of IT/OM/SCM Knowledge
MF6 (for MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital
Technology

MD1 (for IMBA): Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing
internal and external strategic contexts.
MD3 (for IMBA): Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under
pressure.

MT1 (for DXP): Able to understand the latest technology trend
MT2 (for DXP): Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or
add competitive value to an organization
MT3 (for DXP): Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account

Delivery Methods
Assessment

organizational and environmental implications
MI4 (for ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business
knowledge for providing solutions to social issues sustainably.
Lectures, in-class case discussions, and in-class beer game. Field trips (e.g.: Toyota
headquarter) may also be arranged.
Learning Objective (1)
Assessment methods:

Participation in In-class group discussions 10%
Participation in In-class case discussions 30%
Peer review 20%
Home works 10%
Final report 30%
Weight on Final Grade 100%
Notes:

(1). Learning objective (1) will be evaluated by class participations in In-class
group/case discussions, home works, final report, and peer review. The weight of
each assessment method to evaluate Learning objective (1) is listed in the above
table.
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

General knowledge of Operations Management will be helpful.
By email or face-to-face appointment with course instructor. TA will also provide
assistances.

Required:
a)Title: Supply chain management : strategy, planning, and operation, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: Sunil Chopra, d)Publisher: Pearson Education, e)Year: 2019, f)ISBN:
9781292257891
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Designing and Managing the Supply Chain: concepts, strategies, and case
studies, b)Edition: 3, c)Author: Simchi-Levi, David, Philip Kaminsky, d)Publisher:
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 9780071107501

Note on Textbooks and

Case Materials:

Reference Books

Unsafe for children: Mattel’s Toy Recalls and Supply Chain Management, Case No.
GS-63, Harvard Business School Publishing
More cases will be announced during the semester.
Recommended Journal Articles and periodicals, etc. :
• Feitzinger, E., and H. Lee (1997), “Mass Customization at Hewlett-Packard The
Power of Postponement,” Harvard Business Review, Vol.75, 116-121.

• Fisher, M.L. (1997), “What is the Right Supply Chain for Your Product?” Harvard
Business Review, Vol. 75 (2), 105-117.
• Hau L Lee; V Padmanabhan; Seungjin Whang. The bullwhip effect in supply
chains. Sloan Management Review; Spring 1997, 93-102

• Lee, Hau (2002), “Aligning Supply Chain Strategies with Product Uncertainties,”
California Management Review, Vol. 44 (3), 105-119
• Lee, Hau (2004), “THE TRIPLE-A Supply Chain,” Harvard Business Review, Vol.
82 (10), p102-112.
• Innovating innovation: The case of Seven-Eleven Japan, Hirofumi Matsuo,
Susumu Ogawa, International Commerce Review, 2007, Vol. 7, Issue 2, pp 104-114

Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Understanding
the Supply Chain,

2

3

4

5

6

7

Required preparation
/homework

I., Chap. 1
Understanding
Preview lecture
the Supply Chain, notes
II, Chap. 1
Supply Chain
Performance:
Achieving
Strategic Fit and
Scope, I,
Chap. 2
Supply Chain
Performance:
Achieving
Strategic Fit and
Scope, II, Chap. 2
Supply Chain
Drivers and
Metrics, I, Chap.
3
Supply Chain
Drivers and
Metrics, II, Chap.
3
In-class Case

Required post-study
h

1h

h

Preview lecture
notes

1h

h

i)Review lecture
notes.
ii)Complete
Homework #1

Review lecture
notes

h

Preview lecture
notes

1h

Read Case 7-11.

4h

3h

h

1h

h

Review lecture
notes

1h

h

8

9

10

11

12

Discussion: 7-11
Japan, I,
Textbook P75-81
In-class Case
Discussion: 7-11
Japan, II,
Textbook P75-81
Designing
Distribution
Networks and
Applications to eBiz, I, Chap 4

Designing
Distribution

Networks and
Applications to eBiz, II, Chap 4
Network design
in the supply
chain, Chap. 5

13

1).In-class Case
discussion:
Mattel’s Toy
Recalls (Case No.
GS-63, Harvard
Business School
Publishing)
2). Designing
Global Supply
Chain Networks,
I, Chap. 6
Beer game, I

14

Beer game, II

15

1).Beer game, III
(Wrap up)
Coordination in a
Supply Chain:
Beer Game &

Group discussions
on Case 7-11.
h

i)Preview lecture
notes
ii)Group
discussion on 3
mini-cases: Design
an Appropriate SC
Network-3Cases

1)Preview lecture
notes
2)Read Mattel
case
3)Group
discussions on
Mattel case

Reflect on in-class
group discussions

3h

h

h

Review lecture
notes

5h

h

1). Read Beer
game instructions.
2). Each group
prepares small
gifts.

1h

Preview lecture
notes.

1h

h

1h

1h

h

Review lecture
notes and reflect
on in-class Mattel
case discussion.

1h

h

Reflect on Beer
game results.

1h
h

Bullwhip Effect,
Chap. 10
2).Designing
Global Supply

16

17

18

Others

Chain Networks,
II, Chap. 6
Sourcing
Decisions in a
Supply Chain,
Chap 15
Participate in
Week 9 Field

Trip (Toyota
Headquarter).
The field trip is
optional.
Schedules are to
be confirmed and
subject to
COVID-19
restrictions
Group
discussions on
final group report

h

Review Lecture
notes.

1h

16h

h

16h

h

and prepare
group final report
Total
59h
1). Lecture notes, schedule changes, homework questions, and other materials for
this course will be updated at the course folder or sent by IUJ email:
\\iuj-home\IM materials\2021-2022\Spring\SCM
Students should visit this folder frequently for newly posted online materials.
2). Details of factory tours, cases, assignments, and final report will be announced in
class.
3). Course policies:
(a) All assignments and final report should be completed to receive a passing grade
for this course.
(b) No late assignment submissions will be accepted.
(c) As outlined in the IUJ Honor Code, students are reminded not to engage in acts
of plagiarism or other forms academic dishonesty. See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plagiarism
for more information.
(d) No tolerance to any academic misconduct in addition to plagiarism.

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
SEM6030102
Lee, Hyunkoo

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅲ

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
325

Office Hours
Until the virus situation
improves, there will be no
office hour. If you need a

Learning Objectives &

Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

E-mail

meeting, please send an
email to set up one.

Class Schedule Day /
Period
Course Description

Credits
2

This course is the second leg of year-long research seminars. It is designed to lay the
foundations of research report (or thesis) writing and help students to conduct their
research. In Winter semester, the seminars will be conducted as an individual
consultation based on each person's topic and progress.
After taking this course, students become acquainted with research format, research
designs, and quality issues. They can develop their own research projects and
conduct their research properly. They are expected to produce a preliminary draft
and improve or expand that toward the final output.
The objective of this course is to give consultation so that students can make a
progress in writing their research draft.

Individual consultations and one point lesson
Participation
30%
Proposal or draft at the end of a term 70%
Total
100%
There is no prerequisite.

Required:
a)Title: , b)Edition: , c)Author: , d)Publisher: Sage Publications Ltd, e)Year: ,
f)ISBN:

Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Research Method in Accounting, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: Smith,
d)Publisher: Sage Publications Ltd, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN: 978-1849207973
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Reading material and reference will be provided later according to individual need.
Class

Topic

3

Data analysis
Individual
consultation

4

data analysis

Required preparation
/homework
Review your
1h
proposal
Write up your
1h
research draft and
prepare discussion
agenda.
Write up your
1h
research draft and
prepare discussion
agenda.
Write up your
1h

1

Review of the
reserach proposal
Data analysis
Individual
consultation

5

Data analysis

1h

Review the

1h

6

Data analysis

1h

Review the

1h

7

Individual

1h

Review the

1h

8

Individual
consultation

1h

Review the
discussion.

1h

2

Others

Individual
consultation

Individual
consultation

Individual
consultation

consultation

Total

research draft and
prepare discussion
agenda.
Write up your
research draft and
prepare discussion
agenda.
Write up your
research draft and
prepare discussion
agenda.
Write up your
research draft and
prepare discussion
agenda.
Write up your
research draft and
prepare discussion
agenda.

Required post-study
Revise your
proposal
Review the
discussion.

1h

Review the
discussion.

1h

Review the

1h

discussion.

discussion.

discussion.

discussion.

1h

16h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
SEM6030103
Yokose, Tsutomu

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅲ

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
#315

Office Hours
Tuesday, 9:00-18:00
Wednesday, 9:00-18:00
Other date: By

Class Schedule Day /
Period
Course Description

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Credits
2
E-mail

appointment

Course Description:
This course is designed for students to study specific topics in Organizational
Behaviors and people related items in business management for their research report
or thesis. The topics which students will investigate should cover organizational
issues or individual behaviors. In the topics, organizational strategies and business
strategies must be considered, and solutions should be provided after the research of
the topics.
The sample topics of the research are, team management, organizational
effectiveness, change management, organizational design, leadership development,
leadership and alignment, and other challenges happened in business organization.
In order to complete MBA study, students will gain the following points as the

learning objectives.
- Demonstrate academic and empirical research and analysis
- Show originality of the academic logics and approached
- Conduct deeper discussion of conceptual/theoretical frameworks, empirical

findings, and text analysis
- Apply appropriate methodology to obtain some findings or make some suggestions
on business strategy form people and organization points
- Acquaint with research design, protocol, process and format for the suitable master
degree program.
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

One on one meeting, first and interim presentation to Seminar Students, interim
reports and final reports about the research contents and progress
Students will be evaluated by the quality of the following categories,
1). Why pick up the research topics

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

2). How related to business strategy and expected outcomes
3). How build hypothesis to identify the fundamental causes
4). How solve the issues and set up the action plans
5). How show own leadership and ownership to involve the topics
6). How express own analysis and opinions clearly as a research project
Organizational Behavior, possibly Leadership
One on one meeting

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Leadership and Organizational Behavior, b)Edition: , c)Author: Harvard
Business School case, d)Publisher: Harvard Business School, e)Year: , f)ISBN: 9499-067

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Review and
evaluate the front
part of research
report/thesis

Required preparation
/homework
Prepare
documents for one
on one discussion

Required post-study
3.0h

2

Brash up the
overall contents
of the
report/thesis

Prepare
documents for one
on one discussion

3.0h

3

Finalize the data
Prepare
and application to documents for one
the hypothesis
on one discussion

3.0h

4

Identify the

3.0h

Prepare

Reflect the
2.0h
discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up
the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.
Reflect the
2.0h
discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up
the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.
Reflect the
2.0h
discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up
the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.
Reflect the
2.0h

5

6

action plans to
solve the
challenges in the
topics

documents for one
on one discussion

Write research
report/thesis I

Prepare
documents for one
on one discussion

Write research
report/thesis II

discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up

3.0h

Prepare
documents for one
on one discussion

3.0h

7

Write research
report/thesis III

Prepare
documents for one
on one discussion

3.0h

8

Research
presentation
among seminar
students I

Prepare
documents for one
on one discussion

3.0h

9

Research
presentation
among seminar
students II

Prepare
documents for one
on one discussion

3.0h

the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.
Reflect the
2.0h
discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up
the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.
Reflect the
2.0h
discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up
the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.
Reflect the
2.0h
discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up
the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.
Reflect the
2.0h
discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up
the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.
Reflect the
2.0h
discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up

10

Others

Finalize research
report/thesis

Total

Prepare
documents for one
on one discussion

3.0h

the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.
Reflect the
2.0h
discussion points
into research paper
with the revision of
contents, brush up
the logics and
upgrade the logic
of the research
protocol.

50h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
SEM6030104
Zhang Zhang, Yingying

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅲ

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
314

Office Hours
After class or by
appointment.

Class Schedule Day /

Credits
2
E-mail

Period

Course Description

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the

Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

The research seminar I aims to clarify the basic knowledge on research, including

what research is, what academic writing consists of, what plagiarism is, what is the
common sense language and research terms. At this late stage of research progress,
we will focus on the personalization of research project of each and customize the
research seminar in one-to-one base. Some of the activities during each individual

research meetings, including but not limited to, data source setting, research design
consistency review, advices on theoretical framework setting and refinement,
research method refinement, interview protocol and semi-structured question
design, questionnaire definition, etc. depending on the nature of research project of
each student.

Punctual specific research seminar with lecture format, with frequent use of
individual research meeting for tutorial and research progress advices and
monitoring.
A final research paper is requested to delivery by the end of term, simulating the final
delivered research report or thesis. The content includes research title, research
question, objective, theoretical framework or literature review, methodology and
preliminary findings. For case report or other research report types, more structure
flexibility is allowed, but a preliminary draft version is also required.
No.

Required:

Reference Books / Journal Articles:
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Others

Class

Topic
Total

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
0h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
SEM6030105
Hirose, Shinichi

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅲ

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
207

Office Hours
By ad-hoc appointment
(flexible).
You can also ask questions

E-mail

etc., during the lunch
break or after the class

Class Schedule Day /
Period
Course Description

Credits
2

This course provides supervision and support for graduating students to complete
their research papers or theses.
The topics covered under this course will be organizational behavior and service
management in general.

Learning Objectives &

Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

The objectives of a series of activities conducted under this course are to help
students complete their research papers or theses with professionally acceptable
quality.
Individual and intensive guidance towards your completion of the Research Report

or Thesis.
This course is a part of the final preparation to fulfill the graduation and degree
requirements. The Research Report or Thesis is an eventual integration of what you
learned.

One-on-one supervision.
100% based on the quality of efforts towards completion of papers or theses.
None.
Through the every occation individual guidance sessions.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Confirmation of
work plan
Confirmation of
work plan
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and
supervision
Pre-submission
Review

2
3

4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16

Others

n/a

Pre-submission
Review
Final supervision
for submission
Final supervision
for submission
Final supervision
for submission

Final supervision
for submission
Final supervision
for submission
Final supervision
for submission
Confirmation of
the output and
general review
Confirmation of
the output and
general review
Total

Required preparation
/homework
Prepare agenda
3h

Required post-study
h

Prepare agenda

3h

h

Proceed with
reseach work

3h

h

Proceed with
reseach work

3h

h

Proceed with
reseach work

3h

h

Proceed with
reseach work

3h

h

Proceed with
reseach work

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

Finalization of
submission draft
Finalization of
submission draft

3h

h

6h

h

Finalization of
submission draft

6h

h

Proceed with
reseach work
Finalization of
submission draft
Finalization of
submission draft
Finalization of
submission draft
Finalization of
submission draft
Finalization of
submission draft

54h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course

Schedule code
SEM6030107
Chuang, Hongwei

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅲ

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
IRI 307

Office Hours
by appointment

Course Description

This course is mainly to help students to find out research questions, conduct the
research agenda, and write English academic reports.

Name of Instructor

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Credits
2
E-mail

The course will last long for one year until students finish their thesis/research
reports.

Generally, the seminar will be conducted as an individual consultation based on each
person's topic and progress. However, that can be joint seminars with all students.
20% Participation
30% Proposal
50% Final report
Assigned reading and research discussions.

Required:
a)Title: Research Methodology - Contemporary Practices: Guidelines for Academic
Researchers, b)Edition: , c)Author: Habib, Mamun, d)Publisher: Cambridge
Scholars Publisher, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 9781443864619
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Part I:
Introduction to
research

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
h

Read 1.1
What is research?

1h

2

Part I:
Introduction to
research

h

3

Part I:
Introduction to
research
Part I:
Introduction to
research
Part I:
Introduction to
research
Part I:
Introduction to
research
Part II: Research
steps

h

Part II: Research

h

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
11

12

13

14
15
16

Others

steps
Part II: Research
steps
Part II: Research
steps
Part II: Research
steps

h

h

h

h

h
h
h

Read 1.2
Data, information
and research
findings
Read 1.3
Types of research

1h

Read 1.4
Categorization of
research papers
Read 1.5
Significance of
research
Read 1.6
Scientific method
of research
Read 2.1
Formulating the
problem
Read 2.2

1h

Research Design
Read 2.3
Data collection
Read 2.4
Data processing
Read 2.5
Finalizing the
research draft

1h

1h

1h

1h

1h
1h
1h
1h

Part III:
Academic project
writing
Part III:

h

Wrap-up
Research
proposal
Research
proposal
Total

h
h

1h
1.5h

h

1.5h

Academic project
writing

h

Read 3.1
Research proposal

1h

Read 3.2

1h

Research project
writing

17h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course

Schedule code
SEM6030108
Funabashi, Gaku

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅲ

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#

Office Hours

Course Description

The objective of Advanced Seminar is to improve quality of works by each student
toward drafting Thesis / Research Report. Advice will be provided through face-to-

Name of Instructor

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be

Credits
2
E-mail

face consultations as well as advice through comments on drafts. Additional
knowledge and information will be provided based on students’ research interests.

acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

During Spring Term, Advanced Seminar will be conducted through individual
supervision and advice to students’ Thesis/Research Report drafting.
Assessment will be made based on the efforts toward drafting Thesis/Research
Report by each student.
Feedback will be provided to students individually through face-to-face discussions
as well as comments by mail.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Others

Class

Topic
Total

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
0h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
SEM6030109
Li, Wenkai

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅲ

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
213

Office Hours
After class or by
appointment

Class Schedule Day /

Credits
2
E-mail

Period

Course Description

This course provides supervision and support for graduating students to complete
their research reports or theses.

The topics covered under this course will be, in general, on Operations Management
and Supply Chain Management.

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy

(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

The objectives of a series of activities conducted under this course are to help
students complete their research reports or theses with professionally acceptable
quality.
1). To guide students on how to conduct research.
2). To monitor students' progress on research report/thesis.

One-on-one face-to-face discussions and email exchanges.
Each supervisee is expected to submit a progress report at the end of the semester.
Final grading is 100% based on the quality of efforts towards completion of research
reports or theses, and the progress reports submitted at the end of semester.

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

None.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and

Reference Books
Class Outline

Others

Class

Topic
Total

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
0h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Spring Term
Course

Schedule code
SEM6030112
Kikkawa, Takeo

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅲ

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
Main 211

Office Hours
Fri 12:00-13:00

Course Description

This course is designed for students to write Research Report/ Thesis. The theme of
Research Report/ Thesis is free. In the Spring semester, students will complete

Name of Instructor

Credits
2
E-mail

Research Report/ Thesis.

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy

The objectives of this course is to make Research Report/ Thesis.

(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

One on one meeting, presentation and discussion
Participation and discussion: 100%
None
Face-to-face discussion

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

None
Class

Topic

1

Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research

2

Required preparation
/homework
Draft making
2h

Required post-study
Review

1h

Draft making

Review

1h

2h

3

4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Others

Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Write Research
Report/ Thesis
Write Research
Report/ Thesis
Write Research
Report/ Thesis
Write Research
Report/ Thesis
Write Research
Report/ Thesis
Write Research
Report/ Thesis
Write Research
Report/ Thesis
Write Research

Report/ Thesis
Write Research
Report/ Thesis
Write Research
Report/ Thesis
Total

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h
48h

国際経営学研究科
修士課程
シラバス
（春学期[特別]科目）

2022 年 5 月 1 日現在
国際大学

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Summer (Spring Special) Term
Course

Schedule code
ITC1070

Name of Instructor

WATANABE, Tomoaki

Course title
Ethics and CSR of Digital Business
(primary contact)

1

SAKURAI, Mihoko
YAMAGUCHI, Shinichi
Instructor's contact
information

Office#

Credits

Office Hours
(upon request)

E-mail

Class Schedule Day /
Period
Course Description

Learning Objectives
& Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
Delivery Methods
Assessment

This course centers around the discussion of ethical issues related to the business use of
digital technologies. The course is discussion-intensive during the class-sessions.
Students are expected to read designated materials before the class and contribute to the
discussions during the class.
 To learn ethical issues related to the digital businesses and ICTs
 To formulate informed opinions on some of the major questions
 To explore some of the technological, design, policy, and other solutions to the
ethical challenges, and their limitations
MS1
Able to identify the central problem/issue to demonstrate understanding of
socially responsible leadership concepts and practices
MS4
Able to understand the implication of technologies to social responsibilities in
the creation of social and business values.
The students are expected to read the materials and come with answers to the discussion
questions. During the class sessions, we hold small group discussions and inter-group
debates over some of the discussion questions.
The grade is assigned based on your contribution to the in-class discussions.
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Class Participation
40
20
40
Weight on Final
Grade
40
20
40
None. Neither advanced knowledge of digital technologies nor expertise on academic
theories on ethics is required.
N/A
This course has a small amount of required readings as shown below.
(Other materials may be added as needed.)

Reference Books
Other Materials
Class
Outlines

Class

Contents
Topic

1

Required
preparation
/homework

Privacy v. National Security Concerns in the face of a terrorist attack
1) Solove, D. (2011) “Nothing to Hide.” Yale University Press.
New Heaven. Ch.3-4. (pp.33-46)
2) Bergstein (2016). "What If Apple Is Wrong?" MIT
Technology Review. April 7, 2016.
3) Cardozo, N. & Crocker, A. (2018). "The FBI could have
gotten into the San Bernadino shooter's iPhone, but leadership
didn't say that." Electronic Frontier Foundation. April 2.

2h

Required
post-study

Topic
2

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

3

Required
post-study
Topic
4

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

5

Required
post-study
Topic
6

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

(the same as above)

h

h
Virtual augmented, and realities v. “real” reality
1) Nozik, R. (1974). "Anarchy, State, and Utopia." Basic Books.
New York. pp.42-45.
2) Rizzo, A., Hartholt, A., Grimani, M., Leeds, A. and Liewer,
M. (2014). "Virtual reality exposure therapy for combat-related
posttraumatic stress disorder" Computer. 47(7) pp.31-37.
3) Singer, P. (2010). "Meet the sims … and shoot them: The rise
of militainment." Foreign Policy. March/April 2010.
(the same as above)

h

2h
h

h
Burden of consumer self-determination on privacy policies
1) EPIC and COD (2016) “In the Matter of WhatsApp, Inc.”
FTC complaints pp.1-11.
2) Cooper, J. (2016). "The WhatsApp Privacy Policy Change:
No Cause for Alarm." Forbes. Sep 7. 2016.
3) on people's (not) reading of privacy policies - either of the
following three:
a) Kassner, M. (2012). "Reading online privacy policies cost us
$781 billion per year: Michael Kassner interviews two privacy
researchers who feel we are spending too much to understand
privacy policies." TechRepublic.
b) pp.7-13 from Executive Summary,
European Comission (2016). Study on Consumers' Attitudes
Towards Terms Conditions (T&Cs) Final Report.
c) pp.1-8, Sections 1 and 2 (Introduction and Form contracts
and competition for informed buyers: Background) from:
Bakos, Y. Marotta-Wurgler, F. and Trossen, D. (2014). Does
anyone read the fine print? Consumer attention to standard-form
contracts. The Journal of Legal Studies. v.43 n.1 pp.1-35.
4) (optional) on recent and existing efforts to enhance privacy
protection.
a) EFF (n.d.) Privacy Badger
b) EPIC (n.d.) EPIC Online Guide to Practical Privacy Tools,
c) Hoofnagle, C. J. (2005). Privacy Self Regulation: A Decade
of Disappointment. March 4, 2005. EPIC. (Section VI.
"Previous Self-Regulatory Initiatives Have Failed").
Japanese consumer perception on personal data use

h

2h
h

0h
h

Topic
7

8

Guest lecture on CSR/ ethics of digital business

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

0h
h

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

h
h
Total

Others
Keyword

6h

Guidance as to how to obtain the readings and questions to think will be provided.
ethics, privacy, personal data, national security, reality, virtual reality, consumer self-determination,

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Summer (Spring Special) Term
Course

Schedule code
ITC2060

Name of Instructor

WATANABE, Tomoaki
SAKURAI, Mihoko

Instructor's contact

Office#

information

Course title
World Landscape of Digital Industries
(primary contact)

Credits
1

Office Hours

E-mail

(upon request)

Class Schedule Day /
Period
Course Description

This course takes a look into some of the digital industries from different parts of the
world, and discuss characteristics and relevant concepts that are useful in the future
transformations in other industries or regions.
If some of you have chosen to submit industry report as a part of fulfilling the degree
requirements, we strongly encourage you to present your report or key materials during
this course to contribute to the course and improve the report.

Learning Objectives
& Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy

Delivery Methods

Digital industry in this course is defined broadly, to incorporate any industry which uses
digital technologies in a strategically significant manner. The final product or service
may or not be delivered using a digital technology.
 To learn basic concepts for understanding and analyzing digital industries
and their trends


To look into some of the digital industries from different parts of the world



To analyze existing digital industries



To familiarize yourself to materials on industry overviews and trends, and

acquire basic research skills
DXP - MT1 Able to understand the latest technology trend
ISEP - MI3 Able to demonstrate ability to connect different ideas for creating new
solutions toward factors of social issues
MBA - MF6 Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital
Technology
This course centers around the discussion of topics relevant to the course
subject.
Out of the 8 sessions for the course, 4 sessions will be spent discussing different
digital industries from different parts of the world. The instructors will present
primary materials or invite a guest lecturer, and you are expected to examine the
materials as well as bring in relevant materials to contribute to the discussion.
The other 4 sessions will be spent discussing materials presented by you, with
your choice of a digital industry from a country/ region.

Assessment

The grade is assigned based on your contribution to the in-class discussions.
Learning Objectives

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback

Assessment methods

(1)

(2)

(3)

Class Participation
Weight on Final
Grade
None.
N/A

40

20

40

40

20

40

(4)

for Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)

Session 1
- Federal Communication’s Commission (2017) 18th Report on the Status of
Competition in the Market for the Delivery of Video Programming.
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DA-17-71A1.pdf
Session 2
- MarketLine (2021) Japan – Digital Advertisements (access via IUJ library’s online
database)
- (optional, in Japanese) デジタル市場競争会議(2021）『デジタル広告市場の競争
評価 最終報告』
Full report https://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/singi/digitalmarket/kyosokaigi/dai5/siryou3s.pdf
Summary
versions
https://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/singi/digitalmarket/kyosokaigi/dai5/siryou2s.pdf
https://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/singi/digitalmarket/kyosokaigi/dai5/index.html

Reference Books
Other Materials
Class
Outlines

(Further information on the most relevant parts of the materials will be provided for
some of the large-volume materials.)
(Other materials may be added as needed.)

Class

Contents
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

1
Required
post-study

2

3

Course overview and US video distribution industries
Read the assigned materials and prepare for the in-class
discussion on key concepts to cover: digital disruption, content
v. conduit v. vertical integration, economies of scale and scope,
original production v. distribution, data, professionals v.
amateurs v. pirates, cost structures of digital goods, competition
among revenue models, etc.

Topic

Japanese digital ad industries

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Read the assigned materials and prepare for the in-class
discussion on key concepts to cover: transparency, platform as a
2-sided market, competitive concerns, privacy concerns, etc.

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Prepare for the in-class discussion on key concepts to cover:
Industry 4.0 as an industrial revolution, digital
finance/blockchain as digital innovation in everyday life

EU: Industry 4.0 and everyday digital practices

3h

h

3h
h

3h
h

guest lecture (tentative topic: ICT start-up scene in Rwanda and

beyond)
4

5

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

h
h
(student-selected topics)

(student-selected materials)

2h

Required
post-study
Topic
6

7

8

h
(student-selected topics)

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

(student-selected materials)

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

(student-selected materials)

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

(student-selected materials)

0h
h

(student-selected topics)

0h
h

(student-selected topics)

h
h
Total

Others
Keyword

6h

Guidance as to how to obtain the readings and questions to think will be provided.
ethics, privacy, personal data, national security, reality, virtual reality, consumer self-determination,

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Summer (Spring Special) Term
Course

Schedule code
MGT2230

Name of Instructor

Toshiro Wakayama

Instructor's contact

Office#

Course title
Global Strategy in the Digital Age II
Credits 1
Office Hours

information

E-mail

By appointment

Class Schedule Day /
Period

TBA

Course Description

Today, competitions in many industries and in many parts of the world are becoming
increasingly global due to the rapid rise of emerging economies, continuously integrated
world economies, and more recently game-changing advances in digital technologies.
Global strategy is about winning such competitions and it takes place on the “global
chess board” where the scope of actual or intended business engagement is the entire
globe. In such competitive circumstances, even a domestic competition would not
complete its story unless interpreted in the context of global-scale competitive
advantage. This course examines the forefront of such global competitions by focusing
on industries where the impacts of digital technologies are most prominent.
Analytically, the overarching framework deployed throughout the course is the
conflicting/competing strategic objectives of global integration (driver for uniformity)
and local adaptation (driver for variation). These competing strategic priorities,
however, can coexist and can be even mutually reinforcing in actual competitive
pursuits of global or globalizing firms. The three pillars of capabilities to cultivate
throughout the course are:

To understand impacts of digital technologies on how firms compete globally.

To gain insights on how firms succeed in turning global presence into global
competitive advantage, particularly through active deployment of digital
technologies.

To appreciate what it takes to pursue both global integration and local adaptation to
compete effectively in the digitally-powered business environment today.

Learning Objectives
& Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired
through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)
Delivery Methods

This course fulfills the following MEXT learning objectives:
MBA, MF6: Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital
Technology
DXP, MT1: Able to understand the latest technology trend
DXP, MT2: Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization
DXP, MT3: Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account
organizational and environmental implications
Case-based teaching.

Assessment

Final exam: 60%
Class participation: 40%
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods
Class Participation
Group Presentation
Midterm Exam
Final Exam
Peer Review

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Final Report

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)
Reference Books
Other Materials

Class
Outlines

Any other methods
Weight on Final
Grade
None. A course on “Strategic Management” is a plus.
Scores of individual case questions with explanation when needed or requested.
None.

Case materials (Required)
(1) Netflix: International Expansion, 2016, W16236
(2) The Video-streaming Wars in 2019: Can Disney Catch Netflix? 2020, 9-519-094
(3) Uber: Competing Globally, 2022 (revised), 9-720-404
(4) Uber vs. Didi: The Race for China’s Ride-hailing Market, 2016, IN1306

Class

Contents
Topic

1

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Topic
2

3

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

4

5

6

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Netflix and its digitally-powered, rapid globalization
Read and analyze the case “Netflix: International Expansion”
Read the class note for this week and answer the case questions
posted there.

Netflix and its digitally-powered, rapid globalization

Continuation of Class 1.
Disney’s strategy for the digital age: Can Disney catch Netflix?
Read and analyze the case “The Video-streaming wars in 2019:
Can Disney Catch Netflix?”.
Read the class note for this week and answer the case questions
posted there.
Disney’s strategy for the digital age: Can Disney catch Netflix?

Continuation of Class 3.
Uber exploits “digital network effects”.
Read and analyze the cases “Uber: Competing Globally”.
Read the class note for this week and answer the case questions
posted there.
Uber exploits “digital network effects”.

Continuation of Class 5.

6h

h

h
h

6h
h

h
h

6h
h

h
h

7

Topic

Uber vs. Didi.

Required
preparation
/homework

Read and analyze the case “Uber vs. Didi: The Race for China’s
Ride-hailing Market”.
Read the class note for this week and answer the case questions
posted there.

Required
post-study
Topic
8

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

h

Uber vs. Didi.

Continuation of Class 7. Wrap-up.
Review of selected cases and submission of a case analysis
report
Total

Others
Keyword

6h

h
10 h
34 h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
Academic Year: 2021/2022
Term: Summer (Spring Special)
Course

Schedule code
MGT1200

Course title
Leadership Boot Camp

Name of Instructor

Tsutomu Yokose

Instructor's contact

Office#

Office Hours

information

#315

Upon request

Class Schedule Day /

July 11 (Mon)- 13:00-14:30, 14:40-16:10

Period

July 12 (Tue)- 13:00-14:30, 14:40-16:10
July 13 (Wed)- 10:30-12:00, 13:00-14:30, 14:40-16:10

Credits

1

E-mail

July 14 (Thu) - 10:30-12:00, 13:00-14:30, 14:40-16:10
Course Description

Learning Objectives
& Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired
through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)
Delivery Methods
Assessment

Through this course, students will experience “Assessment Center” program which is a
standard leadership development program in global companies. By experiencing the
real-world practice, students can see how their capability as a leader will be measured
and how the development plan for leadership capability will be set up with ownership,
which is aligned with a corporate strategy. This experience will give students an
opportunity to see how they will be developed in a business organization after
graduation.
One of the single-most important capabilities of a Leader is the ability to make
informed strategic decisions without having access to perfect and complete information.
This course is meant to serve as a “Capstone” course within the 1-Year MBA
curriculum, bringing together all of the hard and soft skills students have learned to
become effective global leaders, and put these into practice through real-time
interactions with the senior leadership team of a chosen company. This course will
focus on enabling participants to develop to practical skills and capabilities to analyze
imperfect and incomplete information within a constantly changing and real business
environment.
Also students will Understand the strength and development areas of own leadership
competencies, how those competencies will be measured, and how to develop own
competency in the real business occasion to be a competent business leader.
Following Learning Objectives are defined for the completion of degree
<IMBA>
L6-3 Demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under pressure
<DXP>
L3-1 Ability to demonstrate understanding of leadership concepts and practices
L3-2 Ability to listen well and have empathy with other people.
L3-3 Ability to take a strategic initiative and lead an organizational transformation

Assessment methods
Contribution to class
discussion
Contribution to Group
activities

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers
Required

(1)
L6-3

Learning Objectives
(2)
(3)
L3-1
L3-2

(4)
L3-3

20%

30%

30%

20%

10%

30%

Case Memo (Day 4)

20%

20%

Final Report

40%

40%

40%

40%

Weight on Final Grade
25%
Organizational Behavior course
One on one feedback upon request

25%

25%

25%

None

30%

30%

Textbook(s)
Reference Books
Other Materials

Case Materials:
• Class participants are expected to prepare all reading assignments for each class,
including the case study materials, as indicated in the course schedule.
Cases;
• Nordstrom: Dissension in the Ranks? (A) (HBS 9-191-002)
• Jan Carlzon: CEO at SAS (A) (HBS 9-392-149 )
Recommended books

The Mind Of The Strategist: The Art of Japanese Business, Kenichi Omae

Class
Outlines

Class

Contents
Topic

1

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Topic

2
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

3

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

4

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Leadership role
What are the leadership roles?
“Leadership activities”
Read course materials in advance and prepare for the discussion

1.0 h

Review the class discussion
0.5 h
Leadership Case
Video: Shackleton
Assigned questions
1. What are the key factors of Shaclton’s behavior in surviving such
crisis?
2. How his behavior influenced people?
3. Compare Shaclton’s leadership and your leadership
Read the course materials in advance for the discussion

1.0 h

Review the class discussion
0.5 h
Leadership and decision making
How leadership make decision as executive?
Nordstrom: Dissension in the Ranks? (A)
Assigned questions
1. What is the cause of the problems described in the case? How
serious are these problems?
2. Are Nordstrom employee pressured inappropriately by the salesper-hour system? By management?
3. If you were a member of senior management in Nordstrom, how
would you manage this problem, how should you change
management systems at Nordstrom?
Read the case and prepare the assigned questions

3.0 h

Review the course materials
Nordstrom: Dissension in the Ranks? (A)

0.5 h

Role Playing as Management Team : decision for the Nordstrom case
Summarize own answers for the class role playing

1.0 h

Review the course materials

0.5 h

Topic

5

6

7

8

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

In-Box simulation
Read the company guide well for the simulation
none
Group Discussion 1
“assessment center simulation as a real-world business occasion”:
Read the company guide in advance for the group discussion

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

0h

1.0 h

Review the course materials
1.0 h
Group Discussion 2
Reviewing leadership behavior of team members and myself during the
assessment center exercise at Day 3
Read the company guide in advance for the group discussion

1.0 h

Read the course materials for the summary
The assessment of your leadership competencies - Part 2

1.0 h

Feedback and self-review of your leadership competency through
assessment simulation
Compare your leadership capability, characteristic and its strength to the real
cases.
Prepare feedback sheet and read course materials

1.0 h

Review own behaviors from the video and generate own memos
Leadership and strategy

1.0 h

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Read the case – prepare and submit case memo

3.0 h

Review course materials
Summary and Wrap up

1.0 h

Individual feedback from other class/group members
Prepare feedback sheet and read course materials for the
discussion
Read the case for final report and prepare the final report,
submit (Final Report preparation and submit)
Total

Others
Keyword

2.0 h

Case: Jan Carlzon: CEO at SAS (A)
Assigned questions
1. How do you evaluate “First Wave”? Did the SAS culture have
been changed or not? If not, for what reason? If changed, what
made SAS culture drove?
2. At the end of case (A), in the start of The Second Wave, if you
were Jan, what kind of actions shall you take?

9

10

The assessment of your leadership competencies - Part 1

1.0 h
4.0 h
40.0 h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Summer (Spring Special) Term
Course

Schedule code
MGT3020

Course title
International Career Development (ICD)

Name of Instructor

Yoshitaka Yamazaki/Mohamed Ahmed

Credits
1

Instructor's contact

Office#

Office Hours

information

TBA

TBA

Class Schedule Day /
Period

ICD sessions are scheduled on June 29, June 30, July 5 and July 19.

Course Description

This course introduces concepts/ideas of international career development and their
application to your own career. It covers the basic knowledge of career vision and that
of cross-cultural learning style and competencies. The uniqueness of this course is to
focus on yourself and others in class. As such, you are strongly required not only to
think about yourself but also to communicate with your classmates as well. Assuming
that you pursue various managerial positions in organizations, you will have to manage
your own career and develop others as a leader/manager.
In the process of making your career vision and goals, you are required to evaluate
yourself with regard to who you are and what you want to become. In this respect, the
course provides you useful assessment tools and techniques that are important to know
yourself. After completing the course, you are expected to have a live document of your
career development plan and will embark on your journey towards an established
destination with confidence.
This course provides international career development knowledge to business

Learning Objectives
& Goals

E-mail:

program students. Particularly, it contributes to the achievement of AACSB
Learning Goals for 1-year IMBA students.
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
(1) demonstrate understanding of international career development knowledge.
(2) discuss career development issues properly in a group meeting and class.
(3) listen well and have empathy with others
(4) analyze own career development
(5) demonstrate the sensitivity to different perspectives and opinions of those
from different backgrounds.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired
through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)
Delivery Methods

Assessment

This course fulfills the following MEXT learning objectives:
MM1 (IMBA): Demonstrate sensitivity to different perspectives and opinions of
those from different backgrounds; ML2 (IMBA): Listen well and have empathy
with others; and MF1 (MBA): demonstrate understanding of international
career development knowledge.
There will be short lectures, case studies, feedback sessions, and active workshops.
Google Classroom will be used for materials, assignment instructions, and
communications. Flipgrid (www.flipgrid.com) will be used for asynchronous virtual
presentations.
In determining grades, specify assignments will be weighted as follows:
• My career development plan—final paper (50%)
• Presentations (30%)
• Participation (20%)
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Class Participation

100%

100%

100%

Group Presentation
Midterm Exam
Final Exam
Peer Review

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)
Reference Books
Other Materials

Class
Outlines

Final Report

62.5%

62.5%

Individual Presentations

37.5%

37.5%

Weight on Final Grade
40
10
5
40
5
None
The instructor will return graded papers with written feedback comments. Also, the
instructor will give oral feedback to students on their presentations.
This course uses ICD course packet that includes articles and assessments. In addition,
the course plans to use the following case: Martha Goldberg: Leadership Decisions at
Mid-Career, (2005), No.9-406-017, Harvard Business School.
TBA
(1) Assignment documents: Nos. 1 to 3.
(2) Cross-cultural learning and competencies questionnaires. These questionnaires are
provided in advance of this course. Participants are required to answer them by a
fixed date.

Class

Contents
Topic

1

2

3

Required
preparation
Required
post-study

Read “Full Steam Ahead” (pp. ix-xii, & 1-27).

1h

Topic

Think about your “Big rocks in your life”, and write down them.
Creating Positive Self-Image

1h

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

Read “The Magic Lamp: Goal Setting for People Who Hate
Setting” (pp. 3-11).
1h
Extract your career component from the Catch-A-Dream
exercise, and write it down clearly.
1h
Significant Purposes and Goal Settings (move to a topic of S4, if possible)

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

Read “Full Steam Ahead” (pp. 28-56).
Prepare “Assignment No. 1”.
Complete your significant purposes and career goals, and
incorporate them into your career development plan
Cross-cultural Learning and Competencies Development

Topic

Read “A Preliminary Study to Develop a Cross-Cultural
Learning Style Measurement” (pp. 1-4).
Read “Development of a Cross-Cultural Competency Scale
Based on the Experiential Model of Cross-Cultural learning
Skill” (pp. 1-2: Introduction and Literature Review).
Read “Fred Bailey” and answer the case study questions.
Explain your cross-cultural learning style and strong and weak
competencies, and incorporate them into your career
development plan.
Career Anchors and Mid-life Career (move to a topic 6, if possible)

Required
preparation

Prepare “Assignment No. 2.”
Read “Career Anchor.”

4
Required
post-study
5

Introduction and Career Vision

3h
1h

3h
1h

3h

/homework

Topic

Read “Martha Goldberg: Leadership Decisions at Mid-Career”,
and answer the case question.
Incorporate your career anchor into the career development plan.
Make a short self-introductory presentation (asynchronously in
virtual space)
Core Values and Future Picture

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Read “Full Steam Ahead” (pp. 57-84.
Prepare “Assignment No. 3”
Incorporate your values and vivid picture of your future into the
career development plan.
Career Development Plan

Required
post-study

6

7

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

8

Required
preparation
Required
post-study

Check a progress of your career development plan, and
out which portions should be improved in the
development plan.
Start to write about Introduction and Conclusion of your
development plan.
Incorporate Introduction and Conclusion into your
development plan.
Improve descriptions in the career development plan.
Presentations: Sharing Your Career Development

Others
Keyword

3h
1h

figure
career
career
career

Prepare individual presentations with power point slides
Integrate your presentation into your career development plan.
Complete your career development plan.
Prepare and make the last (wrap-up) presentation
Total

3h

3h
1h

7h
15 h

48h
Y. Yamazaki is responsible for teaching sessions 1-4. M. Ahmed is responsible for teaching
sessions 5-8.
Career development; Career vision; Career Goals; Cross-cultural learning and competencies

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Summer (Spring Special) Term
Course

Schedule code
MGT1220

Name of Instructor

Mark Roeske

Course title
Strategy Simulation
Credits
1

Instructor's contact

Office#

information

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office Hours

E-mail

arrange by email or in
person during the class
Pre-session: July 21, 22/ 10:30 – 12:00, 13:00 – 14:30
Regular session: July 25-29/ 10:30 – 12:00, 13:00 – 14:30
The group work will likely consume time into the weekend between pre and regular
session, and depending on group dynamics – into the evenings through the regular
session

Course Description

Strat Sim is an intensive one week interactive course where you compete in an online
simulation to achieve the best profitability and market share amongst other critical
measurements. Students will be divided into teams of three or four based on class size.
Each team will be assigned a fictional automotive company. Playing the role of board
members, your job is to make strategic decisions for your company across a wide range
of areas……marketing, operations, product development, finance, etc.
Course Context: You will be utilizing StratSim as the backbone of the course but also
utilizing tools, learnings and theory from other courses prior. Strategy frameworks
AAA, 5-forces, CAGE, etc; SWOT analysis, financial modeling, organizational
behavior, negotiation and teamwork, operations research, Research and Development
needs, and marketing platforms.

Learning Objectives
& Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired
through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)
Delivery Methods

This course is to give you some insight into what it is like using the skills studied in
prior classes but now in a ‘live’ situation. The following understanding would hopefully
be achieved:
How different disciplines are intergrated into managerial, tactical and strategic decisions
Difficulty of making decisions with varying levels of information
Importance of trade-offs between competing needs – finance, vs. time, vs. operational
issues, vs. product development and product lifecycles
Key roles that personal and leadership skills play in running a company – teamwork
MP1: Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues
MP2: Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute
MP3: Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data
MP4: Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among alternatives
MD2: Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data
MD3: Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under pressure
How will we operate during the class and team sessions?:
You will spend most of your time with your team
During the course of each day you and your team will encounter decision moments –
totaling 10 – see daily calendar
Each decision moment corresponds to a full year’s worth of strategy
For each moment, your team I asked to analyze and decide on many attributes of
running a real business – just like execs/managers/board members would normally do
Your decisions will be made by entering data into the online program which you are to
download
Based on the combined decisions of all competing firms, the simulation program
calculates the results, e.g. market share, sales, profits etc
1.

Once these results are tabulated – you will then use them to prepare your next

set of decisions
2.

Each day likely has 3 decisions 9am, 2pm, 6pm

3.

Teams will be asked to make two presentations Wednesday and Friday to
present your strategies, your results, and future strategy. These are to mimic
shareholder meetings – other teams being your shareholders.

4.

On Thursday the winning team will be announced. It will be based on growth
in both profitability and market cap. Whether you win or not has no bearing on

Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)

the grade you receive.
As a caution, or helpful aide….you will be given time to prepare and familiarize
yourself with StratSim where it’s functions and simulations will be demonstrated. You
will go through practice sessions as a warm up. There will be no other instructor led
sessions after this ‘demo’ period is finished.
This is a pass/fail course. Students are assessed based on peer-evaluations from team
members as well as attendance at the introductory sessions and the team meetings.
Introductory sessions are mandatory, as is participation with teams during the week.
Students are not allowed to take part in team discussions from home or via internet
since teamwork and group dynamics are a crucial element of the learning process.
Instructor will be visiting each group regularly to assess teamwork and progress.
Theoretical knowledge of Marketing, Finance, Accounting, Strategy, Org Behavior and
Ops Mgmt, or equivalent
Given the speed and group nature of the course – the instructor will be making brief
assessments on the quality of the work being completed throughout the class. There
will be daily written assignments given as well as a mid-week presentation and final
project presentation by each group.
Required:
1.

StratSim simulation program

2.

StratSim Manual

Both

to

be

downloaded

from

the

homepage

of

the

Interpretive.com,

(www.interpretive.com). You will receive an email/s from Interpretive with further info
on how to pay and download the materials.
Reference Books
n/a
Other Materials
n/a
Pre-Session:
Required Preparation/Homework before Thursday July 21: Time Required est. 1 hour
- Log into StratSim and familiarize yourself with the screens
Required Preparation/Homework for Thursday prior to Friday July 22: Time Required est. 3 hours
- Read Case and complete the case quiz
- Continue working on Decisions 1 & 2
- Complete the following written assignments in your group:
o Strategy Assignment (1)
o Strategy Assignment (2)
o Market Attractiveness/Business Position Assignment
o SWOT Analysis
- After the game is reset on Saturday midnight – please complete Decision 1 before Monday morning
9am start of class – submit your decisions online in the program
Class
Class
Contents
Outlines
Topic
Mon, July 25
9am
Kickoff of class

1

Required
preparation
/homework

See above preparation days:
- Log into StratSim and familiarize
yourself with the screens
- Read Case and complete the case quiz
- Continue working on Decisions 1 & 2
- Complete the following written
assignments in your group:
o Strategy Assignment (1)

4h

Strategy Assignment (2)
Market Attractiveness/Business
Position Assignment
o SWOT Analysis
After the game is reset on Saturday
midnight – please complete Decision 1
before Monday morning 9am start of
class – submit your decisions online in
the program
o
o

-

Required
post-study

Topic
2

3

4

5

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

6

Required
post-study
Topic
7

8

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

Mon, July 25

2pm

Decision #2

Decision 2 will be a group decision during class
Mon, July 25

6pm

Decision #3

Decision 3 will be a group decision during class – if
more time required is up to the group – decision should
be input before start of class Tuesday
Tues, July 26

9am

2.5 h

2.5 h

Decision #4

Decision 4 will be a group decision during class
Tues, July 26

2pm

Decision #5

Decision 5 will be a group decision during class
Wed, July 27

2.5 h

10am-12pm

2.5 h

Presentations/Q&A

1.

Complete Analysis on team/company position
– complete your analysis on powerpoint for
presentation on Wednesday morning
2. Complete Shareholder letter as a group –
3. Update SWOT document –
4. Update Strategy documents 1 & 2 –
Email completed documents before class start
Wednesday
Wed, July 27

2pm

Decision #6

Decision 6 will be a group decision during class
Wed, July 27

6pm

3.5 h

2.5 h

Decision #7

Decision 7 will be a group decision during class

2.5 h

Required
post-study
Topic
9

10

11

12

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic
Topic

13

Required
preparation
/homework

Required
post-study
Others
Keyword

Thurs, July 28

9am

Decision #8

Decision 8 will be a group decision during class
Thurs, July 28

2pm

2.5 h

Decision #9

Decision 9 will be a group decision during class
Thurs, July 28

5pm

2.5 h

Decision #10

Decision 10 will be a group decision during class
Thurs, July 28

6pm

2.5 h

Awards Ceremony

Fri, July 29
10am-12pm
Presentations,
wrap-up
1. Complete Analysis on team/company position
– complete your analysis on powerpoint for
presentation on Wednesday morning
2. Complete Shareholder letter as a group –
3. Update SWOT document –
4. Update Strategy documents 1 & 2 –
Email completed documents before class start Friday

Q&A,

Total

33.5h

3.5 h

国際経営学研究科
修士課程
シラバス
（秋学期科目）

2022 年 5 月 1 日現在
国際大学

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of
Instructor
Instructor's Contact
Information

Schedule code
ACT1010
Lee, Hyunkoo
Office#
325

Course title
Financial Accounting

Office Hours
Wed 2:40-4:00PM or
appointment

Credits
2 credits
E-mail
by

Class Schedule Day / Wednesday session: Wed 10:30AM- noon and 1:00-2:30PM
Thursday session: Thur 10:30AM- noon and 1:00-2:30PM
Period
Course
Description

This course introduces concepts and ideas of financial accounting. It covers
mechanics of accounting data and interpretation of them. You can learn basic
knowledge and skills of analyzing where and how corporate value is created. It also
introduces various financial institutions and their roles in the capitalistic financial
system. By the time you complete this course, you must feel much more
comfortable with dealing with financial reports.
This course is not intended to train you as a professional accountant or help you to
pass a professional examination. Instead, the focus is on the business analysis:
understanding the business model, check key performance indicators, and
evaluating future prospect The course tries to lay a foundation for being a leader as
a corporate executive, an entrepreneur, and a public officer.
About 40% of our students have the experience of taking at least one equivalent
course before joining the IUJ. If you have no background in accounting or business,
it might take considerably more time for you to study this course. Given the
quantity of core content and the fast speed of the course delivery, the burden of
taking this course can be fairly high.
Please try to focus on understanding the underlying implication of accounting rules
and practice. Memorizing formulae and details might improve your test score but
that won’t help you to go to a higher level of learning.

Learning
Objectives &
Goals

This course provides basic accounting knowledge to business program students.
Particularly, it contributes to the achievement of AACSB Learning Goal 5-5 for 2
year MBA and JGDP students.
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:

Contribution to
the Diploma
Policy (knowledge,
skills and attitude
which can be
acquired through
this course for
obtaining the degree
concerned)
Delivery Methods

(1) demonstrate understanding of accounting knowledge (LG5-5).
(2) discuss accounting issues competently in a group meeting and a class.
(3) conduct a basic financial statement analysis of a real company.
This courses fulfills the following MEXT learning objectives:
MF5 (MBA, DXP): Demonstrate understanding of Accounting Knowledge
MD2 (MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data
MJ2 (MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese employment practice
MI4 (ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business
knowledge for providing solutions to social issues sustainably

The course will use problem solving and case discussion in workshop style as a
main pedagogical method. In each class, a short review, student presentations and
discussion, and problem solving activities will follow. Also a quiz will be given
frequently to motivate students’ self-study.

To excel in this course, you have to be more active and lead you study for yourself.
For each class session, you are expected to be prepared to discuss the required topic
or assignment. We meet in the class to review key ideas and check your progress.
The class will be held face-to-face in a classroom. But depending on the pandemic
situation, there is a chance that it is chanced to an online format. If some students
can’t enter Japan by the beginning of the semester because of the pandemic regulation,
at least one of the sessions will be delivered online.
Assessment
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

(1)

Group Presentation
Final Exam

40%
60%
40%

Case Report

100%

Final Report
Weight on Final Grade

Prerequisites
Method of
Feedback for
Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)

(3)

20%
40%

Class Participation
Quizzes

(2)

65%

25%

10%

None
The instructor will return graded papers or allow students to inspect their paper.

The course uses the following book as the main reference. Two copies will be
reserved in the library.
Horngren, Sundem, Elliott, Philbrick [2013]: Introduction to Financial
Accounting, 11th ed, (Pearson New International edition, paperback, 9781292040578; e-book version, ISBN 978-0133251494.)
The same book was republished in 2017. Please refer to the following link:
https://www.amazon.co.jp//en/NA/dp/9352862473/ref=sr_1_21?dchild=1&keywords=%22Introduction+t
o+financial+accounting%22+AND+Horngren&qid=1623938825&sr=8-21

Reference Books

The e-book version is not recommendable.
It is ok to read a 10th or 9th version as the content is largely the same.
Horngren, Sundem, Elliott, Philbrick [2012]. Introduction to Financial
Accounting, 10th ed, (Pearson Education, 9780273770176)
Berman and Knight [2013]. Financial Intelligence: A Manager's Guide to
Knowing What the Numbers Really Mean. (Harvard Business Review Press,
9781422144114)

Other Materials

The course will introduce many reference articles from the business press,
especially from Week 5. The purpose of these readings is to place the concepts we
discuss into perspective and to examine the impact of accounting information on
decision making. Reading these articles will not only improve your understanding
of the financial accounting but also will broaden your knowledge of business. That
is also a good way to prepare for a case question in the final examination.

Group
Assignments

There will be a series of required group works. Students are asked to work together
to carry out group assignments. Group work is getting more important as a real
workspace simulation. The goal is to create an environment where group members
are encouraged to interact and support each other. That is not necessarily easy for
students who just start their first semester. But that will become a hallmark of your

MBA experience. The details of group formation, assignments, and assessment plan
will be announced later.
Tutorial

There will be a weekly tutorial class. This arrangement is mainly for students
without accounting background. Attendance is optional. Further information on
schedule and format will be announced later.

Fairness and
Integrity

Fairness and integrity of the class should be maintained. It is our responsibility to
facilitate these principles. Please don’t do anything unfair to other students or ask
the instructor to make exceptions that are not fair to other students.
Quizzes and examinations will be done individually. Copying another student’s
paper or giving/receiving verbal assistance to/from another student during an exam
is considered cheating. Students who are found cheating on an exam will receive a
score of zero. In addition, the student will be referred to the applicable authorities
for further disciplinary action.
All assignments are group-based. Members of the same group are encouraged to
cooperate. But copying another group’s work or plagiarizing other illegitimate
sources is considered cheating. All guilty parties will receive a zero for that
assignment. In addition, the students will be referred to the applicable authorities for
further disciplinary action.
All assignments should be handed in by the scheduled deadlines. Failure to turn in
by the deadline will result in a penalty.
It is desirable for both Wednesday and Thursday sessions to hold roughly an equal
number of students. Both sessions initially accept the maximum (the cap) of 30
students, respectively. If there are more than 60 students, they will be allocated
randomly into one of sessions.
No audit or withdrawal is allowed.
Accounting, Assets, Liabilities, Equity, Stock, Financial Statements, Audit

Course Cap

Others
Keyword
Class
Class
Outlines
1

2

3

4

5

6

Contents
Topic

Chap.1. Accounting: the Language of Business

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

Read the textbook in advance.

2h

1-15, 16, 19

2h

Chap.1. Accounting: the Language of Business (Continued...)
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

1-24, 40, 44

2h

Chap.2. Measuring Income to Assess Performance
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

2-3, 5, 8, 13, 36, 38

3h

Chap.2. Measuring Income to Assess Performance (Continued…)
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

2-40, 48, 52, 53

3h

Chap.3. Recording and Transactions
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

3-6, 8, 10, 18, 25, 37, 41, 44, 46

3h

Chap.4. Accrual Accounting and Financial Statements

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
7

8

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

9

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

10

11

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

12

13

14

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic

15

16

Required
preparation
Required
post-study
Topic
Required

Read the textbook in advance.

2h

4-12, 22, 35, 37

3h

Catch up
Comprehensive Example
Chap.5. Statement of Cash Flows
Read the textbook in advance.
Try the comprehensive example.
Watch video on the comprehensive example
4-51, 5-4, 7, 9, 17,
Chap.5. Statement of Cash Flows (Continued…)
Read the textbook in advance.
Prepare a case report.
5-27, 42, 55, 62, 65
Case: TBA
Chap.6. Accounting for Sales
Focus: Revenue recognition, Bad debts allowance
Read the textbook in advance.
Review of sample problem set
6-1, 13, 22, 30, 39
Chap.6. Accounting for Sales (Continued…)
Chap.7. Inventories
Focus: FIFO vs. WA, impact on COGS, profits
Read the textbook in advance.

2h+1h
3h

2h
2h+6h

2h+4h
2h

2h

6-46, 55, 69
7-4, 13, 15, 34, 37
Chap.7. Inventories (Continued…)

2h

Read the textbook in advance.

2h

7-48, 53, 56, 58

2h

Chap.8. Long-lived Assets and Depreciation
Focus: Impact of depreciation on profit & cash flow
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

8-6, 8, 10, 33, 45, 52, 57

2h

Chap.9. Liabilities and Interest
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

9-5, 8, 27, 36, 49

2h

Chap.9. Liabilities and Interest (Continued…)
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

9-38, 39

2h

Chap.10. Stockholders’ Equity
Focus: Preferred stock, treasury stock, stock split
Read the textbook in advance.

2h

10- 1, 4, 5, 11, 18, 26, 35, 41, 58, 59, 60, 72

2h

Chap 12. Financial Statement Analysis (self-study)
Group Presentations
Read the textbook in advance.

2h+10h

preparation

Prepare a presentation

Required
post-study

Prepare a final report

2h+6h
Total

96h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
FIN2040301
Chow, Yuen Leng

Course title
Portfolio Management

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
206
Mon.2〜3

Office Hours
By appointment

Course Description

<Course Description & Learning Objectives>
The primary purpose of this course is to explore concepts in and approaches to

Name of Instructor

Credits
2
E-mail

portfolio management in financial markets. Throughout the term, we will examine
the theory of portfolio optimization and management. However, emphasis will be
placed on using real-world data to further understand how the theories relate to
practice. Upon completion of the course, you should have a good understanding of
portfolio optimization, objectives and constraints in portfolio management, and
portfolio performance evaluation. Also, you will obtain skills to implement theories in
real financial markets.
<Course Context>
The understanding of the theory of modern portfolio analysis provides a bridge
between knowledge and practice in financial markets. This course will help you
extend your knowledge of individual financial assets such as stocks and bonds to a
portfolio context. Basic knowledge of investments and capital markets is required for
this course (e.g., definitions of stocks, bonds, and basic understanding of CAPM).
<Career Relevance>
This course is primarily designed to help students pursue a future career in financial
markets such as portfolio (fund) manager, security analyst, and financial engineer in
asset management company, securities firm, investment bank, and investment
advisory company. To pursue these professions, getting the designations of the CFA
(Chartered Financial Analyst) or the CMA (Chartered Member of the Security
Analysts Association of Japan) is essential. Portfolio Management is the most
important topic in the CFA and CMA examinations.
Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

This course contributes to two of the four learning goals: (1) Functional Business
Knowledge; and (2) Strategic Decision Making
At the end of the course, students should be:
MF2: Able to demonstrate understanding of finance knowledge
MF6: Able to demonstrate understanding of data analysis and digital technology
MD1: Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognising internal and
external strategic contexts
MD2: Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data

Delivery Methods

Assessment

This course will consist of lectures, discussions, assignments, quizzes, and assigned
readings. Students are expected to read text chapters before class and actively
participate in discussions.
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods MF2 MF6 MD1 MD2
Assignments
(Individual)
10% 5% 5% 5%
Quizzes
(Individual)
10%
Case Analysis
(Group)
10% 10% 10% 10%
Project (Group)
10% 5% 5%

5%

Weight on Final Grade 40% 20% 20% 20%
Prerequisites

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

This course will build on general computational skills you should have acquired
individually or through other courses. This course will require significant amounts of
data analysis predominantly using Microsoft Excel.
Online quiz – results known immediately after completion
Assignments & Case Analysis – feedback immediately after presentations or given
when papers are returned
Required:
a)Title: Investments, b)Edition: , c)Author: Zvi Bodie, Alex Kane, Alan J.
Marcus,Bodie, Zvi,Kane, Alex,Marc, d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education, e)Year:
2018, f)ISBN: 9781260083392

Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Corporate finance, b)Edition: , c)Author: Jonathan Berk, Peter
DeMarzo,Berk, Jonathan,DeMarzo, Peter M.,, d)Publisher: Pearson, e)Year: 2017,
f)ISBN: 9780134083278
a)Title: Modern Portfolio Theory and Investment Analysis, b)Edition: , c)Author:
Elton, Gruber, Brown and Goetzmann, d)Publisher: , e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN:
9781118469941
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Articles for reading will be assigned in class.
Class

Topic

1

Introduction to
Portfolio
Planning and
Construction
Risk and Return
Risk and return
measures,
downside risk,
value at risk
Constructing the
Portfolio

2

3

Required preparation
/homework
Nil
h

Required post-study
Read specified
chapter readings

3h

Read lecture notes
before class

2.5h

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

Read lecture notes
before class

2.5h

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

4

5

6

7

8

Others

Capital allocation
Constructing the
Portfolio
Optimal risky
portfolios, CAPM
Constructing the
Portfolio
Optimal risky
portfolios, CAPM
Index
models/APT/Mu
lti-factor models
Applied Portfolio
Management
Performance
evaluation,
monitoring &
rebalancing
Case Study
[TBC]
Total

Read lecture notes
before class

2.5h

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

Read lecture notes
before class

2.5h

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

Read lecture notes
before class

2.5h

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

Read lecture notes
before class

2.5h

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

Read case study
before class

5h

Write up case
analysis

5h
43h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
FIN2050301
Chow, Yuen Leng

Course title
Entrepreneurial and Venture Finance
Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
206
Tue.2〜3

Office Hours
By appointment

E-mail

Course Description

<Roles and purpose>
This course explores possible financing choices for entrepreneurs, and discusses exit

strategies available to the entrepreneur. This course guides potential entrepreneurs
through the basics of finance, valuations, dilution and non-dilutive funding sources.
Financing for start-ups are further differentiated between early-stage and later-stage
financing. While this course focuses on the financial aspects of entrepreneurship, we
will briefly discuss how to develop the business model to understand the nature of
venture businesses and also the key aspects of effectively pitching your enterprise to
investors.
<Learning Objectives>
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
(1) Identify the kinds of investors required at different funding stages
(2) Learn about different fundraising options
(3) Understand how to make pro-forma financial statements;
(4) Understand how Venture Corporations choose their deal structures; and
(5) Understand the pros and cons of different exit strategies.
<Overview>
This course is primarily designed to provide the analytical tools and conceptual
framework which are useful for entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs first of all should be
able to critically analyze their business model. Entrepreneurs also need to understand
how and how much funds they should raise, the rational value of the startups,
additional funding strategy, and harvesting strategy. In order to deliver these tools
and concepts, cases and textbook chapters are used. All students are expected to
prepare for case discussions and participate actively in discussing the business
problems and solutions.
<Career Relevance>
Entrepreneurial Finance helps prospective entrepreneurs to make decisions
regarding the financing, deal structures, and exits. Additionally, officers in financial
institutions such as venture capital, private equity, and investment bank, might find
entrepreneurial finance beneficial to understand the valuation of the startup using
various methods. This course also covers briefly business model canvas in order to
develop and evaluate the business model.
Learning Objectives &

This course contributes to two of the four learning goals: (1) Functional Business

Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Assessment

Knowledge; and (2) Strategic Decision Making
At the end of the course, students should be:
MF2: Able to demonstrate understanding of finance knowledge
MD2: Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data

This course will consist of lectures, discussions, assignments, quizzes, and assigned
readings. Students are expected to read text chapters before class and actively
participate in discussions.
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods MF2 MD2
Assignments
(Individual)
20% 25%
Quizzes
(Individual)
10%
Case Analysis
(Group)
20% 25%
Weight on Final Grade 50% 50%

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Some accounting knowledge would be beneficial. Elementary knowledge of Excel is

required.
Online quiz – results known immediately after completion
Assignments & Case Analysis – feedback given after presentations or when papers
are returned
Required:
a)Title: Entrepreneurial Finance, b)Edition: 7th, c)Author: Leach, Melicher,
d)Publisher: Cengage, e)Year: 2021, f)ISBN: 9781305968356
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Introduction to
Entrepreneurial
Finance
Entrepreneurial
environment,
business plan,
business model
canvas
Organizing and
Operating the

2

Required preparation
/homework
Nil
h

Required post-study
Read specified
chapter readings

3h

Read lecture notes
before class

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

2.5h

3

4

5
6

7
8

Others

Venture
Initial funding,
using financial
statements
Organizing and
Operating the
Venture
Operating and
financial
performance,
managing cash
flow
Creating and
Recognizing
Venture Value
Projecting
financial
statements,
valuing early
stage ventures,
venture capital
valuation
Case Study
[TBC]

Structuring
Financing for
Start-ups
Funding sources,
financing
structure,
alternative
financing
Case Study
[TBC]
Exit Strategies/
Innovative
Financing
Total

Read lecture notes
before class

2.5h

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

Read lecture notes
before class

2.5h

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

Read case study
before class

4h

4h

Read lecture notes
before class

2.5h

Write up case
analysis

Read specified
chapter readings

2.5h

Read case study
before class
Read lecture notes
before class

4h

Write up case
analysis
Read specified
chapter readings

4h

2.5h

2.5h

44h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
FIN2070301
Chuang, Hongwei

Course title
Investment and Machine Learning
Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
IRI 307
Mon.4〜5

Course Description

This course aims to study analytical techniques and equip students with advanced
knowledge about financial markets. You will learn how to use the statistical software,

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and

attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers

Office Hours
by appointment

E-mail

R, to implement financial data analysis learned from this course and also be beneficial
in some ways during the peer discussions. This course will introduce some machine
learning concepts and demonstrate conventional studies like a random forest or deep
learning, which will be a stepstone for you to pursue a future path in data science.
Through this course, you will be equipped with: (1) Analytical ability: modeling skills
that are important in making investment decisions, (2) Quantitative skills: obtain
basic skills necessary to implement theories in fundamental financial markets, and
(3) Empirical knowledge: the primary mechanism of financial markets overviewing
major players, assets, and conventions.
Contribution to the diploma policy, for [MBA] students, they will be able (1) to
demonstrate understanding of finance knowledge (MF2), (2) to demonstrate
understanding of data analysis and digital technology (MF6), (3) to apply the
concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and external strategic
contexts (MD1), and (4) to demonstrate an ability to gather and interpret data
(MD2).

Slides and course materials will be distributed via email/IUJ Google Drive. The
understanding level of students will be mainly examined based on their evaluation of
the homework submission. Attendance and discussion also take credits for all the
scheduled sessions in this course.
The grading policy is as follows: 20% participation + 60% assignments + 20% handon exercises.
The time arrangement for lectures will be:
• 40-50 mins review and discuss the assignment questions
• 10 mins break
• 50-70 mins drive lectures and demonstrate R programs
• 10 mins break
• 30-40 Hand-on exercises and Q&A

Textbook(s)

Required:
a)Title: , b)Edition: , c)Author: , d)Publisher: Springer, e)Year: , f)ISBN:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

a)Title: Investments, b)Edition: , c)Author: Zvi Bodie, Alex Kane, Alan J.
Marcus,Bodie, Zvi,Kane, Alex,Marc, d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education, e)Year:
2018, f)ISBN: 9781260083392
a)Title: An introduction to statistical learning : with applications in R, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: Gareth James ... [et al.],James, Gareth (Gareth Michael),Witten,
d)Publisher: Springer, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 9781461471370
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Bartram, Branke, and Motahari, "Artificial intelligence in asset management" CFA
Institute Research Foundation Literature Reviews (2020)
Class Topic
Required preparation
Required post-study
/homework
1
Beginners of
Read BKM Ch1-4 2h
0h
investing
2
Beginners of R
Instructor's slide
1h
0h
3
Stock return
Read BKM Ch5
2h
0h
analysis
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
Others

Basic R
programing
Value and
technical

investing
Technical
indicators
Equity returns

factors
Asset pricing
models in R
Portfolio analysis
Portfolio analysis
in R
What is machine
learning?
Random forest
model
Cloud computing
and Web app
Shiny in R
AI in asset
management
AlphaGo
Total

0h

Read BKM Ch5-6

2h

0h
Read BKM Ch7

12

Read CA Ch1-2

Bartram, Branke,
and Motahari
(2020)

2.5h
0h

HW3

3.5h
0h

HW4

3h
0h

Instructor's slide

HW2

2h
0h

1.5h
0h

2h
0h

Read BKM Ch11-

HW1

3.5h
0h

HW5

2h

4.5h
0h

0h
2h

HW6

4.5h
0h

0h

Story of AlphaGo

2h
40h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
FIN3050301
Chuang, Hongwei

Course title
Risk Management

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
IRI 307
Tue.4〜5

Office Hours
by appointment

Course Description

Risk management is a discipline for living with the possibility that future events may
cause adverse eﬀects, ensuring resilience to the future.

Name of Instructor

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and

attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Credits
2
E-mail

Risk is a variable that can cause deviation from an expected outcome which can cause
variation from the desired result. Risks are highly dependent and can’t be segmented
and managed by entirely independent units. This course provides fundamental
knowledge for the financial risk management certificate, including risk measurement
and quantitative tools, which are critical aids for supporting risk management.
[For MBA]
MF2: Able to demonstrate understanding of Finance Knowledge.
MD1: Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts.
MD2: Able to demonstrate the ability to gather and interpret data.

Slides and course materials will be distributed via IUJ Google Classroom.
The understanding level will be on participation/discussion, homework, and case
study presentation as: 20% participation + 40% assignments + 40% case studies.
Corporate Finance (FIN 1010)

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Enterprise Risk Management, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: James Lam,
d)Publisher: Wiley, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 978-1118413616
a)Title: Implementing Enterprise Risk Management, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: James
Lam, d)Publisher: Wiley, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 978-0471745198
a)Title: Risk Management and Financial Institutions, b)Edition: 4, c)Author: Hull, J.
C., d)Publisher: Wiley, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN: 978-1118955949

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

1. HBP Education: “The Rise and Fall of AIG”
2. HBP Education: “Swissgrid: Enterprise Risk Management in a Digital Age”
Class Topic
Required preparation
Required post-study

1
2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13

14

15

Introduction
Risk awareness
self-evaluation

Hedging Risks by
DerivativesInsurance and
Forward
Hedging Risks by
DerivativesFutures and
Options
Hedging Risks by
DerivativesOptions and
Swaps

Credit risk
management and
market risk
management
Operational risk
management
Case study

ERM and KPI
Balance Score
Card

Object and Key
Results
Risk
Management
Frontier-FinTech
Risk
Management
FrontierPandemic
Risk
Management
Frontier-Climate
change
Case study

/homework
Instructor’s slide
Harvard Business
Publishing

1.5h
1.5h

1h
1h

Education: “Your
company is too
risk-averse”
(2020)
Hull (2015) Ch1-2

1.5h

1h

Hull (2015) Ch2-3

1.5h

1h

Hull (2015) Ch34, 7

1.5h

1h

Hull (2015) Ch24

1.5h

1h

Instructor’s slide

1.5h

1h

HBP Education:
“The Rise and Fall

1.5h

1h

of AIG”
Instructor’s slide
Instructor’s slide

1.5h
1.5h

1h
1h

Instructor’s slide

1.5h

1h

Instructor’s slide

1.5h

1h

Instructor’s slide

1.5h

1h

Instructor’s slide

1.5h

1h

HBP Education:
“Swissgrid:
Enterprise Risk
Management in a

1.5h

1h

16

Others

Case study

Total

Digital Age”
HBP Education:
“Swissgrid:
Enterprise Risk

Management in a
Digital Age”

1.5h

1h

40h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
ITC1050

Name of Instructor

Course title
Data Analytics for Business
Wenkai Li

Credits
2

Instructor's contact

Office#

Office Hours

E-mail

information

213

After class or by
appointment

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Session 1: Every Tuesday, 2:40pm-5:50pm

Course Description

This course will study the basic knowledge of data analytics skills, in particular,

Session 2: Every Wednesday, 2:40pm-5:50pm

statistical skills, which will be applied in various business areas. It is a fundamental core
required course for two-year MBA and DXP, and a core elective course for IMBA,

Learning Objectives
& Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired
through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)

Delivery Methods

JGDP, and ISEP students.
This course provides students with fundamental knowledge for various business areas
such as Corporate Finance, Investment, Risk Management, Big Data Analytics, and
Marketing etc. It is helpful for students seeking careers such as consultants, financial
analysts, general managers, policy makers, and operational managers. This course is the
prerequisite for several other courses.
This course contributes to the achievement of two learning objectives of the Learning
Goal 4 as mentioned below. Upon completion of this course, student will be able to:
(1). Demonstrate ability to analyze and compute (L4-2)
(2). Demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among alternatives (L4-4)
(3). Demonstrate understanding of data analytics knowledge in business.
For the purpose of accomplishment of these learning objectives, this course provides
(i). the basic knowledge in probability theories, such as expected values, variance, and
probability distributions, which is essential in understanding other MBA or JGDP
courses;
(ii). Background in statistical principles in order for you to be a good user of statistical
data analysis. Students will learn how to describe data effectively, how to run a simple
regression using Excel, how to interpret the data results, and how to do hypothesis
testing.
MF3 (for MBA, JGDP, and DXP): Able to demonstrate understanding of IT/OM/SCM
Knowledge
MF6 (for MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital
Technology
MD2 (for IMBA): Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data
MI3 (for ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to connect different ideas for creating new
solutions toward factors of social issues
MI4 (for ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business
knowledge for providing solutions to social issues sustainably.

Teaching methodology includes lectures and in-class exercises in computer lab.
Students are required to use Excel for data manipulation and analysis.

Assessment
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

(1)

(2)

Home Works

(3)
25%

Final Exam

100%

100%

75%

Weight on Final Grade
15%
15%
70%
Notes:
(1). Learning objectives (1) and (2) will be evaluated by selected questions from Final
Exam.
(2). Learning objective (3) will be evaluated by home works and all exam questions in
Final Exam.
(3). The last row lists the weights of each learning objective on the final grade.
Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)

Basic knowledge of MS Excel and general knowledge of mathematics.
By email or face-to-face appointment with course instructor. TAs will also provide
assistances.
Required Textbook:
Statistics for business and economics / Paul Newbold, William L. Carlson, Betty M.
Thorne. Newbold, Paul., Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, c2019. 9th ed., Global
Edition.
ISBN-10: 1292315032
ISBN-13: 9781292315034
https://www.bookdepository.com/Statistics-for-Business-Economics-Global-EditionPaul-Newbold/9781292315034

Reference Books
Other Materials
Class
Outlines

Watch movie “Money Ball” (it was nominated to Oscars prize in 2011)

Class

1

Contents
Topic

Introduction and Probabilities (Chap. 3.1)

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Preview textbook Chap. 3.1

Topic

2

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

3

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

4

Required
preparation
/homework

1.0 h
1). Review Week 1 lecture notes (1 hr).
2). Do Week 1 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
3). Attend Week 1 TA session (1.5 hrs)
Probabilities (Chap. 3.2~3.3)
Preview textbook Chap. 3.2~3.3

4.0 h

1.0 h

1). Review Week 1 lecture notes (1 hr).
2). Do Week 1 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
4.0 h
3). Attend Week 1 TA session (1.5 hrs)
Describing Data I: Tables and graphs, histogram, mean, median, mode
(Chap. 1.2,1.3)
Preview textbook Chap. 3.2~3.4; Chap. 1.2,1.3

1.0 h

1). Review Week 2 lecture notes (1 hr).
2). Do Week 2 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
3). Attend Week 2 TA session (1.5 hrs)
4.0 h
Describing Data I: Tables and graphs, histogram, mean, median, mode
(Chap. 1.3,1.5)
Preview textbook Chap. 1.3,1.5

1.0 h

Required
post-study

Topic

5

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

6

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Topic

7

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

8

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Topic

9

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

10

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Topic

11

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

12

Topic

1). Review Week 2 lecture notes (1 hr).
2). Do Week 2 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
6.0 h
3). Attend Week 2 TA session (1.5 hrs)
4). Start to work on HW#1 (2.0 hrs)
Describing Data II: Variance, standard deviation, CV, and others (Chap. 2.1)
Preview textbook Chap. 2.1

1.0 h

1). Review Week 3 lecture notes (1 hr).
2). Do Week 3 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
4.0 h
3). Attend Week 3 TA session (1.5 hrs)
Describing Data II: Variance, standard deviation, CV, and others (Chap. 2.2)
Preview textbook Chap. 2.2

1.0 h

1). Review Week 3 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 3 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
3). Attend Week 3 TA session (1.5 hrs)
4). Complete and submit HW#1 (2.0 hrs)
6.0 h
Summarizing Relationships among variables I: Covariance, Correlation
coefficient, OLS (Chap. 2.4)
Preview textbook Chap. 2.4

1.0 h

1). Review Week 4 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 4 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
4.0 h
3). Attend Week 4 TA session (1.5 hrs)
Summarizing Relationships among variables II: Covariance, Correlation
coefficient, OLS (Chap. 2.4)
Preview textbook Chap. 2.4

1.0 h

1). Review Week 4 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 4 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
6.0 h
3). Attend Week 4 TA session (1.5 hrs)
4). Start to work on HW#2 (2.0 hrs).
Summarizing Relationships among variables III: OLS (Chap. 11, 12,13)
Preview textbook Chap. 11, 12,13

1.0 h

1). Review Week 5 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 5 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
4.0 h
3). Attend Week 5 TA session (1.5 hrs)
Summarizing Relationships among variables IV: OLS (Chap. 11, 12,13)
Preview textbook Chap. 11, 12,13

1.0 h

1). Review Week 5 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 5 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
3). Attend Week 5 TA session (1.5 hrs)
4). Complete and submit HW#2 (2.0 hrs).
Discrete Random Variables and Probability Distributions I (Chap. 4)

6.0 h

Preview textbook Chap. 4
1.0 h
1). Review Week 6 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 6 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
4.0 h
3). Attend Week 6 TA session (1.5 hrs)
Discrete Random Variables and Probability Distributions II (Chap. 4)

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

13

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

14

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Topic

15

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

16

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Preview textbook Chap. 4

1.0 h

1). Review Week 6 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 6 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
4.0 h
3). Attend Week 6 TA session (1.5 hrs)
Continuous Random Variables and Probability distribution I (Chap. 5)
Preview textbook Chap. 5

1.0 h

1). Review Week 7 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 7 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
4.0 h
3). Attend Week 7 TA session (1.5 hrs)
Continuous Random Variables and Probability distribution II (Chap. 5)
Preview textbook Chap. 5

1.0 h

1). Review Week 7 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 7 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
3). Attend Week 7 TA session (1.5 hrs)
4). Start to work on HW#3 (2.0 hrs)
Sampling Distribution and Estimation (Chap. 6,7,8),
Hypothesis testing I (Chap. 9,10)
Preview textbook Chap. 6,7,8, 9,10

1.0 h

1). Review Week 8 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 8 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs)
3). Attend Week 8 TA session (1.5 hrs)
Hypothesis testing II (Chap. 9,10)
Preview textbook Chap. 9,10

1)

4.0 h

1.0 h

1). Review Week 8 lecture notes (1.0 hr).
2). Do Week 8 TA session exercises (1.5 hrs).
3). Attend Week 8 TA session (1.5 hrs)
4). Complete and submit HW#3 (2.0 hrs)
5). Do Week 9 TA session exercises (3.0 hrs)
6). Attend Week 9 TA session (3.0 hrs)
7). Do Week 10 TA session exercises (3.0 hrs)
8). Attend Week 10 TA session (3.0 hrs)
9). Complete and submit HW#4 (4.0 hrs)
Total

Others

6.0 h

22.0 h
108.0 h

Learning goals and learning objectives for GSIM programs are available at:
https://www.iuj.ac.jp/im-info/learning_goals/

2)

Lecture notes, schedule changes, homework questions, exam information, and other materials for this course
will be updated at the course folder below:
//iuj-home/IM materials/2022-2023/Fall/Data-Analytics-for-Business
Students should visit this folder frequently for newly posted online materials.

3)

You can utilize not only class time but also TA (teaching assistants) session hours and other office hours to
address any questions and unclear matters. You can also ask TAs for consultations.

4)

Course policies:
(a) All assignments and exams should be completed to receive a passing grade for this course.
(b) No late assignment submissions will be accepted.
(c) As outlined in the IUJ Honor Code, students are reminded not to engage in acts of plagiarism or other forms
academic dishonesty. see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plagiarism for more information.

(d) No tolerance to any other academic misconduct.

Keyword

Applied Statistics, Big Data, Analytics, Business, Probability, Histogram, OLS, Confidence
Interval, Hypothesis Testing

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
ITC1060301
Aung, Zaw Zaw

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
Ext. 533

Class Schedule Day /

Wed.4〜5

Course Description

Knowing where to start and what it takes to transform digitally is one of the biggest

Period

Course title
Digital Platform and Digital Business Models
Credits
2
Office Hours
Monday - Friday 13:0015:00

E-mail

challenges leaders of successful organizations face. Not all companies are digital
born, but all must offer customers new digital value proposition - or risk disruption
from those that will. Sound knowledge of digital business and digital platform shall
help companies of all sizes including the 'big, old' companies reimagine a digital
future where rapid innovation fuels growth.

Digital business promises to usher in an unprecedented convergence of people,
business and things that disrupts existing business models - even those born of the

Internet and e-business eras. This course uses the framework of five building blocks
outlined in the text "Designed for Digital" and guide the students through the
compelling and proven concepts of digital business. Among many other, platform
business is unique in that they can connect and match people in an increasingly
efficient manner.
Over the past 20 years, we have witnessed how platform business like eBay and Uber
unlocked the power of communities and created enormous value for millions of
people. Yet launching a platform takes a lot of work and are notoriously difficult to
scale. For organizations centered around digital technology, it is important to harness
the potential to become a digital platform or utilizing preexisting digital platforms
from complementor organizations. This course shall address on the specific
opportunities and challenges that arise in digital ecosystem and find the solution for a
new successful digital business.
Learning Objectives &
Goals

At the end of this course, the students should be able to:
- Understand today’s technologies enabling Digital Businesses
- Understand the concepts of Digital Business Models
- Understand the Digital Platform Ecosystem and its implications
- Design and develop a new digital business (or transform from an old one)
AACSB Learning goal 7 (L7)
Technology and Digital Transformation. Our Students will be able to apply the latest
technology element to creating a new business or adding competitive value to an
organization through digital transformation.
L7-1 Ability to understand the latest technology trend.
L7-2 Ability to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

competitive value to an organization.
For MBA/IMBA
<Problem Solving>

MP1 - Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues
MP2 - Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute
MP3 - Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data
MP4 - Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among alternatives
<Functional Business Knowledge>
MF6 - Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital Technology
<Strategic Decision Making>
MD1 - Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts.
MD2 - Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data
For DXP
<Functional Business Knowledge>
MF1 - Able to understand management knowledge
<Technology and Digital Transformation>
MT1 - Able to understand the latest technology trend
MT2 - Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization
MT3 - Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account
organizational and environmental implications

For ISEP
<Solutions toward Social Issues with Business Concept>
MI3 - Able to demonstrate ability to connect different ideas for creating new
solutions toward factors of social issues
MI4 - Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business knowledge for
providing solutions to social issues sustainably
AACSB
Learning goal 7 (L7): Technology and Digital Transformation. Our Students will be
able to apply the latest technology element to creating a new business or adding
competitive value to an organization through digital transformation.
This course is a core course for DXP and measures two learning objectives:
L7-1 Ability to understand the latest technology trend.

Delivery Methods
Assessment

L7-2 Ability to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization.
The classes include lecture, case discussions, and group case presentation.
Students are required to read assigned textbook chapters and reference materials
well every week before coming to the class. Students are required to actively
participate in-class discussions, off-class group meetings and group presentations.

Learning goal 7 (L7): Technology and Digital Transformation.
Students’ ability to apply the latest technology element to creating a new business or
adding competitive value to an organization through digital transformation.
(AACSB)
L7-1 Ability to understand the latest technology trend = Case Analysis (50%) +
Class Participation (50%)
L7-2 Ability to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization. = Company Case Analysis and Presentation
(50%) + Final Essay (50%)
CLG-1 Course Learning Goal: Understand Digital Platform and Digital Business
Models = Class Participation 30% + Group Case Analysis & Presentation 20% +
Company Analysis and Presentation 20% + Individual Report 30%
Weight on Final Grade = L7-1: 30% + L7-2: 30% + CLG-1: 40%
Notes
i. Peer Evaluation scored will be weighted on Group Project and Group Case
Analysis.
ii. 4-page individual report dues at the end of the course.
Prerequisites

None

Textbook(s)

Required:
a)Title: Designed for Digital: How to Architect Your Business for Sustained Success,
b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Jeanne W. Ross, Cynthia M. Beath and Martin Mocker ,
d)Publisher: The MIT Press, e)Year: 2019, f)ISBN: 978-0262042888
a)Title: Platform Strategy: How to Unlock the Power of Communities and Networks
to Grow Your Business, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Laure Claire Reillier, Benoit Reillier ,
d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 978-1472480248

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers

Class participation score will be released mid term and after final class session.
The in-class feedback will be given after the Group case analysis presentation
Individual report score will be release via Google Classroom.

Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: The Digital Transformation Playbook: Rethink Your Business for the Digital
Ag, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: David Rogers, d)Publisher: Columbia University Press,
e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 978-0231175449
a)Title: Industry X.0: Realizing Digital Value in Industrial Sectors , b)Edition: 1,
c)Author: Eric Schaeffer, d)Publisher: Kogan Page Ltd, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9780749481469
a)Title: Machine platform crowd : harnessing our digital future, b)Edition: 1,
c)Author: Andrew McAfee & Erik Brynjolfsson,McAfee, Andrew,Brynjolfsson, ,
d)Publisher: W.W. Norton, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 978-0393254297
a)Title: The inevitable: understanding the 12 technological forces that will shape our
future, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Kelly, Kevin, d)Publisher: Penguin, e)Year: 2017,
f)ISBN: 978-0143110378

a)Title: Prediction machines : the simple economics of artificial intelligence,
b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Ajay Agrawal, Joshua Gans, and Avi Goldfarb,Agrawal,
Ajay,Gans,, d)Publisher: Harvard Business Review Press, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN:
978-1633695672
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

More case materials are to be decided prior to the class
Class

Topic

1

Week 1.
- Introduction &
Course Logistics

- Five Domains
of Digital
Transformation
- Digital Business
Design

2

Week 2.
- Understanding
Digital Business
Models
The Long Tail
Core vs. Crowd
Business Model
Innovation

Required preparation
/homework
Reading(s):
2h
- Ina M. Sebastian,
Martin Mocker,

Required post-study
3h

Jeanne W. Ross,
Kate G. Moloney,
Cynthia Beath,
and Nils O.

Fonstad: How Big
Old Companies
Navigate Digital
Transformation,

MIS Quarterly
Executive 16(3),
September 2017.
- Reference Book 1
[Chapter 1: Page
1-18]
Reading(s):
3h
- Model Behavior:
20 Business Model
Innovations for
Sustainability by
Lindsay Clinton
Ryan Whisnant
(February 2014)
- The Long Tail by
Chris Anderson,
Wired Magazine
https://www.wired
.com/2004/10/tail
/
Video:
- Machine,
platform, crowd:
Harnessing our
digital future. By
McAfee, Andrew,
and Erik
Brynjolfsson. WW
Norton &

Assignment

3h

Company, 2017.
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=vn6uamRcoho

3

Week 3.
- Customer

Cases:
- TBD
Reading(s):
- Text 1: Chapter 2

personalization
Week 4.
- Operational
Excellence:

Readings:
- Text 1: Chapter 3
[ page 39 – 56]

Centricity:
Building Shared
Customer
Insights
Understanding
Customer Value
and Value
Network
The Role of
Advanced
Analytics
Hyper4

Building an
Operational
Backbone
Transforming
Operations
through Robotics,
Process
Automation and
other disruptive
technologies.

5

6

Week 5.
Digital Platform
as Business
Model
Product vs
Platform
Platform
Business Model
Canvas
Week 6.

3h

3h

2h

3h

[ page 21 – 28]
Cases:
- TBD

- Read Reference
Book 5 (or) Watch
video below
Video:
- Prediction
Machines: The
Simple Economics
of Artificial
Intelligence by
Prof. Ajay Agrawal
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=Q4o56nufXTw
Cases:
- TBD
Readings:
- Text 2: Chapter 3
– 6 (page 21 – 72)
Cases:
- TBD

Readings:

2h

3h

Group work

3h

3h

Platform
Execution: Life
Stages of
Platform

7

Week 7.
Platform Pricing

Group Case
Presentation
Readings:
- Text 2: Chapter

Week 8.
Platform API:

Group Case
Presentation
Reading(s):
- Text 1: Chapter 5

and Competing
against Platforms

8

Others

- Text 2: Chapter 7
– 10 (page 73 –
121)
Preparation for

Building an
External
Developer
Platform
Trust and
Accountability
Framework
Total

3h

3h

3h

3h

11 (page 137 –
152), Chapter 14
(page 193 – 204)
Preparation for

– 6 (page 77 –
100)
Preparation for
Group Case
Presentation

45h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
JDP2040301

Course title
Japan's Major Industries and Human Resource
Practices
Credits

Name of Instructor

Yokose, Tsutomu

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
#315

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Tue.4〜5

Course Description

Through the rapid change of the business environment triggered by the areas of
technology, demographics, society and economy, every industry in the world wide
must have the grand design to survive the hardship by using human capital
capability. Japan industry had survived its tough stages after World War 2 and
experienced several recessions, but by using its fundamental advantage in human
capital power, they have recovered as one of key player in word business. Japan
industry has the special paradigm in some of its fundamental assumptions and
approaches for the human capital, especially in the people management practices.
Those were settled by the accumulated knowledge and experience from Meiji era
and there are many effective lessons and learns toward next decades.
In this course, by focusing on the several practices and cases in Japan, including the
practices and history of Japan Major Industries, students will learn the industry
knowledge in human capital areas under their business strategies which enhanced
Japan development stage, especially in order to apply the practices to the developing
regions and revitalizing countries.
Knowledge and experience accumulated by the numerous changes in industry
should be the clues to generate industry-wide and country-wide policies, in addition
to the corporate strategies.
From that aspect, in this course, by exploring the past practices and current trend of
new provision, the characteristic and the advantages of Japan industrial practice in
human capital areas will be identified.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Upon completion of this course, student should be able to:
Understand the objectives and advantages of Japan Human Capital practices
Diagnose the business environment and apply the best human capital practices to
pursuit business goals, through the understanding of the history and trend in Japan
Major industries.
Apply Japan Human Capital practices to the development stages of the industry and
economics.

Office Hours
Tuesday, 9:00-18:00
Wednesday, 9:00-18:00
Other date: By
appointment

2
E-mail

Teaching Methodology : Interactive lecture, case study , guest speaker, field study
and discussion

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

Following Learning Objectives are defined for the completion of degree
<MBA>

MF1 Able to demonstrate understanding of Management Knowledge
MD1 Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal
and external strategic contexts.
MD2 Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data

MU2 Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese employment practice
MU3 Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate governance and
management philosophy
MU4 Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese society and business
environments

<ISEP>
MI4 Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business knowledge for
providing solutions to social issues sustainably

Delivery Methods
Assessment

Interactive lecture, case study, guest speaker, field study and discussion
Overall grading assessment
• 20% Contribution to the discussion points
• 30% Case memo (individual) (3 times)
Oct.18 - The Rise and Fall of “Keiretsu” in Japan

Nov.15- Human Resources Management System Reforms at Matsushita
Nov.22- Yamato Transport: Part time Employment of Housewives
• 20% Guest speaker report (individual) (Speech-Oct.25 Report-Nov.1))
• 30% Final report (individual)

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

None
Case memos: during the class, instructor show the points for the analysis and good
examples
Upon request, instructor will provide individual feedback
Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Case Materials:
Human Resources Practices and the Labor Market in Japan
IVEY 9B13C023
Transforming Mitsubishi Corp, 2004
HBS 9-904-419
The Rise and Fall of “Keiretsu” in Japan
ICMR 204-140-1
People Management FIASCO in HONDA Motorcycles and Scooters in India LTD

Asian Research Center 407—65-8
Human Resources Management System Reforms at Matsushita
ICMR 403-010-1
Yamato Transport: Part-time Employment of Housewives
NUS -W13706
Reading materials:
Hiroyuki Itami – 3 Waves in Japanese Industries
Chapter 6 – Automobiles: Why Success, and Why the Sudden Brake?
Chapter 5 – VTR: Why Japanese VTRs Conquered the World?
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Japan industry
development
process
Overview of
Japan

2

employment
System:
Basic Feature of
Japan HR
practices after
WW2

Required preparation
/homework
Read course
1h
materials

Required post-study
Review the lecture
and learning
points

1h

Case
Human Resources
Practices and the
Labor Market in
Japan
IVEY 9B13C023
Assignment
questions (no case
memo)
Read case: think
about the
following points:
1. What are the
most significant
characteristics of
Japan Labor
Market?
2. Whether Japan
Human Capital
system has
advantage or not,
in order to survive

Debrief the class
discussion

1h

the upcoming
changes in
industries and
society?
<Preparation for

2h

3

Major Industry
(1) SOGO
SHOSHA

(General Trading
Company)

group discussion>
Case
Transforming
Mitsubishi Corp,

2h

Debrief the class
discussion

1h

1h

Debrief the class
and group
discussion

1h

2h

Debrief the class
discussion

1h

3h

Debrief the class
and group
discussion

1h

2004
HBS 9-904-419
Assignment
questions (no case
memo)
Read case: think
about the
following points:

1. What are the
most significant
features of SOGO
SHOSHA in
industry
developing stage?
2. How they
should change

4

5

6

Uniqueness of
SOGO
SHOAHA and its
role for the
development
stage in
economics
Major Industry
(2) Auto Mobile

Japan
Automobile
industry

their management
style and strategies
for the coming
changes in
business
environment?
Preparation for
group discussion
depending upon
own analysis

Reading material
Hiroyuki Itami – 3
Waves in Japanese
Industries
Chapter 6 –
Automobiles: Why
Success, and Why
the Sudden Brake?
Read the article
and prepare “Why
success and Why
the sudden break”
questions
Case: (case memo
submission)
The Rise and Fall

characteristics –
KANBAN,
KEIRETSU –
how they build
human capital?

of “Keiretsu” in
Japan
ICMR 204-140-1
The assigned

questions
1. What
KEIRETSU is and
how it operated in
Japan
2. How strategies
that evolve have
their roots in the

economic, political
and social needs of
a country?
3. How strategies

7

8

9

Philosophy based
management –
HONDA case
Guest Speaker –
HONDA
experienced
Leader –
Applying

“HONDA
Philosophy” to
business
operation

The application
of Japan HR
practices at global
operation

are vulnerable to
the external
business
environment?
Read lecture
material

1h

Debrief the class
discussion

1h

Preparation for

1h

Debrief the class

3h

Case
People
Management
Fiasco in HONDA
motorcycles and
Scooters INDIA
ltd
Assignment
questions (no case
memo)
Read case: think
about the
following points:
1. Why Japanese
managers cannot
be the role model
of “Honda

3h

Debrief the class
and group
discussion

1h

group discussion

discussion and
submit Guest
Speaker note

Philosophy”?
2. Honda
Philosophy or
Honda culture is

applicable only
within “Honda
Family member”?
– Relative

Consciousness?
(e.g. only workable
among Japanese
staff?) – e.g.

10

11

The limitation
and the
advantage of
Philosophy based
management
Major Industry
(3) Electric

12

Business strategy
and HR practices
in Japan industry

13

Reform of HR
practices due to
change in
business
environment

Honda
Terminology
3. How Indian staff
feels 3 joys?
Preparation for
1h
group discussion

Reading material
Hiroyuki Itami – 3
Waves in Japanese

Industries
Chapter 5 – VTR:
Why Japanese
VTRs Conquered
the World?
Read the article
and prepare the
answers for the
question
“Why Japanese
VTRs conquered
the world?”
“Why Japanese
VTRs conquered
the world?”
Preparation for
group discussion
Case: (case memo
submission)
Human Resources
Management
System Reforms at
Matsushita
ICMR 403-010-1
The assigned

Debrief the class
and group
discussion

1h

2h

Debrief the class
and group
discussion

1h

1h

Debrief the class
and group
discussion

1h

3h

Debrief the class
and group
discussion

1h

questions
1. What kind of
circumstances
forced Matsushita
to change the
employment
policies?
2. What is the

important features
and benefit of the
new personal
management

system?
3. Analyze whether
the new policy
would achieve its

14

15

16

How Matsusihta
(Panasonic)
changed
Major Industry
(4)
Transportation

Summary and
wrap up
How HR

objectives in the
long run
Preparation for
group discussion

1h

Case: (case memo 3h
submission)
Yamato Transport:
Part-time
Employment of
Housewives
NUS -W13706
The assigned
questions
1. What was
Yamato’s
philosophy and
how did Yamato
operationalize this
philosophy in its
business strategy?
2. Was the field
cast model
sustainable in the
long term? What
other solutions
would you propose
to Yamato to solve
its pea-load period
problem?
Preparation for
1h
class discussion

Debrief the class
and group
discussion
Debrief the class
and group
discussion

Review the all
course materials
and write the final

1h

1h

5h

Others

practices should
be moved?
Total

report
50h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
JDP3030301
Hiraki, Takato

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
TBD
Thu.4〜5
F2F

Course Description

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Course title
Japanese Corporate Finance and Financial System
Credits
2
Office Hours
by appointment

E-mail

This course analytically discusses Japanese corporate finance practices along the
supporting financial system developed and This course analytically discusses
Japanese corporate finance practices developed since the World War II. When Japan
was viewed as the most successful economy towards the end of the 1980s, many
unique corporate financial practices and business models were viewed as sources of
her great success, including the business group formation, main bank system and
mutual shareholdings, etc. There is still a debate regarding their usefulness. While
the debate continues, there were both efficiency and inefficiency in her old system
and after the bubble burst toward the end of the 1980s there are many reforms in the
system more toward liberalization and globalization. Though Japan is still
competitive in many businesses, her growth pace has been lagged behind global
rivals even in high-technology and production areas. The Japanese corporate
financial practices are very relevant for the developing economies, specially, in Asia
and Africa.
We discuss how and why Japanese firms were successful during the 1970s and 80s,
and not so successful thereafter in many cases focusing on the financial and capital
market disciplines over the last three to four decades. Once Japanese corporate
practices and financial systems are still admired but not much followed. The students
learn from Japan’s success and failure as useful examples for the future growth and
sustainability of your economies and organizations
Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and

Learning Objectives
We focus our attention on Japanese corporate financial practices and critically review
these practices to draw useful implications for today's global corporate finance
practices. Learning these Japanese practices is different from using or applying them
to your business practices today. The success (or failure) of a certain business model
at a certain point in time could be related to a specific business environment then.
We use both macro and micro approach to analyze corporate financial systems and
practices in Japan for possible applications in different business environment,
especially, in emerging economies.
MF2: Able to demonstrate understanding of Financial Knowledge
MD2: Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data
MU3; Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate governance and

attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Assessment

corporate philosophy
MU4: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese society and business
environment

The course is a balanced mix of lectures and case discussions. Course materials
consist of MBA cases (mostly out of HBS), academic finance papers (including my

accumulated work over the past three decades), power point slides, book chapters,
exercise problems, and cases. All materials are saved in advance. Students are
expected to meet the instructor in person during his office hours or by appointment.
They should be actively involved in class discussion, especially, in case discussion.
1. Group Presentations of Assigned Case(s)
20%
2. Class Participation / Discussion (Individual)/Debate (Individual) 30%
3. Final Presentation and Report (Group)
50%
Note that participating students are required to form a team consisting of two to
three students. Each team will be asked to present one case in slides which should be
turned in after presenting. All teams must fully prepare by answering questions
asked for each case.

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Corporate Finance and Financial Accounting (desired)
Basic Economics (desired)
The instructor will return assignments graded with significant comments.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Corporate Finance, Asian Global Edition, b)Edition: Global, c)Author: Ross,
Westerfield, Jaffe, et al., d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN:

9781259011832
a)Title: Principles of Corporate Finance, b)Edition: 13th, c)Author: Brealey, Myers,
and Allen, d)Publisher: McGraw Hill Higher Education, e)Year: 2020, f)ISBN:
9781260013900

a)Title: Japanese Main Bank System: Its Relevance for Developing and
Transforming Economies, b)Edition: , c)Author: Aoki, Patrick, and Sheard,
d)Publisher: Oxford Univ. press, e)Year: 1995, f)ISBN: 0198288999
a)Title: Corporate Governance and International Business Strategy, Performance
and Institutional Change, b)Edition: , c)Author: Strange, R. and G. Jackson, eds.,
d)Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan, e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN: 978 0 230 20339
a)Title: Corporate Governance in the 21st Century: Japan’s Gradual
Transformation, b)Edition: , c)Author: Nottage, Wolff, and Anderson, eds.,
d)Publisher: Edward Elgar, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 9781847209238
a)Title: Japanese Management in Evolution: New Directions, Breaks, and Emerging
Practice, b)Edition: , c)Author: Nakano, T., ed., d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year:
2018, f)ISBN: 9781315560892

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

HBS Cases are downloaded in a packet by paying the price charged. Other cases and
all case questions are saved in the course holders. All other materials including
lecture notes, journal and internet articles are also saved there in advance.
Class Topic
Required preparation
Required post-study
/homework
1
Overview of the
Corporate
1.5h 1-page summary
1h
Course &
Financial
report
Japanese
Practices:Hanaeda
Financial
Practices in Brief

2

Main Bank
System in Brief

, Hanaeda and
Serita, "Capital
Budgeting
Practices:

Evidence from
Japan" (2014).
SSRN:
https://ssrn.com/a
bstract=2312264
Bank-centered
Economy and
Main Bank

1.5h

1-page summary
report

1h

1-page report

1h

System:
Aoki, Patrick and
Sheard, Chap. 1
The Japanese

3

Financial
Practices under
Capital Inflow
Deregulation:
Foreign Direct
and Indirect
Investment

Main Bank
System: An
Introductory
Overview

Effect on
1h
Corporate
Governance:
Hiraki, et al.
(2003) “Corporate
governance and
firm value in
Japan: Evidence
from 1985 to 1998.
Effect on
Corporate Capital
Budgeting:
Hanaeda, Hideki
and Serita, Toshio,
Capital Budgeting
Practices:
Evidence from
Japan
(2014).SSRN:
https://ssrn.com/a
bstract=2312264

4

HBS Case (1)
Tokyo
Disneyland and
the DisneySea

Park (HKU568)

5

Bank and
Corporate
Governance

Corporate
Governance and
Differences in
Capital Budgeting

2h

Revise answers the
case questions

1h

1.5h

1^page report

1h

2h

Revise answers the
case questions

1h

1h

1-page report

1h

2.5h

Revise answers the

1h

Concepts and
Methods Between
American and
Japanese

Companies.
Case Questions:
TBA
Role of Banks (vs,
Foreign Investors)
in Corporate
Governance and
M&As
Jackson and
Miyajima,“A
Comparison of
Mergers and

Acquisitions in
Japan, Europe and
the United States
Gregory” in Ch.

11, Strange, R. and
G. Jackson, eds.
Hiraki, T., and A.
Ito (2009, PBFJ)

6

HBS Case (2):
HOYA
Corporation (A)

7

Japanese Way of
Business Group
Formation

8

HBS Case (3):

“Investor biases in
Japan: Another
Pathology of
Keiretsu.”

Hoya's Acquisition
of Pentax in the
Same Industry
Case questions:
TBA
Equity Carve-outs
and Listing of
Subsidiary
Companies
Learning
Objective:
-To understand
the formation of
manufacturing
keiretsu and their
restructuring
Parent and Listed

NEC Electronics

9

10

HBS Case (4):
Koito
Manufacturing

A Better Tokyo
Dome?

Subsidiary
Relations:
Conflict of Interest
between the
Majority and the
Minority
Shareholders
Case Questions:
TBA
Toyota's Old-day
Relation with
Major Supplier

(Koito
Manufacturing)
Case Questions:
TBA
A Note on the
Mitsui Fudosan
Tender Offer Bid
for Tokyo Dome

case questions

2h

Revise answers the
case questions

1h

2h

Revise answers the
case questions

1h

1h

Review questions

1h

2h

Revise answers the
case questions

1h

Corporation
(2021), Takezawa,
N. and A Hongo,
Rikkyo Business

11

Japanese IPO

12

Case (T. Hiraki,
2019): Softbank
Group and
Softbank IPO in
November 2019

Market

Review (2021)
Case Questions:
TBA
-IPO Market

Reforms and their
Consequences:
Hiraki, et. al,
“Banks, IPO
Underpricing, and
Allocation”
-IPO History:
Chapter 2,
Nakano, ed., Shim
and Yoshikawa,
“The evolution of
ownership
structure in the
Japanese firms
(1962–2012)
Softbank Group
and Softbank: Are
They Different
Animals?
(The case has
been developed by

on Book Building
System

13

Debate on New
Crisis

14

ANA Case (T,
Hiraki)

15

Group
Presentation of
ANA Case

the instructor for
this course in
2019.)
Common topic:
What can finance
do under the
COVID-19 crisis?
Debate agendas:
TBA
Can ANA be
continuously
socially responsible
under the
COVID-19?
1. Group
Presentations of
Assigned Case(s)
20%
2. Class
Participation /

1h

1-page report

1h

2h

Revise answers the
case questions

1h

2h

Each group should
meet to discuss the

1.5h

Each group should
comment on other
team's

1.5h

feedback from the
instructor

Discussion
(Individual)/Deba
te (Individual)
30%
3. Final
Presentation and
Report (Group)
50%

16

Group
Presentation of
ANA Case

Note that
participating
students are
required to form a
team consisting of
two to three
students. Each
team will be asked
to present one case
in slides which
should be turned
in after presenting.
All teams must
fully prepare by
answering
questions asked for
each case.
Concluding
remarks by the
instructor

2h

Others

None.

(continued) &
Wrapping
Total

presentations
44h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
JDP3040301
Kikkawa, Takeo

Course title
Business Leaders in Japan

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
Main 211
Thu.2〜3

Office Hours
Fri 12:00-13:00

Course Description

Course context is as follows.
The beginning two sessions focus on historical overview of the Japanese business

Name of Instructor

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback

Credits
2
E-mail

leaders from the Meiji Restoration of 1868 to the present time. The next twelve
sessions discuss on representative leaders, Shibusawa Eiichi, Kobayashi Ichizo,
Toyoda Kiichiro, Nishiyama Yataro, Idemitsu Sazo, Matsushita Konosuke, Ibuka
Masaru, Morita Akio, Honda Soichiro, Fujisawa Takeo, Doko Toshio, Inamori
Kazuo, Suzuki Toshifumi, Yanai Tadashi, and Son Masayoshi. The last two sessions
summarize the whole contents of the course and have a general discussion on
entrepreneurship.
The first thirty minutes of Session 3 to 14 are spent by instructor’s lecture based on
documents distributed beforehand, and the rest time is devoted to open discussion
based on Student’s memo. Students are asked to submit discussion memo (one
page) for several sessions to be used in the class except the first day of the course.
The deadline for e-mail submission to the instructor is the midnight on Monday
before the designated Thursday class.
The learning objectives of this course are two-fold. One is to give the students a
broad understanding on how Japanese business leaders acted in the process of the
industrialization and economic growth. Another is for the students to learn logical
frameworks on entrepreneurship in general.
[For MBA]
ML1: Able to demonstrate understanding of leadership concepts and practices
ML2: Able to listen well and have empathy with other people
MF1: Able to demonstrate understanding of management knowledge
MD3: Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under pressure
MJ2: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese employment practice
MJ3: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate governance and
management philosophy
MJ4: Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese society and business
environments
[For ISEP]
ML1: Able to demonstrate ubderstanding of leadership concepts and practices
Google Classroom
Class participation and discussion: 40%
Memo submission: 30%
Term paper: 30%
None
Face-to-face discussion in the class on the weekly memos and the term paper

from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Documents made by instructor
Class

Topic

1

Orientation

2

Overview

3

Shibusawa (1)

4

Shibusawa (2)

5

Kobayashi

6

Toyoda

7

Nishiyama &
Idemitsu

8

Matsushita

Required preparation
/homework
----/what and how 0.5h
to learn in this
course
Document on the
1h
overview of the

Required post-study
Review of
discussions in the
classroom
Review of
discussions in the

0.5h

Document on the
Japanese
industrialization/
What are the
conditions?
Document on
Shibusawa
Eiichi/how to

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

Japanese business
leaders/ What is
the historical
context?

contribute to the
industrialization
Document on
Kobayashi
Ichizo/how to lead
urbanization
Document on
Toyoda
Kiichiro/how to
establish the
automobile
industry
Document on
Nishiyama Yataro
& Idemitsu
Sazo/how to lead
the “Japanese
Miracle”
Document on
Matsushita
Konosuke/how to

1h

classroom

Others

9

Ibuka & Morita

10

Honda &
Fujisawa

11

Doko

12

Inamori

13

Suzuki

14

Yanai & Son

15

Summary

16

General
discussion
Total

lead
“Consumption
Revolution”
Document on
Ibuka Masaru &
Morita Akio/how
to found SONY
Document on
Honda Soichiro &
Fujisawa
Takeo/how to
found HONDA
Document on
Doko Toshio/how
to rebuild
companies and the
country
Document on
Inamori
Kazuo/how to
make a new entry
Document on
Suzuki
Toshifumi/haw to
make an
innovative
“Convenience
Store System”

Document on
Yanai Tadashi &
Son
Masayoshi/how to
take risks for
innovations
----/What is the
common logic of
the Japanese
business leaders?
----/What is
learned in the
course?

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

45h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
MGT 1120

Name of Instructor

Gaku Funabashi

Instructor's contact

Office#

information

212
Please contact by mail
(1) Monday 10:30~12:00, 13:00~14:30
(2) Monday 19:40~21:10, 21:10-22:40
Class time of (2) can be changed to 18:00~19:30, 19:40~21:10 from the 2nd week, if no
student registering this course takes language class during 18:00~19:30 on Monday.

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Course Description

Course title
Strategic Management
Credits
2
Office Hours

E-mail

The objective of this course is to introduce concept of strategic management with the
understanding of both external business environment and internal management assets.
Each week, the first session discusses what should be considered and why they are
critical for firms to fit into the conditions related to customers’ needs, competitive
structure, accumulation of resources including technology, and psychological aspects
influencing strategy implementation. Each issue is discussed further how actual firms
apply in real businesses.
In the second session, major concepts and frameworks by various researchers related
to each week’s topics are discussed to be able to understand strategic management from

Learning Objectives
& Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired
through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)
Delivery Methods
Assessment

various perspectives.
Sessions in the seventh week will be used for the presentations of group work.
MP1
Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues.
MP2
Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute.
MP3
Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data.
MP4
Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among alternatives.
MF1
Able to demonstrate understanding of Management Knowledge.
MD3
Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under pressure.
MT3
Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account
organizational and environmental implications.
MI4
Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business knowledge for
providing solutions to social issues sustainably.
This course contributes to the achievement of 4 objectives of 3 learning goals
mentioned below. For the purpose of accomplishment of these objectives, this course
covers issues needed to be considered in overall strategic planning process through
discussions on the base approach as well as various frameworks that are discussed and
used in actual businesses.

The classes include interactive lectures, discussions based on students’ memos, and
presentations by student groups.
Final grade will be given based on the total points you get from Weekly assignments,
Group presentation, Term paper and Class participation including discussions. Full
points for each assignment are;
Weekly assignment
10 points x 3 times
Group presentation
15 points
Term Paper
40 points
Class participation + discussion
15 points
Assessment by Learning Objectives is as below.

Learning Objectives
MP1

MP2

MP3

MP4

Class Participation

10%

10%

10%

10%

Weekly assignment

15%

15%

15%

15%

Group Presentation

15%

15%

15%

15%

Final Report

15%

15%

15%

15%

13.75%

13.75%

13.75%

13.75%

Assessment methods

Weight on Final Grade

Learning Objectives
MF1

MD3

MT3

MI4

Class Participation

40%

5%

5%

10%

Weekly assignment

20%

5%

15%

Group Presentation

20%

5%

15%

Final Report

20%

5%

15%

Assessment methods

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers
Required
Textbook(s)

13.75%
Weight on Final Grade
25%
0.0125%
0.05%
Notes:
(1) Instructions on weekly assignments, group presentation, and final report will be
shown at the classes.
(2) The last row lists the weights of each learning objective on the final grade.
None
Feedback will be sent by mail from an instructor
Required Textbook:
There is no required textbook. It is recommended to read journal articles below rather
than reading one textbook. For students who would like to refer a certain book in
strategic management, two books below are recommended (these two books are not
required books).
Hitt M.A., et al. "Strategic Management: Concepts: Competitiveness and
Globalization" Cengage Learning (2016)
Grant R.M. "Contemporary Strategy Analysis" John Wiley & Sons Inc. (10th edition
2019 or 9th edition 2016)
Recommended journal articles, periodicals, etc.
All journal articles below are available online. Please search with Google Scholar.
<Week 1> (Session 1&2)
Mintzberg, H. & Lampel J. “Reflecting on the strategy process” Sloan Management
Review 40 (1999)
<Week 2> (Session 3&4)
Christensen, C.M., et al. "Know your customers’ jobs to be done" Harvard Business
Review, Sep. (2016)
Porter, M.E. & Kramer, M.R. "Creating shared value" Harvard Business Review, Jan.Feb. (2011)
<Week 3> (Session 5&6)
Porter, M.E. "The five competitive forces that shape strategy." Harvard Business
Review, Jan. (2008)
Mauborgne, R. & Kim, W.C. "Blue ocean strategy" Harvard Business Review Oct.,
(2004)
<Week 4> (Session 7&8)
Barney, J.B., et al. “The future of resource-based theory: revitalization or decline?
Journal of management, 37.5 (2011)
Teece, D. J., Pisano, G., & Shuen, A. “Dynamic capabilities and strategic
management” Strategic management journal, 18(7), (1997)
<Week 5> (Session 9&10)

Reference Books
Other Materials
Class
Outlines

Christensen, C.M., et al. “What is disruptive innovation” Harvard Business Review,
Dec. (2015)
Nonaka, I. & Toyama, R. “The knowledge-creating theory revisited: knowledge
creation as a synthesizing process” in The essentials of knowledge management,
Palgrave Macmillan (2015)
<Week 6> (Session 11&12)
Barsade, S. & O’Neill, O.A. “Manage your emotional culture” Harvard business
review, Jan.-Feb. (2016)
Laloux, F. “The future of management is teal” strategy+business 80 (2015)
(Can be found by searching with ordinary Google not Google Scholar)
<Week 7> (Session 13&14)
No recommended journal articles.
<Week 8> (Session 15&16)
McGrath, R.G. “Business models: A discovery driven approach” Long range
planning, 43.2-3 (2010)
Reeves, M., et al. “Your strategy needs a strategy” Harvard business review, Sep.
(2012)
None
None

Class

1

Contents
Topic

Orientation/Overview of evolvement in strategic management

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Topic

2

3

4

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
External environment: Customers
Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

0.5 h

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Topic

5

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
* Summary Note will be provided every week after the class
Image of business concept and domain

0.5 h

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Frameworks to understand customer needs

0.5 h

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Weekly assignment (Details will be informed at the class)
External environment: Competitors

2.5 h

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles
1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises

0.5 h

6

Topic

Frameworks to understand competitive structure

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Topic

7

8

9

10

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Topic

11

12

13

14

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Weekly assignment
Internal assets: Resources

2.5 h

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Frameworks to understand accumulation and utilization of resources

0.5 h

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Internal assets: Technology

0.5 h

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Frameworks to understand technological evolution and innovation

0.5 h

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Weekly assignment
Internal: Psychological aspects

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Preparation for Group Presentation (Details will be informed at
the class)

Required

Preparation for Group Presentation

2.5 h

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Psychological aspects of organization and leadership

0.5 h

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Group presentations and discussions

0.5 h

4.0 h
Review with Feedback
0.5 h
Group presentations and discussions
4.0 h

preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

15

16

Review with Feedback
0.5 h
Overextension

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

Reading the above-mentioned Journal articles

1.0 h
Review of the contents discussed at the class with Summary
Note and apply in actual case of enterprises
Summary of the course/Overall picture of strategic management

0.5 h
Term paper (Details will be informed at the class)
10 h
Total

Others
Keyword

0.5 h

None
Strategy, Competition, External environment, Internal management resource

45 h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT1300301
Yokose, Tsutomu

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
#315

Course title
Corporate Social Responsibility
Credits
1
Office Hours
Tuesday, 9:00-18:00
Wednesday, 9:00-18:00
Other date: By

E-mail

appointment

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Mon.4〜5

Course Description

Business leaders in this digital age must have the role as a member of the society.
In every industry and organization, business persons are expected to acquire and
develop a capability to lead their people, teams, and organization with their mindset
of living with society.
Due to the rapid change at the age of globalization, business leaders are now facing
with the critical and tough situation and they are required to respond to all stake
holder needs with the balance of each benefit
From aforementioned points, this course provides students how to generate,
implement and manage Corporate Social Responsibility strategy and its
implementation plan.
In order to achieve organizational goals in global context and cross-cultural
environment, students should understand the role of leaders from the point of
Corporate Social Responsibility.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

During this course the following topics will be covered
 Concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
 Connection between business strategy and CSR strategy
 Industry level CSR
 Corporate citizenship
 Protecting human rights and environment as a company
 Country local rules vs global ethical roles
 Balance between corporate benefit and strategic risk in social responsibility
 The role of leaders in generating and implementing CSR strategy
Upon completion of this course, student should be able to:
 Understand and exercise how a company build the strategy in Corporate Social
Responsibility, what the responsibility of a corporate in the society, how to balance
the benefit among stakeholders.
 Gain the essential concept, mindset and analytical skills to be a business leader
with social responsibility role.
This course provide students opportunities to embody their knowledge, concept,
theories and learning in the other programs as leaders in the dynamic business
environment. At the new start of business career after their graduation, the

discussion and practices in this program will help student to have confidence in their
leader’s tasks.
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

Delivery Methods
Assessment
Prerequisites

Following Learning Objectives are defined for the completion of degree
<MBA>
MS1(L2-1) Able to clearly identify the central problem/issue to demonstrate
understanding of socially responsible leadership concepts and practices

MS2(L2-2) Able to outline strategies for socially responsible companies
MS3(L2-3) Able to demonstrate ability to illustrate key reasons why socially
responsible leadership is integrated into mainstream business operations through
global value chain

MD1(L6-1) Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing
internal and external strategic contexts
interactive lecture, case method study, group discussion and presentation

Learning Objectives
Assessment methods MS-1

(L2-1)
MS-2
(L2-2) MS-3
(L2-3) MD-1
(L6-1)
Contribution to Class discussion 20% 10% 10% 10%
Group Presentation 20% 20% 20%
Case Memos (4 times) 30% 30% 30% 40%
Individual Final Report 30% 40% 40% 50%
Weight on Final Grade 25% 25% 25% 25%

Notes:
The last row lists the weights of each learning objective on the final grade.
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Case memos: during the class, instructor show the points for the analysis and good
examples
Upon request, instructor will provide individual feedback
Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Cases;
 CSR and the Tobacco Industry Universite De Geneve 713-067-1
 Royal Dutch/Shell in Nigeria(A) HBS 9-399-126
 Apple: Privacy vs Safety? (A) HBS 9-316-069
 “Enrich Not Exploit”: Can New CSR Strategy Help Body Shop Regain Glory?
ICMR 717-0073-8
 Genzyme’s CSR Dilemma: How to Play its HAND HBS 9-910-407

Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

 Definition of
CSR
 Stakeholder
analysis
 Industry level
CSR
Case: CSR and
the Tobacco
Industry
(case memo
submission)

2

Required preparation
/homework
Read the required 2h
text book
Understand the
concept or CSR
through lecture
materials
Assigned
4h
questions (case
memos and group

Required post-study
Debrief the course
materials
depending upon
lecture

0.5h

Review own case
memos depending
upon lecture

1h

1h

Debrief the course

0.5h

4h

Review own case
memos depending
upon lecture

1h

discussion 1-3)
1. Who are the
stake holders? and
what are the key
issues?
2. What CSR
strategies or
initiatives would

your recommend
to the board?
3. Should the
tobacco industry

3

4

 Influence of

market and
institutional
failures to
business
 Corporate
citizenship
 Corporation’s
role in protecting
human rights and
the environment
Case: Royal
Dutch/Shell in
Nigeria(A)
(case memo
submission)

be regulated? To
what extent and in
what ways?
4. What should the
CEO propose to
the board
meeting?
Read course
materials and
understand the
concept

Assigned
questions (case
memos 1-3, group
discussion 4-5)
1. Why has Shell
become the
subject of criticism

materials
depending upon
lecture

and controversy?
2. During its time
in Nigeria, what, if
anything, should
Shell have done
differently ?
3. What is your
appraisal of Shell’s

stated business
principle of
noninvolvement in
political matters?
4. (Group
discussion) As
Brian Andersen,
what would you

recommend to
Shell’s Committee
of Managing
Directors

regarding the
death sentence for
Saro-Wiwa and his
co-defendants?
What, if anything,
would you do
personally about
this matter?
5. (Group
discussion) What
advice would you
give Shell’s

5

 New CSR
challenges in
digital age
 Tensions
between
responsibilities to
customers and
responsibility to
society
 Avoidance or
prevention of
harms

leadership going
forward? What the
about the liquefied
nature gas
projects?
Read course
materials and
understand the
concept

1h

Debrief the course
materials
depending upon
lecture

0.5h

 Reconciliation
of potential
tensions among
business leader’s

6

responsibility in
global context
Apple: Privacy vs
Safety? (A)
(case memo
submission)

Assigned
questions s (case

memos 1-3, group
discussion 4-5)
1. If you were
Cook, would you

comply with the
court order to help
the FBI access the
data on the iPhone
used in the San
Bernardino
shooting? Why
and why not?

2. What are
Apple’s
responsibilities for
public safety?

3. What are
Apple’s
responsibilities for
customer privacy?

Does Cook have
additional
responsibilities to
take into account
in this situation? If
so, what are they?
4. (Group
discussion) Does

your answer to
providing access
vary with the
government
agency or national
government
requesting the
data? Why or Why
not?
5. (Group
discussion) Is
there a way for
Cook to resolve the

4h

Review own case
memos depending
upon lecture

1h

7

8

CSR issues and
challenges caused
by M&A
Leadership role
in the newly
settled CSR
strategy after
M&A
Analyze CSR
strategy from the
new sustainable
initiative views
The way to
regain leadership
position and
ethical business
“Enrich Not
Exploit”: Can
New CSR
Strategy Help

Body Shop
Regain Glory?
(case memo
submission and
Group
Presentation)

apparent tensions
among these
various
responsibilities?
Read course
materials and
understand the
concept

Assigned
questions (case
memos 1-3, group
presentation 3-4)
1. How did Body
Shop emerge as a
champion of CSR
while challenging
industry norms?
How important a
contribution did
Roddick make to

the creation of
Body Shop?
2. How did the
acquisition by
L’Oreal affect the
ethical image of
Body Shop?
Identify the
problem Body
Shop faced
following the take
over
3. (Group
presentation
Topic) Critically
analyze Body
Shop’s new CSR

1h

Debrief the course
materials
depending upon
lecture

0.5h

8h

Review own case
memos depending
upon lecture
Final Report
preparation and
submit

7h

approach
4. (Group
presentation
Topic) Do you

think the
revamped strategy
will help Body
Shop regain its lost
glory as a leader in
ethical business?
What possible
challenges could

Others

Total

Schwartz and
Davis face going
forward and how
can the be tackled?

37h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Relations (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
MGT1310

Name of Instructor

Course title
Business Core

Prof. Chuang, Prof. Comai, Prof. Hirose

Credits

(Alphabetical order)

2

Instructor's

Office#

Office Hours

contact

Prof. Chuang (211)

By appointment

information

Prof. Comai (205)

E-mail (+@iuj.ac.jp)

Prof. Hirose (207)
Class

Schedule

Tuesday 2, 3

Day / Period
Course

This course is designed to equip students having fundamental knowledge in

Description

finance, marketing, and organizational behavior.

Learning

After taking this course, participants are able to understand basic business

Objectives

&

Goals

questions and join the discussion in a business environment. Moreover, this
course will serve as a stepstone for participants to study more advanced courses
in business school.

Contribution

to

This is a core course, particularly for digital transformation program (DXP)

Diploma

participants. Participants will be (1) able to demonstrate understanding of

Policy (knowledge,

Management Knowledge [MF1], (2) able to demonstrate understanding of

skills, and attitude

Marketing Knowledge [MF4], and (3) able to demonstrate understanding of

which

Accounting Knowledge [MF5].

the

can

acquired
this

be

through

course

obtaining

for
the

degree concerned)
Delivery Methods

See below in the contents.

Prerequisites

None

Assessment

Participants will be grated depending on the following weights:
Finance (25%) + Marketing (25%) + Organizational Behavior (50)

Method
Feedback

of
for

See below in the contents.

Exams/Papers
Required

Organizational Behavior [No need to purchase, but obtain copies for required

Textbook(s)

reading parts] “Essentials of organizational behavior” – See “Others” section for
details.

Reference Books
Other Materials
Class
Outlines

Class

Contents
Topic
Required

1

Marketing I: Principles of Marketing
Read the case “Pink Lady: Marketing apple fruits”

preparation Answer case questions.
/homework

Additional material: Students notes 1 and 2

3.5h

Required
post-study
Topic
Required

Marketing II: Global Marketing
Read the case “Ogasaka Ski: the challenge to be an

preparation international brand”
2

/homework

Answer case questions and bring your solutions to the
class.
Additional material: Students notes 5

3.5h

Required
post-study
Topic

Marketing III: Market Orientation & Intelligence

Required
3

preparation Read case “SOK Corporation”
/homework

Additional material: Students notes 3 and 4

3.5h

Required
post-study
Topic

Marketing IV: Digital Marketing

Required
4

preparation
/homework

Additional material: Introduction to Digital Marketing

Required

Select a Brand and apply the Digital Marketing Maturity

post-study

Tool.

Topic

Introduction and Overview of Organizational Behavior

1.5h
3h

Required
5

 Read Textbook: Chapter 1: Welcome to the World
preparation
of OB
/homework
Required
post-study

3h

6

Topic

Introduction and Overview of Organizational Behavior

Required

Case: GE’s Two-Decade Transformation: Jack Welch’s

preparation Leadership [HBS Case: 24 pages | 399150-PDF-ENG] –
/homework

Check the “Case Reading Tips” on the Google Classroom
Portal (to be created before the course starts)

3h

Required
post-study
Topic

Micro-level Organizational Behavior

Required
7

 Skim Textbook: Chapters 7: Basic Motivation, 8:
preparation
Applied Motivation, and 9: Communication
/homework

3h

Required
post-study

8

Topic

Micro-level Organizational Behavior

Required

Case: Intel in China [HBS Case: 8 pages | 99C007-PDF-

preparation ENG] – Check the “Case Reading Tips” on the Google
/homework

Classroom Portal (to be created before the course starts)

3h

Required
post-study
Topic

Macro-level Organizational Behavior

Required
9

 Skim Textbook: Chapters 12: Characteristics of
preparation
Leaders, and 13: Power and Politics in
/homework
Organizations

There will be a movie sections viewing time for the movie
“INVICTUS” (no preparation needed for this)

3h

Required
post-study

10

Topic

Macro-level Organizational Behavior

Required

 Case: Trouble at Tessei [HBS Case: 16 pages |

preparation
/homework
Required

615044-PDF-ENG] – Check the “Case Reading
Tips” on the Google Classroom Portal (to be created
before the course starts)

3h

post-study

11

Topic

Organizational Transformation and Change Management

Required

Read Textbook: Chapters 16: Creating and Maintaining

preparation Organizational Culture, 17: Organizational Change
/homework

3h

Required
post-study
Topic
12

Organizational Transformation and Change Management

Required

 Case: Old Mutual Limited: Leading Culture Change
[Ivey: 11 pages | W20212-PDF-ENG] – Check the
preparation
“Case Reading Tips” on the Google Classroom
/homework
Portal (to be created before the course starts)

5.5h

 YOU NEED TO SUBMIT THE OB FINAL
ESSAY BEFORE THE DAY OF THIS CLASS.
DETAILS WILL BE ANNOUNCED ON THE
GOOGLE CLASSROOM PORTAL

Required
post-study

13

Topic

Finance I: Accounting and Financial Statements

Required

Some exercises will be illustrated during the lecture. Please

preparation prepare the answers in advance.
/homework

1.5h

Required

Some exercises will be distributed during the lecture.

post-study

Please prepare the answers for the next lecture-discussion.

Topic

Finance II: Financial Planning and Analysis

1h

Required
14

15

preparation Some exercises will be illustrated during the lecture. Please
/homework

prepare the answers in advance.

Required

Some exercises will be distributed during the lecture.

post-study

Please prepare the answers for the next lecture discussion.

Topic

Finance III: Short-term Financial Decisions

Required

Some exercises will be illustrated during the lecture. Please

1.5h
1h

preparation prepare the answers in advance.
/homework

1.5h

Required

Some exercises will be distributed during the lecture.

post-study

Please prepare the answers for the next lecture discussion.

Topic

Finance IV: Capital Budgeting

1h

Required
16

preparation Some exercises will be illustrated during the lecture. Please
/homework

prepare the answers in advance.

1.5h

Required

Some exercises will be distributed during the lecture.

post-study

1h
Total

51.5
h

Others

[[Organizational Behavior Info (Week 3 to 6)]]
[TEXTBOOK]

 Students who can visit the IUJ MLIC Library should make copies for the required
parts of the textbook from the MLIC reserve.
o The following two versions are acceptable for use. Do not use older
versions.
 Robbins, S. P., & Judge, T. (2018). Essentials
of
organizational behavior (14th Global ed.).
Boston:
Pearson Education. (4 copies in reserve)


Robbins, S. P., & Judge, T. (2016). Essentials
of organizational behavior (13th Global ed.).
Boston: Pearson Education. (4 copies in

Keyword

reserve)
 Students in remote locations, please ask the MLIC librarians for the e-book
access. Send your request to either lib-stf@iuj.ac.jp or mlic-lib@iuj.ac.jp.

Digital Marketing; Financial Management; Marketing Management; Organizational
Behavior

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT2020301
Hirose, Shinichi

Course title
Service Management

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
207

Office Hours
By ad-hoc appointment
(flexible).
You can also ask questions

Credits
2
E-mail

etc., during the lunch
break or after the class

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Thu.2〜3

Course Description

In today’s economy, the majority of GDP is created from the service sector—more
than 70% in developed countries and above 50% among developing countries. So
we cannot ignore the importance of service business management anymore.
This course provides an essential and practical understanding of service businesses.
The concepts and frameworks of service management also apply to public services.
We learn how to manage modern service organizations and the people delivering
services effectively.
Upon successfully completing this course, you will have a comprehensive
understanding of the characteristics of service operation compared to manufacturing
practices. You will also learn how service operations should be conceptualized,

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the

designed, implemented, and monitored. Also, you will learn the practical techniques
for managing, motivating, and empowering the front-line employees (FLEs) who
deliver services to your clients.
This course is relevant to those who will engage in various service operations for
business and public welfare.
Also, many manufacturers in the contemporary environment are aggressively
seeking opportunities for expanding their business scope into the service domain.
Such movements are dubbed "servitization." Therefore this course will also add
significant value for those who will work for manufacturers.
This course specializes in providing a keen understanding of service activities. The
topics include strategic service model design, service marketing, and service
operations, cap stoned by people, and organization management/leadership issues.
[Special Note Re: COVID-19] The desirable styles of human-based service delivery
in the era of post-COVID have not yet been established. Therefore, this course will
set the discussion basis on the pre-COVID models. The goals would be to make
lively discussions among course participants and the instructor to try mapping the
new styles of human-based services of the age.
MP1, MP2, MP3,MP4,MF1,MD1

degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

- THIS COURSE IS DELIVERED THRU ZOOM
- CLASS HOUR: FLEXIBLY EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER THE ZOOM
SESSION OR BY INDIVIDUAL APPOINTMENT
Course delivery consists of a) your text reading, b) your weekly case analysis

(individual homework), c) group case discussion within the classes, d)class-wide case
discussion, and e) supplementary lectures related to the topics of each week.
You will belong to a group discussion and presentation work team. The team's

formation will be determined during Weeks 1-2, and the team member will be fixed
throughout the course. The number of team members will be three to five,
depending on the class size. With your teammates, you will discuss the issues of the
case every week.
* Every week, we will have a breakout time for each group to discuss among
members on Zoom.
* In addition, each team is asked to make a group presentation in Week 4.

This course builds on the understanding of Organizational Behavior concepts.
IMBA and E-biz students, who do not have the opportunity to take the OB before
this class, may feel a few difficulties fully grasping the implications of the contents
presented in this course. However, the instructor will support these students by

Assessment

inputting key underlying OB concepts through supplementary lectures conducted
each week. Asking questions either before or after the class is also quite welcome.
- Case Memo Preparation and Submission: Submit a 1-page (or up to 3 pages if you
want) analysis memo by Wednesday 10:20, i.e., 10 minutes before the class time. It is
individual work, and do not make discussions to develop your memo): 10%
*The submission of this type of individually prepared report is due in Weeks 2, 3, 5,
and 7 (four times). The instructor will explain the report format and submission
method in Week 1 and on the Classroom platform.
* You submit your case memo to the Classroom's Submission Box.
* Key questions will be uploaded to the Classroom site for these cases (Week 1, 2, 3,
5, and 6). You can use these keys as compasses to consider the issues in each case
and prepare the memo.
*For cases used in Weeks 4 and 8 and for the Week 7 Special Lecture, key questions
will not be offered so that such anchors will not constrain your thoughts.
- Class Participation (active involvement in discussions, in terms of speak-up
quality/impact rather than mere frequency): 20%
- Peer Evaluation (discussion group member survey, conducted during and soon
after the week 8 session): 15%
- The quality of the analyses and recommendations to the guest speaker's talk in
Week 6 in the form of a case memo: 15%
- Week 4 Group Presentation: 15%
- Week 8 Final Essay (case analysis and essay, individual work): 25% - There is no
minimum or maximum number of pages for your Report/Essay. However,
considering the importance of this output which is meant to be your wrap-up for this
course, most likely, you will need to develop three to five pages of the document.

Prerequisites

Submission guidance and instruction will be given on the Classroom site around
Week 5.
*The Starbucks case for Week 8 is voluminous (71 pages). Recommended that you
start reading this case material as early as possible. Last week's crush work is not a
good idea!
None, but this is an advanced course on the basis of Organizational Behavior. 2ndyear students in a 2-year course and 1-year Program students are eligible
[STRONGLY ADVISED] 1st-year students in the 2-year Programs are advised to
enroll in this class in their 2nd year.

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

[GSIR Students] The instructor encourages GSIR students to contact the instructor
before taking this course.
Case Memos: Pass/Fail
Major Assignments: Individual comment feedback

Required:
a)Title: Service management: an integrated approach, b)Edition: 3rd, c)Author:
Looy, B. v., Dierdonck, R. v., & Gemmel, P., d)Publisher: Financial Times Prentice
Hall, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 9780273732037

Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Services marketing: people, technology, strategy, b)Edition: 8th, c)Author:
Lovelock, C.H., & Wirtz, J., d)Publisher: World Scientific, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN:
9781944659011
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

INTRODUCTI

2

INTRODUCTI
ON—THE
NATURE OF
SERVICES

3

TYPE OF

ON—THE
NATURE OF
SERVICES

Required preparation
/homework
[Textbook] pp.33h
20. Carefully take a
look at Tables 1.1,
1.2, and 1.3,
Figures 1.1, 1.2,
1.3 and 1.4.
[Case] The Way
Forward: A
Management
Dilemma [Case
Centre, 411-023-1
PDF-ENG | 7 p]
* CASE MEMO
SUBMISSION IS
NOT
REQUIRED FOR
THIS WEEK 1.
[Textbook] pp.23-

Required post-study
h

3h

h

3h

h

4

5

SERVICES AND
IMPLICATION
TO CLIENTS
TYPE OF
SERVICES AND
IMPLICATION
TO CLIENTS

VALUE COCREATION
PROCESS AND
SERVICE
SUCCESS
CYCLE

6

VALUE COCREATION
PROCESS AND
SERVICE
SUCCESS
CYCLE

7

FRONT LINE
EMPLOYEE
(FLE) ROLE
STRESS,
ROLE
CONFLICT,
STRESS
HANDLING
AND
MITIGATION SERVICE
CONCEPT
AND
PERCEPTION
GAP

30. Carefully take a
look at Figure 1.4.
[Case] Four
Seasons Goes to
Paris [HBS,
803069-PDFENG | 24 p]
* Submit your
individual Case
Memo to the
Classroom
Submission Box
[Textbook] pp.3034. Carefully take a
look at Figures 2.2

3h

h

3h

h

and 2.3. Also,
study pp.37-51,
pp. 280-300.
Carefully take a
look at Figure 12.6.
[Case] Harrahʼs
3h
Entertainment,
Inc.: Rewarding
Our People [HBS,
403008-PDFENG | 16 p]
* Submit your
individual Case
Memo onto the
Classroom
Submission Box

[Textbook] Read
3h
pp.92-101.
[Short Case]
Exhibit 5.2 on the
textbook (p.92)
[Group
Presentations]
Regularly you are
required to study
and prepare the
case reports ("Case
Memos")
individually
without
working/discussin
g with other class
members. ONLY

h

h

FOR THIS
WEEK, PLEASE
DISCUSS THE
CASE (Air India)

WITH YOUR
DISCUSSION
GROUP
MEMBERS AND
DEVELOP A
GROUP
PRESENTATIO
N TO BE

DELIVERED IN
THE CLASS.
Make sure that all
members take

charge of a part of
the presentation
and talk about the
section in charge.

It is not desirable
that one person
represents the
group, and the rest
of the members
stay silent.
The time given to
your group

presentation will
be most likely
around 20 to 30
minutes, but it
depends on the
total class size.
Also, please make
sure to upload
your presentation
PPT file to the
designated shared
folder after the
class.
* Pay attention for
avoiding the
chance of infection
when you organize
the group work.
* Feedback to your
group presentation
and slide materials

will be returned
from the instructor
at the time when
the course grade is

8

9

10

11

FRONT LINE
EMPLOYEE
(FLE) ROLE
STRESS,
ROLE

CONFLICT,
STRESS
HANDLING
AND
MITIGATION SERVICE
CONCEPT
AND
PERCEPTION
GAP
FLE
EMPOWERME
NT, TEAM
COLLABORATI
ON, TRUST,
AND
ORGANIZATIO
NAL SUPPORT
FLE
EMPOWERME
NT, TEAM
COLLABORATI
ON, TRUST,
AND
ORGANIZATIO
NAL SUPPORT

SPECIAL
SESSION BY A
GUEST
SPEAKER

released from
OAA after the Fall
Term.
[Case] Air India:
Undoing Service
Failure [Case
Centre, 515-071-1
PDF-Eng | 11 p]
* Group
Presentations and
Q&A will continue
from module 7,

3h

h

[Textbook]
pp.246-275.
Carefully take a
look at Tables
11.1, 11.2, 11.3,
11.4,11.5, Figures
11.1, 11.3, 11.5

3h

h

[Case] Calveta
Dining Services,
Inc.: A Recipe for
Growth? [HBS,
4261 | 13 p]
* Submit your
individual Case
Memo to the
Classroom
Submission Box
REAL
CHALLENGES
IN THE
FRONTLINE OF
A HOSPITAL INTERACTION
BETWEEN
MEDICAL
STAFF AND

3h

h

h

h

and wrap-up
discussion will take
place.

PATIENTS
[SPEAKER]
Mr. Minoru,
SUZUKI

12

13

SPECIAL
SESSION BY A
GUEST
SPEAKER

SERVICE
PERFORMANC
E
MEASUREMEN
T AND SELFDRIVEN
CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMEN
TS

14

SERVICE
PERFORMANC
E
MEASUREMEN
T AND SELFDRIVEN
CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMEN
TS

Managing
Director
Arima Kogen
Hospital
(session
continues)
[REPORT FOR
THIS SESSION

h

h

h

h

MUST BE
SUBMITTED
"AFTER" THE
CLASS. THE

DUE DATE
WILL BE
ANNOUNCED
IN THE WEEK 1.
[Textbook]
pp.306-334,
pp.363-383.
Carefully take a

look at Figures
13.3, 13.4, 15.3,
15.5, and Exhibits
13.1 (pp.316-317)

and 13.2 (p.318319).
[Case] THE
h
RITZ-CARLTON
HOTEL
COMPANY: THE
QUEST FOR
SERVICE
EXCELLENCE
[HBS/Columbia,
CU09-PDF-ENG
| 26p]
- Use the Excel file
available on the
shared course
folder to analyze
the details of this
case.
* Submit your
individual Case
Memo onto the

6h

15

HOLISTIC
SERVICE
REVITALIZATI

Classroom
[Reading
Assignment] Book
chapter about

HOLISTIC
SERVICE

and made available
in advance.)
[Case] Starbucks
Coffee Company:

ON AND
BUSINESS
TURNAROUN
D

16

REVITALIZATI
ON AND
BUSINESS
TURNAROUN
D

4h

h

4h

4h

service marketing
management.
(Book parts to be
read announced

Transformation
and Renewal
[HBS, 314068PDF-ENG | 71p]
[Homework
Report] Due until
23:00 of the
previous day when
this class takes
place.
* Your Essay must
be strictly the

output of your
individual work.
Please refrain from
group discussion
or co-working for
Essay
development.
* Upload your
essay to the
designated
Classroom section.
* More detailed
instruction will be
given in advance.
* Individual
feedback will be
returned to you
from the instructor
at the same time
when you receive
the course score.

Others

Total
48h
[ATTENTION]
1. NO PLAGIARISM - HUGE PRICE TO PAY!
The instructor conducts plagiarism checks for all of your submissions, including

weekly case memos, Week 4 group presentation materials, and the Week 8 Final
Essay by using the plagiarism detection software. It analyzes the similarity between
your writings and internet web documents and the commonality of your writings
with other course participants.
Probably you are aware that there are many web pages which offer case analysis
hints, "sample" or "template" report examples for free or for a fee. The instructor
does not prohibit that you visit such websites; however, it is not recommendable that
you pick up ideas and phrases excessively from these sources. When you get heavily
hooked with such contents, the chance of developing your unique insights will
diminish.

In case the excessive similarity with other sources which are not of your possession is
found in your submitted writings, the instructor will conduct more rigorous
comparisons. After that process, if the person's writings are deemed to be suspicious,
the instructor will send letters of warning with specific evidence of plagiaristic
information. The recipient of the notifications will have opportunities to discuss the
matter with the instructor.
The plagiarism checking process is extremely reliable from the viewpoint of

probability, and the detected offenders will find it difficult to defend the originality of
the submitted reports.
In case the plagiarism happens, the offender will receive zero points for the entire
course, and will get the "F" grade.
Another caution. In the past, there was a case where a person "borrowed" a case
memo draft from a friend for the assignment which required individual, independent
work. In this case, both the lender and the borrower received zero points - be careful.

However, please do not worry too much about the probability of getting detected as a
plagiarism case. As far as you compose outputs by yourself, there is no chance of
being suspected. "Excessive similarity" occurs when you "copy and paste" many
phrases from illegitimate sources. It is not a problem that you make necessary
citations from the case material to address your arguments. But if the majority part of
your submitted document is merely the duplication of the case document, that will
be a problem.
In short, what the instructor expects in the various submissions are the traces of your
original thoughts and the signs of concept applications of what you learned.
2. CLASS ATTENDANCE IS YOUR RIGHT, NOT DUTY
The instructor does not check and record whether someone was in the class or not. If
you do not come to the class, it is just your loss of learning opportunities and does not
directly affect your grade.
However, please be aware that you are a member of a specific
discussion/presentation group. Your absence will negatively affect your group's
learning process and collective work and output. Since we conduct peer performance

evaluation at the end of the course period, you will want not to be uncooperative,
including the frequent absence from the Zoom session.
Often there are cases where you have sickness or family matters which inhibit you

from attending sessions. For such serious situations, the instructor advises that you
put your issues ahead of coming to the class. When it happens, it would be sensible to
let your discussion group members know that you will not be present. Getting help
from your friends to catch up missed classes is also an excellent idea.
3. OFFICE HOURS
You can request appointments to discuss course-related issues with the instructor. If
you feel you need more than 15 minutes, we will find mutually available time slots
and arrange a Zoom session. On the other hand, if your issue does not seem to need
a long time, you can talk to me, without appointments, either during the class brake
or after the class is over by way of Zoom for each session.

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT2110301
Kikkawa, Takeo

Course title
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
Main 211
Fri.2〜3

Office Hours
Fri 12:00-13:00

E-mail

Course Description

Course context is as follws.
The beginning two sessions focus on historical overview of the Japanese business

history. The next four sessions discuss on the theoretical framework of innovation
and entrepreneurship. Sessions 7 to 12 highlight the historical context which enabled
innovations and entrepreneurial activities. In the last four sessions, every student
makes presentation on free theme about innovation and entrepreneurship.
Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy

(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

Delivery Methods

Assessment

The learning objectives of this course are two-fold. One is to understand concepts of
innovation and the essence of entrepreneurship. Another is to learn the historical
context of innovations and entrepreneurial activities. For the sake of the second

purpose, this class examines the Japanese modernization, economic growth, and
dematurity process.
[For MBA]
MP1: Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues
MP2: Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute
MP3: Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and date
MP4: Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among alternatives
MF1: Able to demonstrate understanding of management knowledge
MD1: Able to apply the concepts of syrategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts
[For DXP]
MT2: Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization
MT3: Able to implement digital transformation while talimg into account
organizational and environmental implications
[For ISEP]
MI3: Able to demonstrate ability to connect different ideas for creating new solutions
toward factors of social issues
This course consists of two parts. Lecture sessions (2, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11) are advanced
on the basis of documents distributed beforehand, and Discussion sessions (4, 6, 8,
10, and 12) is devoted to open discussion based on student’s short memo. Students
are asked to submit discussion memo (around 20 lines) for several sessions and the
power point for final presentations to be used in the class except the first day of the
course. The deadline for e-mail submission to the instructor
(kikkawa09@gmail.com) is the midnight on Tuesday before the designated Friday
class.
Class participation and discussion: 30%

Short memo submission: 30%
Final presentation: 40%
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

None

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Documents #1-#6 will be uploaded in IM materials:
#1 Takeo Kikkawa, “Overview of Japan’s Economic Development”
#2 Takeo Kikkawa, “Concepts of Innovation: Three Perspectives”
#3 Takeo Kikkawa, “Essence of Entrepreneurship: The cases of Sony and Honda”
#4 Takeo Kikkawa, “Entrepreneurship and Modernization: Breakthrough
Innovation Era in Japan”
#5 Takeo Kikkawa, “Entrepreneurship and Economic Growth: Incremental
Innovation Era in Japan”

#6 Takeo Kikkawa, “Entrepreneurship and Dematurity: Japan Caught between Two
Types of Innovation”
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Orientation

2

Overview

3

Innovation (1)

4

Innovation (2)

5

Entrepreneurship
(1)

6

Entrepreneurship

Required preparation
/homework
------/ What and
how to learn in this
course

Document #1 on
the overview of the
Japanese business
history/ What is
the historical
context concerning
entrepreneurship
and Innovation?
Lecture based on
document #2 on
concepts of
innovation
Discussion based
on student’s short
memo on
document #2
Lecture based on
document #3 on
the essence of
entrepreneurship
Discussion based

Required post-study
0.5h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

0.5h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of

1h

1h

(2)

7

Modernization
(1)

8

Modernization
(2)

9

Economic growth
(1)

10

Economic growth

11

Dematurity (1)

12

Dematurity (2)

13

Final
presentation (1)

14

Final
presentation (2)

15

Final
presentation (3)

16

Final
presentation (4)
& Concluding
remarks

(2)

on student’s short
memo on
document #3
Lecture based on
document #4 on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation in
the era of
modernization
Discussion based
on student’s short
memo on
document #4
Lecture based on
document #5 on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation in
the era of
economic growth
Discussion based

on student’s short
memo on
document #5
Lecture based on
document #6 on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation in
the era of
dematurity
Discussion based
on student’s short
memo on
document #6
Student’s
presentation on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation
Student’s
presentation on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation
Student’s
presentation on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation
Student’s
presentation on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation &

discussions in the
classroom
2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of

1h

2h

Review of

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

discussions in the
classroom

discussions in the
classroom

Others

Total

Concluding
remarks

45h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT2130301
Wakayama, Toshihiro

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
None

Class Schedule Day /

Mon.4〜5

Course Description

This course addresses two fundamental issues of innovation for practicing managers

Period

Course title
New Business Creation and Venturing
Credits
2
Office Hours
By appointment or at the
end of class.

E-mail

and entrepreneurs: ① innovation-driven business creation and ② innovation-driven
business growth.
① Innovation-driven business creation: Managers must be able to identify new
innovation opportunities, formulate them as viable business concepts, and manage
the initial business launch.
② Innovation-driven business growth: In order to grow businesses through
innovation, managers must be able to do ① above in the context of preexisting,
legacy businesses, which will force them to meet the challenge of the classical
dilemma, known as exploration-exploitation ambidexterity.

In exploration-exploitation ambidexterity, managers must explore new opportunities
for “tomorrow’s living” (exploration) while at the same time managing old businesses
for “today’s living” (exploitation), where the old and the new compete for limited
resources and often demand conflicting strategic actions. In order to illuminate the
challenge and the reward of ① and ② above in a way that is vivid and also
pedagogically effective, the course frequently makes use of the framework of
disruptive innovation.
Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

- Learn a set of concepts and frameworks that help you recognize business
opportunities amid the complex dynamics of today’s competition.
- Learn how to frame those new opportunities as competitively viable business
concepts.
- Deeply understand the ambidexterity challenge around the creation of new
businesses and nurture proper mindset to function as the ambidextrous manager.
This course fulfills the following MEXT learning objectives:
MP1(MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues.
MP2(MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute.
MP3(MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concept and data.
MP4(MBA): Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among
alternatives.
MF1(MBA, JGDP, DXP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Management
Knowledge.
MD1(IMBA): Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing
internal and external strategic contexts.

Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

MT2(DXP): Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization.
MT3(DXP): Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account
organizational and environmental implications.
MI3(ISEP):Able to demonstrate ability to connect different ideas for creating new
solutions towards factors of social issues.
Case-based teaching.
Class Participation: 40%
Final Case Analysis Report: 60%
None.
Scores of individual questions with explanation when needed or requested.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Required Materials
==================
Articles (available in the course folder):
> What is Disruptive Innovation? Christensen, Raynor and McDonald, Harvard

Business Review, 2015

Cases (must be purchased):
> Pandesic – The Challenge of a New Business Venture (A), 399129-PDF-ENG,

Harvard Business School, 2005 (Revised).
> Apple Computer 2002, 702469-PDF-ENG, Harvard Business School, 2005
(Revised).
> Apple Inc. in 2015, 715456-PDF-ENG, Harvard Business School, 2015.
> Stone Finch, Inc.: Young Division, Old Division, 3214-PDF-ENG, Harvard
Business School, 2010(Revised)
> Emerging Business Opportunities at IBM (A), 304075-PDF-ENG, Harvard
Business School, 2005(Revised)
> GE’s Imagination Breakthroughs: The Evo Project, 907048-PDF-ENG, Harvard
Business School, 2008(Revised)
> How GE is Disrupting itself, Immelt, Govindarajan and Trimble, Harvard
Business Review, 2009 (We will use this HBR article as a case material).
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Redefining the
basis of
competition
through
disruptive
innovation

Required preparation
/homework
* Read "What is
4h
disruptive
innovation?",
HBR, 2015
* Read the slide set
for this week and

Required post-study
h

2
3

Continuation of
Class 1
Extending your
"resource-base"
beyond the
organizational
boundary

4
5

Continuation of
Class 3
Aligning your
business with
shifting industry
structure.

6
7

8
9

10

Continuation of
Class 5
Exploiting de-

commoditization
for new business
creation

Continuation of
Class 7
Embracing the
conflicting
themes of
exploration and
exploitation

Continuation of
Class 9

try to answer the
questions posed
there.

h

h

6h

h

h

h

* Read and analyze
the case "Apple
Computer 2002".
* Read the slide set
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posed
there.

6h

h

h

h

* Read and analyze

6h

h

h

h

6h

h

h

h

* Read and analyze
the case "Pandesic
- The challenge of
new business
venture (A)".
* Read the slide set
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posed
there.

the case "Apple
Inc. in 2015".
* Read the slide set
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posed
there.

* Read and analyze
the case "Stone
Finch, Inc.: Young
Division, Old
Division"
* Read the slide set
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posed
there.

11

Reinventing the
process of new
business creation

* Read and analyze
the case
"Emerging
business

6h

h

h

h

6h

h

h

h

opportunities at
IBM"
* Read the slide set
for this week and

12
13

Continuation of
Class 11
Revitalizing the
organization for
innovationdriven growth

14
15

Continuation of
Class 13
Leveraging
emerging
economies for
new business
creation

16

Others

Continuation of
Class 15 and
Course wrap-up.
Total

try to answer the
questions posed
there.

* Read and analyze
the case "GE's
imagination
breakthrough: The
evo project"
* Read the slide set
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posed
there.

* Read "How GE is 6h
disrupting itself".
* Read the slide set
for this week and
try to answer the
questions posed
there.
h

h

Review of selected 10h
cases and
submission of a
case analysis report
56h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
Course title
MGT2340301
Business Presentation
Ahmed, Mohammed Khurshid
Office Hours
By appointment

Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
025-779-1422
Thu.4〜5

E-mail

Course Description

Presentation is the killer skill we take into the real world.”--The McKinsey Mind.
"Presentation...[is] a core skill for the twenty-first century."--Chris Anderson, Head
of TED.

This course could also be seen as a course on “Power Presentation.”
The ability for face-to-face presenting as well as virtual presenting has become a key
to successful professional career in today’s world, particularly careers involving
management and leadership positions.
This course will be offered both Face-to-Face and online via Zoom simultaneously.
Both GSIM and GSIR students can take this course. You can take it directly in the
classroom setting at IUJ, or remotely if you are not on the IUJ campus. It will help
you develop a clear understanding of and skills for both face-to-face presenting as
well as virtual presenting. If you take this course in IUJ’s classroom setting, you will
also learn about virtual presenting. If you take it remotely, you will also learn about
face-to-face presenting.
In this course, you will learn about both content and delivery in presenting. You will
learn about how to create a powerful core message, and how to develop your core
message through clear logical structuring. You will also develop skills for story
telling—a powerful way in presenting. You will learn about how to emotionally
engage your audience and then logically convince them, with the aim to effectively
persuade them to take the action you want them to.
You will also develop understanding of and skills for natural delivery. You will
develop your ability to talk to your audience directly, simply, and confidently. You
will also learn about effectively giving peer feedback on the presentations of your
classmates, as well as, receiving feedback as a presenter yourself from your classmates
and the instructor. Giving and receiving feedback on presentations greatly helps you
develop yourself as an effective presenter.
Fundamentally, this course is designed to increase your understanding and
awareness of the importance of persuasive communication, to learn more about the
concepts and theories associated with it and how to apply them in a simple, practical,
logical, and thoughtful way. Fundamental to this is influence, or how you move
people to your way of thinking with or without formal authority. The success of

anything you set out to achieve in business or profession will depend largely on your
ability to influence others to support, act, fund, buy, vote, or influence yet others.
This is an intensive and fast-paced course. It has highly interactive and enjoyable

classroom dynamics. Students actively participate and make positive contributions to
the class.
The short-term benefit of this course will be your ability to formulate and deliver

effective class presentations during your IUJ study. In the long run, you will develop
communication skills vital for your professional development and advancement.
Learning Objectives &
Goals

This is both a deeply conceptual and a highly practical course. It focuses on
developing “presenter’s mindset,” “psychological presence,” and “audience
empathy,” as well as, practical skills for effective presentations. It builds up your
confidence as a presenter in front of an audience (face-to-face or virtual).
At the conclusion of this course, students will:
○ be able to speak simply, logically and assertively;
○ be more confident, understand nervousness and be able to work to overcome it;
○ be able to structure and deliver a clear, logical, prepared presentation to an
audience, based on value to the audience;
○ understand the concept of messaging, and know how to find, construct and
deliver a strong and sticky message;
○ understand how, and be able, to constructively address emotion in an audience
through verbal and nonverbal communication;
○ be able to deliver naturally in a conversational style;
○ be able to talk to the audience directly in virtual space;
○ be able to give and receive constructive feedback on classmates’ presentations.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

[For MBA/IMBA/JGDP]
MM3: Able to acquire skills to communicate with people from diverse international
backgrounds.
ML2: Able to listen well and have empathy with other people.
[For IDP_ID]
DK5: Be able to articulate and communicate messages to policymakers that are
major influences on the issues concerned.
DS4: Demonstrate capacity to communicate main messages on development
policies and reforms to all stakeholders, including policy makers, academia, and civil
society, in an easy language to facilitate the process of economic reforms
DA1: Enthusiastic and great initiative to think development issues in logical, critical,
and creative ways
[For IDP_Econ]
ES4: With effective communication skills for formulating economic arguments,
providing insight and advice to both government and private sector stakeholders on

economic and public issues
EA1: Enthusiastic and great initiative to think in logical, critical, and creative ways
Delivery Methods

Classes will be offered both Face-to-Face and online via Zoom simultaneously. There
will be sixteen 90-minute sessions. In addition, separate feedback and consultation
sessions will be provided for the team presentations in group meetings. There will be
interactive lectures, group discussions, and presentation activities. Google Classroom
will be used to share course information and materials and participate in any written

class discussions and communications. In addition, FlipGrid (info.flipgrid.com/), a
video-based educational communication tool, will be used for some communication
activities.
Since this course is designed to develop both sound conceptual understanding and
practical skills, presentation training occupies 50% of the classroom time. The
training part is highly individualized.

The course consists of lectures, group discussions, interactive exercises, and a series
of individual & team presentations with immediate constructive feedback. In
addition to text materials from various sources, the course will make use of a series of
selected TED-talks for modelling and in-class discussions. Examples of expert
presenters and presentation commentators from YouTube and other video sources
will also be used. Links to expert websites, TED talks, YouTube videos, and some
other online sources will be provided for follow-up self-study and development after
the course.
Each week, the sessions will usually begin with individual presentation activities,
applying the learning and the giving and receiving of feedback. There is as much
practice as possible in speaking in group environment, and receiving helpful
feedback from peers and the instructor. During the follow-up session, there will be
interactive lectures and active discussions, leading to assigned presentation and
discussion activities for the following week.

Assessment

Regular and timely attendance, active class participation, positive contributions to
class dynamics & group work, and persistent individual efforts are crucial parts of the
learning experience in this course.
The final grade will be based on:
o Team presentations (mid-term and final): 50%
o Individual practice presentations: 20%
o Engagement, as demonstrated by consistent and clear presence in the classroom or
the Zoom gallery; timely and complete submission of assignments; active
involvement in and positive contributions to class activities and discussions, giving
and receiving peer feedback comments, and doing positive group work for team
presentations: 30%
Absence from or late attendance in classes will be factored in the final assessment, in
a transparent manner.

Prerequisites

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers

Textbook(s)

This course does not require any prior training or experience in oral presentations.
However, students with prior training or experience will also find this course useful
to further develop their conceptual understanding and practical skills.
This course is offered to all the IUJ students. 1st-year MBA, E-biz students, and 2ndyear MBA students from GSIM (including exchange program students) may enroll.
Students from any program in GSIR may also enroll.
Given the focus of this course on oral presentations, peer feedback and instructor's
feedback in real time on individual presentations will be given. Feedback will be
based on clear assessment criteria. Instructor will also provide video feedback. For
the mid-term and the final team presentations, group meetings with the instructor

outside the classroom setting will be held. The instructor will provide feedback based
on clear grading criteria. After the course has ended, the instructor will provide video
feedback on a student's performance in terms of their individual presentation
activities, team presentations, and engagement. Recommendations for future
development of presentation skills will be provided. Opportunities for consultation
with the instructor after the course will be provided.
Required:
a)Title: Powertalk Training Resource Book, b)Edition: , c)Author: Robert Burnside,
d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN:
a)Title: Talk Like TED, b)Edition: , c)Author: Carmine Gallo, d)Publisher: St.
Martin's Press, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Presentation Zen, b)Edition: 2nd , c)Author: Garr Reynolds, d)Publisher:
New Riders, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Presenting to Win, b)Edition: , c)Author: Jerry Weissman, d)Publisher:
Pearson Education, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Presence, b)Edition: , c)Author: Amy Cuddy, d)Publisher: Little, Brown,
and Company, e)Year: 2015, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion, b)Edition: , c)Author: Robert
Cialdini, d)Publisher: Harper Business, e)Year: 2006, f)ISBN:
a)Title: The 7 Triggers to Yes: The New Science Behind Influencing People's
Decisions, b)Edition: , c)Author: Russell Granger, d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill,
e)Year: 2008, f)ISBN:
a)Title: To Sell is Human: The Surprising Truth About Moving Others, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: Daniel Pink, d)Publisher: RiverHead Books, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN:
a)Title: The Story Teller's Secret, b)Edition: , c)Author: Carmine Gallo,
d)Publisher: St. Martin's Press, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Sell with a Story, b)Edition: , c)Author: Paul Smith, d)Publisher:
AMACOM, e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN:
a)Title: Brain Rules, b)Edition: , c)Author: John Medina, d)Publisher: Pear Press,
e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN:
a)Title: TED Talks: The Official TED Guide to Public Speaking, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: Chris Anderson, d)Publisher: Nicholos Brealey Publishing, e)Year: 2016,
f)ISBN:

Note on Textbooks and

Business cases:

Reference Books

1. The Toronto-Dominion Bank: Customer Service Index (A)
2. Disneyland Resort Paris: Mickey Goes to Europe
3. Nora Sakari: A Proposed JV in Malaysia (Revised)
[Note: The mid-term and the final team presentations will be based on these cases.
Detailed guidelines will be given in the class.]

Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Communication,
persuasion,

presentation
(class discussion)
2

3

Audience &
purpose; Core
messaging;
Message map;
Making a pitch
presentation
Pitch
presentation
(individual inclass
presentation)

4

Development of
core message;
giving and
receiving
feedback; elevator
speech

5

Elevator speech
presentation
(individual in-

Required preparation
/homework
No preparation
h
needed for the
opening sessions
on the first day of
classes.

h

Required post-study
h

Follow-up review
of videos shown in
class, based on
review guidelines.

0.5h

Preparing &
practicing for the
first in-class

1h

For in-class
discussions:
Reading
presentation
guidelines and tips
on "elevator
speech," from the
course Handbook;
Reading a text
chapter (Chapter
1, main text);
Watching a TED
Talk (Amy
Cuddy) and
preparing
responses to
assigned
questions.
Preparing &
practicing for the
second in-class

2h

Making an online
self-introduction
presentation on
flipgrid.com
(Share &
Contribute
Assignment)

0.5h

2h

Watching one’s
“elevator speech”
presentation video

1h

presentation
(including
introducing
another presenter)

h

class
presentation)

6

Conversational
tone & style;
dealing with
“stress” in a
presentation

presentation
(including
introducing
another presenter)
For in-class
discussions:
Reading
presentation

3h

and doing selfassessment, based
on review
questions

h

guidelines and tips
on “verbal
language,"
“elevator speech,"
from the course
Handbook;
Watching a TED
Talk (Kelly

McGonigal) and
posting comments
in Google
Classroom, in

7

Elevator speech
presentation
(continued)
(individual inclass
presentation)

8

Group
Presentations on
the contents of
the “case”
allocated by
groups;
Deeper
explorations of
conversational
style in
presentations.

response to
assigned
questions.
Preparing &

practicing for the
second in-class
presentation
(including

introducing
another presenter)
1) Read the
allocated case
individually. (2)
Meet as a group to
share and discus
the contents of the
case (based on
assigned
questions). (3)
Prepare for an inclass group
presentation on
the contents of the
case.
(4) Read the
assigned chapter
(Chapter 3) from
the main text and
post comments in

1h

h

5h

h

Google Classroom,
to be used for inclass discussion.
(5) Watch Steve

9

A “pitch”
presentation by

each group, based
on the
presentation
scenario in the
case allocated to
the group.
10

Leadership

communication;
presenter’s
mindset;
assertiveness and
empathy

11

Mid-term team
presentations,
based on the
cases, as allocated
to the groups

Jobs’ presentation
video and present
comments on
flipgrid (2nd
online
presentation)
Discuss as a group
the presentation
scenario of the
case and prepare
together for a
“pitch”
presentation,
introducing the
core message.
(1) Watch Simon

Senek’s TED Talk
and post a video
response on
flipgrid, based on

3h

h

3h

h

assigned
questions. (2)
Watch Garr
Reynolds’

Presentation Zen
video and prepare
for in-class
discussion and
presentation. (3)
Read selected
pages from the
course Handbook
and come
prepared for inclass discussion.
Prepare as a group
for the team
presentation.
Involves meeting
as groups to
discuss the
presentation
contents,
allocating
responsibilities,

4h

(1) Watch your
“team
presentation”
video and do selfassessment, based
on review
questions. Be
prepared to do a
self-assessment
report at a group

3h

preparing scripts,
practicing and
rehearsing
individually and as

meeting with the
instructor.
(2) Meet with the
instructor as a
group for a 90minute feedback
session on each
member’s

groups.

presentation
performance.
12

Storytelling for
engagement &
influence

Read guidelines
and tips from the
course Handbook
for in-class
discussion.

2h

h

Compile 2-3
examples from life
experiences for
storytelling
purposes.
Watch & review
three story-telling
presentation

13

Individual storytelling
presentations.

14

Storytelling at
deeper levels

15

Individual storytelling
presentations

videos from past
classes.
Prepare an
2h
authentic storytelling
presentation,
following the
guidelines and tips.
Prepare script,
practice, rehearse,
until it looks
perfect!
Read Chapter 2
3h
(main text) and
post comments in
Google Classroom,
based on assigned
questions. Watch
Karen Eber’s TED
Talk and post a
video response on
flipgrid.
(1) Make an
3h
improved storytelling

h

h

h

(continued)

presentation,
incorporating
feedback received
in the class. (2)

Read Chapter 7
(main text) for inclass discussion,
based on assigned

questions. (3)
Make the capstone
online
presentation on
flipgrid, based on
assigned
guidelines
(involving some

16

Others

Final team
presentations

quick online
research).
1) Meet with the
instructor for a
2nd round of
group meetings,
focusing on
consultation and
scripts for the final
team
presentations.
(2) Prepare as a
group for the team
presentation.
Involves meeting
as groups to
discuss the
presentation
contents,
allocating
responsibilities,
preparing scripts,
practicing and
rehearsing
individually and as
groups.

5h

h

Total
44h
A class size of 16 will be maintained for optimal learning and training experiences,
involving individual and team presentations.

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
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Course

Schedule code
MKG1010

Course title
Marketing Management

Name of Instructor

Alessandro Comai

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
205

Class Schedule Day
/ Period

(1) Friday 10:30~12:00, 13:00~14:30

Credits
2
Office Hours
Please contact by mail

E-mail

(2) Friday 14:40~17:50
Course Description

Delivering value to customers in a highly competitive environment is a challenging task
for all companies. Although many managers consider this trivial, anecdotal evidence
shows that several companies fail in this task. Managers need to analyze markets and
customers accurately and avoid underestimating the role of marketing in the business by
making decisions based on their own intuitions and assumptions.

Thus, Marketing Management represents a key function in the company and also
provides the initial knowledge for any business plan. It is a discipline that requires
specific attention to all details. Thus, understanding the current and future needs of
customers is essential to design a new and innovative product and to maintain a
competitive position in the market. Marketing has a important impact not only on
consumer-oriented companies, but also on business-to-business models.

This marketing management course aims to provide the basic principles of marketing
through the use of tools and techniques that will enable students to create a successful
marketing plan. It will be project-oriented in order to apply the theories and tools of
marketing management.
Learning Objectives

-

& Goals

LO1 Able to demonstrate a global understanding of Marketing knowledge
(AACSB L5-4)

-

LO2 Able to analyze market opportunities as well as risks and recommend the
best marketing strategy according to corporate objectives.

Contribution to the

LO3 Able to define a marketing mix and to prepare a marketing plan.

This Marketing Management course covers the basic concepts so that students can be
Diploma
Policy able to formulate a marketing plan. Students will be able to know all the elements of
(knowledge,
skills marketing in order to get an overall view of the topic and to operationalize a marketing
and attitude which activity in an organization.
can be acquired

through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)

Delivery Methods

The course will use interactive session supported by discussions, short case studies,
exercises and presentations. Most of the classes are divided into two sessions:
1. Lecturing: theories, frameworks, and cases are presented to acknowledge
students to the subject and content of the class.
2. Workshop: students will apply the concepts discussed in the first part and apply
it to their own project or discuss case studies. This session involves group work.
Each student is highly encouraged to take an active participation by discussing and
adding his/her own contribution to the class and the group

Assessment

Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

Prerequisites

LO1

LO2

Class Participation

20%

40%

Weekly assignment

30%

40%

Group Presentation

20%

40%

Final Report

30%

40%

Weight on Final Grade

30%

20%

LO3

20%

50%

None

Method of Feedback Feedback and other communication will be sent by mail. During midterm, the instructor
for Exams/Papers
will meet group of students in order to offer a personalized review of the project work.

There is no required textbook. However, in order to prepare students for each class,
students need to read Student Notes beforehand. Student notes are provided by the
professor and describe some basic marketing management concepts. It helps student to
be prepared before the class and gat the maximum benefit of each class and discussion.

Required
Textbook(s)

Reference Books

Kotler, P. and K. L. Keller (2015) Marketing Management, 15th Ed. Global Edition,
Pearson.

Other Materials

The instructor provides the following material
1. Marketing Plan Framework (using MIRO collaborative platform). It represents
a step by step framework that students must follow when applying the concepts
discussed in class. It allows student understanding how to market a product and
service in any type of organization.
2. Marketing Plan Report template (using google drive doc).

Class

Class

Contents

Outlines

1

Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

Introduction to Marketing Management and Company Analysis
Read Student Notes 1 & 2
1.0 h

Required
post-study

Review contents discussed in the class.

Topic

Case discussion about marketing management application in
SME
Read case study “Genbei a Japanese company manufact uring
beach sandals” + watch Youtube video “Genbei - A story of a
Beach Sandal Company” (2:58 min).
Answer case questions using google form.

Required
preparation
/homework
2
Required
post-study

0.5 h

1.0 h

Group meeting: define product and brand for the group project.
Analyze the actual company (brief history, mission, vision and
state corporate objective).
2.0 h

3

4

Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

Marketing Intelligence: Trend & Competitor analysis
Read Student Notes 3 & 4

Required
post-study

Review contents discussed in the class.

Topic

Case discussion about Marketing Intelligence application

Required
preparation
/homework

Select 1 (only one) case study between Metso Automation, Perlos
and Nokian Tires and read it.
Answer case questions using google form.
Group meeting: analyze trends (STEEP), direct, potential and
substitute competitors (6 angles of competitions) and direct
competitor´s product offering for the group project.

Required
post-study

5

6

7

8

1.0 h
0.5 h

Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

Segmentation and Customer behavior
Read Student Notes 5 & 6

Required
post-study

Review contents discussed in the class.

Topic

Case discussion about segmentation and preferences application

Required
preparation
/homework

Read Case Study: Pink Lady Apples.
Answer case questions using google form.

Required
post-study

Group meeting: define customer characteristics (segment) and
describe how the segment take decision during the entire buying
process (customer behavior)

Topic

1.0 h

3.0 h

1.0 h
0.5 h

1.0 h

3.0 h

Customer preferences and perceptual map.

Required
preparation
/homework

Read Student Notes 7

Required
post-study

Review contents discussed in the class.

Topic

Market estimation

Required
preparation
/homework

Read Student Notes 8

0.5 h
0.5 h

0.5 h

9

Required
post-study

Group meeting: define product/service attributes using a
perceptual map and the price policy.

Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

Marketing Mix: Product and Price
Read Student Notes 9

Required
post-study

Review contents discussed in the class.

Topic

Case discussion and application of marketing mix

Required
preparation
/homework

Read Case Study: Supreme: the billion-dollar streetwear brand.
Answer case questions using google form.

Required
post-study

Group meeting: describe the final product/service offered and
define price policy.

Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

Marketing Mix: Promotion and Place
Read Student Notes 10

Required
post-study

Review contents discussed in the class.

Topic

Case discussion and application of marketing mix

Required
preparation
/homework

Read Case Study: Ogasaka Ski: Japanese ski and snow board
manufacturing firm + watch Youtube video (5:31 min).
Answer case questions using google form.

2.0 h

1.0 h

0.5 h

10

11

12

1.0 h
2.0 h

0.5 h
0.5 h

1.0 h

13

14

Required
post-study

Group meeting: define Promotional plan and channels.

Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

Brand and Implementation of the Marketing Plan
Read Student Notes 11

Required
post-study

Review contents discussed in the class.

Topic

Review of the marketing plan

Required
preparation

Review of project group

1.5 h

1.0 h
0.5 h

2.0 h

/homework

15

16

Required
post-study

Group meeting: prepare the Marketing Plan Summary
Presentation

Topic
Required
preparation
/homework

Group Presentation: Marketing Plan Summary
Preparation for Group Presentation

Required
post-study

Review presentation with feedback provided by the professor

Topic

Same as topic 15

2.0 h

1.0 h
0.5 h

Required
preparation
/homework

Preparation for Group Presentation

Required
post-study

Write and prepare Marketing Management Report.

1.0 h
10.0 h
Total

45 h

Others

None

Keyword

Marketing Management; Marketing intelligence; Market segmentation, Targeting and Positioning;
Customer behavior, Product attributes; Marketing Mix, Promotion Price, Place and Product;
Marketing Plan.

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code

Course title

MKG2050

Consumer Behavior

Name of Instructor

Sheehan, Benjamin Thomas

Instructor's contact

Office#

Credits 2
Office Hours

E-mail

information
Class Schedule Day /
Period
Course Description

A fundamental component of effective and successful marketing activity is an understanding
of consumers, their needs, and behaviors. Studying the behavior of consumers in a wide
range of situations and circumstances provides marketers with clear guidelines for the
development of marketing strategy. This unit provides foundational theories for marketing
professionals and management executives seeking to understand consumers at all stages of
the buying process. The theories cover a range of cognitive and social psychology as applied
to marketing (e.g., attention, learning, motivation, attitude formation, group dynamics etc).
The course involves theoretical concepts, which are brought to life using real-world
examples. Students are also encouraged to draw upon their own experiences as consumers. A
blend of cognitive, emotional, and behavioral material is presented. Students reflect on their
learning through a mid-semester exam and develop real-world skills (literature review &
recommendations derived from theory) via the preparation of a consulting report.

Learning Objectives
& Goals

Upon successful completion of this course, you will be able to:
•

Explain and analyze consumer behavior theories

•

Apply theoretical and practical knowledge to investigate real-world consumer
behavior problems and recommend strategies and tactics that address the
complexity and variability of consumer behavior

•

Demonstrate and apply knowledge of socially responsible behavior in relation to
commercial and pro-social issues

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired
through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)
Delivery Methods

MD1: Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and external
strategic contexts
MF4: Able to demonstrate understanding of marketing knowledge
MP1: Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues

This unit adopts various teaching and learning methodologies in order to present the main
consumer behavior theories and models. A lecture format (90-mins each week) will be used
to present the theoretical concepts while in-class interaction and discussion via workshops
(90-mins each week), will be used to practice these theories through the use of experiential
activities. This approach provides students with the opportunity to link theory to practical
marketing and business environments. This balance between theory and practice is also
reflected in the assessment items for this course. This approach is designed to foster critical
inquiry and intellectual debate of consumer behavior theories as well as creativity to solve

Assessment

genuine marketing problems that students are likely to encounter in professional settings.
Mid-semester examination: 40%
The exam will consist of multiple-choice, short-answer, and long-answer questions. The
questions come from lecture material, select textbook chapters, and the required readings.
Consumer Behavior Report: 60%

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers

Required Textbook(s)
Reference Books
Other Materials

Class Outline

Students are required to review a real-world case study (to be supplied in Week 1). The case
study will feature details of a consumer behavior problem being experienced by a real
organization. Students are required to conduct a literature review on the problem as they see
it and present marketing recommendations derived from a consumer behavior theory of their
choice.
Nil.
Students will receive feedback in various forms throughout the semester:
• Informal: worked examples, such as verbal feedback in class, personal
consultations – before or after class or on-campus or via Zoom by appointment
• Formal: in writing, such as comments addressing specific marking criteria
• Direct: to individual students, either in written form or via consultation
• Indirect: to the whole class
At the end of the course, students will be asked to complete a survey, providing feedback to
the instructor, which may be used to enhance future course delivery.
Solomon, M., Russell-Bennett, R., & Previte, J. (2018). Consumer Behaviour: Buying,
Having, Being (4th Ed). Person Education. ISBN: 9781488616952
Nil.
1. Hammond, J., Keeney, R., & Raiffa, H. (1998). The hidden traps in decisionmaking. Harvard Business Review. Available online: https://hbr.org/1998/09/thehidden-traps-in-decision-making-2
2. Ajzen, I. (1991). The theory of planned behavior. Organizational behavior and
human decision processes, 50, 179-211.
3. Hoyer, W., Kroschke, M., Schmitt, B., Kraume, K., & Shankar, V. (2020).
Transforming the customer experience through new technologies. Journal of
Interactive Marketing, 51, 57-71.
Class

Topic

Required preparation

Required post-study (hours)

/homework (mins)
1

Introduction to CB

Textbook Chapter

2

2

1

2

1&2
2
3

Consumer Decision

Textbook Chapter

Making

9

Consumer Problem

Reading #1

2

Solving Strategies
4

Buying, Disposing &

Textbook Chapter

Post-purchase

10

1
Review course
material and

Evaluations
5

Motivation & Values

Textbook Chapter

1

7

Attitudes & Attitude

Textbook Chapter

Change

8 & Reading #2

The Self & Personality

Textbook Chapter

prepare your own

2

study notes in

6
6

2

2

preparation for

2

the mid-semester
1

exam in class 9.

2

5&7
8
9

Perception, Learning &

Textbook Chapter

Memory

3

In Class Mid-Semester

Individual exam

Examination

preparation and

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

revision
10

CB Report Overview

Review the Case
material provided

11
12
14

Culture, Income, Social

Textbook chapters

Class and Age

12, 13, 14

Groups & Social

Textbook Chapter

Connections

11

Discussion of CB Report
(Context & Literature

3

Review)
15

CB Technologies

16

Discussion of CB Report

Reading #3.

1
2

2

(Theory &
Recommendations)
Total

In-class material and discussion: 24 hours
Pre-class preparation & post-class revision: 44 hours
Total: 68 hours or 34hr per course credit

Others

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code

Course title

MKG2060

Advertising Management

Name of Instructor

Sheehan, Benjamin Thomas

Instructor's contact

Office#

Credits 2
Office Hours

E-mail

information
Class Schedule Day /
Period
Course Description

This unit is an important introduction to the management of successful advertising
campaigns. Unless the advertising is based on research, well planned, and has a strong
strategic focus, the campaign will not be successful - regardless of how good the creative is
or how effective the media is planned. Therefore, advertising management is the keystone of
successful advertising. This unit is of vital importance to all who study advertising or
marketing communication. The course is designed around three sequential assessment pieces
– each of which teaches real-world skills (quantitative and qualitative) that students will use
post-graduation. Students are taught a range of advertising theories and hands-on techniques,
including (1) how to uncover the hidden motivations driving buyer behavior and link
advertising to those motivations, (2) how to compare competing brands across the
dimensions that matter most to buyers, and (3) how to create professional, industry quality
advertising briefs to manage a campaign. These techniques can be applied in both
commercial (products & brands) and pro-social settings (public health campaigns, proenvironmental campaigns), across a range of media.

Learning Objectives
& Goals

Upon successful completion of this course, you will:
•

Be familiar with the role of the account manager, the advertiser, and the function of
advertising management;

•

Understand the importance of research in generating consumer insights, developing
advertising strategy, and preparing a comprehensive advertising brief;

•

Have examined the components of the advertising decision-making framework and
understand how the process works;

•

Have developed a comprehensive knowledge of advanced advertising management
theory; and

•

Have a full understanding of legal and ethical considerations and emergent issues
within the field of advertising management.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired
through this course
for obtaining the
degree concerned)
Delivery Methods

Assessment

MF4: Able to demonstrate understanding of marketing knowledge
MD1: Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and external
strategic contexts
MD2: Able to demonstrate the ability to gather and interpret data

Each week, students are provided with a 90-min lecture covering theoretical material and a
90-min workshop covering the application of theory. This unit encourages learners to
explore advertising management issues by applying theoretical concepts and drawing upon
and enhancing critical thinking and analytical skills. Lectures provide a framework for
discussion, problem-solving, and group interaction. Workshops demonstrate how current
academic research can be applied to the advertising environment to deliver effective
advertising management solutions as well as provide comprehensive examples of the
techniques which need to be applied for the three assessment items.
Consumer Insight Analysis: 25%

Students conduct interviews using the laddering technique in order to uncover consumer
insights e.g., how people make choices between brands, what product attributes are
important, what benefit(s) and/or value(s) do consumers receive from buying the product.
Perceptual Mapping Analysis: 25%
Perceptual mapping is an analysis tool used to understand the competitive market structure
as perceived by consumers. Students conduct a survey and write a report.

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback
for Exams/Papers

Required Textbook(s)
Reference Books
Other Materials

Class Outline

Advertising Brief Project: 50%
Students use research, planning, and decision-making skills to develop an advertising brief
that is both strategically sound and inspiring. The Ad Brief can be based on findings from
assignments 1 and 2.
Nil.
Students will receive feedback in various forms throughout the semester:
• Informal: worked examples, such as verbal feedback in class, personal
consultations – before or after class or on-campus or via Zoom by appointment
• Formal: in writing, such as comments addressing specific marking criteria
• Direct: to individual students, either in written form or via consultation
• Indirect: to the whole class
At the end of the course, students will be asked to complete a survey, providing feedback to
the instructor, which may be used to enhance future course delivery.
There is no required textbook for this class.
Nil.
1. Richards, J., & Curran, C. (2002). Oracles on “advertising”: Searching for a
definition. Journal of Advertising, 31(2), 63-77.
2. Jin, H., Kerr, G., Suh, J., Kim, J., & Sheehan, B. (2022). The power of creative
advertising: Creative ads impair recall and attitudes toward other ads. International
Journal of Advertising, DOI: 10.1080/02650487.2022.2045817
3. YouTube video on the Illusory Truth Effect:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cebFWOlx848
4. Reynolds, T., & Gutman, J. (1988). Laddering theory, method, analysis, and
interpretation. Journal of Advertising Research, 28(1), 11–31.
5. Wansink, B. (2003). Using laddering to understand and leverage a brand’s equity.
Qualitative Market Research, 6(2), 111-118.
6. Lodish, L., & Mela, C. (2007). If brands are built over years, why are they
managed over quarters? Harvard Business Review, 85(7-8), 104-112.
7. Dawar, N., & Bagga, C. (2015). A better way to map brand strategy. Harvard
Business Review, 93(6), 90-97.
8. Kim, D., Kim, W., Han, J. (2007). A perceptual mapping of online travel agencies
and preference attributes. Tourism Management, 28, 591-603.
9. Reinartz, W., & Saffert, P. (2013). Creativity in advertising: When it works and
when it doesn’t. Harvard Business Review, 91(6), 106-112.
Class

Topic

Required preparation

Required post-study (hours)

/homework (mins)
Module 1: Foundation
1

Unit Overview – Define

Reading #1

1

1

Advertising
2

Overview of Assessment

1

Items
3

How Advertising Works

Reading #2

& Basic Advertising

Reading #3

2

2

Theories
Module 2: Consumer Insights with Qualitative Research
4

Understanding your

1

target audience &
Consumer Insights
Exercises
5

Means-End Chain theory

1

and Intro to Laddering
6

Assignment 1 Review:

Reading #4

How to conduct

Reading #5

2

5

1

1

laddering interviews.
Interview Tips
Module 3: Advertising Decision Making Framework
7

Strategic Planning, the

Reading #6

Advertising Problem and
Advertising Objectives
8

Award-Winning

1

Advertising: Review &
Discussion
Module 4: Segmentation, Targeting & Positioning
9

Segmentation, Targeting

Reading #7

1

1

Reading #8

2

5

& Positioning. Review of
Journal Articles
10

Assignment 2 Review:
Perceptual Mapping
Exercise

Module 5: Advertising Strategy – Part 1: Creative Strategy
11

Creative Strategy vs.

Reading #9

1

1

2

3

Creative Tactics
12

Assignment 3 Review:
The Ad Brief, Tag-lines,
and ELM theory

Module 5: Advertising Strategy – Part 2: Media Strategy
13

Media Mix and

3

Measurement, Reach vs.
Frequency
14

BDI/CDI and Real Ad

3

Campaign Case
Examples and Review
Module 6: Measuring Advertising Effectiveness & Advertising Ethics
15

Measurement Issues

16

Advertising Regulation,

3

Ethics and Unit Review
Total

In-class material and discussion: 24 hours
Pre-class preparation & post-class revision: 44 hours
Total: 68 hours or 34hr per course credit

Others

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor
Instructor's contact
information

Class Schedule Day /

Schedule code
SEM6010303

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅰ

Office#
#315

Office Hours
Tuesday, 9:00-18:00

Yokose, Tsutomu

Credits
2
E-mail

Wednesday, 9:00-18:00
Other date: By
appointment

Period

Course Description

This course is designed for students to study specific topics in Organizational
Behaviors and people related items in business management for their research report
or thesis. The topics which students will investigate should cover organizational
issues or individual behaviors. In the topics, organizational strategies and business
strategies must be considered, and solutions should be provided after the research of
the topics.
The sample topics of the research are, team management, organizational
effectiveness, change management, organizational design, leadership development,
leadership and alignment, and other challenges happened in business organization.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Through this advanced seminar course, student will achieve the following items
- Identify the academic interest by reflecting own career aspiration
- Clearly define the research areas and topics as the summary of MBA study
- Gain the academic research approach by applying the study of MBA program
- Generate solutions and plans about the research topics by showing own academic
achievement
N/A for seminar

Contribution to the

Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

One on one meeting, presentation and draft report
Students will be evaluated by the quality of the following categories,
1). Why pick up the research topics
2). How related to business strategy and expected outcomes
3). How build hypothesis to identify the fundamental causes
4). How solve the issues and set up the action plans
5). How show own leadership and ownership to involve the topics
6). How express own analysis and opinions clearly as a research project

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

None
In one on one meeting, instructor will feedback the progress and quality of research,
which is suitable for MBA degree.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Leadership and Organizational Behavior, b)Edition: , c)Author: Harvard
Business School case,, d)Publisher: , e)Year: , f)ISBN: 9-499-067

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

Required preparation
/homework
Conduct research
2h
and prepare report

Required post-study

1

List the topics
which related to
the organization
goal 1
List the topics
which related to
the organization
goal 2

Conduct research
and prepare report

2h

1h

Identify the main
topics for
research topic

Conduct research
and prepare report

2h

Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions

4

Identify the main
topics for
research topic

Conduct research
and prepare report

2h

1h

5

Build the
hypothesis to
identify the topic

Generate
hypothesis and
summarize

2h

Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions

6

Build the
hypothesis to
identify the topic

Generate
hypothesis and
summarize

2h

7

Gather data to
prove the
hypothesis

Design
questions/surveys
for data gathering

2h

8

Gather data to
prove the
hypothesis

Design
questions/surveys
for data gathering

2h

9

Interim

Prepare

2h

2

3

Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions

1h

Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions

1h

Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions
Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions
Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions
Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions
Implement action

1h

1h

1h

1h

1h

10

presentation

presentation
materials as the
current research
work

Interim
presentation

Prepare
presentation
materials as the

2h

current research
work
11

Review the
overall structure
of the project

Conduct research
and prepare report

2h

12

Review the
overall structure
of the project

Conduct research
and prepare report

2h

13

Apply logics to

Conduct research

2h

14

Apply logics to

Conduct research

2h

15

Summarize the

Prepare the mid-

2h

Prepare the mid-

2h

16

Others

reign forth the
hypothesis

reign forth the
hypothesis

composition of
the research
project
Summarize the
composition of
the research
project
Total

and prepare report

and prepare report

term report with
additional research

term report with
additional research

plans depending
upon feedback
from instructor
and other
supervisee
Implement action
plans depending
upon feedback

from instructor
and other
supervisee
Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions
Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions
Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions
Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions
Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions
Review supervisor
comments and
take necessary
actions

1h

1h

1h

1h

1h

1h

1h

48h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
SEM6010305
Hirose, Shinichi

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅰ

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
207

Office Hours
By ad-hoc appointment
(flexible).
You can also ask questions

E-mail

etc., during the lunch
break or after the class

Class Schedule Day /
Period
Course Description

Credits
2

The course provides supervision and support for graduating students to complete
their research papers or theses.
The topics covered under these courses will generally be Organizational Behavior,
HRM&GTM, and Service Management. In addition, even a highly positioned
Industrial/Organizational Psychology topic would be acceptable after mutual
discussion.
Learning Objectives:

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

The objectives of a series of activities conducted under these courses are to help
students complete their research papers or theses with professionally acceptable
quality.

The assessment is 100% based on the quality of tentative outputs related to the
completion of the final deliverables.
None.
Timely feedback during the periodical meetings.

Required:

Reference Books / Journal Articles:
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Preparatory
works,

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

introduction, and
guidance
Preparatory
works,
introduction, and
guidance
Literature search
review and work
outline planning
Literature search
review and work
outline planning
Literature search
review and work
outline planning
Literature search
review and work
outline planning
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and
supervision
Customized
support and

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

15

16

Others

supervision
Confirmation and
submission of
work-in-progress
Confirmation and
submission of
work-in-progress
Total

3h

h

3h

h

48h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
SEM6010306
Aung, Zaw Zaw

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅰ

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
Ext. 533

Office Hours
Monday - Friday 13:0015:00

Class Schedule Day /

Credits
2
E-mail

Period

Course Description
Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this

course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

This course is for year-long thesis seminars. It is designed to lay the foundations of
thesis writing and help students to conduct their research.

Generally, the seminar will be conducted as an individual consultation based on each
person's topic and progress. However there can be joint seminars with all students.
Participation - 30%
Presentation and/or Proposal or draft at the end of a term - 70%
Total 100%

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Others

Reading material and reference will be provided according to individual needs.
Class

Topic
Total

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
0h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
SEM6010307
Chuang, Hongwei

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅰ

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
IRI 307

Office Hours
by appointment

Course Description

This course is mainly to help students to find out research questions, conduct the
research agenda, and write English academic reports.

Name of Instructor

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Credits
2
E-mail

The course will last long for one year until students finish their thesis/research
reports.

Generally, the seminar will be conducted as an individual consultation based on each
person's topic and progress. However, that can be joint seminars with all students.
20% Participation
30% Proposal
50% Final report
Assigned reading and research discussions.

Required:
a)Title: Research Methodology - Contemporary Practices: Guidelines for Academic
Researchers, b)Edition: , c)Author: Habib, Mamun, d)Publisher: Cambridge
Scholars Publisher, e)Year: 2014, f)ISBN: 9781443864619
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Part I:
Introduction to
research

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
h

Read 1.1
What is research?

1h

2

Part I:
Introduction to
research

h

3

Part I:
Introduction to
research
Part I:
Introduction to
research
Part I:
Introduction to
research
Part I:
Introduction to
research
Part II: Research
steps

h

Part II: Research

h

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
11

12

13

14
15
16

Others

steps
Part II: Research
steps
Part II: Research
steps
Part II: Research
steps

h

h

h

h

h
h
h

Read 1.2
Data, information
and research
findings
Read 1.3
Types of research

1h

Read 1.4
Categorization of
research papers
Read 1.5
Significance of
research
Read 1.6
Scientific method
of research
Read 2.1
Formulating the
problem
Read 2.2

1h

Research Design
Read 2.3
Data collection
Read 2.4
Data processing
Read 2.5
Finalizing the
research draft

1h

1h

1h

1h

1h
1h
1h
1h

Part III:
Academic project
writing
Part III:

h

Wrap-up
Research
proposal
Research
proposal
Total

h
h

1h
1.5h

h

1.5h

Academic project
writing

h

Read 3.1
Research proposal

1h

Read 3.2

1h

Research project
writing

17h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
SEM6010308
Funabashi, Gaku

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅰ

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#

Office Hours

Course Description

The objective of Advanced Seminar is to improve quality of works by each student
toward drafting Thesis / Research Report. Advice will be provided through face-to-

Name of Instructor

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be

Credits
2
E-mail

face consultations as well as advice through comments on drafts. Additional
knowledge and information will be provided based on students’ research interests.

acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Assessment
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Advanced Seminar will be conducted through individual supervision and advice to
students’ Thesis/Research Report drafting. During Fall and Winter terms, students
are expected to make presentations of their research progress 1~2 times.
Assessment will be made based on the efforts toward drafting Thesis/Research
Report by each student.
Feedback will be provided to students individually through face-to-face discussions
as well as comments by mail.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Others

Class

Topic
Total

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
0h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
SEM6010312
Kikkawa, Takeo

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅰ

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
Main 211

Office Hours
Fri 12:00-13:00

Course Description

This course is designed for students to write Research Report/ Thesis. The theme of
Research Report/ Thesis is free. In the Fall semester, students will identify the topic,

Name of Instructor

Credits
2
E-mail

review previous studies, identify the key question, and build up hypotheses.

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy

The objectives of this course is to make Research Report/ Thesis.

(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

One on one meeting, presentation and discussion
Participation and discussion: 100%
None
Face-to-face discussion

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

None
Class

Topic

1

Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research

2

Required preparation
/homework
Draft making
2h

Required post-study
Review

1h

Draft making

Review

1h

2h

3

4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Others

Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Identify the topic
of Research
Report/ Thesis
Review previous
studies
Review previous
studies
Review previous
studies
Review previous
studies
Review previous
studies
Review previous
studies
Identify the key
question
Identify the key
question
Build up
hypotheses
Build up
hypotheses
Total

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h

Draft making

2h

Review

1h
48h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2022 Fall Term
Course

Schedule code
SEM6020301
Funabashi, Gaku

Course title
Advanced Seminar Ⅱ

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#

Office Hours

Course Description

The objective of Advanced Seminar is to improve quality of works by each student
toward drafting Thesis / Research Report. Advice will be provided through face-to-

Name of Instructor

Learning Objectives &
Goals
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be

Credits
2
E-mail

face consultations as well as advice through comments on drafts. Additional
knowledge and information will be provided based on students’ research interests.

acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Assessment
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Advanced Seminar will be conducted through individual supervision and advice to
students’ Thesis/Research Report drafting. During Fall and Winter terms, students
are expected to make presentations of their research progress 1~2 times.
Assessment will be made based on the efforts toward drafting Thesis/Research
Report by each student.
Feedback will be provided to students individually through face-to-face discussions
as well as comments by mail.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Others

Class

Topic
Total

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
0h

国際経営学研究科
修士課程
シラバス
（冬学期科目）

2022 年 5 月 1 日現在
国際大学

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
ACT3020401
Lee, Hyunkoo

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
325

Course title
Financial Statement and Business Analysis
Credits
2
Office Hours
Until the virus situation
improves, there will be no
office hour. If you need a

E-mail

meeting, please send an
email to set up one.

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Wed.2〜3
F2F+Zoom

Course Description

This course introduces standard frameworks of financial statement analysis. The
primary approach is fundamental analysis. Various techniques will be introduced to
extract information from financial statements, analyze them, build scenarios, and
determine corporate value. Participants who would like to work as a financial analyst
or a financial manager will get the most benefits. The course will also cover various
situations through actual financial statements, cases, and current issues.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:

(1) learn how to extract information from financial statements, analyze it, and build a
scenario.
(2) discuss relevant issues competently and present their viewpoints in a group
meeting and a class.
(3) write an industry-level equity analysis report.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Assessment

This course fulfills the following MEXT learning objectives:
MF5 (MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Accounting Knowledge
MD1 (MBA): Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing
internal and external strategic contexts
MD2 (MBA): Able to demonstrate the ability to gather and interpret data

The course will start with a short lecture to introduce the core framework. The rest of
classes will be operated as discussion in workshop style. It relies heavily on
participants’ pre-study of reading materials. Participants are expected to perform all
reading assignments and exercises prior to attending a class. Students are required to
attend two lectures each week. In every class meeting, students are expected to
participate in a quiz, discussion and problem solving.
Grades are based on total points earned on quizzes, an examination, group
assignments, and participation.
Learning Objectives

Assessment methods (1) (2) (3) Overall
Class Discussion 19% 7%
Group Presentation 27% 10%
Quizzes
17% 8%

Final Exam
83% 40%
Case Reports
54% 20%
Final Report
100% 15%
Weight on Final Grade 48% 37% 15% 100%

Prerequisites

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

The course is mainly for 2nd-year MBA or IMBA students. I assume you have a
reasonable amount of understanding of financial accounting, corporate finance, and
strategy.
It would be helpful to review the accounting topics mentioned in this course while
you take this course.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Equity Valuation and Analysis, b)Edition: 4, c)Author: Lundholm and

Sloan , d)Publisher: Createspace Independent Pub, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9781548118921
a)Title: Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, b)Edition: 5, c)Author:
Penman, d)Publisher: McGraw-Hill, e)Year: 2012, f)ISBN: 978-0071326407

a)Title: Value: the Four Cornerstones of Corporate Finance, b)Edition: 1, c)Author:
Koller, Dobbs, and Huyett, d)Publisher: John Wiley and Sons, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN:
978-0470424605
a)Title: The Most Important Thing Illuminated: Uncommon Sense for the
Thoughtful Investor , b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Marks, d)Publisher: Columbia
University Press, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN: 978-0231162845

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Articles and cases will be announced later.
Class

Topic

1

Framework of
financial
statement
analysis
Market efficiency
and implications
Equity
investment and
analysts (self
study)

2

Required preparation
/homework
[1] Ch 1
2h
[3] Ch 6

Required post-study
Review the slides

2h

Read reference
articles

Read reference
articles

2h

2h

3

Valuation review
I
Valuation review
II
Case analysis
Valuation review
III
Catch up
Price multiples

[1] Ch10
[2] Ch 3
[1] Ch10
[2] Ch 5-6, 14
TBA
[1] Ch10
[2] Ch 4
[1] Ch11
[2] Ch 5-6

3h

Growth
Forecasting

[1] Ch 7

2h

TBA
[1] Ch 9
[2] Ch 19
TBA
[1] Ch 5
[2] Ch 12-13

4h
2h

[1] Ch 5
[2] Ch 12-13

3h

TBA

Case analysis
TBA
Total
'Audit' is not allowed.
'Withdrawal' is not allowed.

4
5
6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16
Others

earnings and cash
flows
Case analysis
Cost of capital
Case analysis
Ratio analysis I :
Profitability

Ratio analysis II :
Connecting ratios
to valuation
Case analysis
Catch up or
Accounting/Indu
stry/ Strategy
analysis

[1] Ch 3

Try sample
problem set
Try sample
problem set
Review the case
Try sample
problem set
Try sample
problem set
Review worksheet
Try sample
problem set

2h

Review the case
Try sample
problem set
Review the case
Try sample
problem set

2h
2h

Try sample
problem set

2h

4h

Review the case

2h

4h

Review the case

2h
78h

3h
4h
2h
2h

4h
3h

2h

Read reference
articles

2h
2h
2h
2h

2h

2h
2h

2h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
FIN2060401
Chow, Yuen Leng

Course title
Sustainable Finance

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
206
Tue.2〜3
F2F

Office Hours
By appointment

Course Description

<Course Context>
Students will be given a good overview of the financial markets and the new

Credits
2
E-mail

investment trends of sustainable finance. This course focuses on three core
components: environment, social, and governance. Students will be provided with a
good understanding of the financial instruments applied fund green projects,
sustainability-related projects, and social projects. The types of investment
approaches applied to private and public markets will also be covered. At the end of
the course, students would be guided to understand the importance of good
corporate governance to firm value.
<Career Relevance>
The recent pandemic has placed a spotlight on ESG considerations when making
business decisions. This course provides students an overview of how ESG
considerations are applied in the financial markets by both providers and users of
funds. This course will be helpful for students who wish to gain an understanding of
current investment tools that support green projects, sustainable projects, and social
projects. This course would add-on to the knowledge base of students wishing to
pursue careers in investment, asset management, and social entrepreneurship;
especially those who wish to pursue careers related to sustainability.
Learning Objectives &
Goals

<Course Description & Learning Objectives>
This course aims to provide students with an understanding of the linkages between
global capital markets and funding environment, social and governance (ESG)
related projects. Sustainable finance plays a key role in mobilizing capital towards a
greener agenda while taking into account social and governance issues. In recent
years, the financial sector is increasingly prioritizing environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) issues in investment decisions. The key here is to provide an
overview to students to gain basic knowledge on how to tap the financial instruments
or cater to investing strategies which support ESG-related projects.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)

This course contributes to two of the four learning goals: (1) Functional Business
Knowledge; and (2) Strategic Decision Making
At the end of the course, students should be:
MF2: Able to demonstrate understanding of finance knowledge
MD1: Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts

N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

This course will consist of lectures, discussions, assignments, quizzes, and assigned
readings. Students are expected to read text chapters before class and actively
participate in discussions.
Assessment
Assignments (Individual) MF2-20%; MD1-20%
Quizzes MF2-10%
Case Analysis MF2-20%; MD1-20%
Reading widely on current issues faced by corporations would be necessary.
Online quiz – results known immediately after completion
Assignments & Case Analysis – feedback given when papers are returned

Required:
a)Title: Principles of sustainable finance, b)Edition: , c)Author: Dirk Schoenmaker
and Willem Schramade,Schoenmaker, Dirk,Schrama, d)Publisher: Oxford
University Press, e)Year: 2019, f)ISBN: 9780198826606
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Introduction to
Financial
Markets, ESG
Considerations
Climate Finance:
Carbon Markets
Climate Finance:

2
3
4

5

6

7
8

Carbon Markets
Green Bonds
Case Study
(TBC)
Social Bonds/
Sustainability
Linked Bonds
Environmental
Impact Bonds/
Social Impact
Bonds
Case Study
(TBC)
Corporate
Governance
Corporate

Required preparation
/homework

Read lecture notes
before class
Read lecture notes
before class
Read lecture notes
before class
Read case before
class
Read lecture notes
before class

Required post-study
h

Read specified
readings

3h

2.5h

Read specified
readings
Read specified

2.5h

2.5h
4.5h

readings
Read specified
readings
Case write-up

2.5h
4.5h

2.5h

Read specified
readings

2.5h

Read lecture notes
before class

4.5h

Read specified
readings
Case write-up

4.5h

Read lecture notes
before class
Read lecture notes

2.5h

Read specified
readings
Read specified

2.5h

1.5h

1.5h

Others

Governance/
ESG Guest
Lecture
Total

before class

readings

44h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
FIN3020401
Chow, Yuen Leng

Course title
Finance and Technology

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
206
Mon.2〜3
F2F

Office Hours
By appointment

Course Description

<Course Context>
In this course, you will be given an overview of finance and technology (fintech).

Credits
2
E-mail

What is fintech, when did it originate, what are the major trends going forward.
These are some of the major questions explored and discussed. The course will also
provide an introduction to digital currencies and blockchain. You will learn the
foundations of digital signatures and the intricacies of blockchain technology.
<Career Relevance>
Fintech is increasingly changing the way for payments and investing. This course
will help you realize the role fintech plays in facilitating transactions among
businesses and consumers, and in providing an entrepreneurial solution to
investments. You will gain an understanding of the complex structure of payment
methods and financial regulations, and employ strategies in developing a fintech
strategy for your business.
Learning Objectives &
Goals

Course Description & Learning Objectives>
The business environment is rapidly incorporating the use of technology to improve
operations, efficiency, improve customer experience, and provide innovative
solutions. Increasingly, technology advances could also provide a more equitable
social environment by providing much needed financial services to the underserved
population. The objective of this course is to provide participants with an overview
of recent fintech applications and their impact on the business and social fields.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

This course contributes to two of the four learning goals: (1) Functional Business
Knowledge; and (2) Strategic Decision Making

Assessment

At the end of the course, students should be:
MF2: Able to demonstrate understanding of finance knowledge
MF6: Able to demonstrate understanding of data analysis and digital technology
MD3: Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under pressure

This course will consist of lectures, discussions, assignments, quizzes, and assigned
readings. Students are expected to read text chapters before class and actively
participate in discussions.
Assignments: [MF2-20%]; [MF6-10%]; [MD1-10%]
Quizzes: MF2-10%

Case Analysis: MF2-20%; MF6-10%; MD1-10%
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Reading widely on current issues faced by corporations would be necessary.
Online quiz – results known immediately after completion
Assignments & Case Analysis – feedback given when papers are returned

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Introduction to
FinTech and
Applications
Crowdfunding
Case Study

2

3

[TBC]
Blockchain

4

Blockchain

5
6

7

8

Others

Case Study
[TBC]
Blockchain
Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrencies
Central Bank
Digital
Currencies

Peer-to-peer
lending
Payments
Case Study
[TBC]
Insurtech, real
estate tech, Guest
lecture
Total

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
h

Read readings
assigned

3h

Read lecture notes
Read case

4.5h

Read readings
assigned

4.5h

Read lecture notes

2.5h

Read lecture notes

4.5h

Read lecture notes

2.5h

Read lecture notes

2.5h

Read lecture notes
Read case

Read lecture notes

Read case

Case write-up
Read readings
assigned
Read readings
assigned
Case write-up
Read readings
assigned

2.5h
4.5h

2.5h

Read readings
assigned

2.5h

4.5h

Read readings
assigned
Case write-up

4.5h

1.5h

Read readings
assigned

1.5h

48h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
ITC1060401
Aung, Zaw Zaw

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
Ext. 533

Class Schedule Day /

Mon.4〜5

Course Description

Knowing where to start and what it takes to transform digitally is one of the biggest

Period

Course title
Digital Platform and Digital Business Models
Credits
2
Office Hours
Monday - Friday 13:0015:00

E-mail

F2F+Zoom

challenges leaders of successful organizations face. Not all companies are digital
born, but all must offer customers new digital value proposition - or risk disruption
from those that will. Sound knowledge of digital business and digital platform shall
help companies of all sizes including the 'big, old' companies reimagine a digital
future where rapid innovation fuels growth.

Digital business promises to usher in an unprecedented convergence of people,
business and things that disrupts existing business models - even those born of the

Internet and e-business eras. This course uses the framework of five building blocks
outlined in the text "Designed for Digital" and guide the students through the
compelling and proven concepts of digital business. Among many other, platform
business is unique in that they can connect and match people in an increasingly
efficient manner.
Over the past 20 years, we have witnessed how platform business like eBay and Uber
unlocked the power of communities and created enormous value for millions of
people. Yet launching a platform takes a lot of work and are notoriously difficult to
scale. For organizations centered around digital technology, it is important to harness
the potential to become a digital platform or utilizing preexisting digital platforms
from complementor organizations. This course shall address on the specific
opportunities and challenges that arise in digital ecosystem and find the solution for a
new successful digital business.
Learning Objectives &
Goals

At the end of this course, the students should be able to:
- Understand today’s technologies enabling Digital Businesses
- Understand the concepts of Digital Business Models
- Understand the Digital Platform Ecosystem and its implications
- Design and develop a new digital business (or transform from an old one)
AACSB Learning goal 7 (L7)
Technology and Digital Transformation. Our Students will be able to apply the latest
technology element to creating a new business or adding competitive value to an
organization through digital transformation.
L7-1 Ability to understand the latest technology trend.
L7-2 Ability to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

competitive value to an organization.
For MBA/IMBA
<Problem Solving>

MP1 - Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues
MP2 - Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute
MP3 - Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and data
MP4 - Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among alternatives
<Functional Business Knowledge>
MF6 - Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital Technology
<Strategic Decision Making>
MD1 - Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts.
MD2 - Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data
For DXP
<Functional Business Knowledge>
MF1 - Able to understand management knowledge
<Technology and Digital Transformation>
MT1 - Able to understand the latest technology trend
MT2 - Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization
MT3 - Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account
organizational and environmental implications

Delivery Methods
Assessment

For ISEP
<Solutions toward Social Issues with Business Concept>
MI3 - Able to demonstrate ability to connect different ideas for creating new
solutions toward factors of social issues
MI4 - Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business knowledge for
providing solutions to social issues sustainably
The classes include lecture, case discussions, and group case presentation.
Students are required to read assigned textbook chapters and reference materials
well every week before coming to the class. Students are required to actively
participate in-class discussions, off-class group meetings and group presentations.
Class Participation 30%
Group Case Analysis & Presentation 20% (on Digital Business Design and
Innovation) (AACSB L7-1)
Group Project: Company Analysis and Presentation 20%
Individual Report 30% (AACSB L7-2)
Notes
i. Peer Evaluation scored will be weighted on Group Project and Group Case
Analysis.
ii. 4-page individual report dues at the end of the course.

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

None
Class participation score will be released mid term and after final class session.
The in-class feedback will be given after the Group case analysis presentation
Individual report score will be release via Google Classroom.

Required:
a)Title: Designed for Digital: How to Architect Your Business for Sustained Success,

b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Jeanne W. Ross, Cynthia M. Beath and Martin Mocker ,
d)Publisher: The MIT Press, e)Year: 2019, f)ISBN: 978-0262042888
a)Title: Platform Strategy: How to Unlock the Power of Communities and Networks
to Grow Your Business, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Laure Claire Reillier, Benoit Reillier ,
d)Publisher: Routledge, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 978-1472480248
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: The Digital Transformation Playbook: Rethink Your Business for the Digital
Ag, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: David Rogers, d)Publisher: Columbia University Press,
e)Year: 2016, f)ISBN: 978-0231175449
a)Title: Industry X.0: Realizing Digital Value in Industrial Sectors , b)Edition: 1,
c)Author: Eric Schaeffer, d)Publisher: Kogan Page Ltd, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 9780749481469
a)Title: Machine platform crowd : harnessing our digital future, b)Edition: 1,
c)Author: Andrew McAfee & Erik Brynjolfsson,McAfee, Andrew,Brynjolfsson, ,
d)Publisher: W.W. Norton, e)Year: 2017, f)ISBN: 978-0393254297
a)Title: The inevitable: understanding the 12 technological forces that will shape our
future, b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Kelly, Kevin, d)Publisher: Penguin, e)Year: 2017,
f)ISBN: 978-0143110378
a)Title: Prediction machines : the simple economics of artificial intelligence,
b)Edition: 1, c)Author: Ajay Agrawal, Joshua Gans, and Avi Goldfarb,Agrawal,
Ajay,Gans,, d)Publisher: Harvard Business Review Press, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN:
978-1633695672

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

More case materials are to be decided prior to the class
Class

Topic

1

Week 1.
- Introduction &
Course Logistics
- Five Domains
of Digital
Transformation
- Digital Business
Design

Required preparation
/homework
Reading(s):
2h
- Ina M. Sebastian,
Martin Mocker,
Jeanne W. Ross,
Kate G. Moloney,
Cynthia Beath,
and Nils O.
Fonstad: How Big
Old Companies
Navigate Digital
Transformation,
MIS Quarterly
Executive 16(3),

Required post-study
h

2

Week 2.
- Understanding
Digital Business
Models
The Long Tail
Core vs. Crowd
Business Model
Innovation

September 2017.
- Reference Book 1
[Chapter 1: Page
1-18]
Reading(s):
2h
- Model Behavior:
20 Business Model
Innovations for

Assignment

1h

Sustainability by
Lindsay Clinton
Ryan Whisnant
(February 2014)

- The Long Tail by
Chris Anderson,
Wired Magazine
https://www.wired
.com/2004/10/tail
/
Video:
- Machine,
platform, crowd:
Harnessing our
digital future. By
McAfee, Andrew,

3

4

Week 3.
- Customer
Centricity:
Building Shared
Customer
Insights
Understanding
Customer Value
and Value
Network
The Role of
Advanced
Analytics
Hyperpersonalization
Week 4.

and Erik
Brynjolfsson. WW
Norton &
Company, 2017.
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=vn6uamRcoho
Cases:
- TBD
Reading(s):
- Text 1: Chapter 2
[ page 21 – 28]
Cases:
- TBD

Readings:

2h

h

2h

h

- Operational
Excellence:
Building an
Operational

- Text 1: Chapter 3
[ page 39 – 56]
- Read Reference
Book 5 (or) Watch

Process
Automation and
other disruptive
technologies.

Simple Economics
of Artificial
Intelligence by
Prof. Ajay Agrawal

Backbone
Transforming
Operations
through Robotics,

5

6

Week 5.
Digital Platform
as Business
Model
Product vs
Platform
Platform
Business Model
Canvas
Week 6.
Platform
Execution: Life
Stages of
Platform

7

Week 7.
Platform Pricing
and Competing
against Platforms

8

Week 8.
Platform API:
Building an
External
Developer
Platform
Trust and
Accountability

video below
Video:
- Prediction
Machines: The

https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=Q4o56nufXTw
Cases:
- TBD
Readings:
- Text 2: Chapter 3
– 6 (page 21 – 72)

2h

Group work

2h

Cases:
- TBD

Readings:
- Text 2: Chapter 7
– 10 (page 73 –
121)
Preparation for
Group Case
Presentation
Readings:
- Text 2: Chapter
11 (page 137 –
152), Chapter 14
(page 193 – 204)
Preparation for
Group Case
Presentation
Reading(s):
- Text 1: Chapter 5
– 6 (page 77 –
100)
Preparation for
Group Case
Presentation

3h

h

3h

h

3h

h

Others

Framework
Total

22h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
ITC2020401
Aung, Zaw Zaw

Course title
Big Data Analytics

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
Ext. 533

Class Schedule Day /

Thu.2〜3

Office Hours
Monday - Friday 13:0015:00

Course Description

This course is for those new to data science and interested in understanding why the

Period

Credits
2
E-mail

F2F+Zoom

Big Data Era has come to be. You are to become conversant with the terminology
and the core concepts behind big data problems, applications, and systems. It is to
help you start thinking about how Big Data might be useful in your business or
career. In this course, you will experience various data genres and management tools
appropriate for each. You will be able to describe the reasons behind the evolving
plethora of new big data platforms from the perspective of big data management
systems and analytical tools linking business problems and data science solutions.
This course introduces you data-analytic thinking. It gives you a broad overview of

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

the field of graph analytics so that you can learn new ways to model, store, retrieve
and analyze graph-structured data. You will learn predictive modeling approach to
identify informative attributes by supervised segmentation.
At the end of the course, you will be able to:

Recognize different data elements in your own work and in everyday life problems
Explain why your team needs to design a Big Data Infrastructure Plan and
Information System Design
Select a data model to suit the characteristics of your data
Retrieve data from example database and big data management systems
processing patterns needed to utilize them in large-scale analytical applications
Design an approach to leverage data using the steps in the machine learning process
Construct models that learn from data using widely available open source tools
<Functional Business Knowledge>
MBA students from different backgrounds will learn fundamental business
knowledge so as to become a successful business managers.
MF6 Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital Technology
DXP students will learn fundamental business knowledge so as to become a
successful business manager.
MF3 Able to understand IT/OM/supply chain knowledge
<Technology and Digital Transformation>
DXP students will be able to apply the latest technology element to creating a new
business or adding competitive value to an organization through digital
transformation.
MT1 Able to understand the latest technology trend
MT2 Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add

Delivery Methods
Assessment

competitive value to an organization
MT3 Able to implement digital transformation while taking into account
organizational and environmental implications
The classes include lecture, case discussions, lab sessions and big data project group
presentation.
Students are required to read assigned textbook chapters and reference materials
well every week before coming to the class. Students are required to actively
participate in-class discussions, off-class group meetings and group presentations.
Class Participation 40%
(Pre-class Reading Assignment, Attendance, Class Discussion, Lab Session, Takehome assignments)
Big Data Project (Group Presentation and Report): 30%
Individual Essay 30%
Notes

i. Peer Evaluation scored will be weighted on Group Project and Group
Presentation.
ii. 4-page individual report dues at the end of the course.
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

None
Scores shall be released via Google Classroom.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

a)Title: Data Strategy: How to Profit from a World of Big Data, Analytics and
Artificial Intelligence, b)Edition: 2, c)Author: Bernard Marr, d)Publisher: KogaPage,
e)Year: 2021, f)ISBN: 9781398602588
a)Title: Management decision-making, big data & analytics, b)Edition: 1, c)Author:
Simone Gressel, David J. Pauleen & Nazim Taskin,Pauleen, David , d)Publisher:
SAGE, e)Year: 2021, f)ISBN: 9781526492005
a)Title: Data science for business, b)Edition: , c)Author: Foster Provost and Tom
Fawcett,Provost, Foster,Fawcett, Tom,, d)Publisher: O'Reilly, e)Year: 2013, f)ISBN:
9781449361327
a)Title: The Economics of Data, Analytics, and Digital Transformation: The
theorems, laws, and empowerments to guide your organization's digital
transformation, b)Edition: , c)Author: Bill Schmarzo, d)Publisher: Packt Publishing,
e)Year: 2020, f)ISBN: 978-1800561410
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Introduction to
Big Data
Big Data

2

Required preparation
/homework

Required post-study
2h

2h

3h

3h

3

4

5
6

7
8

Others

Modeling and
Management
Systems
Big Data
Integration and
Processing
Business
Problems and

Data Science
Solutions
Graph Analytics
for Big Data
Introduction to
Predictive
Modeling
Supervised
Segmentation
Similarity,
Neighbors and
Clusters
Total

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

3h

46h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
JDP2020401
Funabashi, Gaku

Course title
Small to Medium-sized Firms in Japan
Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#

Office Hours

E-mail

Course Description

The objective of this course is to introduce how small to medium-sized firms (or
often called SMEs: small and medium enterprises) have developed in Japan. Large

Mon.2〜3
F2F+Zoom

multi-national corporations (MNCs) are usually known as major players in the
Japanese industries. However, SMEs also take essential roles behind performances
by MNCs. In fact, factors for evolving into MNCs are originated in their actions
when they were still small or medium-sized. This course discusses the development
of SME businesses under changing environment of the Japanese economy.
Dividing the history of modern economic development in Japan into five eras,
namely eras of pre-World War II, reconstruction from the war, rapid economic
growth, moderate economic growth and slow economic growth, lectures and

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

discussions of this course focus on the following three points. First, SME
development is the result of operations by each firm, thus, we see actual cases of
typical SMEs established in each era. Second, we discuss policies supporting SMEs in
Japan. In general, SMEs face various challenges, because their management basis is
weak compared to that of large enterprises. Support policy for solving SME problems
by the government is important. The policy in this course includes cross-sectoral
SME policy as well as policies for specific industries and regions targeting SMEs
under the name of industrial policy or regional economic policy. Third, based on the
understanding of SMEs and policies in Japan, we discuss the internal and external
environment surrounding SMEs in low- and middle-income countries. The third
point is extended further as a group work with presentation.
In addition, visit to actual SMEs in Niigata prefecture will be organized (most
probably during the weekend).
This course contributes to the achievement of 5 objectives of 2 learning goals
mentioned below. For the purpose of accomplishment of these objectives, this course
covers issues related to small and medium enterprise development in Japan from the
views of both management of enterprises and support policy under the changing
economic and social environment.
MF1 (for 2-year MBA, JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Management
Knowledge
MJ1 (for JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese industries, society,
and business environments.
MJ2 (for JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese employment
practice
MJ3 (for JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate
governance and management philosophy
MJ4 (for JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese society and

Delivery Methods
Assessment

business environments
Classroom and online lectures and discussions (hybrid class)
Final grades will be based on 4 individual weekly assignments, group work
presentation and class participation (details of assignments, group presentation and
final report will be informed at a class)
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods MF1 MJ1 MJ2 MJ3 MJ4 MI1 MI2
Weekly Assignment 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80%

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Group Presentation 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%
Class Participation 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%
Weight on Final Grade 10% 30% 10% 10% 30% 5% 5%
Notes: The last row lists the weights of each learning objective on the final grade.
None
Feedback will be sent to students individually by mail.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Reference Books / Journal Articles: Reading journals are not necessarily related to
Japan but selected for better understanding of SME development in students’ own
countries.
All below are available at Google Scholar.
Students are required to download by themselves.
<Week 1> Ayyagari, M., Beck, T., & Demirguc-Kunt, A. (2007) “Small and
medium enterprises across the globe” Small business economics, 29(4)

<Week 2> Hudson,M., Smart,A. & Bourne,M. (2001) “Theory and practice in SME
performance measurement systems” International journal of operations &
production management
<Week 3> Nichter, S., & Goldmark, L. (2009) “Small firm growth in developing

Class Outline

countries” World development, 37(9), 1453-1464.
<Week 4> McKenzie, D., & Woodruff, C. (2014) “What are we learning from
business training and entrepreneurship evaluations around the developing world?”
The World Bank Research Observer, 29(1)
<Week 5> Wolff, J. A., & Pett, T. L. (2006). “Small‐firm performance: modeling
the role of product and process improvements” Journal of Small Business
Management, 44(2)
<Week 6> Karlan, D., & Zinman, J. (2010) “Expanding credit access: Using
randomized supply decisions to estimate the impacts” The Review of Financial
Studies, 23(1)
<Week 8> Storey, D. J. (2014). “Understanding the small business sector:
Reflections and confessions” P. Braunerhjelm (Ed.), 20
Class Topic
Required preparation
Required post-study
/homework
1
Introduction of
To read article of
2.0h To consider the
0.5h
the course,
the week and
economic
Business
prepare Questions
conditions of own

environment and
policies in Meiji
era
Discussion on

2
3

4
5

reading journal
Group discussion
with diagnosis
tool
Same as Class 1
Business
environment and
policies in Taisho
~ Showa (preWWII) era
Discussion on
reading journal
Group discussion
with diagnosis
tool
Same as Class 3
Business
environment and
policies in
reconstruction ~
high economic
growth era

and Interesting
points for the
discussion.

country and the
possible area that
your government
and SMEs can

apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.
Same as Class 1
To read article of
the week and
prepare Questions

h
2.0h

and Interesting
points for the
discussion.

Same as Class 3

To read article of
the week and
prepare Questions
and Interesting

h

2.0h

points for the
discussion.

apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.
Same as Class 3
To consider the
economic
conditions of own
country and the

h

7.0h

possible area that
your government
and SMEs can
apply lessons from

Same as Class 5
Business

Same as Class 5
To read article of

h
2.0h

8
9

Same as Class 7
Business
environment and
policies in
moderate
economic growth
era

Same as Class 7
To read article of
the week and
prepare Questions
and Interesting
points for the
discussion.

h
2.0h

the week and
prepare Questions
and Interesting
points for the
discussion.

h
0.5h

country and the
possible area that
your government
and SMEs can

6
7

environment and
policies in high
economic growth
era (cont.)

Same as Class 1
To consider the
economic
conditions of own

Japanese
experience.
Same as Class 5
To consider the

economic
conditions of own
country and the
possible area that
your government
and SMEs can
apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.
Same as Class 7
To consider the
economic
conditions of own
country and the
possible area that
your government
and SMEs can

h
7.0h

h
7.0h

10
11

Same as Class 9
Business
environment and
policies in slow
economic growth
era

12
13

Same as Class 11
Group
presentations on
environment,
challenges and

Same as Class 9
To read article of
the week and
prepare Questions
and Interesting

h
2.0h

points for the
discussion.

Same as Class 11

Preparation for the
Group
presentation

Same as Class 13
Discussion on the
SMEs visited
Summary of the
course

16
Others

Same as Class 15
Total
Class size limitation: 45

Same as Class 13
To read article of
the week and
prepare Questions
and Interesting
points for the
discussion.
Same as Class 15

h
7.0h

possible area that
your government
and SMEs can
apply lessons from

h

2.0h

possible policy
measures in
countries other
than Japan
14
15

apply lessons from
Japanese
experience.
Same as Class 9
To consider the
economic
conditions of own
country and the

h
2.0h

h

Japanese
experience.
Weekly
assignment
Preparation for
Group
Presentation
Same as Class 11

To consider the
economic
conditions of own
country and the

possible area that
your government
and SMEs can
apply lessons from
other countries.
Same as Class 1

h

0.5h

h
h

h
45.5h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course

Schedule code
JDP3010401

Name of Instructor

Lee, Hyunkoo

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
325

Course title
Japanese Style Management and Corporate
Governance
Credits
Office Hours
Until the virus situation
improves, there will be no

2
E-mail

office hour. If you need a
meeting, please send an
email to set up one.

Class Schedule Day /

Tue.4〜5

Course Description

This course will introduce Japanese style management. It was established amid social
chaos after World War II and has evolved into a unique management system which is
distinct from a typical textbook model. This new system eventually led Japanese
companies to rapid growth and worldwide success. While a business theory may
envision universal business principles, an actual management system is constrained

Period

F2F

by various business environments. It is natural that a management system differs
depending on a country where it is adopted. Japanese management system is also
deeply rooted in its national culture and history. The creation of Japanese
management system was an adaptation process of business theory to its unique

environments. Its success was not accidental, but based on sound economic
rationality. That’s why it is interesting to examine why Japanese style management
worked in Japan. This course will review Japanese style management’s historical
background and economic rationality behind it.
Japanese management system is also intertwined with a unique corporate
governance system which emphasizes the welfare of employees and long-term
relationships. This system is contrasted with Anglo-Saxon corporate governance
system which focuses on the sovereignty of shareholders. This course will examine
the impact of Japanese corporate governance system on various management
practices in Japanese companies.
Japanese management style is still evolving as Japan’s business environments are
changing. There have been heated discussions on the effectiveness of Japanese style
management in the rapidly changing world. This course will try to explore future
direction and the role of Japanese style management.
Learning Objectives &
Goals

This course contributes to the achievement of AACSB Learning Goal (LG) 8-2 and
8-3 for JGDP students.
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
(1) Demonstrate understanding of Japanese employment practice (LG8-2).
(2) Demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate governance and management

philosophy (LG8-3).
Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

This course fulfills the following MEXT learning objectives:
MF1 (MBA, DXP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Management Knowledge

Delivery Methods

Two weekly sessions. Lectures, quizzes, case discussions, and presentations in a
workshop style. All students should be able to participate in discussion.

MD1 (MBA): Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing
internal and external strategic contexts
MJ2 (MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese employment practice
MJ3 (MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese corporate governance
and management philosophy
MJ4 (MBA): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese society and business
environments

To excel in this course, you have to be more active and lead you study for yourself.

Assessment

For each class session, you are expected to be prepared to discuss the required topic
or assignment. We meet in the class to review key ideas and check your progress.
The grade will be based on the following guideline:

Learning Objectives
Assessment methods (1) (2) (3) (4) Overall
Class Discussion 50% 10%
Group Presentation 50% 10%
Individual Memo
15% 15% 10% 10%
Quizzes
15% 6%
Final Exam
85% 85% 25% 44%
Group Case Reports 50% 20%
Weight on Final Grade 20% 20% 40% 20% 100%
Prerequisites

Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

There is no prerequisite.

Students can get back their graded quizzes and assignment. They can also review
their final paper.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Japanese Management for a Globalized World, b)Edition: 1st, c)Author:
Watanabe, d)Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan, e)Year: 2018, f)ISBN: 9789811077890
a)Title: Corporate Governance, b)Edition: 3rd, c)Author: Kim, Nofsinger, and
Mohr, d)Publisher: Prentice Hall, e)Year: 2009, f)ISBN: 978-0136096986
a)Title: 21-st Century Japanese Management, b)Edition: 1st, c)Author: Abegglen,
d)Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan, e)Year: 2006, f)ISBN: 978-1403998767
a)Title: The embedded corporation, b)Edition: 1st, c)Author: Jacoby, d)Publisher:
Princeton University Press, e)Year: 2007, f)ISBN: 978-0691133843

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Articles and cases will be announced later.
Class

Topic

1

Introduction and
Framework
History Review of
Japanese

2

3

4

5
6

Economic
Growth I
History Review of
Japanese
Economic
Growth II
Corporate
Governance

Board of

Directors
Corporate
Governance in
Japan

7

Case: TBA

9
10

Case: TBA
Japanese
Management
System II

11
12

Case: TBA
Challenges in
Japanese Style
Management

8

Japanese
Management
System I

Required preparation
/homework
Read reference
2h

Required post-study
Review the slides

2h

How did Japan
build its

3h

Review the slides

2h

2h

Review the slides

2h

2h

Review the slides

2h

2h

Review the slides

2h

3h

Review the slides

2h

industries?
Read reference
Read reference

Various corporate
governance
systems in the
world
Review slides
Review slides

How does
Japanese coporate
governace differ
from Western
one? And why?
Review slides
Review the case

How does
Japanese
management
system function?
How do they differ
from Western
management
system?
Review reference
Review the case
What are the key
characteristics of
Japanese
management
system?
Review reference
Review the case
Why do Japanese
companies
struggle in recent
years?

3h

2h

3h

Review the slides

2h

3h
3h

Review the case
Review the slides

2h
2h

3h
3h

Review the case
Review the slides

2h
2h

13

People-Centered
Management

14
15

Case: TBA
Government and
Industrial Policy

16
Others

Can management
styles converge?
Review reference
Review the case
How did the
industrial policy
shape Japanese
business?
Review slides
Review the case

2h

Review the slides

2h

3h
2h

Review the case
Review the slides

2h
2h

Case: TBA
3h
Review the case
2h
Total
74h
1. The course will not allow an audit. All participants must register for the course.
2. The course will not allow a withdrawal.

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF JAPAN
Graduate School of International Management
Academic Year: 2022/2023
Term: Winter 2023

Course

Course code

Course title

Classroom

MGT1010

Organizational Behavior

TBA

Name of Instructor

Hirose, Shinichi

Instructor's contact

Office#

Credits: 2
Office Hours

Information

E-mail:

By appointment (flexible)

Class Schedule

(Class A) Every Wednesday: 14:40-16:10 & 16:20-17:50 JST / Periods 4 & 5

Day / Time

(Class B) Every Friday:

14:40-16:10 & 16:20-17:50 JST/ Periods 4 & 5

Role and

This course contributes to achieving specific learning objectives defined in the

Purposes

Curriculum Map by IUJ, as mentioned below. This course provides essential
understandings and skills in Organizational Behavior (OB) to accomplish the School
objective. We learn how we can effectively manage today's organizations and "people"
working inside. Organizations we deal with are profit-seeking corporations, public agencies,
and all other forms of non-profit bodies. They consider their activities like work, not a hobby
or mere socializing.
What kind of knowledge and skills are required to manage an organization consisting
of a few or thousands of people? First, we need to explain the behaviors of various
individuals and groups—which are considered complex interaction processes among
individuals—in an orderly way. Next, we need to be able to analyze and predict individual
and group behaviors. Only after overcoming these challenges will we be capable of
managing or leading the entire organization.
The terms such as "management" or "leadership" should be used with great care since
they evoke diverse and heterogeneous implications among people. As we proceed with the
classes, we will gradually clarify what we mean by managing and leading organizations in
modern society.

Course

Upon successful completion of this course, the class participants will achieve the goals

Learning

of mastering:

Objectives

(1)

Ability to demonstrate the understanding of leadership concepts and practices

(As in the

(L3-1) COMMON TO 2YR MBA, IMBA, AND JGDP

Curriculum

(a) Engagement in active listening and conduct of 2-way or multilateral

Map)

conversation
(b) Making constructive suggestions to deepen the group discussion
(c) Exercising necessary leadership or followership behavior in the group
discussion when needed

1

(2)

Demonstrable ability to formulate and define issues (L4-1) 2YR MBA ONLY
(a) The capability of identifying the most critical issues under the given
situation without being distracted by less critical factors
(b) The ability to clarify the causes of the critical issues by conducting
analytical fact gathering and finding implications from such sources. Also,
it is required to be capable of making reasonable guesses when there are
insufficient facts
(c) The skills to unveil the hidden interrelationships among issues and to
develop holistically integrated solutions and suggestions towards the
situation

Course
Description

Upon completing this course, you will have comprehensive understandings of the
nature of working people's minds, the various phenomena that occur under group work,
and the mechanism of organizational structure.
Also, you will be better prepared to lead your organization, either small or large, under
solid foundations of OB theories and concepts. Cases are designed to be gradually
exposed to various simulated experiences that serve as anchors of your future career's
managerial behaviors.
A good understanding of Organizational Behavior is essential for ANY roles you
assume upon graduation, as far as you work with other people. Being equipped with OB
knowledge, you will be more capable of handling "people-related" issues in organizations.

Teaching
Methodology

Prerequisite

1. Case discussions
 Group discussions in the classroom
 Each student MUST join the class after reading and analyzing the Case
individually
 Group discussions will take place in the classroom with pre-assigned
group members
 Class discussion, where each student is supposed to speak up individually
2. Web-based teamwork simulation exercise and group report preparation
3. Supplementary lectures
(includes critical concepts of the week, special hot topics, and the Case wrap up)
None.
Attendance is allowed for registered students only. You must attend the session on the
day of the week you enrolled.
[ATTENTION]
It is not permitted that students switch the class's day interchangeably because
you belong to the discussion group whose member is fixed. You must be in the
same course of the week.

2

Assessment
Measures

[ASSESSMENT WEIGHTS]
 Weekly Case Memos*: 10% [See details below]
 Impact of your in-class speak-up and active participation: 20%
 Group Presentation for the Simulation Exercise**: 25% [See details below]
 Group Peer Review: 15%
[Methods to ensure fairness explained on the Google Classroom when ready]
 Week 8 Final Essay [Details to be shared on the Google Classroom when ready]

* For FOUR weeks of sessions, 1-3 pages (minimum one full page) of Case Memo is
due by 14:30 on Wednesday for Wednesday Class participants and 14:30 on
Friday for Friday Class participants. The template file will be provided electronically
on the Google Classroom portal. Case memos are not graded (A, B, C…), and you
will receive a Pass or Fail. The expected contents of the Case Memos are
straightforward and basic. While you read the case material for the next class, you
freely write down your thoughts and opinions based on the Case questions provided
for each Case by the instructor. There is no required fixed writing style for Memos.
You will receive a Pass unless your submission has a problem with plagiarism or too
little originality. You upload your Case Memo to the Classroom Assignment section in
the class portal.
** Each group (group assignment made by the instructor from Week 2 session) will
make presentations based on the group dynamics and leadership experiences
encountered during the Everest V3 simulation. Feedback and grading for group
presentations will be returned to each group after finishing all the instructor sessions.
Textbook(s)

Required Textbook: [available for both printed and Kindle formats]
Robbins, S. P., & Judge, T. (2021). Essentials of organizational
behavior (15th Global ed.). Boston: Pearson Education.
(Caution 1) Please make sure tha¥t you use the "Global
Edition." There is a "US Only Edition," which is incompatible with
our text reading assignments and should not be used.
(Caution 2) There are books titled "Organizational Behavior"
(without "Essentials of"), written by the same authors. This book
is not the same as the one we will use. Please be careful not to
make the wrong selection.
ALL PARTICIPANTS WITH FORMAL REGISTRATION TO THIS CLASS SHOULD
PURCHASE THE TEXTBOOK. IT IS BECAUSE COPYING ALL THE REQUIRED
READING PARTS FROM THE LIBRARY OR OTHER PUBLIC SOURCES EXCEEDS
THE LEVEL OF "FAIR USE" ALLOWED BY COPYRIGHT LAWS OF JAPAN.
PLEASE BE COMPLIANT WITH LAWS BY ACQUIRING THE TEXTBOOK COPY
FOR YOURSELF ONLY.
[HOW TO PURCHASE YOUR COPY]
 (OPTION 1) OAA WILL OFFER A TEXTBOOK ORDERING SERVICE ON
BEHALF OF YOU BEFORE THE CLASS STARTS
o FOR ON-CAMPUS (including those living nearby the campus)
STUDENTS:
YOU CAN ORDER A PRINTED PAPERBACK VERSION TEXTBOOK
o FOR OFF-CAMPUS REMOTE STUDENTS:
YOU CAN ORDER AN EBOOK. THE ACCESS CODE WILL BE GIVEN
3

WHEN ORDERS ARE FULFILLED
 (OPTION 2) YOU CAN ORDER YOUR TEXTBOOK, EITHER PRINTED OR
EBOOK, BY YOURSELF
o IF YOU CHOOSE THIS OPTION, PLEASE TAKE ACTION SOON.
BOOK DELIVERY MAY TAKE SEVERAL WEEKS.
SUPPOSE THE ARRIVAL OF YOUR TEXTBOOK DELAYS MEET THE START OF THE OB
SESSIONS. IN THAT CASE, THERE IS A TEMPORARY SUPPORT AVAILABLE. YOU CAN
EITHER MAKE PARTIAL COPIES FROM THE MLIC RESERVE OR ASK THE LIBRARIAN TO
LET YOU ACCESS TO THE ELECTRONIC TEXTBOOK RESOURCE.

[[SPECIAL ATTENTION]]
 THE 15TH GLOBAL EDITION MADE HUGE CONTENT REVISIONS.
 THEREFORE, YOU CANNOT USE PREVIOUS VERSIONS AS SUBSTITUTES.
 MAKE SURE YOU GET THE 15TH GLOBAL EDITION.
Recommended books:
Levy, P. E. (2020). Industrial/organizational psychology: understanding the
workplace (6th ed.). New York: Worth Publishers/Macmillan Learning.
[MLIC: (reference number: 366.94-L668-2020), General Stacks Area]
Wren, D. A., & Bedeian, A. G. (2020). The evolution of management thought (8th
ed.). Hoboken, NJ: Wiley. [MLIC: (reference number: 335.2-W945-2020),
General Stacks Area]

4

Class Outline

Week

Session

Theme

Readings for Preparation and Other Info

1

INTRODUCTION



Textbook: Chapter 1: Welcome to the
World of OB



Case: The Turnaround of General
Electric [HBS Case: 42 pages | CU205PDF-ENG]



CASE MEMO SUBMISSION IS NOT
REQUIRED FOR WEEK 1.

2



1

NO NEED TO READ THE ENTIRE
TEXT THOROUGHLY. READING
GUIDES AND CASE QUESTIONS
WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE ON THE
GOOGLE CLASSROOM. Make sure
that you study the Case
appropriately to discuss the Case in
the group discussion.

3

MOTIVATION



Textbook: Chapters 2: Attitudes, 3:
Emotions, 4: Personality Factors, 5:
Perceptual Processes, and 6: Valuing
Diversity (Since the reading workload is
heavy, try to skim. Also pay special
attention to the figures and tables)



Case: Ben & Jerry's Homemade Ice
Cream Inc.: Keeping the Mission(s)
Alive [HBS Case: 22 pages | 392025PDF-ENG]

2

4

5

5

COMMUNICATION
AND NETWORK



Textbook: Chapters 7: Basic Motivation,
and 8: Applied Motivation



Case: Shield: Product Development in
a Distributed Team [INSEAD Case: 10
pages | 405-028-1]



The finalized group formation will be
announced before these sessions and
become effective from this week. Your

6

group can start working on the
simulation exercise from this week.


This week, instructions for the
simulation will be given in the class.
Also, relevant file materials will be
uploaded to the Classroom portal.


You have no problem tackling the
simulation exercise without any
specific OB knowledge.



However, before you start the
simulation and start developing the
group presentation, it is highly

3

recommended that you study the
topic contents of Week 5 in
advance. You can also leverage
what you learned until Week 4
session would also be beneficial to
develop a high-quality
presentation.


IF YOUR GROUP MEETS IN
PERSON, PLEASE PAY FULL
ATTENTION TO PREVENT THE
INFECTION RISKS BASED ON THE
SCHOOL POLICY



The Mid-term Course Feedback Survey
by OAA will be sent to you

6

7

COMMUNICATION
AND NETWORK



Textbook: Chapter 9: Communication



Case: Intel in China [HBS Case: 8
pages | 99C007-PDF-ENG]

4
8
5

9

10

GROUP
EFFECTIVENESS
AND TEAM
DYNAMICS
[GROUP
PRESENTATION
DAY]



Textbook: Chapters 10: Basics of
Group Behavior, and 10: From Groups
to Teams



Web-based Simulation Exercise:
Everest V3 [8867-HTM-ENG]
- Bulk transactions purchase your
simulation license by OAA. DO NOT
PURCHASE THE LICENSE INDIVIDUALLY.

[Instruction will be given starting from




Week 3]
PREPARE 15 MIN. GROUP
PRESENTATION TO BE DELIVERED
IN THE CLASS
GROUP REPORT SUBMISSION DUE
(PowerPoint file or equivalent)



The first round Peer Evaluation Survey
will be conducted this week

11

LEADERSHIP,
POWER, AND
POLITICS

6



of Leaders, and 13: Power and Politics


12



13

ORGANIZATION
DESIGN

Textbook: Chapters 12: Characteristics



in Organizations
Discussion based on several movie
scenes from "INVICTUS"
Case: Trouble at Tessei [HBS Case: 16
pages | 615044-PDF-ENG]
Textbook: Chapter 15: Organization
Structure and Design



Mintzberg, H. (2003). The Structuring of
Organizations. In H. Mintzberg, J.
Lampel, J. B. Quinn & S. Ghoshal
(Eds.), The strategy process: concepts,
contexts, cases (5th (2014) ed., pp.

7
14

201-217). Upper Saddle River, NJ:
Prentice-Hall. [This material will be
made available on the Classroom portal


7

in the form of a protected PDF file]
Case: Polycom, Inc.: Visualizing
Culture [HBS Case: 16 pages | 601073PDF-ENG]

15



Textbook: Chapters 16: Creating and
Maintaining Organizational Culture, 17:





Organizational Change
Case: Old Mutual Limited: Leading
Culture Change [Ivey: 11 pages |
W20212-PDF-ENG]
You submit the "Final Essay" for this
week's Case instead of simple Case
Memos for other Weeks. Unlike other
weekly case memos, your Essay for
this week will be rigorously graded.
Therefore, it has a high assessment
weight, as shown in the Assessment
part of this syllabus. The detailed
requirements and guidelines for

16

developing your Final Essay will be

8

made available around Week 4. The
length of the text body part of your
Essay should be three to five pages
with a standard A4 format. If you need
to include a reference list, space for it
can be beyond page five. You can use
the Case Memo template for this
assignment, too.


Peer Feedback and Course Evaluation
surveys will be conducted.


Final Peer Evaluation Survey



Final Course Feedback Survey by
OAA



Survey about the usefulness of
cases and simulation in this course

8

IMPORTANT
ISSUES







Read the Textbook AND the Case BEFORE joining each class session. It is mandatory.
You are required to conduct analyses on the Case based on the instructor's lead
questions. To prepare your case memo, develop your output individually by yourself.
Group discussion is not tolerated for this task.
Lectures are NOT substitutes for textbook contents. Please read your textbook
assignments before each class.
[WARNING] The plagiarism check is conducted for all of your submissions.
Deviation will result in significant consequences on your grade. Typically, you
will get an "F" grade in Case of committing plagiarism, even on one occasion.
 The typical mistake for unintentionally making plagiarism is that you do not
include the reference list to explicitly clarify the sources for the citations you
made in your submissions. Make sure that you list up the citation sources
when you make citations. Also, making any copies from so-called "cheating
websites" is not acceptable even you made the sources listed as citations.

9

ABOUT TEXTBOOK PURCHASE
 ONLY THE 15TH GLOBAL EDITION (EITHER PAPERBACK OR EBOOK) IS ACCEPTABLE
 NEVER PURCHASE PREVIOUS OLDER VERSIONS!
[ACCEPTABLE EDITION]
[EDITIONS NOT ACCEPTABLE]


Global 15th edition



Global 14th edition or earlier
[basic structures such as chapter orders are different]

✘ ✘


ANY "US-ONLY" editions

✘


✔

"Organizational Behavior" by Robbins & Judge
[title without "Essentials of"]

✘

10

✘

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2023 Winter Term
Course

Schedule code
MGT1130

Course title
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Name of Instructor

YINGYING ZHANG ZHANG

Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
314

E-mail

Class Schedule Day /
Period

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY PERIOD 2 AND 3

Course Description

This course of international management is designed to provide student core knowledge

Office Hours
BY APPOINTMENT

for carrying out management in an international business context. Given the globalizing
business world that we are living and working in, a better understanding of how to deal
with international phenomenon and management has become a must.
Objectives
The objectives for this course are to help you to better understand the mind that an
international manager needs to possess, to introduce you to the tools to get started, and to
assist in expanding your resources and knowledge from the home country domestic
environment. While doing business internationally its path varies depending on many
factors such as the industry, the size and the original culture of the firm, we intend to
identify some common facets for you to be able to obtain core and basic knowledge on
how to manage an international business, either for creating your own international
business, or for working in a small y medium sized enterprise, or a multinational.
Devoting to the study and analysis of factors affecting doing business globally, and
how a firm carries out their internationalization process, the course is designed with the
content as the follow to achieve these goals, in addition to practical oriented session
activities, which will be presented in the first week of class.
-

Laying foundation of global business and how it works with principal influential
factors.

-

Acquiring analytical tools for the analysis of internationalization process and
doing international business.

-

Being familiar with international competitive environment for local, regional and
global integration of business management.

-

Strategizing around the global world by intelligently managing firms
internationally.

-

Gaining communication, managerial and leadership skills in an international
environment, bearing business in mind.

Learning Objectives

This course contributes to the achievement of the following learning objectives & goals:

& Goals

LG1-1, LG1-2, and LG1-3. Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
(LG1-1): To be able to demonstrate the sensitivity to different perspectives and opinions
of those from different international business backgrounds.
(LG1-2): To be able to identify and articulate common viewpoints among different and
possibly conflicting opinions of those from different international business backgrounds.
(LG1-3): To be able to acquire skills to communicate with people from diverse
international business backgrounds.

Contribution to the

MM1: Able to demonstrate the sensitivity to different perspectives and opinions of those

Diploma Policy

from different international backgrounds.

(knowledge, skills

MM2: Able to identifying and articulating common viewpoints among different and

and attitude which

possibly conflicting opinions of those from different international backgrounds.

can be acquired

MM3: Able to acquire skills to communicate with people from diverse international

through this course

backgrounds.

for obtaining the

MD1: Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and

degree concerned)

external strategic contexts.
MD2: Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data

Delivery Methods

Interactive lectures, discussions and real company project are the main delivery methods.

Assessment
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

(1)

Class Participation
Individual Work

(2)

(3)

50%

50%

50%

30%
20%

Peer Review

50%

Group Report

50%

50%

Weight on Final Grade

40%

30%

15%
35%

30%

100%

Notes:
(1). Learning objectives will be evaluated by class participation, individual work, peer
review, and group report, in a proportion of 50% for their corresponding learning
objectives.
(2). Project assessment will weight 80% of peer review and group report, which sums up
to 40% of the total grade.
(3). The last row enlists the weight of each learning objective on the final grading.
Prerequisites

No specific prerequisite.

Method of Feedback

Feedback will be provided via email when it is necessary.

for Exams/Papers
Required

NO. There is no required textbook, though students are encouraged to read the

Textbook(s)

recommended books. Class notes will be distributed after each session.

Recommended journal articles and periodicals (these will be available in google
classroom):
<Week 1> (Session 1 &2)
- Zhang-Zhang, Y. and Varma, A. (2020). Organizational Preparedness with COVID-19:
Strategic Planning and Human Creativity, The European Business Review, September October, 22-33.
- Miravitllles and Zhang, 2016, Six Decades of International Business Research: Where
Next? Journal of Evolutionary Studies in Business. 1 (1), 63-94.
<Week 2> (Session 3 & 4)
- Rohlfer and Zhang, 2016, Culture studies in international business: paradigmatic shifts.
European Business Review. 28 (1), 39-62.
<Week 3> (Session 5 & 6)
- Van Tulder, 2015, Getting all motives right: A holistic approach to internationalization
motives of companies. The Multinational Business Review. 23 (1), 36-56.
- Santana-Mariscal, A., Zhang, Y. & Lopez-Pascual, J. (2012), “Internationalization of
multinational banks: A study of foreign direct investment in seven Latin American
countries”, The Service Industries Journal. 32 (7): 1149-1170
<Week 4> (Session 7 & 8)
- Ozturk, Joiner and Cavusgil 2015, Delineating foreign market potential: A tool for
international market selection. Thunderbird International Business Review.
- Watson IV, G.F. et al., (2018). International Market Entry Strategies: Relational,
Digital, and Hybrid Approaches. Journal of International Marketing. 26(1).
<Week 5> (Session 9 & 10)
- Johanson, J. and Vahlne, J-E. (2009). The Uppsala internationalization process model
revisited: From liability of foreignness to liability of outsidership. Journal of
International Business Studies, 40: 1411-1431.
- Isenberg 2008, The global entrepreneur. Harvard Business Review. December. 107111.
<Week 6> (Session 11 & 12)
- Herbert 1984, Strategy and Multinational Organization Structure: An interorganizational relationships perspective. Academy of Management Review. 9(2), 259271.
<Week 7> (Session 13 & 14)
- Bjorkman and Welch 2015. Framing the field of international human resource
management research. The International Journal of Human Resource Management. 26
(2), 136-150.
- Zhang, Y., Dolan, S., Lingham, T., & Altman, Y. (2009). “International strategic
human resource management: A comparative case analysis of Spanish firms in China”.
Management and Organization Review, 5 (2): 195-222
<Week 8> (Session 15 & 16)
Katsikeas et al 2019, Revisiting international marketing strategy in a digital era.
International Marketing Review. 37 (3), 405-424.

Teece, D. et al. (2020). Plotting strategy in a dynamic world. MIT Sloan Management
Review. 62 (1): 28-33.
Reference Books

Morris, S. and Oldroyd, J. (2019). International Business, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Deresky, H. (2017). International Management: Managing Across Borders and Cultures,
Text and Cases (9th Ed.), Pearson. ISBN: 9781292153537
Peng, M. and Meyer, K. (2016). International Business (2nd Ed), Cengage Learning.
Daniels, J., Radebaugh, L. and Sullivan, D., (2017). International Business:
Environments and operations (16th Ed.), Pearson. ISBN: 978-0134200057

Other Materials

See Outlines. Cases will be provided in class or by OAA in advance. Updated news will
also be used in sessions for discussion.

Class

Class

Outlines

Contents
Topic

Orientation/ Overview of International Business

Required
1

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

1.0 h

post-study

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and PPT

0.5h

Topic

The globalizing business under VUCA context

Required

Required
2

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

1.0h

post-study

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and PPT

0.5h

Topic

The role of culture in international business

Required

Required
3

preparation

Mini Case: IKEA (to be distributed in W1)

/homework

1.0h

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

Culture in International Environment Exercises

0.5h

Required
4

5

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

Motives for internationalization

1.0h

0.5h

Required
preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

Strategies for internationalization

1.0 h

1.0 h

Required
6

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

International market selection

1.0 h

1.0 h

Required
7

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

International entry strategy

1.0 h

1.0 h

Required
8

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

Strategy of the international business

1.0 h

1.0 h

Required
9

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

The process of the international business

1.0 h

1.0 h

Required
10

11

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

Structure of international companies

1.0 h

1.0 h

Required
preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

1.0 h

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

Organization of international companies

1.0 h

Required
12

preparation

Preparation for Team Case report: Huayi Compressor Barcelona

/homework

(to be distributed by OAA in Week 5)

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

International human resources management

4.0 h

2.0 h

Required
13

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

1.0 h

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

International strategic human resource management

2.0 h

Required
14

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

1.0 h

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

International marketing management

2.0 h

Required
15

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

1.0 h

Required

Review the contents discussion with Class Note and apply in the

post-study

actual company case

Topic

Plotting strategy in a global highly dynamic environment

2.0 h

Required
16

preparation
/homework

Read the above-mentioned journal articles.

1.0 h

Term project report (Details to be informed at the class)

10 h

Required
post-study

Total

46h

Others

Class size limitation: 35 students.

Keyword

Globalization, digitalization, complexity, uncertainty, dynamism, managing international business

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2023 Winter Term
Course

Schedule code
MGT1300

Course title
Corporate Social Responsibility

Name of Instructor

Credits
Tsutomu Yokose

1

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
#315

Office Hours
Upon request

E-mail

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Tuesday / 14:40-16:10, 16:20-17:50 (Japan time)
(Courses will be offered at Jan.11, 18. 25, Feb.1)

Course Description

Business leaders in this digital age must have the role as a member of the society.
In every industry and organization, business persons are expected to acquire and
develop a capability to lead their people, teams, and organization with their mindset of
living with society.
Due to the rapid change at the age of globalization, business leaders are now facing with
the critical and tough situation and they are required to respond to all stake holder needs
with the balance of each benefit
From aforementioned points, this course provides students how to generate, implement
and manage Corporate Social Responsibility strategy and its implementation plan.
In order to achieve organizational goals in global context and cross-cultural
environment, students should understand the role of leaders from the point of
Corporate Social Responsibility.

Learning Objectives

During this course the following topics will be covered

& Goals



Concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)



Connection between business strategy and CSR strategy



Industry level CSR



Corporate citizenship



Protecting human rights and environment as a company



Country local rules vs global ethical roles



Balance between corporate benefit and strategic risk in social responsibility



The role of leaders in generating and implementing CSR strategy

Upon completion of this course, student should be able to:


Understand and exercise how a company build the strategy in Corporate Social
Responsibility, what the responsibility of a corporate in the society, how to balance

the benefit among stakeholders.


Gain the essential concept, mindset and analytical skills to be a business leader
with social responsibility role.

This course provide students opportunities to embody their knowledge, concept,
theories and learning in the other programs as leaders in the dynamic business
environment. At the new start of business career after their graduation, the discussion
and practices in this program will help student to have confidence in their leader’s tasks.
Contribution to the

Following Learning Objectives are defined for the completion of degree

Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills

<MBA>

and attitude which

MS1

can be acquired

understanding of socially responsible leadership concepts and practices

through this course

MS2

Able to outline strategies for socially responsible companies

for obtaining the

MS3

Able to demonstrate ability to illustrate key reasons why socially responsible

degree concerned)

leadership is integrated into mainstream business operations through global value chain
MD1

Able to clearly identify the central problem/issue to demonstrate

Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing internal and

external strategic contexts

Delivery Methods

interactive lecture, case method study, group discussion and presentation

Assessment
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

MS-1

MS-2

MS-3

MD-1

Contribution to Class discussion

20%

10%

10%

10%

Group Presentation

20%

20%

20%

Case Memos (4 times)

30%

30%

30%

40%

Individual Final Report

30%

40%

40%

50%

Weight on Final Grade

25%

25%

25%

25%

Notes:
The last row lists the weights of each learning objective on the final grade.
Prerequisites

None

Method of Feedback

Case memos: during the class, instructor show the points for the analysis and good

for Exams/Papers

examples
Upon request, instructor will provide individual feedback

Required

<HBS Articles>

Textbook(s)

The Truth about CSR
Harvard Business Review – January February 2015,

Reference Books

None

Other Materials

Cases;


CSR and the Tobacco Industry



Royal Dutch/Shell in Nigeria(A)

HBS



Apple: Privacy vs Safety? (A)

HBS 9-316-069



“Enrich Not Exploit”: Can New CSR Strategy Help Body Shop Regain Glory?

Universite De Geneve 713-067-1
9-399-126

ICMR 717-0073-8


Class

Genzyme’s CSR Dilemma: How to Play its HAND HBS 9-910-407

Class

Outlines

Contents
Topic



Definition of CSR



Stakeholder analysis



Industry level CSR

Required
1

preparation

Read the required text book

/homework

Understand the concept or CSR through lecture materials

2.0h

Debrief the course materials depending upon lecture

0.5h

Required
post-study

Topic

Case: CSR and the Tobacco Industry
(case memo submission)

Required

Assigned questions (case memos and group discussion 1-3)

preparation

1.

Who are the stake holders? and what are the key issues?

/homework

2.

What CSR strategies or initiatives would your recommend

2

to the board?
3.

Should the tobacco industry be regulated? To what extent
and in what ways?

4.

What should the CEO propose to the board meeting?

4.0h

Required
post-study

Review own case memos depending upon lecture

Topic



Influence of market and institutional failures to business



Corporate citizenship



Corporation’s role in protecting human rights and the environment

3

1.0h

Required
preparation

Read course materials and understand the concept

1.0h

/homework
Required
post-study

Debrief the course materials depending upon lecture

Topic

Case: Royal Dutch/Shell in Nigeria(A)

0.5h

(case memo submission)
Required

Assigned questions (case memos 1-3, group discussion 4-5)

preparation

1.

Why has Shell become the subject of criticism and
controversy?

/homework
2.

During its time in Nigeria, what, if anything, should Shell
have done differently ?

3.

What is your appraisal of Shell’s stated business principle
of noninvolvement in political matters?

4

4.

(Group discussion) As Brian Andersen, what would you
recommend to Shell’s Committee of Managing Directors
regarding the death sentence for Saro-Wiwa and his codefendants? What, if anything, would you do personally
about this matter?

5.

(Group discussion) What advice would you give Shell’s
leadership going forward? What the about the liquefied
nature gas projects?

4.0h

Required
post-study

Review own case memos depending upon lecture

1.0h

Topic



New CSR challenges in digital age



Tensions between responsibilities to customers and responsibility to
society



Avoidance or prevention of harms



Reconciliation of potential tensions among business leader’s
responsibility in global context

5
Required
preparation
/homework

Read course materials and understand the concept

1.0h

post-study

Debrief the course materials depending upon lecture

0.5h

Topic

Apple: Privacy vs Safety? (A)

Required

(case memo submission)
6

Required

Assigned questions s (case memos 1-3, group discussion 4-5)

preparation

1.

/homework

If you were Cook, would you comply with the court order
to help the FBI access the data on the iPhone used in the
San Bernardino shooting? Why and why not?

4.0h

2.

What are Apple’s responsibilities for public safety?

3.

What are Apple’s responsibilities for customer privacy?
Does Cook have additional responsibilities to take into
account in this situation? If so, what are they?

4.

(Group discussion) Does your answer to providing access
vary with the government agency or national government
requesting the data? Why or Why not?

5.

(Group discussion) Is there a way for Cook to resolve the
apparent tensions among these various responsibilities?

Required
post-study

Review own case memos depending upon lecture

Topic

CSR issues and challenges caused by M&A

1.0h

Leadership role in the newly settled CSR strategy after M&A
Analyze CSR strategy from the new sustainable initiative views
The way to regain leadership position and ethical business
7

Required
preparation
/homework

Read course materials and understand the concept

1.0h

post-study

Debrief the course materials depending upon lecture

0.5h

Topic

“Enrich Not Exploit”: Can New CSR Strategy Help Body Shop Regain

Required

Glory?
(case memo submission and Group Presentation)
Required

Assigned questions (case memos 1-3, group presentation 3-4)

preparation

1.

How did Body Shop emerge as a champion of CSR while
challenging industry norms? How important a contribution

/homework

did Roddick make to the creation of Body Shop?
2.

How did the acquisition by L’Oreal affect the ethical image
of Body Shop? Identify the problem Body Shop faced

8

following the take over
3.

(Group presentation Topic) Critically analyze Body Shop’s
new CSR approach

4.

(Group presentation Topic) Do you think the revamped
strategy will help Body Shop regain its lost glory as a leader
in ethical business? What possible challenges could
Schwartz and Davis face going forward and how can the be
tackled?
8.0h

Required

Review own case memos depending upon lecture

1.0h

post-study

Final Report preparation and submit

6.0h

Topic
Required
9

preparation
/homework

h

Required
post-study

h

Topic
Required
10

preparation
/homework

h

Required
post-study

h

Topic
Required
11

preparation
/homework

h

Required
post-study

h

Topic
Required
12

preparation
/homework

h

Required
post-study

h

Topic
Required
13

preparation
/homework

h

Required
post-study

h

Topic
Required
14

preparation
/homework

h

Required
post-study
15

h

Topic
Required

h

preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

h

Topic
Required
16

preparation
/homework

h

Required
post-study

h
Total

Others
Keyword

37.0h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2023 Winter Term
Course

Schedule code
MGT 1320

Name of Instructor

Gaku Funabashi

Course title
Local Resources and Social Business
Credits
2

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
212

Office Hours
Please contact by mail

E-mail

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Wednesday 14:40-16:10, 16:20-17:50

Course Description

The objective of the course is to introduce basic knowledge about social business and
processes necessary for the preparation of own businesses for solving social issues with
frameworks usable for each process. With actual cases of social businesses, we will
discuss how entrepreneurs identified issues, what kind of solutions they came up with by
using what kinds of resources available. It also includes discussions on how their
businesses are analyzed from the perspectives of management frameworks and how those
businesses are related to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Students are expected to make a part of own business plan every week as an assignment
using frameworks introduced in the classes. It is required to present his/her business plan
in the final week (some students will be in the same group). Business plan in this case is
the creation of new business solving a social issue in a certain country using resources of
actual enterprises in Niigata. For this purpose, it is planned to hold joint discussions with
enterprises to idealize prototype of products /services.

Learning Objectives

This course contributes to the achievement of 7 objectives of 2 learning goals

& Goals

mentioned below. For the purpose of accomplishment of these objectives, this course
covers issues needed to be considered in establishing businesses for solving social
issues with frameworks for analysis.

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills
and attitude which
can be acquired

MS1 (for MBA, IMBA, JGDP, ISEP): Able to clearly identify the central problem/issue
to demonstrate understanding of socially responsible leadership concepts and practices
MS2 (for MBA, IMBA, JGDP, ISEP): Able to outline strategies for socially responsible
companies
MS3 (for MBA, IMBA, JGDP, ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to illustrate key reasons

through this course

why socially responsible leadership is integrated into mainstream business operations

for obtaining the

through global value chain.

degree concerned)

MI1 (for ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to identify social issues
MI2 (for ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to analyze fundamental factors of social
issues

MI3 (for ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to connect different ideas for creating new
solutions toward factors of social issues
MI4 (for ISEP): Able to demonstrate ability to establish systems with business knowledge
for providing solutions to social issues sustainably
Delivery Methods

The classes include interactive lectures and discussions based on weekly assignments
submitted by students.

Assessment

Final grades will be based on individual weekly assignments, group work presentation and class
participation (details of assignments, group presentation and final report will be informed at a class)
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

MS1

MS2

MS3

MI1

MI2

MI3

MI4

Weekly assignment

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

Group Presentation

30%

30%

30%

30%

30%

30%

30%

Class Participation 30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
Weight on Final
7%
7%
6%
20%
20%
20%
20%
Grade
Notes: The last row lists the weights of each learning objective on the final grade.
Prerequisites

None

Method of Feedback

Feedback will be sent to students individually by mail. Group presentation feedback

for Exams/Papers

will be given also by enterprises.

Required

Required Textbook: There is no required textbook.

Textbook(s)

Recommended journal articles, periodicals, etc.: All journal articles below are available
online even though you are not on campus. Please search them with Google Scholar.
<Week 1> Yunus, Muhammad. “Social business entrepreneurs are the solution.” In The
future makers, pp. 219-225. Routledge, (2017)
<Week 2> Christensen, Clayton M., and Karen Dillon. “Disruption 2020: An Interview
With Clayton M. Christensen.” MIT Sloan Management Review 61, no. 3 (2020)
<Week 3> Haraldsson, Hörđur V. Introduction to system thinking and causal loop
diagrams. Department of chemical engineering, Lund University, 2004. (Ch. 2, 3, 4)
<Week 4> Haraldsson, Hörđur V. Introduction to system thinking and causal loop
diagrams. Department of chemical engineering, Lund University, 2004. (Ch. 5, 6, 7)
<Week 5> Tschimmel, Katja. “Design Thinking as an effective Toolkit for Innovation.”
In ISPIM Conference Proceedings, p.1. The International Society for Professional
Innovation Management (2012)
<Week 6> De Bono, Edward. The Mechanism of Mind: Understand how your mind
works to maximise memory and creative potential. Random House (2015) Ch. 33
(P236-)
<Week 7> Osterwalder, Alexander, and Yves Pigneur. Business model generation: a
handbook for visionaries, game changers, and challengers. John Wiley & Sons (2010).
<Week 8> No recommended journal articles due to students’ presentation in this week.

Reference Books

Reference books will be shown at a class, if necessary.

Other Materials

Class

None

Class

Outlines

Contents
Topic

Orientation
What is social business? (Historical perspective and latest trend)
Understanding issues in the society with framework to understand issues
(Theory of Jobs to be done)

1,
2

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

To read article of the week and prepare Questions and Interesting
points for the discussion.

2.0 h

To consider the conditions and problems that people face in a
specific country and prepare a memo (Weekly assignment) for
class discussion

Topic

3.0 h

Discussion on students’ memo (cases of issues in a specific country analyzed
with the framework discussed in the previous week)
Analysis on system surrounding issues and factors of issues
Framework to find out factors of problems (System thinking -Causal loop
diagram, Loop analysis)

3,
4

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

To read article of the week and prepare Questions and Interesting
points for the discussion.
To consider the factors of problems that people face in a specific
country and prepare a memo (Weekly assignment) for class
discussion

Topic

2.0 h

3.0 h

Discussion on students’ memo (cases of issues in a specific country
analyzed with the framework discussed in the previous week)
Introduction of case enterprises (products/services, resources, etc.) presented by guest
enterprises

5,
6

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

To read article of the week and prepare Questions and Interesting
points for the discussion.
To consider the functions eliminating root causes of problems that
people face in a specific country and prepare a memo (Weekly
assignment) for class discussion

Topic

2.0 h

3.0 h

Discussion on students’ memo (analysis of case businesses presented in the
previous week)
Functions for eliminating root causes of issues and combination with resources of case
businesses
Framework to identify necessary functions (Design thinking)

7,
8
Required
preparation
/homework

To read article of the week and prepare Questions and Interesting
points for the discussion.

2.0 h

Required
post-study

To consider the possible designs with functions for solving
problems that people face in a specific country and prepare a
memo (Weekly assignment) for class discussion

Topic

3.0 h

Discussion on students’ memo (cases of issues in a specific country
analyzed with the framework discussed in the previous week)
Designing (ideation) of possible products/services
Framework to extract product ideas (Lateral thinking)

9,
10

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

To read article of the week and prepare Questions and Interesting
points for the discussion.

2.0 h

To consider the possible proto-type products/services with
designs for solving problems that people face in a specific country
and prepare a memo (Weekly assignment) for class discussion

Topic

11,
12

13,
14

Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

16

Discussion on students’ memo (cases of issues in a specific country
analyzed with the framework discussed in the previous week)
Prototyping of possible solutions
To read article of the week and prepare Questions and
Interesting points for the discussion.

2.0 h

To summarize discussions in the previous weeks and prepare for
a presentation to enterprises

3.0 h

Topic

Explanation to enterprises and discussions (obtaining feedback)

Required
preparation
/homework

To read article of the week and prepare Questions and Interesting

Required
post-study

To modify business ideas (products/services) based on feedbacks

Topic

Business model to realize solutions.
Framework to set business models (Business model canvas)
Connecting processes in the business model by involving other
organizations/personnel, idea testing, and impact measurement.
Framework to set business models (Value chain, Lean start-up model)

15,
Required
preparation
/homework
Required
post-study

points for the discussion.
To prepare for a presentation to enterprises

4.0 h

from enterprises

3.0 h

To read article of the week and prepare Questions and Interesting
points for the discussion.

2.0 h

To prepare for a presentation at a seminar

5.0 h
Total

Others

44.0 h

It is possible to have a seminar in March for presenting ideas together with enterprises inviting general
public in case enterprises agree.

Keyword

3.0 h

Social business, Local resource, SDGs

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT2110401
Kikkawa, Takeo

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
Main 211
Fri.2〜3
Zoom

Course Description

Course context is as follws.

Course title
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Credits
2
Office Hours
Fri 12:00-13:00

E-mail

Make-up class will be held on March 4.

The beginning two sessions focus on historical overview of the Japanese business
history. The next four sessions discuss on the theoretical framework of innovation
and entrepreneurship. Sessions 7 to 12 highlight the historical context which enabled
innovations and entrepreneurial activities. In the last four sessions, every student
makes presentation on free theme about innovation and entrepreneurship.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the

Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses

Delivery Methods

The learning objectives of this course are two-fold. One is to understand concepts of
innovation and the essence of entrepreneurship. Another is to learn the historical
context of innovations and entrepreneurial activities. For the sake of the second
purpose, this class examines the Japanese modernization, economic growth, and
dematurity process.
[For MBA]

MP1: Able to demonstrate ability to formulate/define issues
MP2: Able to demonstrate ability to analyze and compute
MP3: Able to demonstrate ability to interpret concepts and date
MP4: Able to demonstrate ability to evaluate and make choices among alternatives
MF1: Able to demonstrate understanding of management knowledge
MD1: Able to apply the concepts of syrategic management, recognizing internal and
external strategic contexts
[For DXP]
MT2: Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add
competitive value to an organization
MT3: Able to implement digital transformation while talimg into account
organizational and environmental implications
[For ISEP]
MI3: Able to demonstrate ability to connect different ideas for creating new solutions
toward factors of social issues
This course consists of two parts. Lecture sessions (2, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11) are advanced
on the basis of documents distributed beforehand, and Discussion sessions (4, 6, 8,
10, and 12) is devoted to open discussion based on student’s short memo. Students
are asked to submit discussion memo (around 20 lines) for several sessions and the
power point for final presentations to be used in the class except the first day of the
course. The deadline for e-mail submission to the instructor
(kikkawa09@gmail.com) is the midnight on Tuesday before the designated Friday
class.

Assessment

Class participation and discussion: 30%
Short memo submission: 30%
Final presentation: 40%

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

None

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Documents #1-#6 will be uploaded in IM materials:
#1 Takeo Kikkawa, “Overview of Japan’s Economic Development”
#2 Takeo Kikkawa, “Concepts of Innovation: Three Perspectives”

#3 Takeo Kikkawa, “Essence of Entrepreneurship: The cases of Sony and Honda”
#4 Takeo Kikkawa, “Entrepreneurship and Modernization: Breakthrough
Innovation Era in Japan”
#5 Takeo Kikkawa, “Entrepreneurship and Economic Growth: Incremental
Innovation Era in Japan”
#6 Takeo Kikkawa, “Entrepreneurship and Dematurity: Japan Caught between Two
Types of Innovation”
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Orientation

2

Overview

3

Innovation (1)

4

Innovation (2)

5

Entrepreneurship
(1)

Required preparation
/homework
------/ What and
0.5h
how to learn in this
course
Document #1 on
the overview of the
Japanese business
history/ What is
the historical
context concerning
entrepreneurship
and Innovation?
Lecture based on
document #2 on
concepts of
innovation
Discussion based
on student’s short
memo on
document #2
Lecture based on
document #3 on
the essence of
entrepreneurship

1h

Required post-study
Review of
discussions in the
classroom
Review of
discussions in the
classroom

0.5h

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

6

Entrepreneurship
(2)

7

Modernization
(1)

8

9

Modernization
(2)

Economic growth
(1)

10

Economic growth
(2)

11

Dematurity (1)

12

Dematurity (2)

13

Final
presentation (1)

14

Final
presentation (2)

15

Final
presentation (3)

16

Final
presentation (4)
& Concluding

Discussion based
on student’s short
memo on
document #3
Lecture based on
document #4 on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation in
the era of
modernization
Discussion based
on student’s short
memo on
document #4
Lecture based on
document #5 on

entrepreneurship
and Innovation in
the era of
economic growth

Discussion based
on student’s short
memo on
document #5
Lecture based on
document #6 on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation in

the era of
dematurity
Discussion based
on student’s short
memo on
document #6
Student’s
presentation on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation
Student’s
presentation on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation
Student’s
presentation on
entrepreneurship
and Innovation
Student’s
presentation on
entrepreneurship

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the

1h

Review of
discussions in the

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

2h

Review of
discussions in the
classroom

1h

classroom
2h

classroom

remarks

Others

Total

and Innovation &
Concluding
remarks

45h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2023 Winter Term
Course

Schedule code
MGT 2120

Course title
Entrepreneurship & Small Business Development

Name of Instructor

Remy

Credits

MAGNIER-WATANABE

2

Instructor's contact
information

Office#

Office Hours
By appointment

E-mail

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Wednesday
10:30 – 14:30

Course Description

This course is particularly useful for students who are interested in starting their own
business and want to learn different aspects of business management. This course is also
suited to those involved in corporate entrepreneurship or in improving competitive
positioning and transforming corporations towards value-creation. This course uses
several concepts and knowledge from other courses (strategy, marketing, accounting)
and is an efficient way to put them in practice in an integrative business plan.

Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to: evaluate the necessary

& Goals

qualities and characteristics of the successful entrepreneurial profile; recognize and
determine the steps necessary to open and operate a small business enterprise; identify
the marketing, financial, leadership and other competencies needed by an entrepreneur;
use information, projections, logic and critical thinking to recognize an opportunity and
solve small business problems in a multicultural, ethical and legal environment; develop
and present a Business Plan.

Contribution to the

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:

Diploma Policy

MF1

Able to demonstrate understanding of Management Knowledge

(knowledge, skills

MT2

Able to employ suitable technology element to create a business or add

and attitude which

competitive value to an organization

can be acquired

MT3

through this course

and environmental implications

for obtaining the

MI3

degree concerned)

solutions toward factors of social issues
MD2

Delivery Methods

Able to implement digital transformation while considering organizational

Able to demonstrate ability to connect different ideas for creating new

Able to demonstrate ability to gather and interpret data

The course primarily uses a combination of lectures, class discussions, group and
individual assignments.

Assessment
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Class Participation

10%

Group Presentation

20%

Midterm Exam

15%

Final Exam

15%

Peer Review
Final Report

40%

Any other methods
Weight on Final
Grade

100%

Prerequisites
Method of Feedback

Google classroom

for Exams/Papers
Required

None

Textbook(s)

Reference Books

Essentials of Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management, By Norman M.
Scarborough & Jeffrey R. Cornwall, Global Edition, 9th Edition, Pearson 2019, ISBN
9781292266022
Business Model Generation: A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and
Challengers, By Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur, Wiley, 2010, ISBN:
9780470876411
The Lean Startup: How Today's Entrepreneurs Use Continuous Innovation to Create
Radically Successful Businesses, By Eric Ries, Crown Business, 2011, ISBN:
9780307887894

Other Materials

Class

Class

Outlines

Contents
Topic
The Foundations of Entrepreneurship
Required

“Barriers to entrepreneurship in Japan”

preparation

“Entrepreneurs in Japan: How to rev up Japanese startups”

/homework

“Where are Japan’s entrepreneurs”
“Japanese entrepreneurs face a special challenge: The wife block”

1

“Working in Japan: Views on entrepreneurship and start-ups are
changing”

1h

Required
post-study
h

Topic

Conducting a Feasibility Analysis and Designing a Business Model

Required

“Barriers to entrepreneurship in Japan”

preparation

“Entrepreneurs in Japan: How to rev up Japanese startups”

/homework

“Where are Japan’s entrepreneurs”

2

“Japanese entrepreneurs face a special challenge: The wife block”
“Working in Japan: Views on entrepreneurship and start-ups are
changing”

1h

Required
post-study
Topic

h
Crafting a Business Plan and Building a Solid Strategic Plan

Required
3

preparation

“10 Business Models That Will Inspire You”

/homework

“The Presentation”

1h

Required
post-study
Topic

h
Forms of Business Ownership

Required
4

preparation

“10 Business Models That Will Inspire You”

/homework

“The Presentation”

1h

Required
post-study

5

h

Topic

Buying an Existing Business

Required

“Buying Dad’s Business”

preparation

“The Opportunity of a Lifetime”

/homework

“Subway Got Too Big. Franchisees Paid a Price”

1h

Required
post-study

6

h

Topic

Franchising and the Entrepreneur

Required

“Buying Dad’s Business”

preparation

“The Opportunity of a Lifetime”

/homework

“Subway Got Too Big. Franchisees Paid a Price”

1h

Required
post-study
Topic

h
Short exam on classes 1 to 6

Required
7

preparation
/homework

Course materials of sessions 1 to 6

5h

Required
post-study

h

Topic

Building a Powerful Bootstrap Marketing Plan

Required
8

preparation
/homework

h

Required
post-study

9

h

Topic

Pricing and Credit Strategies

Required

“Pricing Exercises”

preparation

“What Consumers - and Retailers - Should Know about Dynamic

/homework

Pricing”

1h

Required
post-study

10

h

Topic

Creating a Successful Financial Plan

Required

“Pricing Exercises”

preparation

“What Consumers - and Retailers - Should Know about D

/homework

ynamic Pricing”

1h

Required
post-study
Topic

h
Short exam on classes 7 to 10

Required
11

preparation
/homework

Course materials of sessions 7 to 10

5h

Required
post-study
Topic

h
Managing Cash Flow

Required
12

preparation
/homework

h

Required
post-study
Topic

h
Entrepreneur Interview Presentations

Required
13

preparation
/homework

2.5h

Required
post-study
Topic
14

h
Entrepreneur Interview Presentations

Required
preparation

2.5h

/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

h
Business Plan Presentations

Required
15

preparation
/homework

10h

Required
post-study
Topic

h
Business Plan Presentations

Required
16

preparation
/homework

10h

Required
post-study

h
Total

Others

All course materials are available on Google Classroom.

Keyword

Business plan, entrepreneurship, business model

43h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MGT2330401
Yokose, Tsutomu

Course title
Negotiation Strategy

Instructor's contact
information

Office#
#315

Office Hours
Tuesday, 9:00-18:00
Wednesday, 9:00-18:00
Other date: By

Credits
1
E-mail

appointment

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Tue.4〜5
Jan. 11, 18, 25, Feb. 1 (First half)
F2F

Course Description

Due to the rapid change within today’s global business environment, business
leaders at every level and in every industry must balance various working styles, build
efficient management teams, and develop sharp negotiation skills to remain
competitive. This course will help students to understand the best practices in
business negotiations as well as how to effectively resolve conflicts in everyday
business situations.
A business negotiation may be sometimes the formal affair that takes place across the
proverbial bargaining table, in which a business people argues and discusses a wide
variety of issues for either individual or mutual gain. Alternatively, such negotiations
may be much less formal, such as a meeting between a business person and several
fellow employees whose collaboration is need to get a job done.

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this

Upon completion of this course, student should be able to:
1. Outline strategies of negotiation, conflicts and business communication, which
help students at the new start of business career after graduation, through
discussions and practices in this program to have confidence in the daily tasks
2. Embody their knowledge, concept, theories and learnings in the other programs as
the dynamic business conflicts resolution.
3. Gain the fundamental management skills required to succeed in students’ future
work environment as a business leader. Students will gain such skills through case
studies, short cases and role playing in negotiation environment
This course provide students pragmatic environment to exercise their business
capability by using their knowledge and theories in negotiation environment.
Through the realistic situations which are settled in role playings, case studies and
class discussion, students will be enable to gain the essential mind-set and own
behaviors to be business leaders to manage negotiation. Through not only theoretical
approach but also practical exercise, students will obtain the real life capability to lead
business strategy and people.
For MBA
ML1: Able to demonstrate understanding of leadership concepts and practices
ML2: Able to listen well and have empathy with other people

course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

Teaching Methodology : Interactive lecture, role playing, case study and discussion
(Face to Face class)
Overall grading assessment
10% Attendance
20% Class participation
20% Group presentation / Report (one time each – total 2 times : Frasier –
presentation, V-Cola – Group Strategy Note)
20% Case memo –: (Week 1) Name your own price and Luna Pen (A)
30% An individual report
None

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:
a)Title: Harvard Business Essentials, Negotiation, b)Edition: , c)Author: ,
d)Publisher: Harvard Business School , e)Year: 2003, f)ISBN: 13: 978-15913911

a)Title: Getting to YES; Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In, b)Edition: ,
c)Author: ・ Roger Fisher and William Ury,, d)Publisher: Penguin (Non-Classics),
e)Year: , f)ISBN: 13: 978-01431187
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books

Case Materials:
Name Your Price: Compensation Negotiation at Whole Health Management (A)
HBS 9-908-064
Luna Pen (A) Michael A. Wheeler, Kathleen McGinn, HBS 9-396-156
Frasier (A) Guhan Subramanian, Michelle Kalka, HBS 9-801-447
V-Cola General Instructions Ian Larkin, Andrew Wasynczuk, Nithyasri Sharma,
HBS 9-912-04

Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Types of
Negotiation : Key
Concepts;
BATNA,
Reservation
Price, ZOPA,
Value Creation
Through Trades

Required preparation
/homework
(individual case
3.0h
memo):
Name Your Price
<Questions>
・Q1-4, by
separated case
memo guide

Required post-study
h

2

3

4

Role playing of
basic
communication
skills:
Union
negotiation
Case Study
Name your own
price
Cross cultural
negotiation
Complex
Negotiation
Case Study :
Luna Pen (A)

(individual case
memo):
Luna Pen (A)
<Questions>
1. Which approach
(from A to D) you

1.0h

1.0h

1.0h

h

2.0h

1.0h

1.0h

h

3.0h

1.0h

will most likely to
take? If you there
were your only
options you have,

please describe.
Also note why you
take that role (A to
D or another your

5

6

Preparation; 9
steps
Negotiation
Skills; Listening,
Asking questions,
and others .•
Game theory and
its application to
negotiation
Case Study :
Frasier (A)

alternative)
2. Which approach
(from A to D) you
will be least likely
to take and why?

(Group
Presentation):
<Questions>
1. Who are the
parties in the
Frasier negotiation
and what are their

interest? How can
the various parties
influence the
negotiation

process and its
outcomes?
2. What is NBC’s
BATNA? What is
Paramount’s
BATNA? What is
your vest estimate
of their respective

7

V-Cola (case
study : role

playing – final
group
simulation)

8

Others

Group

reservation prices?
Is there a ZOPA?
(Group Strategy
Memo –

3.0h

h

2.0h

1.0h

4.0h

h
24h

submission of
memo):
<Questions>
As your individual

role (e.g. each role
in Chikara or
Trek)
- What is your
objectives of this
negotiation?
- What is your
BATNA
- What is your
strategy in this
negotiation

Negotiation
simulation

Wrap Up and
Review
9
Final Report
Total
up to 24 students
Face to Face class (no-online class)

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management (Master's Program)
2023 Winter Term
Course
Name of Instructor

Schedule code
MKG2010401
Comai, Alessandro

Course title
Marketing Intelligence

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#
205
Tue.4〜5
F2F+Zoom

Office Hours
Wen-Fri 10.00-18.00

Course Description

More and more companies require a formalized, and advanced marketing
intelligence (MI) functions to feed strategic and marketing decision-making process

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Credits
2
E-mail

with updated insights and verified information. It has been demonstrated that
environmental and organizational factors are directly related to the success, and the
growth of any MI function (Comai, 2016) and these change the way that
information and data are collected, organized and analyzed across the entire
organization. A proactive MI process replaces those decisions that are taken based on
history with actions that are future-oriented. In addition to the environmental and
organizational factors, the digitalization of companies, open sources, and free data
access have changed the way that MI is managed in modern times. The purpose of
this course is to build professionals with a higher understanding and knowledge of
how MI works in detail. Students will not only get competencies about how to
produce MI but also how to use MI in their daily tactical, business and strategic work.
- Building basic and advanced competencies for developing, deploying and
managing a Marketing intelligence (MI) activities.
- Understand how to identifying organization’s intelligence needs, selecting the right
sources, analyzing data and information for preparing actionable recommendations.
- Developing several skills related to the deployment of a "World-class CI function"*
(*) Framework developed by prof. Comai A. and Prescott, J. (2016).

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods

COURSE STRUCTURE:
The course will be hands-on and will use interactive session supported by
discussions.
TEACHING METHOD:
The course is based on a hands-on workshop approach. It takes students to
practicing with MI tools and concepts by simulating real case. Most of the topics are

divided into two sessions:
1. Lecturing class in which theory, frameworks, and cases are presented to
acknowledge the student to the subject and content of the unit. This session also

helps to introduce students to the exercises.
2. Practicing and working with exercises allows students applying concepts,
practicing MI and understand the several mechanisms. This session involves group
work.

Assessment

Group Project (40% of total grade)
Students will be divided into small groups during the first week. Each group will be
asked to provide describe how a real organization (can be a Company, Technology

Institute, Industry Association, Government, among others) is using MI. Cases
should focusing but not limiting on Japanese organization (submission and short
presentation in week 10). In the case that during the course a guest speaker is invited
to describe a real case, students are free to use that case for group work.
Short Essays (30% of total grade)
Students will be asked to undertake the writing of a short essay (2000-3000 words)
about one of the following topics:
• Collection techniques
• Models and or techniques of Analysis
• Tools and other technology not reviewed in the class

Personal participation (30% of total grade) class discussion and in-class group or
individual exercises. Student’s contributions are evaluated by: questions, comments,
different viewpoints, presentations, etc.
Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

none
Weekly group follow-up.

Required:
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Marketing
Intelligence
Introduction

Required preparation
/homework
Readings: Hansen, 0.5h
M.T. and J.
Birkinshaw
(2007). “The
Innovation Value
Chain”, Harvard
business Review.
85(6):121-30, 142

Required post-study
0h

2

Defining needs

Readings: Clark,
M. (2010).
“Intelligence
Analysis: A

1.5h

Group work Define Project
topic

1h

Target-Centric
Approach”. CQ
Press. (3rd
edition)
Cormac, R.
(2007). “American
Airlines’ Rise in
Maintenance and

3

Primary and
secondary
Information
sources

4

Open and Web
based Sources

5

Collection:
Elicitation
Collection: Social
Networks

6

Engineering
Operations”.
Competitive
Intelligence
Magazine
Yousuke
Nakajima,
Toshiyuki Yasui

1h

and Naohiko
Kohtake (2013)
“Strategic
Framework of
Open Source
Intelligence for
Competitive
Analysis”

h

Reading (*):
1h
“Open Source
Intelligence
Techniques:
Resources for
Searching and
Analyzing Online
Information”
Available at:
https://inteltechni
ques.com/menu.ht
ml
List of sources will
be provided by the
instructor.
none
0h

Group work Define the sources
and resources used
in the case.

none

Group work Define the sources
and resources used
in the case.

0h

2h

h
3h

7

Analysis 1:
substitute
offerings and
Competing
Hypotheses
Model.

8

9
10

Analysis 2:
Market Foresight
and Early
Warning

Distribution and
deliverable
Portals and IT
tools

11

Ethics

12

Security and
counterintelligen
ce

13

Building a
World-class MI
function
Workflow

14

Cantrell, R.
(1999). “The Six
Angles of
Competition.”

1h

Competitive
Intelligence
Review , Vol. 10, n.
3, pp. 51-57.
Reading: Day, G. 1h
and P.
Schoemaker
(2005). “Scanning
the Periphery.”
Harvard Business
Review, November
2005, 135 – 148.

h

Group work Defining processes
used in the case.

0h
0h

Reading: Comai A.
(2003). “Global
Code of Ethics and
Competitive
Intelligence
Purposes: an
Ethical Perspective
on Competitors.”
JCIM .
Hohhof, B. and D.
Fehringer (2005).
“Competitive
Intelligence Ethics:
Navigating the
Gray Zone. SCIP.

1h

Metso Automation
case study

3h

0h

h

2h

h
Group work Defining
workflow,
deliverable and
tools used in the
case.

4h

0h

Group work 2h
Define any
Security or
counterintelligence
used in the case.
h

Group work Define the

4h

15

16

Others

none

Presentation

Presentation

Total

This session is
devoted to the
Group
presentation
This session is
devoted to

10h

Maturity in MI in
the case.

10h

h

h

Personal
Presentation

48h

MI awareness:
Jenster, P. V. and K. Solberg (2009). “Market Intelligence: Building Strategic
Insight”. Copenhagen Business School Press.

Christensen, C. M.; Anthony, S. D. and E. A. Roth (2004). “Seeing What’s Next.”
Harvard Business School Press, Boston MA.
Fehringer, D. and B. Hohhof, (2006). Competitive Intelligence Ethics, Society of
Competitive Intelligence Professionals.
Mortara, L. (2015). Communicating Technology Intelligence. A Practical Guide.
IFM - Centre for Technology Management, Institute for Manufacturing.
Data search and collections

Solberg, K. (2013). Exhibit Marketing and Trade Show Intelligence: Successful
Boothmanship and Booth Design. Springer .
Walle, A. H (2001) Qualitative research in intelligence and marketing: the new
strategic convergence. Quorum Books.

Forrest, E. (2002). “Internet marketing intelligence: research tools, techniques, and
resources”. New York. McGraw-Hill/Irwin .
Fuld, L. M. (1995). “The New Competitor Intelligence: The Complete Resource for
Finding, Analyzing, and Using Information about Your Competitors.” New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
Interpretation
Heuser, R. J. (1999). Psychology of Intelligence Analysis. Center for the Study of
Intelligence. Central Intelligence Agency .
McGonagle, J. J. and C. M. Vella (2012). “Proactive Intelligence: The Successful
Executive's Guide to Intelligence.” Springer London.
Brandenburger, A. and B. Nalebuff, (1997). “Co-opetition.” HarperCollins.
Beebe, S. and R. Pherson (2014). “Cases in Intelligence Analysis: Structured
Analytic Techniques in Action.” Sage.
Information Flows
Prescott, J. E. and S. Miller, editors. (2001). “Proven Strategies in Competitive
Intelligence: Lessons from the Trenches.” New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons.
Japanese works:
Yousuke NAKAJIMA, Toshiyuki Yasui and Naohiko Kohtake (2013). “Strategic

Framework of Open Source Intelligence for Competitive Analysis”.
Toshiyuki Yasui (2009). “Birth and Development of Financial Intelligence”.
General resources:

SCIP Paper.li: http://paper.li/e-1505322846#/
SCIP web site: www.scip.org
The Japan Society of Competitive Intelligence: http://www.jsci.or.jp/english.html
Journal of Intelligence Studies in Business: http://ojs.hh.se/index.php/JISIB
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Schedule code
MKG3030401
Sheehan, Benjamin

Course title
Marketing Research

Instructor's contact
information
Class Schedule Day /
Period

Office#

Office Hours
Wednesday 11:00-13:00

Course Description

This course introduces students to marketing research and provides an introduction
to many of

Name of Instructor

Wed.4〜5
F2F+Zoom

Credits
2
E-mail

the quantitative techniques currently used in modern marketing practice. The course
will
familiarize students with fundamental concepts of marketing research and some of
the
frequently encountered research topics and techniques used in marketing practice.
The topics to
be covered will be in the areas of data collection and techniques of data analysis; and
may

Learning Objectives &
Goals

Contribution to the
Diploma Policy
(knowledge, skills and
attitude which can be
acquired through this
course for obtaining the
degree concerned)
N/A for language
courses
Delivery Methods
Assessment

Prerequisites
Method of feedback
from instructor to
students for
exams/papers
Textbook(s)

include techniques used in: market segmentation and targeting; positioning and
branding;
pricing; product design; and advertising and promotion.
1. Converting a business problem into a research problem.

2. Understanding & executing the step-by-step marketing research process.
3. Preparing & writing a research report.
MF4 Able to demonstrate understanding of Marketing Knowledge
MF6 Able to demonstrate understanding of Data Analysis and Digital Technology

Lecturing & class exercises
Class tests (Individual evaluation): 40%
Group report: 30%
Group presentation (Group-based evaluation): 30%
Marketing management
Class tests (Individual evaluation): post-exam feedback
Group report: post-submission feedback with marketing criteria
Group presentation (Group-based evaluation): post-presentation feedback with
marketing criteria
Required:
a)Title: Marketing research : an applied orientation, b)Edition: , c)Author: Naresh K.

Malhotra,Malhotra, Naresh K.,, d)Publisher: Prentice Hall, e)Year: 2010, f)ISBN:
978-0136085430
Reference Books / Journal Articles:

a)Title: Multivariate Data Analysis, b)Edition: 8th, c)Author: Joseph F Hair | Barry J.
Babin | Rolph E. Anderson | William C., d)Publisher: CENGAGE, e)Year: , f)ISBN:
a)Title: Designing Qualitative Research, b)Edition: 5th, c)Author: Marshall &
Rossman, d)Publisher: Sage, e)Year: 2011, f)ISBN:
Note on Textbooks and
Reference Books
Class Outline

Class

Topic

1

Introduction to
Marketing
Research
Research Design

2
3

4
5
6
7

8

9
10

11

Required preparation
/homework
ch 1
1h

Required post-study
Planning group
research topic

1h

ch 3

1h

2h

Measurement
and Scaling

ch 8 & 9

1h

Planning group
research design
Designing
measurement and

Questionnaire
design
Sampling

ch 10

1h

ch 11 & 12

0h

Data collection
Qualitative &
quantitative data
Preparation

Basic data

analyses
& Correlation
and Regression
Factor analysis
Structural
equation
modeling
Qualitative data
analysis

12

Qualitative data
analysis

13

Report
Preparation and

ch 13
Referecne book 2:
ch 8 - Managing,
analyzing &

1h
1h

scaling
Questionnaire
design

1h

3h
1h
1h
2h

interpreting data
Textbook: ch 14
ch 15 & 17

1h

2h

ch 19
ch 22

0h
0h

3h
2h

Referecne book 2:
ch 8 - Managing,
analyzing &
interpreting data
Referecne book 2:
ch 8 - Managing,
analyzing &
interpreting data
ch 23

0h

2h

0h

2h

1h

2h

Others

Presentation
14
Report
ch 23
1h
Preparation and
Presentation
15
Presentations
4h
16
Presentations
4h
Total
Contents & order of contents may change depending on course progress.

2h

h
h
43h

International University of Japan
Graduate School of International Management
2023 Winter Term
Course

Schedule code
OPR1010

Name of Instructor

Course title
Operations Management
Wenkai Li

2

Instructor's contact
information

Office#

Class Schedule Day /
Period

Session 1: Every Monday, 2:40pm-5:50pm
Session 2: Every Tuesday, 6:00pm-9:10pm

Course Description

Operations is one of three basic functions/pillars in any business organization.

213

Office Hours
After class or by
appointment

Credits:
E-mail

Operations function typically manages more employees and physical assets than does
any other function in a business organization. Operations Management (OM) is the
management of systems or processes that create goods and/or provide services, within
an organization. Operations is the engine for a company that creates values in a firm’s
value chain, involving all aspects of the production and delivery of goods and services.

OM is the core required course for MBA and JGDP students and a core elective course
for other students. It serves as the basis for other courses such as Managerial
Accounting (ACT4110), Supply Chain Management (OPR4150), Managing Product
Development (OPR4170), Service Management, Monozukuri (Manufacturing)
Management in Japan etc.

OM is helpful for students seeking careers such as consultants, operational managers,
general managers, financial analysts, and policy makers in manufacturing and service
industries etc.
Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:

& Goals
(1): Demonstrate understanding of business knowledge on operations management
(AACSB L5-3)
(2): Demonstrate understanding of Japanese industries and manufacturing strategy
(AACSB L8-1)

For the purpose of accomplishment of course objectives, this course will familiarize
students with basic knowledge of various production and operations management
processes, including a strategic view of operations management, process thinking, lean
thinking, quality management, and inventory management. Japanese way of operations

management and quality control will also be introduced.
Students will learn how to establish, maintain, and reengineer the processes that firms
use to transform inputs into goods and services. Operations strategy, process selection,
lean thinking, quality control, inventory management, and various other qualitative or
quantitative techniques will be introduced for both manufacturing and service
industries. The integration of operations decisions with other functional areas such as
marketing, finance, and human resource will be introduced in the course. Other
contemporary concepts such as supply chain management, globalization, environmental
concerns and sustainability will also be discussed.
Contribution to the

MF3 (for MBA, JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of IT/OM/SCM Knowledge

Diploma Policy

MD1 (for IMBA): Able to apply the concepts of strategic management, recognizing

(knowledge, skills

internal and external strategic contexts

and attitude which

MD3 (for IMBA): Able to demonstrate ability to make a strategic decision under

can be acquired

pressure.

through this course

MJ1 (for JGDP): Able to demonstrate understanding of Japanese industries, society, and

for obtaining the

business environments

degree concerned)
Delivery Methods

Class lectures, in-class games, case studies, group discussions, and field trip.

Assessment
Learning Objectives
Assessment methods

(1)

Class participation

5%

After class case assignments

15%

In-class group discussions

5%

Final exam

50%

Peer review

15%

Home works

10%

Weight on Final Grade

75%

(2)

100%

25%

Prerequisites

Notes:
(1). Learning objective (1) will be evaluated by class participation, case assignments,
group discussions, final exam, home works, and peer review, etc. The weight of each
assessment method to evaluate Learning objective (1) is listed in the Table. Score of peer
review will also affect scores of After class case assignments, and In-class group
discussions.
(2). Learning objective (2) will be evaluated by selected exam questions from the final
exam.
(3). Your scores of learning objectives (1) and (2) will occupy 75% and 25% of the final
grade, respectively, as listed in the last row.
General knowledge of company/organization operations.

Method of Feedback

By email or face-to-face appointment with course instructor. TAs will also provide

for Exams/Papers

assistances.

Required

Title/Authors: Operations management in the supply chain: decisions and cases / Roger

Textbook(s)

G. Schroeder and Susan Meyer Goldstein
Imprint: New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill/Irwin, c2021.
Edition: 8th International ed.
ISBN-13: 9781260368109
https://www.mheducation.com/highered/product/1260368106.html

Reference Books

Recommended books:
1). Toyota production system: beyond large-scale production, Taiichi Ohno, 1988 (IUJ
library has this book, Call No: 537.09 O32)
2). Kaizen express: fundamentals for your lean journey, Toshiko Narusawa and John
Shook, 2009 (IUJ library has this book, Call No: 537.09 N237 2009)

Other Materials

Class

Case Materials: Available from the textbook. Will be announced during the semester.

Class

Outlines

Contents
Topic
Introduction. Operations Function (Chap. 1)
Required

1

preparation
/homework
Required
post-study
Topic

Read textbook Chap. 1, preview professor lecture notes

2.0 h

Review professor lecture notes.
Watch class videos

2.0 h

Operations and Supply Chain Strategy I (Chap. 2)

Required
preparation
2

/homework

Read textbook Chap. 2, preview professor lecture notes

Required

Read the case study in the textbook (8th Ed, Page 424-430):

post-study

Operations Strategy at BYD of China, Electrifying the World’s

1.0 h

Automotive Market
Conduct group discussions on the BYD case.
Topic

5.0 h

Operations and Supply Chain Strategy II (Chap. 2), In-class discussion on
the BYD case

Required
3

preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 2, preview professor lecture notes

1.0 h

Review professor lecture notes, watch class video recording.

3.0 h

Required
post-study

Topic

Process Selection I (Chap. 4)

Required
4

preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 4, preview professor lecture notes

Required

Review professor lecture notes.

post-study

Watch class videos

Topic

Process Selection II (Chap. 4)

2.0 h

2.0 h

Required
5

preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 4, preview professor lecture notes

1.0 h

post-study

Complete Group-Discussion Assignment (Chap. 4)

3.0 h

Topic

Process-Flow Analysis I (Chap. 6)

Required

Required
6

preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 6, preview professor lecture notes

2.0 h

post-study

Review professor lecture notes.

1.0 h

Topic

Process-Flow Analysis II (Chap. 6)

Required

Required
preparation
7

/homework

Read textbook Chap. 6, preview professor lecture notes

Required

Participate in one of the TA sessions (for Chap. 6, flow chart)

post-study

Read the mini case: Process Flow Innovation at Kaiser
Permanente

Topic

2.0 h

3.5 h

Lean thinking and Lean Systems I (Chap. 7)

Required
8

preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 7, Preview professor lecture notes

1.0 h

post-study

Review professor lecture notes.

0.5 h

Topic

Lean thinking and Lean Systems II (Chap. 7)

Required

Read Eastern Gear Case (Textbook Page 432(8th Ed), Page 418

preparation

(7th Ed), Page 450(6th Ed)).

/homework

Read textbook Chap. 7

Required

9

Preview professor lecture notes

3.0 h

post-study

Review professor lecture notes.

1.0 h

Topic

Lean thinking and Lean Systems III (Chap. 7)

Required

10

Required
preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 7, Preview professor lecture notes

Required

Review professor lecture notes, watch class videos (1 h).

post-study

Solve Week 5 TA session exercises and participate in Week 5 TA
session (4 h)

Topic

1.0 h

5.0 h

Managing Quality I (Chap. 8)

Required
11

preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 8, Preview professor lecture notes

2.0 h

post-study

Review professor lecture notes

0.5 h

Topic

Managing Quality II (Chap. 8)

Required

Required
preparation
12

/homework

Read textbook Chap. 8, Preview professor lecture notes

Required

Complete Chap. 8 group assignment and submit a group report

post-study

(2 h).
Work on Homework #1 (3 h)

Topic

1.0 h

5.0 h

Quality Control and Improvement I (Chap. 9)

Required
13

preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 9, Preview professor lecture notes

1.0 h

post-study

Review professor lecture notes

1.0 h

Topic

Quality Control and Improvement II (Chap. 9)

Required

Required
14

preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 9, Preview professor lecture notes

Required

Review professor lecture notes (1 h)

post-study

Complete Homework #1 (3 h)

Topic

Independent Demand Inventory I (Chap. 14)

1.0 h

4.0 h

Required
15

preparation
/homework

Read textbook Chap. 14, Preview professor lecture notes

1.0 h

post-study

Review professor lecture notes

0.5 h

Topic

Independent Demand Inventory II (Chap. 14)

Required

Read textbook Chap. 14, Preview professor lecture notes

Required

16

2.0 h

preparation
/homework
Required

1). Participate in Week 9 Field Trips (Subaru Corp.). Field trips

post-study

are optional. Schedules are to be confirmed and subject to
COVID-19 restrictions (8 h)
2). Solve Week 10 Extra TA session I exercises and participate
in the Extra TA session I (5 h)
3). Participate in Week 10 Extra TA session II (2 h)
4). Review all materials, prepare for the final exam.

15.0 h
Total

Others

76.0 h

1). The definitions of MBA learning goals and learning objectives are available at:

https://www.iuj.ac.jp/im-info/learning_goals/
http://www.iuj.ac.jp/gsim/mba/mba-curriculum/mba-learning-goals/
2). Lecture notes, schedule changes, homework questions, exam information, and other materials for this
course will be updated at the course folder (to be confirmed):
\\iuj-home\IM materials\2021-2022\Winter\Operations-Management
or Google Classroom.
Students should visit this folder frequently for newly posted online materials.
3). Details of the exams, factory tours, presentations, assignments, and quizzes will be announced in
class.
4). Course policies:
(a) All assignments, exams, and presentations should be completed to receive a passing grade for this
course.
(b) No late assignment submissions will be accepted.
(c) As outlined in the IUJ Honor Code, students are reminded not to engage in acts of plagiarism or
other forms academic dishonesty. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plagiarism

for more

information.
(d) No tolerance to any academic misconduct in addition to plagiarism.

Keyword

Operations, Management, Supply Chain, Globalization, Project Management, Mass Customization,
BPR, Process Thinking, Flow Chart, Lean Thinking, Kaizen, TPS, JIT, Quality, TQM, Control
Chart, Six Sigma, Inventory, EOQ, ERP

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF JAPAN
Graduate School of International Management
Academic Year: 2022/2023
Term: Winter

Course

Course code

Course title

OPR3010

Digital Supply Chain Management

Name of Instructor

Prof. Li Wenkai

Instructor’s contact

Office#

Credits: 2
Office Hours

E-mail:

Information
Class Schedule

TBD

(The dates listed on the syllabus are subject to change. )

Day / Time
COURSE DESCRIPTION

CONTRIBUTION TO THE PROGRAMME
The majority of studies by the world’s top ranking academic institutions and leading consultancies
agree on the vital importance of supply chain programmes. However, although seemingly a major
contradiction, the level of investment dedicated to these types of initiatives is always lower than their
perceived importance. In other words: there is a general consensus about the capacity of SCM
programmes to generate competitive advantages, but the latter are incapable of extracting or taking
advantage of all their potential.
This can easily be attributed to the gap between strategy formulation (‘Where do we want to go?’)
and its implementation (‘How do we get there?’). This implies recognising the difficulties and
limitations of its implementation.
At the same time electronic commerce is showing nowadays unstoppable two-digit growth. The
window on the world opened up by marketing via the internet reveals a horizon of excellent
opportunities. The new e-commerce companies are dazzled by the commercial potential of internet,
and they are focusing their competitive priorities on the development of advanced systems of
consumer behavior analysis, on the technology needed to manage their relationship with
consumers, and on brand communication. However, they often forget that e-commerce is only viable
if the customer perceives it as a secure, reliable and, above all, convenient option. The poor
development of the backroom behind the e-commerce business and the deficient operation of the
delivery service have led to the failure of a great many business initiatives such as Pets.com and
Kozmo.com, contributing to the argument that the technological bubble burst at the beginning of this
century.
1

On the other hand, companies like Amazon have been able not only to develop an efficient logistics
system, but also to integrate this into their value proposition, in order to offer an unbeatable
competitive model that positions the company as the sector leader.
Operating on the internet provides access to a market as broad as it is fragmented. It entails
attending to new supply needs in which logistics becomes a critical differentiator: it is important to
have a system with the capacity to manage orders originating from unpredictable demand, placed
by customers who demand customized configurations; returns are frequent and the management of
exceptions and incidents form part of the service process.
Internet business opportunities are proportional to the challenges posed by a type of supply that is
complex and demanding. The new digital companies, as well as the traditional companies that are
starting out in this new marketing channel, will have to take great pains to develop a logistics back
end with the capacity to meet the demands of customers.
To be able to examine all this challenges we will address three broad questions.
a) How can we help companies to move forward to gain competitive advantages in a global and
more digital world? What elements have to be considered when designing digital SCM
programmes to make them easier to implement?
b) What is the organisational impact and how can we prepare the organisation (and ourselves)
to execute it effectively?
c) What operations management competencies should be developed to compete in a more digital
and changing business environment?
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. Create an OM & SCM VISION/MISSION to chose the right approach.
2. Prepare the organization for decision making. The operations model. The different leadership
styles in OM. Learning to deal with main internal and external stakeholders to make consensual
decisions in order to maximise value generation.
3. How do we move to be digital.
4. By analysing real case studies, introduce how decision-making processes are formulated within
Operations and Supply Chain Management in a digital and non digital business
5. The Impact of Covid 19 in Supply Chain. New challanges.
6. Industry 4.0 .New forms of intelligence , new management competencies.
COMPETENCES
1.

Understand the relational context within organizations

2.

Teamwork and collaboration

3.

Demonstrate / apply strategic and systemic thinking

4.

Ability to apply knowledge to achieve results in complex operational environments
2

METHODOLOGY
The program is based on a Socratic methodology designed for students preferably with professional
experience in business. Its objective is to help students to think about decision-making roles and
their related processes.
The class combines the presentation of concepts and SCM practical exercises from a holistic and
cross-functional perspective. An “open” language is used to include all functional areas with the aim
of stimulating debates with a multidisciplinary focus.
Given the nature of the program and the participants’ prior experience, active class participation is
fundamental.
The methodology consists of lectures and the discussion of practical case studies and selected
readings.
ASSESSMENT
We have designed this course to stimulate and encourage learning through hands-on activities and inclass participation and debate.
Working in groups, students will prepare a total of 2 case assignments. Students will also prepare an
individual report on their respective learning journals (we recommend a minimum of 2/3 slides per
session). Faculty will discuss the relevant content at the start of the program. Students are also required
to read additional case. Though they do not have to prepare a specific report on this reading, they will be
assessed when debating the case in class.
Groups must upload their case study reports onto the course website the day before the class. Reports
have to consist of PowerPoint presentations focusing on the specific case study questions. There is no
minimum or maximum length for these presentations, though we recommend presentations to be
between 10 to 14 slides per case study.
Student’s grading will consist of the group mark on the Two case reports (30%), an individual
Learning Journal (*) to be submitted on the web platform (40%), and class participation (30%).
Case study reports will be evaluated on their content, the clarity and of the focus as well as the quality of
the presentation. Faculty will provide feedback to all groups.
Students who cannot attend more than two sessions must contact the module faculty member by e-mail.
They will be required to prepare an “integrating report” on the case studies and session readings they
missed in order to be able to pass the class
To stay up-to-date with the course and the learning process, students need to read the syllabus prior to
starting the course and the case studies and recommended readings prior to each session.
(*) Ref. guidelines document

3

Prerequisite: Knowledge on SCM and Business strategy is highly suggestred
Readings

•

Roig, Carlos. ‘Creating Business Models through Operational Excellence’ (Harvard
Deusto Business Review. March 2014

•

Economist Intelligence Unit. ”Operational innovation: Fortune favours the brave.”
The Economist Dec. 2007.

•

Roig Carlos; Matching supply and demand in turbulent environments. Should we
plan or manage demand? Harvard Deusto Business Review. September 2016

•

Roig, Carlos : ‘A New Paradigm: Developing a Logistic Back End to compete in
Digital Business’ (Harvard Deusto Marketing & Sales)

•

Roig, Carlos. “Should we wager on reindustrialization? Keys and proposals".
Harvard-Deusto Business Review. April 2015

•

Roig Carlos.”The 4th Industrial (Re) Evolution” Harvard Deusto Business Review
April 2017

•

Roig Carlos “Supply Chain Management Challenges in the new -post Covidnormality” December 2021

Class Outline
PART 1 Getting the Right Operations & Supply Chain Management Vision (I). (not only in traditional
business but in digital ones too). Sessions 1 - 4
1.CREATE THE VISION /MISSION:
Understand different operations approaches.
2.UNDERSTAND THE SOURCES OF OPERATIONS’ COMPLEXITY
Deal with trade-offs and decision making time horizon ( Dealing with short, medium and long-term decision)s. The main
sources of demand variability. Capacity contraints.

Expected results:
Learn to understand and deal with different OM mindsets to articulate actions.
Be able to deal with main sources of management complexity.

Readings:
•

Roig, Carlos. ‘Creating Business Models through Operational Excellence’ (Harvard Deusto Business
Review. March 2014

•

Economist Intelligence Unit. ”Operational innovation: Fortune favours the brave.” The Economist Dec.
2007.
•

SESSION 1

Course Introduction. Operations challenges
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•

SESSION 2:

Operations: The Efficient Approach and its sources of management complexities
•

SESSION 3

Operations: The competitive approach,
•

SESSION 4

Case study: ” ACC” The case must be prepared before the class discussion. A
group written report should be submitted in advance)

The SCM approach, and The New Business Model approach, and its sources of management complexities

PART II : Prepare yourself and your organization for decision making ( sessions 5 a 8)
From strategy to execution: How can we reduce the gap between strategy formulation and its implementation?
How do we develop leadership styles in Operations and SCM to make decisions in multidisciplinary settings?
Organisational evolution: From functional organisations to process-based companies. A framework to prioritize
decision making

Case study: ” A Pain in The Supply Chain” must be read before the class
discussion. NO written report is required for this case study.)

Case study: Case Zappos Developing a Supply Chain to deliver wow
Part 1
(Group presentation)

Expected results:
Learn to build an operating model (‘SET’ of decisions).
What are the main competencies to be a talented SC leader.
Contribute to the right organization set up.
Develop a KPI System
•

SESSION 5

Learn to design the Operations Model
CASE ZAPPOS PART 1
Leadership in operations
•

SESSION 6

5

Leadership (II)
Case A Pain in the Supply Chain
•

SESSION 7:

Organization Set Up
Key Performance indicators System
•

SESSION 8 :

Part I & II Wrap up. Main learning takeaways. Learning journal

PART III Design & Manage Value Chain in Digital Business ( Sessions 9-15)

Decision Making & SCM Program Design. Manage Demand (Sessions 9-11)
Introduction to the toolkit: Tools to help develop SCM programmes
How to optimise the service-cost and cost-flexibility equations. How to create a dialogue between operations
and marketing/sales and how it becomes involved in the finance area when making decisions and creating
value.
HOW TO MANAGE DEMAND THROUGH SCM
Understand how demand behaves; planning within operations; the service policy, and development of a cost
policy

Case study: Case Zappos Developing a Supply Chain to deliver wow Part 2
(Group presentation)

Expected results:
Plan what can be planned, learn to plan and learn to manage the unplannable. Articulate the design of a
Service Policy and assess the dimensions of the Costs Policy.

Readings:
•

Roig Carlos; Matching supply and demand in turbulent environments. Should we plan or manage
demand? Harvard Deusto Business Review. September 2016

•

Roig, Carlos : ‘A New Paradigm: Developing a Logistic Back End to compete in Digital Business’
(Harvard Deusto Marketing & Sales)

•

Lee, Hau. ‘The Triple A Supply Chain’. Harvard Business Review. 2004

•

SESSION 9

Mapping
Understand Demand Behaviour
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•

SESSION 10

Planning
Zappos Part II
•

SESSION 11

Cost Policy
Service Policy

Decision Making & SCM Program Design the Response ( Sessions 12-14)
DESIGNING RESPONSE MECHANISMS (back end)
Push/pull strategies; end-to-end design; positioning in the value chain; in-source/ outsource and
offshore/inshore; SRM; designing the logistics network

Case study: Zappos case. Developing a Supply Chain to deliver wow Part 3
(Group presentation)

Case study: ” Amazon .com. Supply Chain. NO written report is required for this
case study.)

Readings:
•

Roig, Carlos. “Should we wager on reindustrialization? Keys and proposals". Harvard-Deusto
Business Review. April 2015

Expected results:
Learn to design the SC from a corporate strategy. Logistics Network design . Deal with SRM in a
digital business environment.
•

SESSION 12

Design to Respond
•

SESSION 13

End to End Design
Zappos Part III
•

SESSION 14

Distribution Network Design
Zappos Part III

7

Case AMAZON

Global Supply Chain Programmes. (Tentative)
What opportunities and threats does developing supply chain programmes in a global setting imply? How can
we identify and minimise the risks associated to a global SC? How do we build SCM programmes on a global
scale?

Case study: Global Supply Chain Management (group presentation) Tentative

•

Session 15

Global SCM or Part III Wrap up. Main learning takeaways. Learning journal

V. Industry 4.0.Trends. Creating a 2030 vision
New forms of intelligence , knowledge and management competencies in a digital world
Course Wrap up
LEARNING JOURNAL Presentations.
Readings:
•

Roig Carlos.”The 4th Industrial (Re) Evolution” Harvard Deusto Business Review

•

Roig Carlos “ Supply Chain Management Challenges in the new -post Covid-normality” December

April 2017

2021

•

Roig Carlos Industry 4.o. New forms of intelligence, knowledge and management skills.
Esade Do Good Do Better April 2020

•

Session 16
Trends in Operational Innovation and digitalization. Industry 4.0 new management competencies

Others (if any)
Sessions

Date

Topic

1

TBA

Course Introduction. Operations challenges

2

TBA

Operations:
The Efficient Approach and its sources of management complexities

3

TBA

Operations: The competitive approach,
Case ACC Part 1

4

TBA

Case ACC Part 2
Operations: The SCM approach, and The New Business Model
approach, and its sources of management complexities

8

5

TBA

Learn to design the Operations Model
Case Zappos Part 1
Leadership in operations

6

TBA

Leadership (II)
Case A Pain in the Supply Chain

7

TBA

Organization Set Up
Key Performance indicators System

8

TBA

Part I & II Wrap up. Main learning takeaways. Learning journal

9

TBA

Mapping
Demand management (I)
Understand Demand Behaviour

10

TBA

Demand Management (II)
Planning
Case Zappos Part II

11

TBA

Demand Management (II)
Cost Policy
Service Policy

12

TBA

Design the Response ( Lean vs Agile)

13

TBA

Design the Response
End to End Design SRM
Case Zappos part III

14

TBA

Design the Response
Distribution Network design

15

TBA

Main SC challenges in the new post covid normal. Part III Wrap up. Main
learning takeaways. Learning journal

16

TBA

Trends in Operational Innovation and digitalization. Industry 4.0 new
management competencies
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